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Preface to ”Clinical Utility of Applying PGx and

Deprescribing-Based Decision Support in

Polypharmacy: Future Perspectives”

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), polypharmacy is one of the global key

challenges for medication today. Polypharmacy is a necessary and important aspect of drug

treatment; however, it becomes a challenge when the medication risks outweigh the benefits for

an individual patient. Drug–drug interactions and the introduction of prescribing cascades are

common features of polypharmacy, which can lead to ineffectiveness and increased risk of adverse

drug reactions (ADR). Genes encoding CYP450 isozymes and other drug-related biomarkers have

attracted considerable attention as targets for pharmacogenetic (PGx) testing due to their impact on

drug metabolism and response. This Special Issue is devoted to explore the status and initiatives

taken to improve medication and to reduce ADR in polypharmacy patients. The collection of articles

spans many expert areas and disciplines dealing with drug–drug interactions and consequences

thereof in therapeutic management, including PK- and PD-profiling; the application of PGx-based

guidance and/or decision tools for drug–gene and drug–drug gene interactions; medication reviews;

development and application of deprescribing tools; and drivers and barriers to overcome for

successful implementation in the healthcare system. We hope by this Special Issue to stimulate to

further actions and initiatives to be taken for the benefit of polypharmacy patients. We thank the

authors of the individual articles for their creativity and ingenuity and for paving the way forward in

developing new tools and approaches to the understanding of polypharmacy.

Charlotte Vermehren and Niels Westergaard

Editors
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Abstract: Through this structured review of the published literature, we aimed to provide an up-to-
date description of strategies (human-related) and tools (mainly from the digital field) facilitating the
appropriateness of drug use in older adults. The evidence of each strategy and tool’s effectiveness
and sustainability largely derives from local and heterogeneous experiences, with contrasting results.
As a general framework, three main steps should be considered in implementing measures to
improve appropriateness: prescription, acceptance by the patient, and continuous monitoring of
adherence and risk-benefit profile. Each step needs efforts from specific actors (physicians, patients,
caregivers, healthcare professionals) and dedicated supporting tools. Moreover, how to support
the appropriateness also strictly depends on the particular setting of care (hospital, ambulatory
or primary care, nursing home, long-term care) and available economic resources. Therefore, it is
urgent assigning to each approach proposed in the literature the following characteristics: level of
effectiveness, strength of evidence, setting of implementation, needed resources, and issues for its
sustainability.

Keywords: older adults; appropriateness; medication adherence; digital health; adverse drug reac-
tions; polypharmacy

1. Introduction

With the ageing of the population, an increasing proportion of individuals are affected
by more than one chronic condition, namely multimorbidity [1]. The treatment of different
comorbidities often leads to the use of several medications. Thus, it is not unusual that
an increasing proportion of older individuals is exposed to multiple medications, known
as polypharmacy. Despite the lack of consensus on polypharmacy definition, researchers
more often use this term to indicate the use of five (or ten) medications [2]. A global
prevalence of polypharmacy of 32.1% was estimated in Europe when a definition of 5 or
more medications was used [3]. Nevertheless, the prevalence of polypharmacy varies not
only according to its definition or the type of assessment used but also the country, the
setting and patients’ age group. Current self-reported prevalence rates in older adults
aged 70 years and above from seven European centres ranged from 16.4% (in Geneva) to
60.8% (in Coimbra) [4]. Another study reported prevalence estimates from 26.3% to 39.9%,
depending on the country [3]. Different estimates are also reported for Italy: 49% of Italian
patients older than 65 received polypharmacy (at least 5 concomitant medications) and
11.3% excessive polypharmacy (at least 10 medications)[5], with a higher prevalence in
Southern Italy [6,7].
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The aging population and the availability of new medications for chronic conditions
can explain the rise in polypharmacy in many developed countries. On the other hand, it is
not negligible the impact of the pharmaceutical industry and pharmaceutical sales repre-
sentatives on the prescribing patterns of physicians. A recent systematic review found that
the interaction with the pharmaceutical industry (through its sales representatives) is likely
to affect physicians’ prescribing behaviours and contribute to the irrational prescribing of
different medications [8]. In this context, the concept of pharmaceuticalization has been in-
troduced to emphasize the importance of pharmaceuticals and the pharmaceutical industry
in modern life [9]. Pharmaceuticalization can also explain the rising pharmaceutical choices
of purchasing and using medications bypassing physicians, through over-the-counter
drugs, herbal medicines, supplements or even internet-purchased medications without
prescriptions (i.e., opioids or drugs for erectile dysfunction) [10]. Medication-related prob-
lems have been exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic. Indeed, during the pandemic,
physicians and other healthcare professionals were in short supply, and medication reviews
and other “non-essential” services were delayed or suspended to reduce the spread of
the disease [11,12]. The pandemic has also increased the use and misuse of some medi-
cations, such as antidepressants, benzodiazepines, or antipsychotics [13], and increased
self-medication behaviours [14].

Despite the variability of polypharmacy estimates and the reasons underlying its rising,
it is consistently reported that polypharmacy is associated with increased risk for drug-drug
or drug-disease interactions, adverse effects, potentially inappropriate medications (PIMs),
geriatric syndrome, falls, and mortality [15,16]. There is generally little guidance in treating
multimorbidity in older adults. In Italy, Onder et al. have recently developed specific
guidelines for managing individuals exposed to multimorbidity and polypharmacy [17].
These guidelines underline the importance of an individualized and multidisciplinary
approach and identifying individuals at higher risk for adverse outcomes of polypharmacy,
despite there being no evidence that the number of medications (polypharmacy), rather
than inappropriate polypharmacy, is directly responsible for these adverse outcomes.
Adverse drug reactions (ADR) are very frequent in geriatric patients: a meta-analysis
estimates that ADRs are responsible for 8.7% (95% CI = 7.6–9.8%) of hospital admissions [18].
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were among the most common classes
related to hospital admissions, which ranged from 2.5% to 33.3% in the studies [19]. Other
medications implicated in ADRs included beta-blockers (1.8–66.7%), antibiotics (1.1–22.2%),
oral anticoagulants (3.3 to 55.6%), digoxin (1.6–18.8%), angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors (5.5–23.4%), oral antidiabetics (4.5–22.2%), and opioids (1.5–18.8%). Risk factors
for ADR-related hospitalizations included the number of medications (in all the studies
analyzing this variable), the number of comorbidities, female sex, age, and inappropriate
medications. Therefore, reducing the number of prescriptions in older adults might improve
health and reduce hospitalization and mortality [20,21]. In this context, interventions,
strategies, and tools to minimize the iatrogenic risks for multimorbid older patients by
reducing the number of drugs they take are strongly recommended.

In this paper, we aimed to give an up-to-date description of the strategies and tools
supporting the appropriateness of drug use in older adults.

2. Diagnosis And Medical Prescription In Older Adults

The care pathways of older patients may substantially differ from those of their
younger counterparts with the same disease, especially considering treatment options
and choices. This is because the focus of geriatric medicine does not lie on the disease
but on the whole individual. The main goal is not just the treatment of a pathologic con-
dition but the maintenance as much as possible of self-sufficiency, social participation,
and quality of life. Therefore, as recommended by the Italian guidelines for managing
people with multimorbidity and polypharmacy, physicians should consider these patients’
health trajectories, needs, and preferences and set realistic therapeutic targets [17,22]. After
diagnosis, the medical prescription process is primarily driven by the need to avoid the
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disease’s clinical manifestations and complications, including its interactions with coexis-
tent conditions and pharmacologic therapies. This means that physicians should adjust the
clinical recommendations reported in the guidelines for single diseases to each patient’s
characteristics. A further crucial point concerns the need for a frequent re-evaluation of
the ongoing treatment appropriateness. Indeed, since older individuals frequently have
unstable health trajectories, single therapies’ risk/benefit ratios may vary with the changes
in clinical conditions. Close follow-up assessments may also allow physicians to question
the current patients’ needs and treatment goals and consider the introduction, maintenance,
or discontinuation of different treatments [17]. Hospitalization is a delicate moment in the
management of drug therapy in older adults. Mucalo et al. describe that nearly one-third
of patients have a potentially inappropriate prescription at discharge [23]. In geriatric
units, performing a medication review may reduce the number of potentially inappropriate
prescriptions (PIPs) and the risk of iatrogenic events [24]. The experience of a German
university hospital showed that the number of PIP observed six months after discharge
was significantly reduced in patients with at least one in-hospital therapeutic reconciliation.
Nevertheless, no difference was found between reconciliation during hospitalization or at
discharge [25].

3. Medication Adherence

Once the most appropriate therapeutic approach for the patient is defined, physicians
should dedicate adequate efforts and time to inform and share the care plan with the
patient, their caregivers (e.g., family members or non-healthcare professionals taking care
of an older individual who is sick or not able to take care of themself), and other healthcare
professionals who play a role in their care process. Effective physician-patient interaction is
a cornerstone to increasing the patient’s comprehension of medical recommendations [26]
and facilitating the acceptance of the prescribed therapies. In this regard, extensive litera-
ture has evidenced that deep communication between physician and patient on diagnosis
and prescriptions with shared decision-making improves adherence to the medical recom-
mendations and short- and medium-term clinical outcomes [27–29]. Previous reports found
that around half of the patients discharged from the emergency department would not be
able to understand written medical recommendations completely [30–33]. In addition to
patients’ and caregivers’ awareness of the need, role and possible adverse effects of the
prescribed recommendations, acceptance may be influenced by other aspects after initiation
of the treatment. Among these are the drugs’ beneficial effects on disease control and
quality of life, the tolerability of the prescribed therapy [34], and the ease of administration
in terms of drug formulations and dosage forms [35].

When dealing with older patients, maintaining a high level of adherence to the medical
recommendations is still a challenge, especially among those coping with multimorbidity.
In this population, previous reports estimated that the prevalence of medication adherence
is only around 50% [36]. A crucial moment in the patient’s care pathway is represented
by the transition between secondary and primary care. Indeed, after hospital discharge,
patients and caregivers may experience difficulties following new or modified medical
recommendations. In a study comparing treatments prescribed at hospital discharge and
those actually taken at home after 48 h in a sample of individuals aged 70 years or older,
researchers found discordances in 56% [37].

A crucial enabling factor of medication adherence is interpersonal trust between physi-
cian and patient, which is a vital aspect of the patient-physician relationship, particularly
for older patients [38,39]. According to Thom et al., low trust in physicians is associated
with poorer adherence to medical recommendations, lower satisfaction with care, and
diminished symptoms’ improvement [40]. Moreover, trusting their physician leads pa-
tients to disclose their health-related behaviours, even those they believe are shameful [38].
Qualitative data suggest that patients’ trust in general practitioners is crucial to establish-
ing positive beliefs and becoming willing to deprescribe medications after a medication
review [41]. Trust in physicians and the pharmaceutical industry seems to have been

3
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worsened by the recent Covid-19 pandemic because of the rapid growth in contradictory
information on the internet, social media and traditional media [42].

Poor medication adherence is a prevalent problem in older age because geriatric
patients have a complex set of risk factors, including the presence of multiple chronic
diseases that co-exist with cognitive and functional deficits. It is essential to make older
patients or their caregivers able to report possible use of over-the-counter medications,
adverse events, and difficulties in following prescription recommendations. Identifying
people with potential risk factors for non-adherence would be a key step for prescribers and
healthcare providers in order to focus efforts on supporting adherence to medications. For
instance, previous reports have observed that the use of over-the-counter medications was
influenced by sociodemographic factors (e.g., educational and socioeconomic levels), indi-
vidual aspects (e.g., health literacy, disease experience), and policies in the local healthcare
system [43].

The consequences of non-adherence to medical recommendations can occur in the
short- and longer-term. Indeed, poor medication adherence has been associated with
scarcer disease control, higher hospitalization needs, lower quality of life and shorter
survival [44–47]. In light of the relevance and impact of this factor, several intervention
studies have evaluated the best strategies to improve medication adherence in adult and
older patients in different settings of care. These concerned educational, pharmacist-led,
nurse-led, or reminder/simplification approaches [25,48,49] (see below). However, an
integrated multidisciplinary approach with these strategies combined may provide the
best solution to promote adherence to medical recommendations in older patients and to
positively influence clinically relevant outcomes.

4. Strategies Supporting The Appropriateness Of Medication Use

4.1. Prescriber’S Tools
4.1.1. Lists And Indexes

An appropriate prescription refers to the proper medication treatment for the patient’s
needs at the correct dose and the required duration. Many well-validated tools for evaluat-
ing the appropriateness of medications for older adults exist. A recent systematic review
identified all the published tools to guide clinicians in optimizing drug treatment in older
adults [50]. The most known are those based on lists of medications that should not be used
(or that should be initiated) in older individuals, such as the Beers [51] or the Screening
Tool to Alert to Right Treatment (START)/Screening Tool of Older Persons’ Prescriptions
(STOPP) criteria [52]. These widely used criteria are based on expert consensus processes
(i.e., Delphi) and are revised periodically based on new evidence. Many other consensus-
based lists of medications have been developed. The majority are based on consensus-based
lists of medications to be avoided in older adults (and, sometimes, necessary drugs) [53–58].
The medication appropriateness index (MAI) [59] is based on a list of structured questions
(i.e., on the presence of an approved and/or evidence-based indication, an effective dosage,
and the lack of duplication), without addressing specific drugs. It is often used during the
medication review process. The Fit fOR The Aged (FORTA) list [60] has classified all the
medications used to treat chronic diseases in older adults into four classes according to the
evidence on the efficacy and safety, and the appropriateness for the age group.

Although many of these lists repose on similar evidence to build classes of medications
to avoid in older adults, differences exist, and the prevalence of PIMs may vary widely
depending on the tool used. A recent study comparing the European Union Eu(7)-PIM list
and Beers and STOPP criteria showed poor concordance among these tools in identifying
inpatients exposed to PIMs [61]. Moreover, the applicability in different settings and coun-
tries of these tools has been studied only for a few tools, such as Beers and START/STOPP
criteria. Many other country-specific criteria have been proposed in recent years to im-
prove applicability to the specific healthcare system, especially because of the absence of
specific medications in the country-specific market. Examples in Europe are the REview of
potentially inappropriate MEDIcation pr[e]scribing in Seniors (REMEDI[e]S) in France [62],

4
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the PRISCUS list in Germany [54], and the NORGEP-NH criteria in Norway [63]. The
Eu(7)-PIM list has been developed through a consensus of experts from 7 different Euro-
pean countries (Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden) with
the aim of clinical applicability in Europe. Nevertheless, the applicability of these criteria
to all European countries is still limited, especially for the Eastern and Central European
Countries [64]. It is, therefore, necessary to define all the better strategies to improve the
appropriateness of drug use in older adults according to the specific country but also to the
specific care setting. Differences from a regulatory, legal and cultural point of view have to
be acknowledged to implement the use of these tools in routine clinical practice.

4.1.2. Medication Review In Team

Although physicians have the main role and responsibility in prescribing medicines,
optimization of drug use in older adults needs support from other healthcare professionals,
especially for chronic therapies. The medication review process can be split into different
steps, and trained nurses and clinical pharmacists may be active in some of these, with
well-defined roles (Figure 1). At the discharge from the hospital, as well as after second or
primary care access, when patients have to be aware of why, when, how much and how
long to use prescribed medicines, both can support physicians in verifying patient and
caregiver awareness and therefore in promoting compliance. Again, both professionals
can be enrolled in monitoring adherence and some endpoints of the risk-benefit profile
during the therapy, even without the direct involvement of the physician, if appropriate
local services are arranged.

Figure 1. The shared effort toward appropriateness of drug use.

Nevertheless, a crucial point is interprofessional collaboration. General practitioners
(GPs) represent most older individuals’ principal contact with healthcare professionals, as
they regularly monitor symptoms and oversee refilling prescriptions. However, special-
ists manage patients with chronic diseases and are often in charge of adding or stopping
medicines for these conditions without consulting GPs. Many experiences of pharmacist-
led service have been described in the literature, and its optimization represents a current
challenge. Successful pharmacist interventions are regular consultation (for instance, at the
time of prescription refill) for detecting possible drug-drug interactions and adverse drug
reactions, strengthening education and the importance of adherence, as well as supporting
the use of apps of reminders and, when feasible, providing the patient with personal-
ized pillboxes (see below). Focusing on specific cohorts of patients (e.g., with diabetes or
oncological diagnoses) seems to increase the impact on outcomes, especially for process
endpoints, as the number of concomitant medications and adherence [65]. Nurse-led ini-
tiatives have been especially focused on specific cohorts of patients, for which specialized
healthcare professionals are needed: medication self-management training programs for
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chronic psychiatric treatment and patient-navigator service for oral oncological therapies
are currently promising topics [66,67]. The collaboration between GPs, specialists, phar-
macists, and nurses enables the effective implementation of medication review in clinical
practice. Nonetheless, the opportunity to work as a team for different healthcare profes-
sionals involved in the medication review process necessitates adjusting the current clinical
practice for shared decision-making. Moreover, the economic sustainability and impact on
clinical outcomes of each strategy are not yet strongly demonstrated [68].

4.1.3. Electronic Tools Supporting Appropriate Prescription

Current prescribing practice is frequently supported by electronic tools, which allow
doctors to simultaneously include each prescription into the patient’s electronic health
record and provide them with their receipt. This habit urges specific computerized pre-
scription support systems to help medication review and therapeutic choice, especially for
patients with comorbidity and polypharmacy. These systems belong to the larger area of
digital health interventions (DHIs), which are technologies facilitating the accomplishment
of the health needs of individuals and populations, and include e-Health (e.g., informative
websites, educational videogames, telehealth webinars) [69,70], and m-Health (e.g., mobile
microsensors, apps to study voice markers) [71].

The potential role of DHIs is broad and not yet fully explored. Many online resources
are available for physicians, from authoritative websites, such as deprescribing.org, which
provide recommendations, videos and list useful apps for specific therapeutic areas and
users, to software with the relevant app for computer or smartphone. They may be used for
single cases during the visit or integrated with the electronic chart databases and used to
automatically receive a warning on potential inappropriate prescriptions or to process all
single patient prescription lists periodically. Some examples of these specific websites are
medstopper.com, drugs.com [folder: interaction checker], and intercheckweb.marionegri.it
(in Italian). As for integrating DHIs in the electronic chart, a typical example is repre-
sented by platforms that document and track patients’ therapy and clinical conditions
(e-medication history). Some of them put a red flag close to potential interactions and
remember to prescribe the investigations for early detection of adverse reactions over the
follow-up (e.g., lipidaemia in antipsychotics).

4.1.4. Web Resources on Adverse Reaction Prevention

Concerning side effects of medicines, digital tool development is strongly focused on
their prevention and early detection. Drug-induced Torsades de Pointes (TdP) and Drug-
Induced Liver Injury (DILI) are among the most frequent causes of drug attrition during
drug development and drug withdrawal in the post-marketing setting [72,73]. These ad-
verse drug reactions share several similarities; though erroneously considered idiosyncratic,
they actually occur in a dose-dependent manner in subjects with several host- and patient-
related risk factors [74,75]. For instance, atrial fibrillation and previous myocardial infarc-
tion, which are highly prevalent in older adults, represent typical risk-factor for developing
TdP in case of multiple drug treatments with antiarrhythmics, antipsychotics and some spe-
cific antimicrobials. Dedicated websites (www.crediblemeds.org, accessed on 27 July 2022;
for TdP) and bookshelves (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK547852/ accessed
on 27 July 2022; for DILI) have been implemented to support researchers and prescribers in
therapy optimization, namely risk assessment in the individual patient [76].

Notwithstanding these efforts, our understanding, prediction and prevention in clini-
cal practice are still unsatisfactory, especially for DILI, where the mechanistic basis and the
primum movens are still uncertain. In this scenario, the question arises as to whether digital
tools can actually support appropriateness, especially in older adults, or, conversely, are
disregarded by clinicians due to alert fatigue.

With regard to TdP, cardio-oncology is an emerging rapidly-evolving area where a
proactive medication review should be targeted as a preventive strategy to counteract the
so-called reduced repolarization reserve caused by multiple drugs possibly interacting
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through pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic mechanisms [77]. A recent systematic re-
view analyzed the use of risk assessment tools (RATs), including risk scores, computerized
physician order entry systems and clinical decision support systems, as a strategy to identify
patients at risk of TdP for repetitive or continuous electrocardiogram monitoring, discon-
tinuation of pro-arrhythmic drugs, or serum electrolyte concentration monitoring [78]. The
various RATs have peculiarities, including the heterogeneous setting of use and validation
(e.g., intensive care units, hospital wards with different specialties). They are still subopti-
mal in terms of predictive performance, thus making combined use of RATs a candidate
approach to reduce unnecessary alerts. Future studies are warranted to verify the potential
adaptation in the outpatient setting and assess the actual impact on these DHIs, especially
on hard endpoints such as hospitalization.

Regarding DILI, there are no recognized predictive DHIs. The opportunity for a
medication review and stringent monitoring of transaminases remains pivotal strategies to
reduce the burden of (inappropriate) co-medications and perform a timely diagnosis on a
case-by-case basis. In this context, considering DILI diagnosis requires careful exclusion
of alternative (non-pharmacological) causes, Hayashi et al. recently updated, simplified
and computerized the Roussel Uclaf Causality Assessment Method (RUCAM), a current
standard diagnostic algorithm, and developed an electronic evidence-based version, called
RECAM, which is a promising user-friendly practice-changing tool also for clinicians
without consolidated experience in DILI diagnosis [79]. Although further validation
and refinement of criteria are needed, RECAM is an additional step in the era of digital
medicine. It can also be implemented by adding pharmacokinetic substantiation to support
the underlying pharmacological basis.

4.2. Patient’S Tools
4.2.1. Digital Tools for The Patient

Medicine digitalization also represents an opportunity for the patients. Some DHIs
may primarily target the patients or their caregivers, indeed. For example, they may
remind the patient that a pill should be taken at a specific time or make more accessible
information included in the package insert or the electronic healthcare record. Many new
mobile applications focus on monitoring body parameters using microsensors (e.g., physical
activity, blood pressure, vocal markers). They may facilitate communications between
patients and physicians, for example, reporting suspect adverse reactions, adherence
information, and vital signs parameters directly to the electronic healthcare record.

Nonetheless, the heterogeneity and diversity of the available DHIs make their choice
difficult for unsupervised patients. In 2021, an extended search of the Apple and Google
Play Stores for apps conceived to increase medication adherence found more than 2000 het-
erogeneous, mostly uncertified, mobile applications [80]. To drive the systematization
of digital health, the WHO implemented the classification of digital health interventions
(DHIs, version 1.0), distinguishing between different users and functions. However, this
classification was targeted at app developers and not the patients, so the difficulties met
when choosing a DHI remain.

A second problem concerns the accessibility to older adults: most the DHIs, especially
those not specifically designed for older adults, are poorly accessible to them [81]. But
digital interventions specifically thought for primary prevention in older adults have been
developed, including tools to gather health data for goal planning, video consults and
online webinars [70].

In the attempt to drive the development of more accessible and effective interventions,
Matthew-Maich et al. performed a scoping review to collect lessons specific for designing,
implementing, and evaluating mHealth support for older adults at home and their care-
givers [82]. Currently, many DHIs are characterized by low scientific quality and patient
appreciation, and Backes et al. concluded that none of the more than 2000 apps investigated
should be recommended by health providers [80]. Following accruing lessons –focusing on
motivation (goal-setting and rewards), remote help, support by other patients, feedback
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by healthcare providers, and accessibility (native language and printable material) [70],
will plausibly result in higher adherence. In particular, when addressing older adults
population, it is of the upmost importance to account for digital inequalities related to
sociodemographic gaps, in informatics skills and resources, together with cognitive decline
and visual impairment [83].

Another promising option concerns the possibility of developing apps that allow
information sharing among different stakeholders, providing role-specific interfaces. The
same app, for example, may automatically remind the patients to take their drug, alert the
caregiver in case of omission, and show the adherence interpolated with biomarker data
in the electronic healthcare record for the physician (e.g., showing the relationship of the
blood pressure of the patients and their adherence to antihypertensive drugs). Further,
future apps may be personalized based on the patient’s health conditions and the setting.
For example, for non-compliant patients, it may be advisable to document to the caregiver
the drug assumption by recording it on a video.

Finally, it is easier to develop effective interventions if specific populations are tar-
geted, for example, patients with frailty (e.g., cognitive impairment, disability, chronic
conditions) [71].

4.2.2. Dose-Dispensing Tools

As mentioned above, poor medication adherence is a common issue for older individ-
uals. Even when the patient has accepted their treatment and the communication between
healthcare professionals and the patient is good (see below), unintentional non-adherence
may still occur. It occurs indeed when the patients forget to take their medications or they
do not well understand the provider’s indications [84]. Sometimes, especially in older
adults, unintentional non-adherence occurs because of physical, mental, or psychological
barriers leading to the inability to manage their treatment [85]. A peculiar problem is the
complexity of the therapeutic regimen, a common issue in patients with multimorbidity
and polypharmacy.

Dose-dispensing services are especially useful for older patients experiencing uninten-
tional non-adherence [86]. The purpose of dosing aids is thus to assist patients in taking
their medications and improve their adherence to medication [87]. These dose-dispensing
tools (also known as dosettes or pillboxes) are storage devices for oral medications that also
serve as a medication aide-mémoire to remind patients to take their medications at the right
time [88,89]. The simplest ones have seven compartments for each day of the week, but they
come in different sizes and shapes with subcompartments for different times of the day [87].
They can be filled by physicians, pharmacists, nurses or even by patients themselves or
their caregivers [90]. In addition to making medication self-administration easier, these
tools can improve unintentional adherence caused by forgetfulness and confusion [91–93].
These services are commonly implemented in hospitals and community pharmacies in
many countries In an effort to better support patients, families, and caregivers, with new
technologies, new dose-dispensing tools (smart pill dispensers) have been developed to
help manage complex pharmacotherapies, such as pillboxes with visual and sound alarms
that will alert the user to take the medication at the time it must be taken, or other sending
email or notifications if a dose is skipped or taken at the wrong time [94]. Nevertheless,
despite new technologies and tools being implemented in recent years, all dose-dispensing
services should be subject to a medication review at the beginning and repeated regularly.
Moreover, patient communication and coaching should accompany these tools or services
with close cooperation among all actors involved in patient care (physicians, nurses, phar-
macists, and caregivers) [95]. Table 1 summarizes the main tools available to support the
appropriateness of drug utilization in older individuals.
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Table 1. Main tools supporting the appropriate drug use.

Tools Description Examples

Prescriber’s tools

Lists and indexes

Lists of medications to be or not to be
used based on efficacy, safety, and appro-
priateness

Beers criteria; START/STOPP * criteria;
FORTA * list; REMEDI[e]S *; PRISCUS
list; NORGEP-NH criteria; Eu(7)-PIM list

General appropriateness indexes MAI *

Electronic tools

DHIs * providing recommendations,
videos, and apps for specific therapeutic
areas

www.deprescribing.org, accessed on
27 July 2022

Websites and bookshelves supporting pa-
tients and prescribers in therapy opti-
mization

www.medstopper.com, accessed on
27 July 2022; www.drugs.com, ac-
cessed on 27 July 2022 [folder: inter-
action checker]; www.intercheckweb.
marionegri.it, accessed on 27 July 2022

Web resources on adverse drug reactions

Websites and bookshelves supporting pa-
tients and prescribers in therapy opti-
mization

www.crediblemeds.org, accessed on
27 July 2022; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
books/NBK547852/, accessed on
27 July 2022

RATs * and diagnostic algorithms to iden-
tify patients at risk for adverse reactions

Risk scores; computerized physician or-
der entry systems; clinical decision sup-
port systems; RECAM *

Patient’s tools

Digital tools for the patients

Mobile applications facilitating communi-
cations between patients and physicians

Apps reporting suspect adverse reactions,
adherence information, and vital signs pa-
rameters directly to the electronic health-
care record

DHIs * helping patients and caregivers
adhering to treatment

Apps reminding the patient that a pill
should be taken at a specific time; apps
making more accessible information in-
cluded in the package insert

DHIs * for information sharing among
different stakeholders

Apps that remind the patient to take
pills, alert the caregiver in case of omis-
sion, and show the adherence interpo-
lated with biomarker data in the elec-
tronic healthcare record for the physician

Dose-dispensing tools
Dose-dispensing services for patients ex-
periencing unintentional non-adherence

Pillboxes with seven compartments for
each day of the week; pillboxes with vi-
sual and sound alarms

* DHIs: digital health interventions; FORTA:Fit fOR The Aged; MAI: Medication appropriateness index; RATs:
risk assessment tools; RECAM: Revised Electronic Causality Assessment Method; REMEDI[e]S: REview of
potentially inappropriate MEDIcation pr[e]scribing in Seniors; START/STOPP: Screening Tool to Alert to Right
Treatment/Screening Tool of Older Persons’Prescriptions.

5. Communication between Physician and Patient

As anticipated above, communicating with the patient is the first step to ensuring
high adherence to medical recommendations. The term communication comes from Latin,
and its original meaning is “to share”. In the physician-patient interaction, there is a
bidirectional sharing, not only of medical information from the physician to the patient
but also of doubts and experiences from the patient to the physician. However, not always
adequate attention is paid to this issue in daily clinical practice.

In an interesting study evaluating the interface between physicians and patients, only
around 20% of patients had the opportunity to fully explain their concerns. In comparison,
in almost 70% of cases, physicians prematurely interrupted the open statement of the
patient to direct specific questions [96].

In line with this result, other primary or secondary care studies found that physicians
tend to interrupt patients after a median time ranging from 11 to 23 s [97,98]. Conversely,
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giving them the possibility to fully express their concerns without interruptions would have
only taken up to two minutes and given physicians most of the needed information [97].
Although physicians may be reluctant to ask open-ended questions due to limited time to
dedicate to the visits, leaving patients free to express their concerns and open statements
seems to be the most appropriate strategy and may limit the loss of useful information to
drive physicians’ diagnosis and treatment choices. Adding leaflets and online educational
programs can further improve patient awareness and empowerment.

As far as physician-related factors influencing communication with the patient are
concerned, some sociodemographic characteristics have shown to play substantial roles.
For instance, in primary and secondary care, female physicians tended to spend approxi-
mately two minutes more than men in medical visits and establish a more patient-centered
communication [99], with a higher emotional involvement [100]. Ethnicity may be an
additional factor influencing some communication aspects. A previous work conducted in
the United States found that patients undergoing a medical visit with a physician of the
same ethnicity were more satisfied and perceived higher physician participation than those
undergoing an ethnicity-discordant visit [101]. The length of work experience might also
interfere with the ability to spend enough time with the patient. In a study focused on
the communication of bad news to older patients, in fact, physicians with a longer work
experience appeared to be more likely to dedicate an adequate amount of time to talk with
the patient than those with fewer working years [100].

Considering patient-related factors influencing communication, poor health literacy
could affect the comprehension of the medical recommendations. This aspect is particu-
larly important for older people affected by multiple chronic conditions, who often take
several drugs. In a study evaluating medication errors reported by patients, almost 80%
of the involved patients reported at least one mistake, and in most cases, errors were
due to difficulties in identifying the medication or understanding medical instructions.
The presence of multiple chronic diseases, multidrug regimens, and changes in medical
prescriptions emerged as factors associated with the probability of reporting medication
errors [102]. In addition, older patients frequently suffer from conditions that can impair
their ability to understand and correctly follow medical recommendations, such as vision
or hearing impairments, cognitive deficits, or mobility restrictions [103]. The physician
should recognize these problems and adapt the communication style to overcome these
possible obstacles to a correct understanding of medical recommendations.

Identifying and acting on the factors that may affect the communication with the patient
is of great relevance in consideration of the impact of such aspects on several health-related
outcomes. First of all, enhancing communication between patients and healthcare profession-
als is the key to ensuring that patient preferences are taken into consideration, thereby patient
adherence and their experience are improved [104]. This means exposing the patient to a
lower risk of having new hospitalizations for unbalances of chronic diseases, poor quality of
life and mortality, and reducing the costs for the healthcare systems [44,46,47,105]. A crucial
moment to ensure good physician-patient communication is the transition between different
care settings, such as hospital discharge. In this context, discrepancies between the usual
and new prescribed therapies, in the absence of adequate communication and explanation of
the medical recommendations, could predispose to medication errors and poor adherence.
Although trials on the effectiveness of educational/behavioural and reminder/simplification
interventions have given promising results, further investigations should be devoted to under-
cover the patients’ point of view of communication on medical recommendations, in specific
care settings or during transitions between them [106].

6. Conclusions

Physicians, especially geriatricians, strongly agree on the importance of periodic
medication reviews and their advantage for the patient in terms of adherence as well as
overall health outcomes. It’s also established that other healthcare professionals, namely
pharmacists and nurses, should be included in the medication review process, maintaining
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their roles and supporting both patients and prescribers. Digital health interventions
represent useful solutions to help professionals identify inappropriate prescriptions and
maintain patient adherence to prescribed therapies. The efficacy of every single strategy is
far from being well demonstrated, especially in terms of main clinical outcomes and health
and economic sustainability. However, the need for integrated strategies is largely shared
among physicians, patients and policymakers.

Identifying the most appropriate approach requires defining the specific setting of care
(hospital, ambulatory or primary care) and if a particular cohort of patients should be prioritized.

As a general framework, three main steps should be considered in implementing mea-
sures to improve appropriateness: prescription, acceptance by the patient, and continuous
monitoring of adherence and the risk-benefit profile. Each step needs efforts from specific
actors (doctors, patients, caregivers, healthcare personnel) and dedicated supporting tools.
Moreover, how to support the appropriateness also strictly depends on the particular
setting of care (hospital, ambulatory or primary care) and available economic resources.
Therefore, it is urgent assigning to each approach proposed in the literature the following
characteristics: level of effectiveness, the strength of evidence, setting of implementation,
needed resources, and issues for its sustainability.
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Abstract: Polypharmacy is associated with a risk of negative health outcomes. Potentially inappro-
priate medications, interactions resulting from contradicting medical guidelines, and inappropriate
monitoring, all increase the risk. This process evaluation (PE) of the AdAM study investigates
implementation and use of a computerized decision-support system (CDSS). The CDSS analyzes
medication appropriateness by including claims data, and hence provides general practitioners (GPs)
with full access to patients’ medical treatments. We based our PE on pseudonymized logbook entries
into the CDSS and used the four dimensions of the Medical Research Council PE framework. Reach,
which examines the extent to which the intended study population was included, and Dose, Fidelity,
and Tailoring, which examine how the software was actually used by GPs. The PE was explorative
and descriptive. Study participants were representative of the target population, except for patients
receiving a high level of nursing care, as they were treated less frequently. GPs identified and cor-
rected inappropriate prescriptions flagged by the CDSS. The frequency and intensity of interventions
documented in the form of logbook entries lagged behind expectations, raising questions about
implementation barriers to the intervention and the limitations of the PE. Impossibility to connect the
CDSS to GPs’ electronic medical records (EMR) of GPs due to technical conditions in the German
healthcare system may have hindered the implementation of the intervention. Data logged in the
CDSS may underestimate medication changes in patients, as documentation was voluntary and
already included in EMR.

Keywords: polypharmacy; medication review; digital decision-support; health services research;
general practice; process evaluation

1. Introduction

Life expectancy around the world has risen as a result of improvements in the diagnosis
and treatment of chronic and acute diseases, and better living conditions and hygiene [1].
Longer lives increase the likelihood of developing chronic diseases—if more than one
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disease occurs in one person at the same time—a condition known as multimorbidity [2].
As increasingly specialized clinical experts use increasingly complex pharmacotherapies to
treat individual diseases, while insufficiently taking into account a patient’s multimorbidity,
polypharmacy—usually defined as the concurrent intake of at least five different chronic
medications [3]—is becoming ever more common [4,5]. There is growing awareness that
polypharmacy should itself be treated as a risk factor, since the parallel treatment of
different diseases with pharmacotherapy can have contradicting or reinforcing effects that
are potentially life-threatening [6]. Polypharmacy is, for example, associated with higher
rates of hospitalization [7–9] and death [9], as well as decreased quality of life and higher
symptom burden [10].

The use of computerized decision-support systems (CDSS) to prevent or manage
problematic polypharmacy has been evaluated in previous studies, and been shown
to improve prescribing quality and reduce the prescription of potentially inappropriate
medication [11,12]. However, the results have not always been significant [13], and their
impact has frequently only been considered independently of patient-relevant outcomes.
When they have been linked to patient-relevant outcomes, results have been inconsistent
and have lacked robustness [14,15]. Since such interventions are generally complex, knowl-
edge is lacking on what parameters lead to what outcomes, and on whether interventions
have actually been implemented as intended. To gain a better understanding of the pro-
cesses underlying complex interventions, it is recommended that they are accompanied by
a preplanned process evaluation [16–18]. A comprehensive process evaluation is also very
helpful when complex interventions do not show the anticipated effects. In these cases, the
aim of process evaluations is to find the reason(s) for the observed lack of effectiveness.
However, few trials follow this advice [19,20].

To circumvent these problems in the AdAM study, a process evaluation based on
data logged by a CDSS named “eMMa” (a detailed explanation of the functioning can
be found in the Methods section) was carried out with the aim of gaining an insight into
how and why the AdAM intervention works the way it does. The study protocol has been
published elsewhere a priori [21]. This paper presents the results of the process evaluation
of the AdAM intervention, whereby the recommendations of the Medical Research Council
(MRC) framework for process evaluations of complex interventions [18] helped us decide
on which results to present and on how to structure our report. They also enabled us to
provide a multidimensional view of the actual interventions. We ultimately settled on the
following research questions: (1) How many and what were the typical characteristics of
the GPs and patients that took part in the intervention (i.e., the Intervention “Reach”)?
(2) What proportion of medication alerts were handled by GPs, and which were considered
high priority (Intervention “Dose”, not to be confused with the dosage of a specific drug)?
(3) What proportion of participants received the intervention as intended, thus increas-
ing the likelihood of success (Intervention “Fidelity”)? (4) How did GPs integrate the
intervention into their daily routines (Intervention “Tailoring”)?

2. Results

2.1. Intervention Reach

The “Reach” intervention dimension refers to the participants that were actually
reached by the intervention. Overall, 42,719 patients were considered potentially eligible
in the main intention-to-treat analysis, of whom 9268 patients enrolled and 9261 (22%)
showed up in the software (here called the “active population”: AP). The remaining
33,451 patients (78%) did not enroll in the study and made up the non-enrolled potentials
(NEP), along with their respective GPs (n = 351, 34%) and practices (n = 248, 37%), if they
agreed to participate in the trial (see Figure 1). Table 1 shows a comparison between the
AP and NEP groups for patients. As only 7 of the enrolled patients did not appear in
the software (“inactive population”: IP), statistical analysis was not feasible for them. Of
925 eligible GPs from 676 practices, 574 GPs (62%) from 428 practices (63%) agreed to
participate in the AdAM study. Of these, 465 GPs (50%) from 347 practices (51%) were
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identified as having actively used the software program and thus comprised the AP. The
remaining 109 GPs (12%) and 81 practices (12%) belonged to the IP. Since this analysis
focuses on the data gathered from the CDSS, no comparison with potentially eligible GPs
and practices in the study region could be conducted. Tables 2 and 3 compare the AP to the
IP and NEP for GPs and practices.

Figure 1. Distribution of patients, GPs, and practices in the defined populations (AP: active popula-
tion, IP: inactive population, NEP: non-enrolled potentials).

Table 1. Group comparison of AP and NEP patients.

Predictors OR 95% CI p-Value

(Intercept) 0.17 0.14–0.19 <0.001

Age 1.01 1.01–1.01 <0.001

Sex (ref: male)
Female 0.93 0.89–0.98 0.004

medCDS * 1.04 0.98–1.09 0.177
Nursing care level (ref: 0)

Nursing care level 1 0.76 0.65–0.88 <0.001

Nursing care level 2 0.74 0.68–0.80 <0.001

Nursing care level 3 0.52 0.46–0.57 <0.001

Nursing care level 4 0.34 0.29–0.40 <0.001

Nursing care level 5 0.27 0.21–0.35 <0.001

R2 Tjur 0.011
* medCDS is a chronic disease score [22].
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Table 2. Factors related to the chance of belonging to AP versus IP and AP versus NEP GPs.

AP vs. IP AP vs. NEP

Predictors OR 95% CI p-Value OR 95% CI p-Value

(Intercept) 24.93 5.11–129.84 <0.001 5.31 1.97–14.51 0.001

Specialization (ref: Specialized in general practice)
Without specialist qualification 0.48 0.18–1.35 0.145 1.05 0.45–2.42 0.909
Internist active in general practice 0.86 0.55–1.36 0.519 1.27 0.93–1.73 0.137
Other 0.34 0.03–7.45 0.384 1.1 0.10–23.83 0.94

Age GP 0.97 0.94–0.99 0.018 0.97 0.95–0.98 <0.001

Sex GP (ref: male)
Female 1.03 0.65–1.63 0.906 1.02 0.75–1.38 0.9

GP network (ref: no)
Yes 0.95 0.61–1.51 0.825 1.21 0.89–1.66 0.232

Randomization group (ref: control)
Intervention 1.36 0.89–2.08 0.157 1.93 1.45–2.57 <0.001

R2 Tjur 0.023 0.051

Table 3. Factors related to the chance of belonging to AP versus IP and AP versus NEP practices.

AP vs. IP AP vs. NEP

Predictors OR 95% CI p-Value OR 95% CI p-Value

(Intercept) 2.41 1.05–5.52 0.037 1.02 0.61–1.72 0.933
Number of GPs 1.22 0.88–1.78 0.277 0.99 0.81–1.22 0.915
Duration of practice 1 0.98–1.03 0.735 0.99 0.97–1.01 0.278
Type of practice (ref: single practice)

Group practice 0.95 0.48–1.87 0.878 1.75 1.10–2.79 0.018

Medical care center - - 0.987 1.12 0.15–9.86 0.913
Randomization group (ref: control)

Intervention 1.34 0.82–2.18 0.24 2.02 1.45–2.82 <0.001

R2 Tjur 0.009 0.046

Compared to the NEP patient population, the AP patient group contains more men
and is slightly older. The nursing care level is defined in German social security laws and
specifies the need for nursing services and the welfare payment a patient is entitled to. A
higher nursing care level indicates a greater need for nursing services and a higher welfare
payment. With an increasing nursing care level, it was less likely that patients would
receive the intervention.

On average, GPs that actively used the software were younger than those that had
only inactive or non-enrolled patients. Group practices and practices that were randomized
to the intervention group from the beginning were also more frequent users than practices
that switched to the intervention group in later waves. No other characteristics had a
significant impact on CDSS usage.

2.2. Intervention Dose

The “Dose” intervention dimension provides an insight into the extent to which the
intervention was adopted and implemented, i.e., refers to the “dose” of the intervention
the participants actually received. Figures 2 and 3 show the distribution of the number of
alerts per patient and GP, as tracked by eMMa before and after the intervention. Overall,
the numbers remained constant, indicating no improvement in prescribed medications. An
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analysis of cases in which a complete anamnesis had been performed and confirmed by
GPs, showed a modest reduction in the median number of alerts per patient.

Figure 2. Box plot showing the number of alerts per patient at T0 and T1 (A), stratified according to the
subgroups “severe alerts” (B), “completed anamnesis” (C), and a combination of both subgroups (D).

Figure 3. Box plot showing the number of alerts per GP at T0 and T1 (A), stratified according to the
subgroups “severe alerts” (B), “completed anamnesis” (C) and a combination of both subgroups (D).
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After adjusting the number of alerts per GP to take account of the number of treated
patients (Figure 4), the alert count remained virtually constant (mostly a max. of +/− 1
alert per patient), but there is an inverse correlation between the overall number of patients
treated by a GP and the change in the number of alerts.

Figure 4. Average change in the number of alerts per GP, stratified according to the number of
patients from the active study population treated by the GP (expressed in quartiles).

Stratifying by alert category gives an insight into the kinds of potential inappropri-
ateness that were assessed with a higher priority (Table 4). Since the software did not
generate alerts for Dear Doctor Letters, no analysis was conducted in this category. The
number of alerts warning of an inappropriate dosage or the unsuitability of a medication
in view of a patient’s kidney function declined most frequently. GPs did not appear to pay
much attention to alerts relating to potential allergies or duplicate prescriptions, and these
actually increased.

Table 4. Overall number of alerts per category at T0 and change over the course of the study.

Analysis Alert Category
Number of Alerts at
T0 (Proportion of
Total Alerts)

Change at T1 (%)

Number of Alerts
of Severity 1 at T0

(Proportion of
Total Alerts)

Change at T1 (%)
(Severity 1
Alerts Only)

Main

Dosage 15,790 (56%) −5.0 9530 (66%) −6.2

Kidney 2625 (9%) −6.2 2625 (18%) −6.2

Interaction 5836 (21%) −0.5 449 (3%) −6.1

Duplicate
prescription 2323 (8%) 3.2 1615 (11%) 3.8

Age 1653 (6%) −0.1 N/A N/A

Allergy 143 (1%) 3.4 143 (1%) 3.4
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Table 4. Cont.

Analysis Alert Category
Number of Alerts at
T0 (Proportion of
Total Alerts)

Change at T1 (%)

Number of Alerts
of Severity 1 at T0

(Proportion of
Total Alerts)

Change at T1 (%)
(Severity 1
Alerts Only)

Sensitivity
“completed
anamnesis”

Dosage 8879 (55%) −9.6 5337 (66%) −11.9

Kidney 1489 (9%) −11.5 1489 (18%) −11.5

Interaction 3400 (21%) −1.6 250 (3%) −11.6

Duplicate
prescription 1417 (9%) 3.2 990 (12%) 4.2

Age 944 (6%) −1.2 N/A N/A

Allergy 83 (1%) 3.4 83 (1%) 3.4

The reduction was greatest when severe alerts and patients that had received a com-
plete anamnesis were the only groups taken into consideration. Potential drug–drug
interactions are reacted to much more frequently when the CDSS rates them as “severity
level 1”.

Poisson regression analysis resulted in the incidence rate ratios shown in Table 5.
Sensitivity analysis for justified alerts is depicted in Table 6. Significant differences in
incidence rate ratios are shown in bold.

Table 5. Incidence rate ratio of alerts before and after the intervention, stratified by age, sex, alert
category, and severity level.

Incidence Rate Ratio (T1 vs. T0)

Severity Category Female Male

<65 Years ≥65 <85 ≥85 <65 Years ≥65 <85 ≥85

1 & 2

Dosage 0.95 (0.88–1.01) 0.94 (0.92–0.99) ** 0.95 (0.90–1.00) 0.96 (0.89–1.03) 0.96 (0.91–1.00) 0.96 (0.88–1.06)
Kidney 0.93 (0.77–1.13) 0.95 (0.87–1.04) 0.92 (0.81–1.03) 0.94 (0.76–1.14) 0.95 (0.85–1.07) 0.96 (0.78–1.18)
Interaction 1.01 (0.90–1.13) 1.00 (0.94–1.06) 0.98 (0.89–1.09) 0.99 (0.88–1.12) 0.99 (0.92–1.07) 1.01 (0.87–1.18)
Duplicate prescription 1.03 (0.90–1.19) 1.04 (0.94–1.15) 1.01 (0.84–1.21) 1.04 (0.88–1.22) 1.04 (0.92–1.17) 1.01 (0.78–1.41)
Age 1.13 (0.67–1.72) 1.04 (0.99–1.06) 0.99 (0.84–1.15) 1.14 (0.56–1.87) 1.01 (0.88–1.17) 1.00 (0.74–1.43)
Allergy 1.00 (0.55–1.83) 1.05 (0.74–1.50) 1.05 (0.59–1.85) 1.00 (0.42–2.40) 1.0 (0.57–1.76) 1.17 (0.39–3.47)

1

Dosage 0.93 (0.85–1.02) 0.94 (0.90–0.99) * 0.92 (0.86–0.99) * 0.95 (0.94–1.02) 0.95 (0.90–1.01) 0.94 (0.84–1.07)
Kidney 0.93 (0.77–1.13) 0.95 (0.87–1.04) 0.92 (0.81–1.03) 0.94 (0.76–1.14) 0.95 (0.85–1.07) 0.96 (0.78–1.18)
Interaction 0.94 (0.62–1.46) 0.93 (0.76–1.17) 0.93 (0.64–1.30) 0.96 (0.64–1.45) 0.93 (0.71–1.21) 1.04 (0.51–1.89)
Duplicate prescription 1.04 (0.88–1.23) 1.05 (0.94–1.19) 1.01 (0.81–1.25) 1.05 (0.87–1.28) 1.03 (0.90–1.19) 1.01 (0.74–1.49)
Allergy 1.00 (0.55–1.83) 1.05 (0.74–1.50) 1.05 (0.59–1.85) 1.00 (0.42–2.40) 1.00 (0.57–1.76) 1.23 (0.43–3.46)

** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05.

Table 6. Incidence rate ratio of unjustified alerts before and after the intervention, stratified by age,
sex, alert category, and severity level.

Incidence Rate Ratio (T1 vs. T0)

Severity Category Female Male

<65 Years ≥65 <85 ≥85 <65 Years ≥65 <85 ≥85

1 & 2

Dosage 0.85 (0.79–0.91) *** 0.87 (0.84–0.90) *** 0.86 (0.82–0.91) *** 0.86 (0.80–0.93) *** 0.89 (0.85–0.93) *** 0.89 (0.81–0.98) *
Kidney 0.78 (0.65–0.95) ** 0.83 (0.76–0.95) *** 0.83 (0.73–0.94) ** 0.83 (0.67–1.03) 0.86 (0.76–0.97) * 0.89 (0.72–1.10)
Interaction 0.96 (0.86–1.08) 0.92 (0.87–0.98) ** 0.90 (0.81–1.00) 0.93 (0.83–1.06) 0.93 (0.86–1.00) 0.93 (0.80–1.09)
Duplicate
prescription 1.00 (0.87–1.14) 1.01 (0.91–1.11) 0.94 (0.79–1.14) 1.02 (0.86–1.20) 1.01 (0.89–1.15) 0.97 (0.74–1.27)
Age 1.01 (0.78–1.46) 0.95 (0.85–1.02) 0.92 (0.79–1.07) 1.13 (0.59–1.90) 0.94 (0.82–1.11) 0.91 (0.67–1.23)
Allergy 1.00 (0.55–1.83) 1.02 (0.71–1.46) 0.96 (0.53–1.82) 1.00 (0.42–2.40) 0.92 (0.51–1.63) 1.17 (0.39–3.47)

1

Dosage 0.81 (0.77–0.82) *** 0.85 (0.81–0.89) *** 0.83 (0.77–0.89) *** 0.84 (0.81–0.86) *** 0.87 (0.82–0.93) *** 0.87 (0.82–0.93) ***
Kidney 0.783 (0.64–0.95) ** 0.83 (0.76–0.91) *** 0.83 (0.73–0.94) ** 0.83 (0.67–1.03) 0.86 (0.76–0.97) * 0.89 (0.72–1.10)
Interaction 0.86 (0.55–1.34) 0.85 (0.67–1.07) 0.84 (0.60–1.19) 0.80 (0.52–1.24) 0.79 (0.60–1.04) 0.92 (0.53–1.61)
Duplicate
prescription 1.00 (0.85–1.19) 1.02 (0.91–1.15) 0.94 (0.76–1.18) 1.03 (0.85–1.25) 1.02 (0.88–1.17) 0.99 (0.73–1.36)
Allergy 0.96 (0.53–1.72) 1.02 (0.71–1.46) 0.96 (0.53–1.72) 1.00 (0.42–2.40) 0.92 (0.51–1.63) 1.17 (0.39–3.47)

*** p < 0,001, ** p < 0,01, * p < 0,05.
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Overall, there were only a few significant reductions in alerts, and these were solely in
the dosage category (Table 5). However, when alerts flagged as “justified” were left out
of the analysis, the picture changed, and a significant reduction in dosage alerts could be
detected in all subgroups (Table 6). The same is true for almost all kidney alert subgroups.
Point estimates for severity level 1 alerts are equal or lower than those of alerts overall, but
the significance of the reduction was limited by low case numbers.

2.3. Intervention Fidelity

The “Fidelity” intervention dimension evaluates how frequently the intervention
was implemented in such a way that it was actually possible to achieve the aim of the
intervention. Table 7 shows how many patients had severe alerts at T0 and how many of
these cases were satisfactorily dealt with according to the criteria defined in the methods
section (confirmed completed anamnesis and zero unjustified alerts of severity level 1 at T1).
The alerts were stratified by category. On a GP level, no participant fulfilled the Fidelity
criteria in any given category for all their patients.

Table 7. Proportion of patients fulfilling the Fidelity criteria.

Alert Category
Number of Patients for Whom the
Number of Severe Alerts is >0 at T0

Number of Patients Fulfilling
Fidelity Criteria

Proportion of Patients Fulfilling
Fidelity Criteria

Dosage 3210 780 24.3%

Kidney 1322 383 29.0%

Interaction 246 71 28.9%

Duplicate prescription 787 57 7.2%

Allergy 64 4 6.2%

As in the case of the Dose dimension findings, duplicate prescriptions and allergies
received little attention in comparison to the other categories.

As far as the more highly prioritized categories are concerned, the GPs acknowledged
and dealt with all the severe alerts in fewer than 30% of patients, indicating that the
intervention goal was only moderately fulfilled.

Summarizing over all categories, severe alerts were only fully resolved or justified in
889 patients. Figure 5 compares this number to the number of potentially eligible patients,
enrolled patients, patients receiving the intervention from their GPs, as well as the number
of patients that were treated with an intensity that would have made complete fidelity
possible. Figure 5 indicates the steps that had to be accomplished to fulfil Fidelity criteria
and shows that many patients were lost on the way.

Figure 5. Steps to be climbed in order to achieve Intervention Fidelity. The left-hand legend shows
the dimensions impacted by the steps.
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2.4. Intervention Tailoring

The “Tailoring” intervention dimension describes how participating GPs handled
the intervention, and gives an indication how the intervention could be adapted to fit
better into daily routines. Figure 6 shows on which days of the week T0 was triggered
for patients, i.e., when the first GP assessment appeared in the software. In Figure 7,
the same distribution is shown for the months of the year and in Figure 8, for the whole
intervention period.

Figure 6. Number of patients, stratified by the day in the week when T0 was triggered.

Figure 7. Number of patients stratified by month of the year when T0 was triggered.
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Figure 8. Number of patients, stratified by the month and year when T0 was triggered over the
course of the study.

These analyses show when GPs preferred or had the chance to conduct medication
reviews. The vast majority of cases (89%) were initiated between Monday and Friday, with
peaks on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Only a small portion (11%) were initiated on Saturdays,
Sundays, and public holidays, when practices are usually closed. In terms of months, the
CDSS was used more often in the second half of the year, and especially in September and
December. This pattern remains similar when the whole intervention period is examined,
except for 2020, when the rise in patient cases was dampened by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Since the intervention software was in a test phase and on several occasions had to be
updated, we initially planned to conduct sensitivity analyses to account for major software
releases and lengthy software inaccessibility due to technical problems. However, as no
error logbook was available, these analyses could not be conducted.

3. Discussion

3.1. Main Findings

Our process evaluation showed no relevant selection bias on either a patient, GP, or
practice level in the participants included in the AdAM trial, compared to the eligible
population in the study region (Intervention Reach). The reduction in the number of alerts
was minimal (Intervention Dose) and all severe alerts were dealt with in only a modest
number of participating patients, which was the final measure of a successful intervention
(Intervention Fidelity). An analysis showed that the CDSS was most frequently used on
days with long practice hours (Intervention Tailoring).
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3.2. Our Findings in the Context of Existing Research

The inclusion criteria for our study were broad and the patient group correspondingly
heterogeneous. Unlike other similar studies, the group was not preselected according to
medication, disease, or age group [23,24]. As a result, the focus of GP training was on
dealing with polypharmacy in general, and did not attempt to provide in-depth instruction
on how to optimize specific cases, as is the case in polypharmacy trials with narrower
inclusion criteria [25,26]. Moreover, some of the included patients did not profit from the
intervention because there were very few or sometimes even no alerts that could be reacted
to. This problem has also occurred in previous interventions [27].

Existing research into time-consuming documentation has shown that time efficiency
is crucial for GPs, which was an implementation barrier in our study [28]. It is therefore
plausible that a significant number of participating GPs failed to document all changes in
the software. Previous studies have also indicated that integrating CDSS into the electronic
health records of patients would improve the usefulness of medication reviews [23].

Furthermore, a recent systematic review found that physicians considered most alerts
generated by CDSS to be unhelpful or inappropriate and therefore ignored them [29], which
is confirmed by the low rate of documentation in eMMa. Moreover, a significant number of
alerts required monitoring certain parameters such as blood potassium levels and cardiac
rhythm, or changing drug intake schedules, at the same time as using the CDSS [30,31].
The software only registered the use of such strategies when the alert under consideration
was marked as justified. The sensitivity analysis indicated that some GPs made use of this
possibility, albeit only few, which was probably because the additional documentation time
was not reflected in any improvement in the patient’s medication.

Difficulties in making medication changes arise when specialists are involved, as
GPs are unwilling to interfere with their colleagues’ decisions [32], not least because
patients like their specialists to be consulted before such decisions are made [33]. One
solution may be to improve interdisciplinary cooperation so that complicated medication
regimens, that require both time and practice, can be jointly assessed and improved.
The involvement of pharmacists was not part of this intervention, but their support in
conducting medication reviews would appear to be plausible, especially in view of the
discussed implementation barriers, and existing literature, which indicates benefits in
terms of both medication appropriateness [34] and patient-relevant outcomes such as
quality of life [35]. Qualitative studies conducted in the AdAM trial suggest that the
expertise of pharmacists is also appreciated by GPs [36] and patients [37]. In addition, as
the AdAM intervention comprised only one voluntary two-hour education session, with
accompanying online videos and FAQs, it is quite possible that better results could have
been generated if training in polypharmacy and use of the software had been better, as can
be seen in comparable trials [32,38,39].

3.3. Strengths and Limitations

The fact that the design of the AdAM study included an underlying process evaluation
that had been planned and published beforehand, improves the methodological quality of
the trial. Furthermore, this process evaluation addresses each step of the CDSS application
process and responds to the urgent need for a deeper understanding of CDSS uptake
reported in a recently published systematic review [40]. We could show that GPs attached
more importance to severe alerts, and that alerts relating to medication dosage and kidney
function were more frequently dealt with than those concerning e.g., drug–drug interac-
tions or possible unsuitability due to a patient’s age (Intervention Dose). However, it should
be taken into account that the software also generated alerts when a drug was entered into
the system without additional information on the daily dosage or a patient’s renal function.
The management of these alerts would not necessarily have resulted in any improve-
ment in medication but simply have indicated that missing information had been entered
into eMMa.
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Our analyses also help understand the characteristics of participating GPs, and the
kind of patients whose medication reviews they prioritized. Participating patients had a
slightly lower average level of nursing care, indicating a barrier to the use of the intervention
tools in nursing home patients and for home visits.

Overall, the documented changes were rather small, and all severe alerts were removed
or justified in only few patients (Intervention Fidelity). However, it was not possible to
distinguish between a patient’s medication having been left unchanged, or a change not
having been documented in the software. As both the intended intensity of the intervention
(Intervention Dose) and the desired intervention goal (Intervention Fidelity) were rarely
fulfilled, conclusions about the potential risk reduction attributable to the intervention can
only be drawn to a limited extent. Since the CDSS could not be linked with the practice
management systems, GPs had to document all changes twice, which time constraints may
have prevented, resulting in an underestimation of the use of eMMa.

Results in the Intervention Tailoring dimension showed that in the beginning of
the intervention period, when updates and technical difficulties frequently occurred, the
enrollment of patients in eMMa was low. GPs that were involved in the early stages of the
intervention may have given up on the software after encountering technical problems
early on. Furthermore, only few patients enrolled in the early months of each year, which
coincided with the flu season. To the best of our knowledge, little research has been
conducted into the impact of seasonal fluctuations on implementing a real-world study, so
further analysis of the data gathered in the AdAM study may help in the planning of future
interventions in clinical settings. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic struck during
the intervention period. This unforeseeable event was a major, but certainly not the only
disruption to the daily care of patients with polypharmacy that was observed during the
course of this intervention, which makes the interpretation of results even more difficult.

3.4. Recommendations for Research and Clinical Practice

It is necessary to conduct more in-depth training before beginning such an interven-
tion. An integration of the intervention tool in the practice management system and further
measures to increase time efficiency would also facilitate adaptation and implementation
for GPs and generate more robust data for scientific analysis. It is necessary to investigate
whether the integration of further healthcare professionals, such as specialized physi-
cians and pharmacists, would result in more effective medication reviews, especially in
complex cases.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Background Information on the AdAM Study

The approach of the AdAM intervention (“Anwendung für ein digital gestütztes
Arzneimitteltherapie- und Versorgungsmanagement”, or “application of digitally supported
drug-therapy and care management”) is described in detail elsewhere [41]. In short, the
intervention foresees that GPs perform at least one medication review in adult patients re-
ceiving five or more chronic medications with the help of a CDSS (software was developed
under the name “eMMa”, which is an abbreviation for electronic medication management)
that has been fed with all relevant medical information in the form of claims data from the
statutory health insurance company BARMER. The primary aim is to decrease hospitaliza-
tion and death rates among polypharmacy patients compared to a patient group receiving
usual care.

4.2. eMMA

The AdAM intervention involved the application of a CDSS that examined the medi-
cation of patients with polypharmacy after claims data provided by the patients’ statutory
health insurance company had been entered into the system, and after GPs had confirmed
the claims data and fed additional relevant information into the system themselves. The
underlying software then generated alerts that were categorized by severity (of which only
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the two highest of four levels overall are analyzed here, since the two lower levels do not
pose clinical significance) and type of potential inappropriateness. The alerts that could
be seen by GPs and that were analyzed in this study are displayed in Figure 9. GPs then
had the possibility to make medication changes and to discuss them with their patients. A
detailed breakdown of the steps conducted by GPs is depicted in Figure 10, whereby both
figures were previously published in our study protocol [21].

Figure 9. Alert categories documented by the software. Red font indicates alerts of the highest
severity, and yellow font indicates medium severity.

Figure 10. Schematic working process for GPs that use eMMa. The final step (purple field) defines
T1.

4.3. Theoretical Background of the Process Evaluation

The process evaluation is based on consensus recommendations in accordance with
MRC guidance and the MRC process evaluation framework [18] and assesses four dimen-
sions (Intervention Reach, Dose, Fidelity, Tailoring) of the implementation and application
process. The defined dimensions and their adaptation to suit the implementation of the
AdAM software are briefly explained below. A more detailed description can be found
elsewhere [21].

4.4. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Log Data Analysis

All patients to whom one of the following criteria applied, were included in the
analysis of data extracted from the AdAM software:
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1. The GP confirmed in the software that an anamnesis had been completed (referred to
as “completed anamnesis”).

2. The software was used to print a medication plan.
3. At least five medications were entered into the software.

The inclusion criteria were prioritized in descending order: The first day on which
criterion 1 was met was defined as T0. If this was never the case, criterion 2 and, if
necessary, criterion 3 were treated analogously. Duplicates, i.e., patients whose pseudonym
was included twice, were excluded after verification. In addition, patients were excluded if
their GP only participated in the piloting test phase or had ceased to participate in the study
before randomization (e.g., had retired). Patients that enrolled in eMMa after completion of
the project were also excluded.

The Intervention Reach compares participants that fulfil the criteria to those that
do not. All potentially eligible participants are therefore included in the analyses for
that dimension.

4.5. Population and Outcomes

(a) Intervention Reach

This dimension deals with the “reach” of the intervention, i.e., whether the selection
and inclusion of study participants was carried out as foreseen in the study protocol, and
how the study population differed from the defined population in terms of the variables
given in Appendix A, Table A1. These comparisons were conducted at the level of patients,
physicians, and practices, and were used to determine structural similarity between the
groups, and whether, for example, any particular group of patients was prioritized in
the intervention.

For this purpose, all patients receiving the eMMa intervention (=active population,
AP) were compared to:

• Study participants that had enrolled but did not receive the intervention (=inactive
population, IP);

• Persons that fulfilled the entry criteria for the intention-to-treat population and were
on the list of patients provided to participating GPs but did not take part in the
intervention (=non-enrolled potentials, NEP).

Analogously, all GPs and practices enrolled in the AdAM study that cared for at least
one AP patient, irrespective of whether they also treated patients in the IP or NEP groups
were compared to:

• Enrolled GPs and practices that cared for at least one IP patient, but no AP patient;
• Enrolled GPs and practices that cared for at least one NEP patient, but no AP or

IP patient.
An overview can be found in Figure 11.
Pseudonymized data for patient comparisons originated from BARMER’s data ware-

house (a database in which all claims data are stored pseudonymously). Comparisons at
GP and practice level were carried out using pseudonymized data from the association
of statutory healthcare physicians in the study region (KVWL). Group comparisons were
carried out using logistic regression and two-sided tests carried out with a significance
level of alpha = 5%. Group membership was defined as the dependent variable.
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Figure 11. Populations that were compared for the Reach dimension.

(b) Intervention Dose

This dimension applies to the AP group only and assesses the extent of reductions in
alerts in patients that received the AdAM intervention two months after patient data were
originally entered into the software. In addition, prioritization associated with the severity
and categories of alerts were also analyzed (Figure 9). The alerts were divided into justified
(marked as processed or commented on by the GP) and unjustified alerts (not marked as
processed or commented on by the GP). The number of alerts was measured at two points
in time: the first timestamp (date) occurred when T0 is triggered, and automatically two
months later (referred to as T1).

In this dimension, the main analysis is of the reduction in alerts between T0 and T1,
stratified by severity and the category of alerts. In addition, sensitivity analyses were
performed that only included unjustified alerts at T1.

Further sensitivity analyses only included the population for which GPs had confirmed
that the anamnesis of the patient had been completed and that all medication been entered
into the software. This was the original plan, whereby T0 was to be triggered in the software
by pressing a button, and only then was it possible to deal with alerts. Before release, the
software developers decided against making this process compulsory.

In order to adjust for clustering at a GP level, a multilevel Poisson model was calculated
using the pseudonymized GP ID as a random effect. The total number of alerts was the
dependent variable in the model, and T0 and T1 were the predictors. All models were
stratified by age and sex.

(c) Intervention Fidelity

This dimension applies only to the AP group and examines the trustworthiness of
the intervention, i.e., whether the software was used in such a way that a successful
intervention (reduction in hospitalization and death) was possible. Alerts rated at the
highest severity level were used to operationalize this dimension, as they were considered
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strongly indicative of a need for action. Furthermore, the GP had to have completed the
anamnesis to show the software was being used as intended.

As long as all alerts at this level had been resolved or justified at T1, they were
considered to have been successfully dealt with in terms of Fidelity.

For this dimension, we reported the proportion of patients whose serious warnings
were completely resolved at T1. In addition, the analyses were stratified according to
alert category.

(d) Intervention Tailoring

In contrast to the other dimensions, the focus here was on the individual adjustments
GPs made in order to better integrate the intervention into daily practice routines. For this
purpose, the temporal dimension of software use was investigated. Consequently, data are
only analyzed for the AP group. Specifically, we looked at the number of patients whose
data were called up for the first time on particular days of the week or in particular months,
and looked for a concentration of such events during certain periods (e.g., at the weekend),
or seasonal dependencies.

5. Conclusions

There are indications that the CDSS helped participating physicians prescribe fewer
high-risk medications by encouraging them to adjust dosages, and to modify prescriptions
to take account of renal function impairment. However, the intervention does not appear to
have been used intensively, whereby it should be taken into consideration that utilization
may have been under-reported in the log data. Overall, the results of the process evaluation
indicate that the extent of the implementation of the AdAM intervention was weaker
than anticipated.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Variables for the Reach dimension (ref = reference category in logistic regression).

Comparison 1 Comparison 2 Patients GPs Practices

Factor Levels Factor Levels

AP versus IP AP versus NEP

Age (years) Age (years) Type of practice

Single practice (ref)
Group practice
Medical care center

Sex Sex Number of employed GPs

Male (ref) Time since practice inception (years)

Female Randomization group

medCDS Specialization type Intervention
Nursing care level
care (0 (ref), 1–5)

Specialized in general
practice (ref) Control (ref)

GP without specialization
Internist active in
general practice
Other

Participation in a
GP network

Yes
No (ref)

Randomization group

Intervention
Control (ref)
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Abstract: The management of multiple chronic health conditions often requires patients to be exposed
to polypharmacy to improve their health and enhance their quality of life. However, exposure to
polypharmacy has been associated with an increased risk for adverse effects, drug-drug interactions,
inappropriate prescribing, medication nonadherence, increased healthcare utilization such as emer-
gency department visits and hospitalizations, and costs. Medication-based risk scores have been
utilized to identify patients who may benefit from deprescribing interventions and reduce rates of
inappropriate prescribing. These risk scores may also be utilized to prompt targeted discussions
between patients and providers regarding medications or medication classes contributing to an
individual’s risk for harm, eventually leading to the deprescribing of the offending medication(s).
This opinion will describe existing medication-based risk scores in the literature, their utility in
identifying patients at risk for specific adverse events, and how they may be incorporated in health-
care settings to reduce rates of potentially inappropriate polypharmacy and avoidable healthcare
utilization and costs.

Keywords: medication-based risk score; deprescribing; polypharmacy; health outcomes

1. Introduction

Patients with multiple chronic conditions may be exposed to several medications to
improve health, enhance quality of life, and reduce healthcare utilization. The chronic
exposure of multiple medications has been termed polypharmacy [1]. While the opera-
tional definition of polypharmacy may vary, from utilizing ≥2 to ≥11 medications [1],
polypharmacy is associated with an increased risk of drug-drug interactions, drug-related
problems, inappropriate prescribing, medication non-adherence, and increased healthcare
utilization such as emergency department visits, hospitalizations, and medical costs [2].

Medication-based risk scores can be utilized by healthcare providers to identify pa-
tients who would benefit from deprescribing interventions to reduce rates of potentially
inappropriate polypharmacy, adverse health outcomes, and avoidable healthcare utilization.
The utilization of these tools is especially important due to the increasing proportions of
adults with multiple chronic conditions, resulting in higher prevalence of polypharmacy [3].
The higher prevalence of polypharmacy has led to an increased risk for clinically relevant
drug-drug and drug-disease interactions. This opinion will describe medication-based risk
scores that can be used to identify patients at substantial risk for experiencing clinically
significant adverse outcomes, propose their utility in identifying medication targets for
deprescribing, and suggest how these tools can be incorporated into clinical practice or
clinical decision support systems.
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2. Medication-Based Risk Scores

2.1. Medication Regimen Complexity Index (MRCI)

The MRCI is a risk assessment tool that quantifies the complexity of an individual’s
medication regimen by taking into consideration the medication dosage form and route,
dosing frequency, and unique directions provided to take certain medications [4]. This tool
utilizes a continuous scale where higher scores suggest that an individual’s medication
regimen is more complex [4]. A systematic review found higher MRCI to be associated
with medication nonadherence, hospital readmission, and lower quality of life [5]. While
some studies found patients with scores greater than a certain number to be associated with
worsening health outcomes in select populations [5], there are no validated parameters
suggesting which values signal a clearly increased risk for adverse events. Future research
is warranted to determine specific scores to be utilized as surrogate markers to identify
patients likely to benefit most from deprescribing interventions. It is important to note
that while the MRCI score is typically calculated manually due to the consideration of
unique medication directions, a study by McDonald et al. [6] described how to automate
the calculation of MRCI within an electronic health record.

2.2. Medication Complexity Score (MCS)

The development of the MRCI allowed clinicians and researchers to quantify the
complexity of an individual’s medication regimen. However, since part of the score
requires the use of unique prescribing details [5], the score cannot be calculated using
only prescription claims data. This is a potential weakness, as prescription claims data
may be better suited to capture prescribing patterns across multiple health systems and
prescribers [7]. The MCS was developed and modeled against the MRCI to demonstrate its
comparability as a tool in identifying medication burden and risk for greater healthcare
utilization with the use of just prescription claims [7]. The MCS utilizes a prescription
claim’s national drug code to infer the drug’s dosage form and route; the days’ supply and
number of units are utilized to infer a dosing frequency. The final component of the MRCI,
being unique medication instructions, was not adapted to the MCS. As with MRCI, future
research identifying specific cut-off values of the MCS score signifying which patients
would benefit most from deprescribing interventions would be beneficial.

2.3. Medication Fall Risk Score (MFRS)

Just under 1,000,000 patients fall within healthcare facilities each year in the United
States (US) [8]. Reducing the prevalence of falls within facilities is necessary to ensure posi-
tive patient outcomes while reducing avoidable costs incurred by patients and healthcare
facilities. Specific medications are important risk factors to consider when evaluating a
patient’s risk of falling due to their mechanisms of action being associated with greater risk
of dizziness, sedation, impaired cognition, and changes in blood pressure [8]. The MFRS
incorporates the prescribing of specific medication classes (e.g., antipsychotics, benzodi-
azepines, antiarrhythmics, antidepressants) to determine the associated risk of incurring a
fall. Medications are weighted and summed to determine an individual’s risk of falling.
Patients with a score ≥6 are at “a higher risk for falling” and are further evaluated using
medication fall risk evaluation tools [9]. In addition to the implementation of further
medication reviews and local clinical interventions specific to healthcare settings, patients
identified as being at an increased risk of falls may benefit from deprescribing interventions
to reduce their risk of falls.

2.4. Medication-Based Index of Physical Function (MedIP)

Another tool used to measure fall risk is the MedIP. This tool was developed to
overcome biases from tools that focus on specific medication classes [10]. The MedIP
utilizes medications included in the Side Effect Resource (SIDER) dataset, a resource that
obtains side effect related information of medications from public sources such as package
inserts [11]. The MedIP calculates a sum utilizing elementary matrix operations that take
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into consideration the drugs being used by a patient, their risk of side effects and the
contribution of side effects to fall risk based on data found within SIDER. While higher
scores indicate a greater risk of falling, the validation study estimated a score of 2764 to
have optimal sensitivity and specificity in predicting fall risk [10].

2.5. Drug Burden Index (DBI)

The use of medications with sedative and anticholinergic properties has been associ-
ated with adverse events among older adults including cognitive impairment and falls [12].
The DBI score takes into consideration the dose and exposure of medications with anti-
cholinergic and/or sedative effects on patients [13]. This score utilizes an algorithm that
sums the sedative and anticholinergic weighted burden of each medication to generate a
score. Each medication weight is calculated by dividing the daily dose with the sum of
the minimum recommended daily dose and the daily dose [12]. Higher scores suggest a
higher anticholinergic and sedative burden; studies have generally evaluated healthcare
utilization risk comparing patients with scores greater than 0 or 1 versus lower scores [12].

While the findings of studies assessing the relationship between DBI and healthcare
utilizations and outcomes such as falls have varied, higher DBI has been consistently shown
to be associated with frailty, poorer quality of life, and physical impairment [12]. However,
it is important to note the DBI score has several limitations: medications with relevant
anticholinergic and sedative effects are considered equivalent (there is no adjustment for
medications having stronger or weaker sedative or anticholinergic effects), and there is
presently not an updated consensus document listing medications to consider for the
determination of DBI. It is also important to note that the DBI was developed utilizing the
minimum daily dose as indicated by the United States Food and Drug Administration.
Given that minimum daily doses may vary among countries and with indications for use, a
DBI algorithm was developed utilizing a defined daily dose published by the World Health
Organization (WHO) to facilitate use of this algorithm across different countries [14].

2.6. Anticholinergic Burden Medication Based Risk Scores

Medications contributing to anticholinergic burden is a field of significant interest
due to widely used drug classes with anticholinergic properties being associated with
significant healthcare utilization and poor health outcomes. This has led to the publication
of numerous scales, lists, and risk scores that quantify an individual’s anticholinergic
burden to estimate their risk of adverse outcomes. Furthermore, given the substantial
interest and breadth of research examining anticholinergic burden, several systematic
reviews have been published examining the utility of these scales to predict poor health
outcomes such as adverse events, falls, mortality, delirium, and poor quality of life [15–24].

Scores, scales, and lists available to measure anticholinergic burden or identify ex-
posure to anticholinergic medications include the anticholinergic drug scale [25] (ADS),
anticholinergic burden classification [26] (ABC), anticholinergic effect on cognition [27]
(AEC), anticholinergic risk scale [28] (ARS), anticholinergic cognitive burden scale [29]
(ACBS), anticholinergic activity scale [30] (AAS), anticholinergic loading scale [31] (ALS),
Korean anticholinergic burden scale [32], German anticholinergic burden score [33], Brazil-
ian anticholinergic activity scale [34], Cancelli’s ACH burden scale [35], Aizenberg’s Anti-
cholinergic Burden Scale [36], Duran’s Anticholinergic Burden Scale [17], Salahudeen’s An-
ticholinergic Burden Scale [15], Summers drug risk number [37], Whalleys Anticholinergic
Burden Scale [38], Chew’s list of anticholinergic drugs [39], Clinician-Rated Anticholinergic
Score [40], Minzenberg’s Clinical Index and Pharmacological Index [41], anticholinergic
impregnation scale [42], a modified ARS [43], modified ACB [44], deliriogenic risk scale [45],
and the anticholinergic toxicity scale [46].

These tools provide prescribers with an understanding of a patient’s risks for specific
adverse outcomes based on their cumulative exposure to medications with anticholinergic
activity. However, despite the large number of tools available to highlight anticholinergic
burden, there are several details to consider. Significant variability exists between tools,
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with some taking into consideration the dose of medications, and several tools identifying
<30 medications and others considering >500 medications with expected anticholinergic
activity [22]. Furthermore, while agreement on the level of anticholinergic activity may
vary between tools, it is unclear which specific tool is best. Providers may benefit from
using systematic reviews that have compiled lists of medications across multiple scales to
comprehensively define which medications had low, moderate, and high anticholinergic
activity [15,17,22]. Published systematic reviews of these tools have provided greater detail
of the strengths and weaknesses of these tools and their associations with poor health
outcomes [15–24].

2.7. Sedative Load Model (SLM)

The SLM was designed to characterize an individual’s exposure to medications with
sedative properties and to quantify their risk of impaired mobility [47,48]. This risk is
calculated by summing the weights of medications contributing to an individual’s sedative
burden. Medications considered a primary sedative included a score of 2, while medications
with a major side effect or with ingredients considered potentially sedating were given a
score of 1 [47]. A higher sedative load is associated with impaired mobility [47]. While
additional research is needed in diverse older adult populations, higher sedative load
has been associated with incident delirium and falls among patients with Alzheimer’s
disease [49].

2.8. Sloan Sedative Risk Score

Sloan et al., modified the SLM to construct a sedative load risk score that incorporated
the dose of a medication as well [50]. This risk score applies weights differently, with
psychotropic medications intended to cause sedation receiving a weight of 6, while medica-
tions with sedation as a common side effect were given a weight of 3, and medications at a
low-risk of sedation side effect were given a weight of 1 [50]. The dose of each medication
is divided by the mean effective dose, which is then multiplied by the assigned weight
and summed for a final score [50]. While the utilization of this model can describe the
sedative risk of a population, with higher scores implying greater risk, it is unclear if there
is a specific score associated with the significantly increased risk of falling or other adverse
outcomes related to sedation.

2.9. Central Nervous System (CNS) Medication Burden

Another measure that was developed to quantify an individual’s medication related
risk for falls included the CNS medication burden [51]. This risk score is calculated by
summing the daily dose of each CNS medication with each divided by the minimum
effective geriatric daily dose [51]. Individuals with scores ≥3 are considered at greater
risk of experiencing serious falls [51,52]. Future research would be beneficial to assess if
medication-based interventions that reduce an individual’s medication exposure subse-
quently reduce their risk of falls.

2.10. Medication Appropriateness Index (MAI)

A challenge in deprescribing medications is the identification of prescriptions that
are appropriate and inappropriate. While the previously noted risk scores identified
medications or medication classes that were potentially inappropriate for an individual,
the MAI is a scoring system that determines if a medication is inappropriate and should
be targeted for modification or deprescribing. The original tool utilizes 10 questions
where a clinician assesses if a drug is indicated, effective, appropriately dosed, given
with appropriate instructions, practical to use, prescribed with appropriate length of
therapy, relatively affordable compared to similar drugs, and does not have any clinically
significant drug-drug or drug-disease interactions [53]. A clinician must determine if
a drug is appropriate (score = 1), inappropriate (score = 3), or marginally appropriate
(score = 2), with each drug having a maximum score of 18; higher scores would suggest that
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a drug may be inappropriate. The sum of the scores is used to determine an individual’s
exposure to inappropriate medications [53]. The tool has been validated in multiple
settings comparing responses among clinicians to ensure consistency in its application
across various practitioners [54]. Additionally, the MAI has been modified to a three-item
survey and adapted and validated in various settings [55].

Despite the advantages of utilizing an individual clinician’s knowledge to deter-
mine the inappropriateness of a medication or medication regimen, there are important
limitations of MAI. Agreement between clinicians on the determination of the inappropri-
ateness of a medication may improve after discussion, suggesting that interpretation of
inappropriateness based on patient specific factors and identification of clinically relevant
drug-drug or drug-disease interactions can differ based on a provider’s experience and
background [56]. Furthermore, assessing for the appropriateness of medications based
on price or practicality may benefit from patient input. Finally, the tool may take up to
10 min to properly evaluate one drug, therefore it may not be practical to use for patients
on multiple medications in most settings [53].

2.11. MedWise Risk Score

Previous medication-based risk scores may be limited in their utility given that they
are used to track one or two specific risk factors in a patient’s medication regimen, such as
fall risk, anticholinergic burden, sedative load, complexity, or appropriateness. In contrast,
the MedWise Risk Score measures an individual’s risk for adverse events based on specific
risk factors including sedative load, anticholinergic burden, competitive CYP450 drug
interaction burden, risk of QT prolongation, and risk for adverse events utilizing the FDA
Adverse Event Reporting System [57]. This score exists on a continuous scale with higher
scores being associated with adverse events, healthcare related costs, emergency room
visits, falls, and mortality [57–59]. Furthermore, use of the MedWise Risk Score as part of
medication risk mitigation services may significantly reduce healthcare costs related to
emergency room visits, hospital admissions, and skilled nursing visits for organizations
providing services for older adults that require nursing facility level care [60].

2.12. Medication Intensity Scale (MIS)

An important goal of care among patients with asthma is to improve quality of life
and reduce healthcare utilization such as emergency room visits and hospitalizations.
In 2013, asthma was associated with approximately $50 billion in medical costs in the
United States [61]. The MIS is one means of identifying patients with suboptimal control
of their asthma to target resources and reduce the prevalence of potentially avoidable
healthcare costs. The MIS is a four-point scale (0–3) that ascribes a point to a patient for
having 5–13 beta-agonists canisters, >13 beta-agonist canisters, and having greater than two
dispensations of oral corticosteroids within a year [62]. Validation of this tool demonstrated
that higher scores were associated with greater emergency department utilization [62].
The validation study of this tool recommends that the cut-off chosen for intervention
be determined by the cost of the intervention; when it was given using lower cut-offs it
substantially increased the false positive rate of patients with asthma at risk for utilizing
the emergency department [62]. The automated monitoring of prescription claims could
identify patients with asthma at greatest need of intervention to improve asthma control
and reduce potentially avoidable healthcare utilization.

3. Implementation within Healthcare Systems

Medication-based risk scores are a set of tools that can be utilized at the healthcare
system level and the individual prescriber level to identify patients at significant risk for
experiencing specific adverse events or potentially avoidable healthcare utilization. While
risk scores have been traditionally utilized as tools for risk adjustment and prediction of
healthcare utilization [63], medication-based risk scores can be utilized by providers to
identify patients at greater risk for specific adverse events and reduce potentially inappro-
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priate polypharmacy. The use of medication-based risk scores may prompt discussions
between patients and providers regarding medications contributing to an individual’s risk
for harm, eventually leading to the deprescribing of the offending medication. Further-
more, given their dependence on only medication-related information, these risk scores
can be operationalized in settings where prescribing occurs, or prescription claims data
is accessible. However, prior to the incorporation of medication-based risk scores into
healthcare services, there are important details to consider.

The use of medication-based risk scores should be used with resources that facilitate
deprescribing interventions. While most medication-based risk scores are validated to
detect an increased risk of specific adverse events or healthcare utilization, they have
not been studied extensively in their efficiency in identifying medications that should
be deprescribed nor have they been compared to each other in this respect. It is impor-
tant to note that medication-based risk scores should not solely be used to determine the
appropriateness or inappropriateness of a medication. They should be used to comple-
ment a comprehensive evaluation of an individual’s medications. These tools are used to
identify potential targets for deprescribing and enhance the quality of information con-
tributing to the risk-benefit assessment of an individual’s prescriptions. Within primary
care and outpatient settings, these risk scores can be used to identify patients who may
benefit from deprescribing before a potentially avoidable event occurs, while hospital or
emergency room settings can utilize these risk scores to compliment the identification of
adverse events related to medication use. Hospital settings may benefit more from using
risk scores that incorporate physiological data to identify emergent events that require
prompt intervention.

Providers need to evaluate which risk scores are most useful in identifying patients
at greatest risk for specific harms or healthcare utilization within their specific healthcare
settings. Presently, each risk score describes the risk for exposure to certain medications
and medication classes in relation to specific adverse outcomes. It is also important to
realize that risk scores alone do not overcome barriers to deprescribing such as managing
interprofessional relationships, increasing provider workload, the reluctance to discontinue
chronic medications, or differences in knowledge between providers [64]. Some of these
barriers can be overcome with the use of deprescribing algorithms and guidelines that
provide steps and rationale to safely and efficiently deprescribe certain medications [65].

Primary care and outpatient healthcare settings may want to utilize medication man-
agement programs or pharmacovigilance services to monitor the use and prescribing of
medications without additional work and burden for prescribers. Alternatively, insurance
plan providers can utilize prescription claims data to identify patients at greater risk of
adverse events based on their prescribing data. Medication management programs can
be utilized to communicate with the providers of these patients to prompt review of their
medications to consider deprescribing interventions. The implementation of medication
reviews at the insurance claims level can overcome challenges associated with patient frag-
mentation of data across various healthcare and dispensing settings. Additionally, having
personnel specialized in the deprescribing of medications can ensure that medication-based
risk scores and deprescribing tools are used optimally and efficiently among patient popu-
lations. Patients with higher risk for medication related adverse events may benefit from
periodic medication reviews where medications with the lowest benefit to harm ratio are
targeted for deprescribing [66].

4. Conclusions

Medication-based risk scores are useful in identifying patients potentially at risk for
suboptimal health outcomes and avoidable healthcare utilization and adverse events. To
ensure that healthcare settings are able to efficiently reduce harms associated with exposure
to the medications, combining these tools with deprescribing algorithms and guidelines
may facilitate the discontinuation of medications that provide the least benefit and most
harm to patients. The utilization of pharmacovigilance and medication management
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programs may be implemented within healthcare settings to identify opportunities for
deprescribing and reduce potentially avoidable healthcare utilization.
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Abstract: The use of inappropriate medication is an increasing problem among the elderly, leading to
hospitalizations, mortality, adverse effects, and lower quality of life (QoL). Deprescribing interven-
tions (e.g., medication reviews (MRs)) have been examined as a possible remedy for this problem. In
order to be able to evaluate the potential benefits and harms of a deprescribing intervention, quality
of life (QoL) has increasingly been used as an outcome. The sensitivity of QoL measurements may,
however, not be sufficient to detect a change in specific disease symptoms, e.g., a flair-up in symptoms
or relief of side effects after deprescribing. Using symptom assessments as an outcome, we might
be able to identify and evaluate the adverse effects of overmedication and deprescribing alike. The
objective of this study was to explore whether symptom assessment is a feasible and valuable method
of evaluating outcomes of MRs among the elderly in nursing homes. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not been investigated before. We performed a feasibility study based on an experimental
design and conducted MRs for elderly patients in nursing homes. Their symptoms were registered at
baseline and at a follow-up 3 months after performing the MR. In total, 86 patients, corresponding
to 68% of the included patients, received the MR and completed the symptom questionnaires as
well as the QoL measurements at baseline and follow-up, respectively. Forty-eight of these patients
had at least one deprescribing recommendation implemented. Overall, a tendency towards the
improvement of most symptoms was seen after deprescribing, which correlated with the tendencies
observed for the QoL measurements. Remarkably, deprescribing did not cause a deterioration of
symptoms or QoL, which might otherwise be expected for patients of this age group, of whom the
health is often rapidly declining. In conclusion, it was found that symptom assessments were feasible
among nursing home residents and resulted in additional relevant information about the potential
benefits and harms of deprescribing. It is thus recommended to further explore the use of symptom
assessment as an outcome of deprescribing interventions, e.g., in a controlled trial.

Keywords: medication review; deprescriptions; quality of life; aged; aged, 80 and over; nursing homes;
deprescribing

1. Introduction

The prevalence of chronic diseases increases with age, and the elderly therefore
have a higher risk of polypharmacy [1,2]. Polypharmacy is often defined as taking at
least five different medications regularly [2,3] and has been shown to increase the risk of
inappropriate medication and hospitalizations among elderly patients [4–6]. In addition,
the risk of adverse effects and drug interactions [2,5,7], mortality [8], and reduced quality
of life (QoL) [9] have been correlated with polypharmacy.

Medications that were appropriate at the time of prescription may become inappro-
priate over time and with age, either because the patient’s health condition improves or
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the harms outweighs the benefits [10,11]. As an example of the latter, the use of preventive
medication, e.g., statins, in the last years of life can cause considerable muscle pain without
any preventive effect being expected [12].

Medication review (MR) interventions are considered to be a valuable tool to combat
inappropriate polypharmacy through deprescribing recommendations [13]. Deprescribing
is defined as the planned and supervised process of dose reduction or stopping of medi-
cations that might be causing harm, or which may no longer have a benefit [14]. During
an MR, the patient’s complete medication list is critically and structurally reviewed in
relation to indications, effects, side effects, and compliance. In MR studies, outcomes are
frequently either medication-related, e.g., a decrease in the number of medications, or
resource-related, e.g., cost, number of general practitioner (GP) visits, or hospitalization,
rather than patient-related [15–17]. The use of patient-related outcomes such as QoL is
steadily increasing in medication review studies [15] to investigate whether the intervention
brings a relevant benefit to the patient. Currently, there is no convincing evidence that a
medication review leads to an improved QoL [18]. The QoL scales might not have sufficient
sensitivity to be able to detect improvements in QoL, especially not among nursing home
residents, for whom a natural rapid deterioration in their condition is expected. However,
it is crucial to be able to assess whether a medication review leads to improved patient
outcomes upon deprescribing medications. A recent review analyzed the various outcomes
of MR studies and found a lack of reporting of potential harm (e.g., adverse events) caused
by the interventions [15], making it difficult to evaluate the benefit–risk ratio of MRs. It is
our hypothesis that the assessment of symptoms as an outcome of MR could be a feasible
and valuable additional approach in order to identify and report the potential benefits and
harms of MR. Some specific symptoms, e.g., dizziness, have been used as outcomes in MR,
but to our knowledge a systematic symptom assessment has not previously been used as
an outcome in MR. The objective of this study was to explore whether symptom assessment
is a feasible and a potential valid outcome measure of deprescribing when performing MRs
of elderly patients in nursing homes. Additionally, symptom measurements are compared
with QoL values in order to investigate whether symptom measurements can contribute
further knowledge about the patient-relevant effects of MRs.

2. Results

2.1. Patients

In Hvidovre Municipality, Denmark, 322 residents living in the three participating
nursing homes were screened for participation in the project. Of these residents, 234 were
found to be eligible according to the inclusion criteria. Of these, 135 patients were included
in the study (see for further information on inclusion and exclusion). Nine patients (6.7%)
died before the intervention; hence, 126 patients in total received the MR intervention. Ten
patients (7.9%) died before follow-up and 30 patients (23.8%) did not complete the symptom
and QoL questionnaires, resulting in 86 patients who completed the questionnaires both at
baseline and follow-up, and 48 patients who had a deprescribing intervention implemented
and who completed the symptom and QoL questionnaires (Figure 1).

The participating patients were divided into three investigational groups accord-
ing to the degree of their study participation: the Medication Review Group (patients
who received an MR), the Follow-Up Group (patients who, in addition, completed the
symptom and QoL questionnaires), and the Deprescribing Subgroup (patients who had a
deprescribing recommendation implemented and who completed the symptom and QoL
questionnaires), respectively.

The 126 patients included in the Medication Review Group had an average age of
82 years (SD 7.8) and 32% were male. They had a total of 1575 medications and were
affiliated with 18 different general practices. On average, each patient had a mean of
13 medications at baseline, of which 10 were regular medications, and 3 were as-needed
medications. Table 1 summarizes the patient characteristics regarding age, medication, and
scoring of symptoms and QoL, respectively, divided into the three investigational groups.
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Figure 1. The flow of patients from screening to the inclusion of eligible patients in the Medication
Review, Follow-Up, and Deprescribing Subgroup, respectively. The upper five boxes (blue) describe
the inclusion process, as well as reasons for exclusion and dropout, whereas the lower four boxes
(green) describe the subsets of patients relevant to the aim of this article, i.e., patients who completed
the symptoms and quality of life (QoL) questionnaires both at baseline and follow-up were included
in the Follow-Up Group. Subsequently, patients in the Follow-Up Group who had a deprescribing
recommendation implemented were included in the Deprescribing Subgroup.

2.2. Medication Review

We recommended changes to 491 medications (31% of all medications) out of the
total of 1.575 medications. The GPs agreed upon 460 of the recommendations (94% of
recommendations), and 196 recommendations were implemented at follow-up (45%), of
which 159 were deprescribing recommendations. For the 86 patients with completed
QoL and symptoms’ questionnaires (the Follow-Up Group), 55 patients had at least one
implemented recommendation (both deprescribing and other recommendations) at follow-
up, and 48 patients had at least one deprescribing recommendation implemented (the
Deprescribing Subgroup). Deprescribing was the most frequent recommendation (78% of
all recommendations), and we recommended deprescribing 24% of all 1575 medications.
The GPs agreed to deprescribe 23% of all 1575 medications.

2.3. Symptoms

For the Follow-Up Group (n = 86), there was no significant difference in the mean of
symptom scores before and after the intervention: pain (−0.34), tiredness (0.10), drowsiness
(0.03), nausea (0.14), loss of appetite (0.42), shortness of breath (−0.03), depression (0.30),
and anxiety (−0.02).

For the Deprescribing Subgroup (n = 48), no significant difference in the mean of symp-
tom scores was found either. However, in this group a tendency towards an improvement
of the average score within all symptoms, except loss of appetite and shortness of breath,
was observed. The average symptom scores for the Deprescribing Subgroup before and
after MR, i.e., deprescribing, are shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the patients constituting the investigational groups—the Medication
Review Group, Follow-Up Group and Deprescribing Subgroup—regarding age, gender, medication,
and outcomes. The symptoms and quality of life (QoL) questionnaires were not completed by all
patients belonging to the Medication Review Group, which is why this column is not completed (-).

Investigational groups

Medication Review Group, i.e., Patients Who Received MRs (n= 126)

Follow-up Group, i.e., patients who completed the symptoms and
QoL questionnaires (n = 86)

Deprescribing Subgroup, i.e.,
patients from the Follow-Up Group
who had a deprescribing
recommendation implemented
(n = 48)

Mean age/year (SD) 82.3 (7.8) 81.8 (7.0) 82.2 (7.1)
Male/% 32% 30% 25%
Medications at baseline
No. of medications 1.575 1.084 670
Mean no. of medications per
patient 13 12 14

No. of recommendations 491 315 221
Mean no. of recommendations
per patient 3.9 3.7 4.6

Symptoms at baseline
Pain (SD) - 2.9 (2.7) 3.3 (3.0)
Tiredness (SD) - 4.2 (2.8) 4.5 (2.8)
Drowsinesss (SD) - 3.3 (2.8) 3.5 (2.8)
Nausea (SD) - 0.5 (1.5) 0.5 (1.2)
Loss of appetite (SD) - 1.6 (2.4) 1.5 (2.3)
Shortness of breath (SD) - 1.4 (2.3) 1.2 (2.2)
Depression (SD) - 2.1 (2.7) 2.2 (2.7)
Anxiety (SD) - 1.7 (2.6) 1.9 (2.8)
Wellbeing (SD) - 3.3 (2.2) 3.3 (2.2)
Quality of life at baseline
EQ-5D index (SD) - 0.5 (0.3) 0.5 (0.3)
VAS score (SD) - 56.2 (21.4) 56.2 (19.9)

Figure 2. Mean scores of the Deprescribing Subgroup (n = 48) for each symptom, measured using
the Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (revised version) (ESAS-r) scale, before deprescribing
(orange) and after deprescribing (brown). The ESAS-r scale uses a numeric scale from 0–10, where
0 indicates no symptoms and 10 indicates the worst intensity of a symptom. There was no significant
difference for any symptoms.

The results suggested that, among the patients in the Deprescribing Subgroup, there
was a greater tendency towards the improvement of symptoms compared to a deterioration
(Figure 3). Loss of appetite and shortness of breath were the only symptoms among patients
of this group for which fewer patients achieved an improvement than a deterioration
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Number of Deprescribing Subgroup patients (n = 48) with improvements (green) and
deteriorations (red), respectively, in each symptom after deprescribing.

The figure below shows the number of patients who exhibited the individual symp-
toms (Figure 4) to some degree before and after deprescribing, respectively. The majority of
patients suffered from tiredness, drowsiness, and pain. These data show a general tendency
that there were no more patients who developed symptoms after deprescribing, apart from
symptoms regarding shortness of breath.

Figure 4. Number of Deprescribing Subgroup patients (n = 48) with any presentation of each symptom
(answers higher than 0 on the Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (revised version) scale) before
(orange) and after (brown) deprescribing. There was no significant difference for any symptoms.

One of the purposes of this work was to consider whether symptom assessment could
contribute to additional knowledge about the patient-relevant effects of MRs. Hence, we
tried to elucidate whether deprescribing of a medication related to a symptom, e.g., pain,
had an influence on the symptom score for pain. Overall, we found no tendency for a
deterioration of symptoms caused by deprescribing a drug. However, we found a tendency
towards improvement for some symptoms. As an example, deprescribing of pain relievers
(NSAIDs, paracetamol, opioids, or muscle relaxants) was performed for 12 patients. Of
these, seven patients obtained a better pain score, four patients revealed unchanged pain
scores, and only one patient experienced an increase in pain at follow-up.

2.4. Quality of Life

Overall, only a small change in the EQ-5D index and VAS score was observed during
the study period, as shown in Table 2.

For both the Follow-Up Group and the Deprescribing Subgroup, small insignificant
changes in the EQ-5D index were found. The overall Follow-Up Group revealed a small
insignificant deterioration, whereas the Deprescribing Subgroup revealed a small insignif-
icant improvement. Both groups showed a small insignificant improvement in the VAS
score. The improvement was largest in the Deprescribing Subgroup, though it was smaller
than the minimal clinically relevant difference of eight [19].
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Table 2. The mean difference in quality of life (QoL), the EQ-5D index, and VAS score, respectively,
from baseline (before the medication review (MR)) to follow-up (3 months after the MR). The
mean difference is shown for patients in the Follow-Up Group (n = 86), who completed the QoL
questionnaire at baseline and follow-up, and for the Deprescribing Subgroup (n = 48), respectively.
For the EQ-5D index and VAS score, a higher score indicates a better QoL.

Patient Group

EQ-5D
IndexMean Change

Higher Better
(CI 95%)

VAS Score
Mean Change
Higher Better

(CI 95%)

Follow-Up Group (n = 86) −0.002
(−0.036: 0.176)

1.5
(−3.8: 6.8)

Deprescribed Subgroup (n = 48) 0.019
(−0.034: 0.073)

6.4
(−0.7: 13.5)

3. Discussion

We explored the feasibility of using symptom assessment as an outcome of MRs among
nursing home residents with polypharmacy using the ESAS-r [20] in comparison with a
QoL assessment, i.e., EQ-5D [21]. One hundred and twenty-six patients met our inclusion
criteria, were included in the study, and received MR (the Medication Review Group).
However, only 86 patients completed the ESAS-r and EQ-5D (the Follow-Up Group). The
primary barriers in the workflow, which prevented a full-sized Follow-Up Group, were
related partly to the physical and mental health of the patients and to lack of resources
among the nursing staff to support the patients in answering the questionnaires. The
allocation of additional support to healthcare providers in nursing homes would probably
improve the follow-up rate significantly.

The patient characteristics (Table 1) revealed a patient group which was comparable
to other polypharmacy patient groups in nursing homes, although the prevalence of
polypharmacy among the residents in this study was higher [22]. It was observed that the
patients from the Deprescribing Subgroup on average used two drugs more than patients in
the overall Follow-Up Group, i.e., 14 vs. 12 medications per patient. Similarly, the patients
from the Deprescribing Subgroup were recommended one more medication change on
average compared to the patients in the overall Follow-Up Group, indicating a higher
degree of overmedication among the subgroup that had at least one drug deprescribed.

During the MR, deprescribing was by far the most frequent recommendation. The
GPs thus agreed that 23% of all medications should be deprescribed. This was consistent
with other MR studies for elderly polypharmacy patients, in which deprescribing made up
around 15–32% of all recommended changes [23–28]. In a previous study, we found that
GPs agreed to deprescribe 18% of all medications [29]. Likewise, a Dutch study showed
that 13% of all medications had been deprescribed 1 week after an MR [30].

In the present study, the GPs accepted the majority (94%) of the recommendations
suggested by the medication team. Of all the accepted recommendations, 45% were im-
plemented at follow-up. This was the case for 35% of the deprescribing recommendations.
Thus, the implementation rate was low compared to similar MR projects performed in
collaboration with GPs, in which 77–93% of the recommendations were found to be im-
plemented [26,31]. Hence, one can question why the implementation rate was so low
considering that the GPs accepted the medication changes at the MR meeting. Thus, it
could be interesting to clarify reasons for the lack of implementation.

In order to evaluate the potential of the use of symptom assessments as a future
outcome of deprescribing interventions, we analyzed the change in symptoms between
baseline and follow-up, i.e., before and after MRs, in three different ways: the mean
change in symptom score; the number of patients with a deterioration or improvement
of symptoms; and the identification of the total number of patients suffering from each
symptom before and after the intervention. The changes in symptom scores were correlated
with the changes in QoL.
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Although not statistically significant, there was a clear trend towards an improvement
of most symptom scores for the patients in the Deprescribing Subgroup between baseline
and follow-up (Figure 2). This also applied to the overall Follow-Up Group, which, however,
showed a weaker tendency for improvement than the Deprescribing Subgroup.

We deprescribed pain relievers for 12 patients, and 11 of these patients showed no
deterioration in pain scores, indicating that they did not benefit from the pain relievers.
This observation is in line with a recent Danish guideline, which does not recommend
pain relievers (NSAID, paracetamol, opioids, and muscle relaxing drugs) for chronic use in
non-cancer patients due to the lack of evidence of effects and the risk of increased adverse
reactions for these patients [32,33]. Furthermore, seven of these twelve patients reported
less pain after deprescribing pain relievers, which may indicate that the pain relievers
might even have contributed to maintaining the pain, i.e., medication-induced pain [34–36].

The observed trends for symptom score assessments were supported by the QoL
results of the Deprescribing Subgroup. Thus, in this group a tendency towards an improve-
ment of QoL was found, which was not seen in the overall Follow-Up Group. For the
Follow-Up Group, the EQ-5D index decreased after MR, but the VAS-score was improved
(Table 2). Thus, the results for the change in QoL of the Follow-Up Group pointed in
opposite directions, suggesting no overall change in QoL. Hence, the results of our study
indicated a trend towards an overall improvement in both symptoms and QoL outcomes in
the Deprescribing Subgroup (Figures 2–4). However, apparently due to the lack of a critical
mass in the study, the results did not show significant differences between baseline and
follow-up values.

In summary, based on these results, symptom assessment may in the future be consid-
ered as a potential sensitive and specific method to assess an effect of deprescribing, i.e.,
either benefit or harm.

Strengths and Limitations

This study secured a broad representation of nursing home residents and GPs, i.e.,
3 different nursing homes and 18 GPs were included. In this study we had the advantage
of direct access to the nursing home record. This made it possible to obtain an accurate
picture of the patients’ current medication and the conditions regarding the individual
medication administrations (both at baseline and follow-up), as well as limiting the loss-to-
follow-up. Only the patients who died did not have a follow-up on the implementation of
recommendations. The medication team consisted of two different professions to ensure
high-quality recommendations, which was confirmed by the GPs’ high degree of acceptance
of the suggested recommendations. For the symptom assessment and QoL, we ensured high
quality and international applicability by using the validated, internationally recognized
and ESAS-r and EQ-5D questionnaires, translated into Danish.

This study had some limitations worth noting, including the small number of patients,
the low implementation rate and the failure to complete all questionnaires. A small number
of patients and no control group is a consequence of being a descriptive study, and underline
that the results of this study cannot be generalized but rather should be an inspiration for
future work. The 3-month follow-up period was chosen to ensure that the patients’ state
of health could be considered comparable in relation to their baseline score, to ensure a
low loss-to-follow-up and at the same time to be long enough to enable us to assess the
possible effect of deprescribing. However, a three-month follow-up period might have
reduced the impact seen by deprescribing and multiple later follow-ups might be useful. In
this study we saw a loss-to-follow-up of 7% due to death, but a further 7% of the initially
included patients died before the intervention. A low implementation rate and the lack of
completion of questionnaires might lead to selection bias, e.g., if the GPs only implemented
recommendations in some intentionally selected patients or if only the patients with few
symptoms were able to complete the questionnaires. In addition, the incomplete degree of
implementation and completion of questionnaires suggested division into three post-hoc
groups instead of prospective definition of groups. This is a further limitation of the study,
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which unfortunately reflects real world difficulties in conducting studies that include the
present study population, i.e., frail elderly nursing home residents with high morbidity,
and which involves interdisciplinary collaboration between physicians and nursing homes.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Design

This study was performed as a feasibility study based on an experimental design
aiming at building initial understandings about symptom assessment as outcomes of medi-
cation reviews. The project was performed in a collaboration between the Department of
Clinical Pharmacology at Copenhagen University Hospital Bispebjerg, Hvidovre Munic-
ipality, and the GPs of the included patients. Nursing homes in Hvidovre Municipality,
Capital Region, Denmark, were offered MRs for elderly patients with polypharmacy. Pa-
tients were recruited in 2019, the MRs were conducted between March 2019 and February
2020 and the last follow-up was in May 2020. All patients were screened.

The MRs were prepared by an interdisciplinary medication team from the Department
of Clinical Pharmacology at Copenhagen University Hospital Bispebjerg, consisting of
a pharmacist and a medical doctor. The medication team visited each patient’s GP and
together they conducted the MR with a duration per patient of 10 min. During the MR, the
medication team recommended changes to the patient’s medication, e.g., deprescribing.
Symptoms and QoL were measured before the MR and at follow-up (3 months after MR).
A follow-up was performed by lookup in the individual care giver records after 3 months
to allow time for the GPs to implement recommendations and for recommendations to
impact symptoms and QoL, while preventing an excessive decline in the health state of
these frail patients. The implementation of recommendations that were agreed upon by the
GPs was evaluated at follow-up. The study design adheres to the Pharmacist Patient Care
Intervention Reporting checklist:PaCIR [37] and the CONSORT extension for randomized
pilot and feasibility trials used for non-randomized trials as proposed by Lancaster and
Thabane [38].

4.2. Settings and Patients

The patients were recruited from the three public nursing homes in Hvidovre Munici-
pality. Written informed consent was requested from the patients or their legal guardians
to participate. Because we wanted to examine MRs in elderly polypharmacy patients,
we included patients aged 65 years and older, who were prescribed five or more regular
medications, including calcium tablets and strong vitamins (strong vitamins as defined by
the Danish Medicines Agency [39]).

4.3. Medication Review

Based on the caregiver record, the medication list and input from the caregiving
staff, the medication team prepared the MR for each patient. During the MR preparation,
the medication team assessed the drug substance, dose, dosage form, dosage time and
potential interactions for each medication in relation to the stated medications, indications
and diagnoses. To assess the appropriateness of each drug, we used several decision
tools in addition to national and regional guidelines, e.g., List of first choice medications,
Capital Region, Denmark [40], Danish Deprescribing List [41], List of anticholinergic
medicines [42] and National Database on Drug Interactions [43]. Each drug was assessed
for the individual patient, and the same drug could be considered appropriate for some
patients and inappropriate for others.

The medication team met with the patient’s GP and discussed the medication. On the
basis of the medication team’s MR preparation and the newly acquired information from
the GP, the medication team on site recommended changes to the patient’s medication with
a specific focus on deprescribing. The GP could either accept or reject each recommendation.
However, the final decision and implementation was a shared decision between the patient
and their GP, which took place after the meeting with the GPs.
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The recommendations were categorized into six types: Discontinuation; reduction
of dose; increase of dose; change to another drug; change of dosage time; and reduce pill
burden. Discontinuation included both abrupt discontinuation and tempering, depending
on national/regional recommendations. In this article we focus especially on deprescribing,
which covers both discontinuation and reduction of dose.

4.4. Outcomes
4.4.1. Symptoms and QoL

Symptoms were measured using the Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (revised
version) (ESAS-r) Scale [20]. The ESAS-r is a patient-reported instrument for patients near
the end of life and is mostly used for monitoring symptoms in palliative care and hospices,
but has also been used for monitoring symptoms in long-term care facilities [44–47] and
to guide changes in the treatment of frail elderly patients [48]. The ESAS-r is based on
a short numerical symptom scoring framework to enable quantitative measurements of
symptoms with minimal patient burden [45,49]. The ESAS-r measures the intensity of
each of eight symptoms (pain, tiredness, loss of appetite, nausea, depression, drowsiness,
anxiety, and shortness of breath) using a numerical scale from 0 (no symptoms) to 10 (worst
intensity of symptoms). ESAS-r also measures wellbeing using a numerical scale from
0 (best wellbeing) to 10 (worst wellbeing). ESAS-r measures multiple different symptoms
that are typical for patients in the end of life, and symptoms which might be improved or
deteriorated by medication. Deprescribing via an MR is an intervention without a specific
medication or symptom target, and it may impact several symptoms. Therefore, ESAS-r
may be suitable to evaluate the impact of deprescribing different medications. For each
of the symptoms, the numerical value of 1 was used as the minimally clinically relevant
difference for both improvement and deterioration [50]. In addition, we considered using
the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) to assess the neuropsychiatric symptoms of patients
with dementia [51]. However, this measurement would only assess behavioral disturbances
of dementia and not physical symptoms. In addition, it would increase the patient burden.
Thus, we decided not to use it in this study.

QoL was measured using EQ-5D. EQ-5D is a validated [21] extensively used, generic,
non-disease-specific health-related QoL instrument, which is often used in the elderly
population [9,13,52–54]. We used the five-level version of the EQ-5D instrument (EQ-
5D-5L) which consisted of two sections. The first section—the EQ-5D index—consisted
of five questions about health, which each had five ratings: mobility; self-care; usual
activities, pain/discomfort; and anxiety/depression. The answers were converted (using
the crosswalk index value calculator [55]) to a single score with values ranging from
1 (perfect health) to −0.59 (the worst imaginable health state), with the value of 0 indicating
death. Furthermore, the EQ-5D has a visual analogue scale (VAS) which captures the
responders’ self-ratings of their health from 100 (perfect health) to 0 (worst possible health).
In this study, the minimum clinically important difference of 0.03 was used for the EQ-5D
index and 8 for the VAS score [19,56].

We examined the following outcomes regarding symptoms and QoL: the mean change
for each symptom between baseline and follow-up; the number of patients with a deterio-
ration of each symptom; the number of patients with an improvement of each symptom;
the number of patients with any representation (1–10) of each symptom; and the mean
change in QoL. QoL was compared with the results of the symptom assessment to examine
if the symptom assessment supported QoL measurements and/or contributed further
relevant information.

4.4.2. Medications and Recommendations

We examined the percentage of recommendations accepted by the GPs and the per-
centage of medications the GPs agreed to deprescribe to evaluate the relevance of the recom-
mendations according to the GP and the perceived overmedication at baseline, respectively.
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In addition, the number and percentage of implemented deprescribing recommendations
at follow-up were measured, to evaluate the MR’s effect on the medications.

4.5. Ethics

This project was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (I-Suite no 05564).
According to Danish law, approval by the Danish Council on Ethics was not required and
could not be obtained for this study, as we only recommended changes to the medication.
The GPs decided which changes to accept and implement as part of their normal care for the
patients. Each included patient or their legal guardian provided written informed consent.

4.6. Analysis and Statistics

Data were analyzed using SAS Enterprise Guide software (version 7.15. Copyright ©
2022 SAS Institute Inc.). The data were collected in REDCap (Research Electronic Data Cap-
ture), which is a secure database approved for that purpose by the Danish Data Protection
Agency [57].

Not all patients had completed the symptom assessment and QoL questionaries both
at baseline and follow-up. Thus, we formed an investigational group including those who
did (the Follow-Up Group).

To elucidate the symptom assessment for patients who had medication deprescribed,
we created a subgroup (the Deprescribing Subgroup) consisting of only the patients from
the Follow-Up Group who had a deprescribing intervention implemented at the follow-up.

Due to the descriptive nature of the study, we only included the most basic statistics
to describe the results. The characteristics of the patients, divided into the different in-
vestigational groups (Table 1), were summarized and standard deviations were included
for symptoms and QoL. For the outcomes, we analyzed the change with a paired t-test.
For outcomes presented in tables, we included 95% confidence intervals, as they are more
descriptive than a p-value, and we did not intend to show a significant change. For other
outcomes, any significant change was mentioned in the text.

5. Conclusions

In this study we used the ESAS-r for symptom assessment as an outcome of medi-
cation reviews, with a focus on deprescribing. To our knowledge, this is a new approach.
We observed a non-significant tendency towards improvement in most symptoms after
deprescribing medication. This correlated with the tendency observed in QoL for these
patients. The ESAS-r can be analyzed in different ways. However, we did not observe
any clinically relevant effect on symptoms in patients who received deprescribing. Based
on our results, we can conclude that symptom assessment is feasible and has potential as
a valid outcome measure of deprescribing when performing MRs of elderly patients in
nursing homes. However, an effort must be made to optimize the completion of question-
naires, either by improving the inclusion of healthier patients (e.g., home-dwelling elderly
patients), or by ensuring caregivers are committed to helping the patients. A special focus
should be directed towards an increased degree of implementation of recommendations.

In conclusion, our results indicate that symptom assessment may be a valuable, clinical
and patient-relevant outcome of deprescribing studies, that is considered suitable for study
upscaling and for use in other settings, e.g., home-dwelling elderly patients. This should
be further elucidated in a randomized clinical setting with sufficient statistical power.
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Abstract: Medication reconciliation is crucial to prevent medication errors. In Denmark, primary and
secondary care physicians can prescribe medication in the same electronic prescribing system known
as the Shared Medication Record (SMR). However, the SMR is not always updated by physicians,
which can lead to discrepancies between the SMR and patients’ actual use of medication. These
discrepancies may compromise patient safety upon admission to the emergency department (ED).
Here, we investigated (a) the occurrence of discrepancies, (b) factors associated with discrepancies,
and (c) the percentage of patients accessible to a clinical pharmacist during pharmacy working hours.
The study included all patients age ≥ 18 years who were admitted to the Hvidovre Hospital ED on
three consecutive days in June 2020. The clinical pharmacists performed medicines reconciliation
to identify prescribing discrepancies. In total, 100 patients (52% male; median age 66.5 years) were
included. The patients had a median of 10 [IQR 7–13] medications listed in the SMR and a median of
two [IQR 1–3.25] discrepancies. Factors associated with increased rate of prescribing discrepancies
were age < 65 years, time since last update of the SMR ≥ 115 days, and patients’ self-dispensing
their medications. Eighty-four percent of patients were available for medicines reconciliations during
the normal working hours of the clinical pharmacist. In conclusion, we found that discrepancies
between the SMR and patients’ actual medication use upon admission to the ED are frequent, and we
identified several risk factors associated with the increased rate of discrepancies.

Keywords: shared medication record; medication reconciliation; drug information service; hospital
pharmacy service; electronic prescribing; electronic medical record; clinical pharmacist; emergency
department

1. Introduction

Medicines reconciliation is an essential task for preventing medication errors in both
primary and secondary care [1–4]. It ensures correct and updated information about
patients’ medication, which is especially important when patients transfer between sectors.
Medicines reconciliation requires a detailed medication history, which includes examination
of all recently dispensed prescriptions combined with patient interviews [5].
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In Denmark, hospitals and primary care physicians (e.g., general practitioners, oph-
thalmologists, private dermatologists, etc.) have access to the Shared Medication Record
(SMR), which is a central electronic database containing information about all medications
prescribed and dispensed at a community pharmacy within the past two years for residents
and citizens of Denmark [6,7]. The SMR provides an overview of the current medica-
tion status for all patients and gives the patient’s healthcare team access to up-to-date
prescribing information [6,7]. For example, the SMR indicates whether a patient has a
dosette box from the community pharmacist or receives help with dispensing medication
via home care, district nurses, or care assistants. Furthermore, sales records in the SMR for
purchased medications can also indicate patient non-compliance. If a physician involved in
the patient’s treatment notices any obvious medication errors, they are required to fix the
errors and update the SMR [8]. Altogether, the SMR aims to prevent medication errors by
increasing accessibility to patients’ current medication status [6,9].

Discrepancies between the SMR and patients’ actual use of medicines can result
in improper prescribing or medication errors, either during hospitalization or after dis-
charge [10,11]. This is particularly relevant in acute settings where patients often cannot
speak for themselves about their medication history [12]. In such cases, the SMR is a
valuable resource for clinicians and pharmacists—but only if it is accurate. Therefore, it is
always important to discuss and confirm a patient’s current medication status directly with
the patient or their caregiver [10,13]. Ideally, medicines reconciliation should be performed
within the primary sector to keep the SMR up to date and improve its reliability during
acute admissions.

It is important to note that the SMR categorizes the patient’s medications into orders
and prescriptions. When a patient is admitted to the hospital, any active orders in the SMR
are automatically transferred to the hospital’s local electronic prescribing system. This does
not include active prescriptions that are no longer connected to an order. The admitting
physician must review all active orders in the SMR and consider whether the patient should
continue to receive these medications during hospitalization [14]. This becomes problematic
if the general practitioner (GP) has not reviewed the patient’s orders. For example, the
SMR could contain an old order for a medication without a stop date or without an active
prescription, which might indicate that the medication is no longer in use. If these orders
are not corrected, they can be transferred to the hospital’s prescribing system and ultimately
lead to improper prescribing of a medication the patient does not need. Prior to discharge,
the physician must again consider which orders should be continued after discharge. Each
time a change is made in the SMR at discharge (e.g., new order/prescription, deprescription,
or change in dose/frequency), the physician is required to indicate that the SMR has been
updated [14].

Previous studies have shown that the SMR is not used as intended by physicians
during medicines reconciliation [15–17], but it is unknown how often discrepancies occur
in the emergency department (ED). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate
(a) the number and types of discrepancies, (b) the factors associated with discrepancies,
and (c) the number of medicines reconciliations that could realistically be completed by a
clinical pharmacist.

2. Results

2.1. Patient Characteristics

A total of 117 patients were admitted to the ED during the study period. Of these,
17 were excluded due to no active orders/prescriptions in the SMR (n = 11), patient
isolation (n = 3), discharge against medical advice (n = 2), or death during admission
(n = 1). Medicines reconciliation and a complete medication review was completed for
100 patients: 51 primary, 40 secondary, and nine retrospective. Patient characteristics for
the final study population (n = 100) are shown in Table 1. Median age was 66.5 years, and
52% of patients were men. Patients used a median of six (IQR: 3–9) regular medications and
two (IQR: 1–3) PRN medications. Fifty-five patients were referred by emergency services
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or an out-of-hours healthcare professional, 37 were referred by a GP or outpatient clinic,
and eight were self-referrals.

Table 1. Patient characteristics of the included patients (n = 100).

Demographic Data Median (IQR) or n (%)

Sex (men) 52 (52)
Age (years) 66.5 (53–80)

Admitted during normal working hours 8:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m. 48 (48)
Admitted outside normal working hours 3:01 p.m.–07:59 a.m. 52 (52)

Referred to the ED by a GP or Outpatient clinic 37 (37)
Referred to the ED by an emergency or out-of-hours service

healthcare professional 55 (55)

Self-referral to the ED 8 (8)
Triage level ≥ 3 78 (78)

Length of hospital stay 2 (1–4)
Patients with a hospital interaction within 90 days before

index admission 66 (66)

eGFR mL/min/1.73 m2 83 (56–90)
<60 mL/min/1.73 m2 29 (29)

Medication listed in the SMR 10 (7–13)
Medication used (regularly scheduled and PRN) 8 (5–11)

Medication used (regularly scheduled) 6 (3–9)
Patients using ≥1 regular medications 93 (93)
Patients using ≥5 regular medications 63 (63)

Days since the last SMR update * 59 (14–154)
<30 days since the last SMR update 35 (35)

<31–89 days since the last SMR update 16 (16)
≥90 days since the last SMR update 39 (39)

GP completed last update of the SMR * 24 (26)
Help with medication dispensing 29 (29)

* n = 92; ED, emergency department; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; GP, general practitioner; SMR,
Shared Medication Record; PRN, Pro re nata.

2.2. Number of Prescribing Discrepancies

From a total of 852 prescriptions (648 regular medications and 204 PRN medica-
tions), the clinical pharmacists identified 240 discrepancies between the SMR and patients’
actual use of medication during medicines reconciliation. Figure 1 shows the distribu-
tion of discrepancies per patient: 81% of patients had ≥1 discrepancy, while 14% had
≥5 discrepancies. The median number of discrepancies found per patients was two [IQR
1–3.25].

2.3. Types of Prescribing Discrepancies

Table 2 shows the most frequent types of discrepancies. The most common discrepan-
cies were order no longer in use (65%), dosing frequency incorrect (15%), and order missing
(12%). All discrepancies classified by anatomical therapeutic index (ATC) are shown in
(Table A1). Discrepancies were most frequently observed for medications classified as A02
(antacids and certain laxatives) or N02 (analgesics such as opioids). Among the discrep-
ancies involving opioids, four were orders no longer in use, and two were due to missing
orders. Discrepancies involving medications classified as J01 (systemic antibiotics) included
14 cases where the indication for antibiotic treatment was no longer relevant.
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Figure 1. The percentage of patients with a specific number of discrepancies found between actual
use of medication compared to the shared medication record (SMR).

Table 2. Types and number of discrepancies.

Types of Discrepancies Discrepancies, n (%) Patients, %

Order not in use 157 (65) 61
Incorrect dose frequency 37 (16) 24

Omission of order 29 (12) 15
Duplicate order 9 (4) 9
Incorrect dosage 8 (3) 6

2.4. Factors Associated with the Rate of Prescribing Discrepancies

Table 3 shows factors associated with the rate of discrepancies. Patients aged 65–80
and >80 both had reduced rates of discrepancies per medication listed in the SMR, 42%
(CI: 29–52) and 51% (CI: 38–62), respectively, compared with patients aged <65 years.
Adjusting for age and sex, patients with ≥115 days since the previous SMR update had a
53% (CI: 29–82) higher discrepancy rate per medication listed in the SMR compared with
patients with ≤27 days since the previous SMR update. Patients who required assistance
with medication dispensing also had a 72% (CI: 65–78) reduced rate of discrepancies
per medication listed in the SMR compared with patients who dispensed medication
themselves. Patients who required assistance dispensing their medications also had a 72%
(CI: 65–78) reduced discrepancy rate per medication listed in the SMR compared with
patients who dispensed medication themselves. The prescribing discrepancy rate was not
associated with the type of physician who last updated the SMR, the time of admission to
the ED, or triage level. Sensitivity analysis excluding discrepancies due to order not in use
only showed additional association for patients admitted outside of normal working hours,
with a 159% (CI: 84–263) increased rate of discrepancies per medication listed in the SMR
compared to patients admitted during normal working hours (Table A2).

2.5. Medicines Reconciliations Completed during Normal Working Hours

Time of admission and discharge from the ED are shown in Table 4. Forty-nine patients
(49%) were admitted during normal working hours (8.00 a.m.–3.00 p.m.), and 51 patients
(51%) were admitted outside of normal working hours. Among patients admitted outside
normal working hours, 35 patients were still in the ED the following morning.
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Table 3. Factors associated with prescribing discrepancies between the Shared Medication Record
(SMR) and patients actual use of medications.

Covariate (Number of Patients) Incidence Rate Ratio Confidence Interval p-Value

Age, years

<65 (44)
65–79 (30)
≥80 (26)

Ref
0.58
0.49

Ref
0.48–0.71
0.38–0.92

Ref
<0.001
<0.001

Female
Male 65–79 (52)

Ref
0.96

Ref
0.80–1.15

Ref
1.00

All models are adjusted for age and sex

Days since the last SMR update *

First tertile: 0–27 (33)
Second tertile: 28–114 (28)

Third tertile: ≥115 (29)

Ref
1.16
1.53

Ref
0.96–1.40
1.29–1.82

Ref
1.00

<0.001

Who updated the SMR last *

Hospital (37)
Outpatients clinic (29)

GP (24)

Ref
1.02
1.19

Ref
0.84–1.23
0.98–1.43

Ref
1.00
0.836

Time of admission to the ED

During normal working hours (48)
Outside normal working hours (52)

Ref
1.04

Ref
0.87–1.24

Ref
1.00

Help with medication dispensing

No (71)
Yes (29)

Ref
0.31

Ref
0.24–0.39

Ref
<0.001

Triage level

1 or 2 (23)
3 (51)
4 (26)

Ref
0.95
1.16

Ref
0.75–1.19
0.90–1.49

Ref
1.00

1.005

* n = 90, ED, emergency department; GP, general practitioner; SMR, Shared Medication Record. Note: The p-values
are adjusted for multiple comparisons.

Table 4. Time intervals for admission and/or discharge in relation to the clinical pharmacists’ normal
working hours.

Time Number of Patients
Patients with ≥1 Prescribing

Discrepancy, n (%)

Admitted during normal working hours (8.00 a.m.–3.00 p.m.) 49 37 (76)

Admitted outside normal working hours (3.01 p.m.–7.59 a.m.), but
still admitted the following morning (until at least 9.30 a.m.) 35 27 (77)

Admitted and discharged outside normal working hours
(3.01 p.m.–7.59 a.m.) 16 15 (94)

Therefore, it was possible for the clinical pharmacists to complete medicines reconcili-
ation for 84 patients (84%) during normal working hours. Of these, 64 patients (76%) had
≥1 discrepancy found during medicines reconciliation.

3. Discussion

3.1. Main Findings

This study investigated the number and types of discrepancies found between the
SMR and patients actual medication use upon acute admission to the ED. Clinical pharma-
cists identified a total of 240 prescribing discrepancies among 100 patients. The median
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number of discrepancies per patient was two, and 81% of patients had ≥1 discrepancy. The
most common types of discrepancy found were order no longer in use, dosing frequency
incorrect, and order missing. Factors associated that increased discrepancy rates included
age <65, and extended time since prior SMR update. The study also evaluated the percent-
age of medicines reconciliations that could be completed by a clinical pharmacist within
working hours. Medicines reconciliation was possible for 84% of patients.

3.2. Results in Context of Other Studies

The frequency of discrepancies upon ED admission were lower than what has been
observed in other Danish studies [15,16,18]. This may be explained by differences in clinical
setting and inclusion criteria. For example, Buck et al. and Bülow et al. studied patients in
the ED, geriatric ward, and the orthopedic surgery ward. Their inclusion criteria were age
>50 years with ≥5 medications [15,18]. It has previously been demonstrated that increased
medication use is associated with an increased risk of discrepancies [19–22], so the findings
by Bülow et al. 2019 [16], Bülow et al. 2021 [15] and Buck et al. [18] may be related to the
higher prevalence of polypharmacy. These studies did not find an association between
age and the frequency of discrepancies found, which is likely due to the difference in
clinical settings compared to our study. The study by Pippins et al. found that age <85
was associated with a higher risk of unintended medication discrepancies with potential
for causing harm [23]. We found in our study that age <65 was associated with a higher
frequency of discrepancies. However, in contrast to Pippins et al., we found that patients
who required assistance with medication dispensing had a reduced rate of discrepancy
compared to patients that dispensed medication themselves. This difference in findings
between Pippins et al. and our study could be because of the Danish SMR system, where
a similar tool was lacking in the Pippins et al. study. In Denmark, patients who receive
help with dispensing their medication via home care, district nurses, or care assistants,
get their medicines dispensed directly from orders in the SMR. The association between
discrepancies and time since prior SMR update observed in our study is similar to findings
from Bülow et al. 2021 [15]. Cornich et al. did not find a significantly higher discrepancy
rate for admissions that took place outside of normal working hours [24]. Our study
possibly indicates an increased discrepancy rate for patients admitted outside of normal
working hours.

The types of discrepancies found in our study are comparable to other Danish stud-
ies [15,16,18,25]. We found that 65% of discrepancies were due to medication being no
longer in use, which is similar to results from Bülow et al. 2019 [16] and Bülow et al.
2021 [15] but higher than results from Buck et al. [18]. We found that 15% of discrepancies
were due to errors in dosing frequency. The two studies by Bülow [15,16] divide this
category into two subcategories: PRN administration of regularly scheduled prescriptions,
and regular scheduled administration of a PRN prescription. If these categories are merged,
then the combined frequency of discrepancies found due to errors in dosing frequency from
Bülow et al. 2019 [16] is similar to our study, but the frequency in Bülow et al. 2021 [15] is
more than double what we observed. We found that 12% of discrepancies were due to an
omission of order, which is similar to Bülow et al. 2019 [16] and Bülow et al. 2021 [15], but
lower than what has been reported by Buck et al. [18] and Houlind et al. [25]. However,
these studies use different terminology to describe the types of discrepancies, which makes
direct comparison difficult. Finally, we found that antacids and analgesics were medication
groups most frequently associated with prescribing discrepancies, which corresponds with
the findings from Bülow et al. 2021 [15].

3.3. Updating the SMR: Possible Solutions and Reflections

The SMR can help healthcare professionals obtain an overview of a patient’s medica-
tion use, detect noncompliance, and help prevent medication errors. However, our results
indicate that dosing discrepancies are common regardless of how a patient is referred to
the ED. This suggests that relying solely on the SMR for a patient’s medication history is
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unsafe, which is supported by several other studies [26–29]. A valid medication history
should include at least two information sources with different perspectives (i.e., prescribing
and dispensing) [5,13]. Clinical pharmacists are essential for this purpose, as they have an
opportunity to actively discuss medication use with the patient [2]. In addition, allowing
clinical pharmacists to perform medicines reconciliation would enable physicians to focus
on other aspects of patient care.

We found that 84% of patients were physically available for medicines reconciliation
during normal working hours, meaning that medicines reconciliation combined with a med-
ication review could in theory be performed for as many as 28 patients per day. However,
previous studies have shown that medicines reconciliation takes approximately 30 min per
patient (Buck et al.: 29 min, Urban et al.: 35.4 min, Cornich et al.: 24 min) [18,22,24], and
a complete medication review would require even more time [30]. This suggests that a
single person could perform no more than 14 medicines reconciliations per day. If the goal
is to identify all discrepancies for all patients, then more staff resources must be dedicated.
Alternatively, factors associated with prescribing discrepancies can be used to identify
patients at highest risk for serious medication errors.

Accurate medicines reconciliation during admission increases the chances that the
medication list will be updated at discharge. All physicians are expected to update the SMR
any time they change a patient’s medication [8], but this does not always occur. Despite
best practice guidelines, primary care physicians are not legally required to update the
SMR [8]. In secondary care, updating the SMR is required by regional standard operating
procedures [14]. In practice, maintaining an accurate electronic medication list is time
consuming [31,32], and correct use of the SMR is limited by factors such as motivation,
technical problems, time constraints, and familiarity with the electronic system [17].

Since patients potentially interact with many physicians across healthcare sectors, it
must be made clear who has this responsibility for ensuring that the patient’s medication
list is kept up to date [33]. Rose et al. suggest that a patient’s GP should be responsible for
ensuring the SMR is kept up to date [31]. Unfortunately, no national agreement has been
made within the primary sector in Denmark. Another solution could be to utilize clinical
pharmacists, either in the hospital or in outpatient clinics. Hospital-based pharmacists
could update the SMR at discharge, thereby preventing inappropriate prescriptions from
continuing until the patient sees their primary care physician. Dedicated pharmacists in
primary care could assist with medicines reconciliation for patients who are in a stable
phase of their treatment, thereby preventing medication errors during future hospitalization.
This pharmacist-based concept is utilized in other countries but remains uncommon in
Denmark, in part because pharmacists in Denmark are not considered authorized healthcare
professionals and, therefore, have limited access to the SMR. A third solution could be
to promote patient involvement. For example, patients could be prompted on a yearly
basis to review their own medication list to identify any prescriptions no longer in use.
Increased patient involvement in general may also encourage dialogue between the patient
and their GP that could help resolve any issues regarding medication compliance or
inappropriate use.

3.4. Strengths and Limitations

The main strength of this study is that it identifies a daily clinical challenge in the
ED regarding discrepancies found between the SMR and patients’ actual medication use.
Furthermore, the study included patients on three consecutive days. This study also has
some important limitations. First, the study was not designed to investigate the clinical
significance or long-term consequences of prescribing discrepancies. Second, this was
a single-center study and results are not necessarily generalizable to other healthcare
settings. Third, we did not investigate how many discrepancies continued from admission
to discharge, so we could not evaluate the effectiveness of a pharmacist-based intervention.
The timing and duration of the study could also be considered a limitation, as there may be
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variation in the frequency of discrepancies found on different days of the week. Finally,
our results rely on the accuracy of patients’ reported use of medication.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Ethics Approval

Data collection was performed during standard patient care as part of a quality
improvement project by MNG, TSO and HRCS. Quality improvement projects in Denmark
do not require prior ethical approval. The study was approved by a local committee at
Copenhagen University Hospital, Amager and Hvidovre (WZ20017637-2020-77). All data
were stored in anonymized form.

4.2. Setting

The tax-funded Danish healthcare system provides free and equal healthcare to cit-
izens and residents of Denmark. Copenhagen University Hospital Amager & Hvidovre,
Hvidovre, Denmark (hereafter Hvidovre Hospital) covers 10 municipalities with a popula-
tion of approximately 550,000. Each year, the hospital has approximately 16,500 medical
admissions, of which 85% are acute admissions to the ED. The Hvidovre Hospital ED
is always open and has an acute medical ward with a capacity of 29 beds. Patients are
typically referred to the acute medical ward by their GP, outpatient clinic, medical helplines,
on-call/out-of-hours services, or by calling the emergency services. Patients can also be
referred to the acute medical unit internally from other ED units. Patients can stay in the
ED for up to three days before they are discharged or transferred to a specialized medical
ward in the hospital.

The ED has permanent affiliations with pharmacy technicians, clinical pharmacists,
physiotherapists, and doctors from a variety of medical specialties. During weekdays,
pharmacy technicians dispense and administer medications and prepare discharge prescrip-
tions between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. Pharmacy technicians are often the first to notice specific
medication issues, which are then referred to a clinical pharmacist. There is typically only
one clinical pharmacist available between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. The clinical pharmacist reviews
and resolves any medication issues noted by the pharmacy technician. They also complete
medicines reconciliation for as many patients as possible, prioritizing newly admitted
geriatric patients and patients from particular medical specialties.

4.3. Design and Patients

The study included all patients age ≥18 years who were admitted to the Hvidovre
Hospital ED on three consecutive days in June 2020. Exclusion criteria were: (i) no active
orders/prescriptions in the SMR or no dispensed medication within the previous two years
in the SMR, (ii) patient isolation, (iii) discharge against medical advice prior to interview
with the clinical pharmacist, and (iv) death during admission.

4.4. Data Collection and the Best Possible Medication History

Three senior clinical pharmacists (≥5 years of experience) performed medicines recon-
ciliation in the ED during the three-day period. For each patient, the clinical pharmacist
recorded the patient’s sex, age, number of regular medications, and number of PRN medica-
tions. The SMR and electronic patient record were used to determine the time of admission,
type of referral, triage level, time of discharge, and details about the most recent update of
the SMR prior to admission. The clinical pharmacist then obtained a medication history for
all prescribed and over-the-counter (OTC) medications as well as any vitamins and dietary
supplements, noting whether the patient dispensed their own medication or received
assistance. The medication history was collected from at least one prescribing source and
one dispensing source. Prescribing sources included the SMR, dose dispensing card, or
the patient’s GP. Dispensing sources included purchasing records from the SMR, patient
interview, examination of medicine labels, or telephone contact with the patient’s relative,
nursing facility, or district nurse. The purpose of locating the dispensing source was to
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identify any discrepancies between how a medication was prescribed and how it was used
by the patient.

The medication history was categorized as primary, secondary, or retrospective: pri-
mary if the pharmacist completed medicines reconciliation before a physician transferred
information from the SMR into the electronic prescribing system, secondary if the phar-
macist completed medicines reconciliation after this transfer occurred, and retrospective if
the pharmacist completed medicines reconciliation after patient discharge. Retrospective
medication histories were obtained by contacting the patient by telephone.

4.5. Outcomes

The primary outcome was the number and types of discrepancies between the SMR
and patients’ actual use of medication. A discrepancy was defined as any inconsistency
between the SMR and the medication history obtained by the clinical pharmacist. Discrep-
ancies were classified as: (a) order not in use, (b) incorrect dose frequency, (c) omission
of order, (d) duplicate order, or (e) dosage incorrect. Discrepancies for vitamins and di-
etary supplements were only recorded if the SMR indicated they had been prescribed by a
physician. Secondary outcomes were: (i) factors associated with discrepancies, and (ii) the
percentage of patients available for medicines reconciliation by a clinical pharmacist during
normal working hours.

4.6. Statistics

All patient characteristics are presented as medians with interquartile range (IQR)
or frequency with percentages. The discrepancy rate was calculated as the number of
discrepancies, divided by the number of medications listed in the SMR. To investigate
the association of different factors for the rate of discrepancies, Quasi-Poisson regression
models were fitted. Quasi-Poisson was used to account for underdispersion in the models
(all dispersion estimates were between 0.16 and 0.30). Factors included in the models were
sex, age (<65 years, 65–79 years, or ≥80 years), time since last update of the SMR (tertiles),
source of last SMR update (hospital, outpatient clinic, or GP), time of admission (during or
outside normal working hours), assistance with medication dispensing (yes or no), and
triage level (level 1–2, level 3, or level 4). Models were fitted for each factor including the
specific factor with age and sex to adjust for confounding. However, age and sex models
were not adjusted if they only included their specific factor. Results from the models are
presented as incidence rate ratios (IRR) with confidence intervals (CI). Additionally, models
were repeated with excluding discrepancies due to order not in use in the rate calculation.
Bonferroni correction was used to account for multiple testing by upscaling p-values with
number of tests, all upscaled p-values larger than 1 are set to 1. Data were processed using
Microsoft Excel XLSTAT. All calculations and statistical analyses were performed in R
3.6.1 [34]. For all statistical tests, p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

5. Conclusions

In a cohort of 100 patients consecutively admitted to the ED, we found that 81% of
patients had ≥1 discrepancy between the SMR and patients’ actual use of medication.
Age < 65, longer time since prior SMR update, and patient self-dispensing were associated
with a higher frequency of discrepancies. During the study, 84% of the patients were
available for medication reconciliation by a clinical pharmacist within normal working
hours. The high frequency of discrepancies serves as a caution to clinicians who rely on the
SMR when obtaining a medication history in daily practice. Future studies should utilize
risk stratification models to identify patients with the highest risk of serious discrepancies
leading to adverse clinical outcomes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Distribution of discrepancies categorized by Anatomic Therapeutic Index (ATC).

ATC-Drug Group
(Level 2)

Description
Number of

Discrepancies,
n (%)

A02 Drugs for acid related disorders 25 (22.7)
N02 Analgesics 13 (11.8)
C09 Agents acting on the renin-angiotensin system 11 (10.0)
A06 Drugs for constipation 5 (4.5)
B01 Antithrombotic agents 5 (4.5)
A12 Mineral supplements 5 (4.5)
C10 Lipid modifying agents 5 (4.5)
C01 Cardiac therapy 5 (4.5)
R03 Drugs for obstructive airway diseases 4 (3.6)
B03 Antianemic preparations 4 (3.6)
J01 Antibacterials for systemic use 4 (3.6)
N03 Antiepileptics 4 (3.6)
N05 Psycholeptics 3 (2.7)
A11 Vitamins 3 (2.7)
N06 Psychoanaleptics 2 (1.8)
A10 Drugs used in diabetes 2 (1.8)
M01 Anti-inflammatory and antirheumatic products 2 (1.8)
H02 Corticosteroids for systemic use 2 (1.8)
R01 Nasal preparations 1 (0.9)
C03 Diuretics 1 (0.9)
M03 Muscle relaxants 1 (0.9)
S01 Ophthalmologicals 1 (0.9)
L01 Antineoplastic agents 1 (0.9)
D01 Antifungals for dermatological use 1 (0.9)
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Table A2. Factors associated with prescribing discrepancies between actual use of medication
compared to dispensed medication in the shared medication record (SMR).

Covariate (Number of Patients) Incidence Rate Ratio Confidence Interval p-Value

Age, years

<65 (44)
65–79 (years) (30)
≥80 (years) (26)

Ref
0.67
0.53

Ref
0.45–0.99
0.33–0.86

Ref
0.514
0.119

Female
Male 65–79 (52)

Ref
0.98

Ref
0.68–1.43

Ref
1.00

All models are adjusted for age and sex

Days since the last SMR update *

First tertile: 0–27 (33)
Second tertile: 28–114 (28)

Third tertile: ≥115 (29)

Ref
1.27
1.14

Ref
0.85–1.89
0.76–1.73

Ref
1.00
1.00

Who updated the SMR last *

Hospital (37)
Outpatients clinic (29)

GP (24)

Ref
1.03
1.22

Ref
0.69–1.54
0.82–1.81

Ref
1.00
1.00

Time of admission to the ED

During normal working hours (48)
Outside normal working hours (52)

Ref
2.59

Ref
1.84–3.63

Ref
<0.001

Help with medication dispensing

No (71)
Yes (29)

Ref
0.18

Ref
0.10–0.33

Ref
<0.001

Triage level

1 or 2 (23)
3 (51)
4 (26)

Ref
0.97
0.79

Ref
0.62–1.53
0.45–1.37

Ref
1.00
1.00

* n = 90, ED, emergency department; GP, general practitioner; SMR, Shared Medication Record. Note: The p-values
are adjusted for multiple comparisons.
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to compare effects of an individualized with a standardized risk
assessment for adverse drug reactions to improve drug treatment with antithrombotic drugs in older
adults. A randomized controlled trial was conducted in general practitioner (GP) offices. Patients
aged 60 years and older, multi-morbid, taking antithrombotic drugs and at least one additional
drug continuously were randomized to individualized and standardized risk assessment groups.
Patients were followed up for nine months. A composite endpoint defined as at least one bleeding,
thromboembolic event or death reported via a trigger list was used. Odds ratios (OR) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. In total, N = 340 patients were enrolled from 43 GP offices.
Patients in the individualized risk assessment group met the composite endpoint more often than
in the standardized group (OR 1.63 [95%CI 1.02–2.63]) with multiple adjustments. The OR was
higher in patients on phenprocoumon treatment (OR 1.99 [95%CI 1.05–3.76]), and not significant on
DOAC treatment (OR 1.52 [95%CI 0.63–3.69]). Pharmacogenenetic variants of CYP2C9, 2C19 and
VKORC1 were not observed to be associated with the composite endpoint. The results of this study
may indicate that the time point for implementing individualized risk assessments is of importance.

Keywords: adverse drug reactions; pharmacogenetics; pharmacogenomics; personalized medicine;
phenprocoumon; DOACs; older adults; bleeding; thromboembolism

1. Introduction

Personalized medicine is meant to improve efficacy and safety of drug treatment.
However, strategies to modify drug treatment based on individual treatment risks are
sparse. Older adults are often affected by adverse drug reactions (ADR) potentially leading
to health emergencies [1,2]. It is estimated that around 6.5% of all admissions to the
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emergency department are caused by ADRs, mostly concerning older, multi-medicated
adults [3]. Focusing only on older adults, even 8.7% of hospital admissions could be
attributed to ADRs [4]. The prevalence might be even higher with rising age and drug
intake [5]. While the role of potentially inappropriate medication for those admissions
is not fully clear, ADRs are in general considered to be preventable [4]. Thereby, older
adults often present bleeding ADR events due to antithrombotic drug treatment, with
increasing risk at higher age [6]. Balancing the individual bleeding risk might be a fragile,
challenging process in older adults. Therefore, older adults would probably benefit mostly
from respecting the individual risk for ADRs.

While different antithrombotic drug treatments are available, the benefit–risk ratio
in general needs to be balanced between preventing thromboembolic events without
substantially increasing the risk for major bleedings. In the case of vitamin-K-antagonists
(VKA), precise treatment goals are defined using international normalized ratios (INR), as
the risk of bleeding increases not only with age, but also with the achieved intensity of
coagulation [7]. However, also directly acting oral anticoagulants (DOAC), acetylsalicylic
acid (ASA) and P2Y12-inhibitors such as clopidogrel, alone or in combination expose
patients to a risk of bleeding [8,9].

Pharmacogenetics (PGx) is considered to smoothen the way to personalized medicine
by improving drug efficacy as well as drug safety [10]. While around 80% of ADRs are
considered to be dose-related, the individual drug metabolism affecting effective dose
exposures might be in particular of importance for drug safety [11]. Heritable genetic
variants can individually modify VKA drug effects through its target vitamin K epoxide
reductase (VKORC1) and the metabolizing enzyme cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2C9. While
PGx variability clearly impacts on drug effects of the VKA warfarin and dosing-guidelines
exist [12], phenprocoumon is the VKA most commonly prescribed in Germany and other
European countries [13]. However, using INR measurements the phenprocoumon treat-
ment often gets empirically adjusted to the pharmacogenetic profile [14]. Beside the PGx
variability, also other individual factors such as age, co-morbidities or co-medication via
CYP3A4 interaction need to be considered to improve drug treatment and prevent ADRs
due to anticoagulation [15,16].

The aim of the IDrug study was to compare effects of an individualized risk assessment
for ADRs with a standardized risk assessment to improve safety of drug treatment in
patients that are at high risk for bleeding and thromboembolic ADRs, thereby focusing on
older, multi-morbid and multi-medicated patients with the intake of antithrombotic drugs.

2. Results

In total, N = 365 patients were enrolled in the IDrug study and randomized into the
individualized or the standardized risk assessment group. Of those, N = 340 patients
received the respective individualized or standardized risk assessment during visit one,
which formed the intention to treat (ITT) cohort. Of those patients, n = 273 were followed-
up according to the study plan (per protocol (PP) cohort). Within the individualized risk
assessment group 80.2% (n = 134) and in the standardized risk assessment group 80.3%
(n = 139) completed the whole follow-up according to the study plan. Supplement 1 lists
reasons for dropping out of the ITT cohort (Table S1). Table 1 shows characteristics of the
total ITT cohort and stratified to standardized and individualized risk assessment groups.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the total population and stratified according to individualized and standardized risk assessment
groups (N = 340).

Parameter
Missing, n

(%)
Total Population,

N = 340

Individualized
Risk Assessment

Group, n = 167

Standardized
Risk Assessment

Group, n = 173
p-Value

Age (years), median (IQR) - 75 (71; 80) 75 (70; 78) 77 (72; 81) 0.002
Sex (female), n (%) - 138 (40.6) 65 (38.9) 73 (42.2) 0.539

Number of drugs, median (IQR) - 13 (8; 18) 13 (8; 18) 13 (8; 19) 0.955
HAS BLED (score), median (IQR) - 2 (1; 3) 2 (1; 3) 2 (1; 3) 0.653
CHA2DS2 VASc (score), median

(IQR) - 4 (3; 5) 4 (3; 5) 4 (3; 5) 0.432

SF-36 score, median (IQR)
Vitality 4 (1.2) 65 (50; 75) 65 (50; 80) 63 (45; 75) 0.212

Physical functioning 4 (1.2) 75 (55; 90) 80 (60; 91) 70 (50; 90) 0.017
Bodily pain 4 (1.2) 80 (52; 100) 84 (52; 100) 74 (52; 100) 0.672

General health perception 5 (1.5) 65 (50; 67) 65 (52; 77) 62 (49; 77) 0.531
Physical role functioning 5 (1.5) 100 (50; 100) 100 (50; 100) 100 (50; 100) 0.320

Emotional role functioning 5 (1.5) 100 (100; 100) 100 (100; 100) 100 (100; 100) 0.679
Social role functioning 4 (1.2) 100 (88; 100) 100 (97; 100) 100 (88; 100) 0.670

Mental health 4 (1.2) 84 (68; 92) 84 (71; 92) 84 (68; 92) 0.532
Time in study (days), median

(IQR) - 277 (259; 300) 279 (261; 302) 273 (254; 294) 0.062

GFR (mL/min/1.73m2) 4 (1.2) 66.2 (51.7; 81.3) 67.4 (52.6; 81.5) 66.2 (51.3; 82.3) 0.424
Renal function, n (%) - 0.240

GFR ≥ 90 32 (9.5) 14 (8.5) 18 (10.5)
GFR 60–<90 178 (53.0) 91 (55.2) 87 (50.9)
GFR 30–<60 119 (35.4) 59 (35.8) 60 (35.1)
GFR 15–<30 5 (1.5) 0 (0) 5 (2.9)

GFR < 15 2 (0.6) 1 (0.6) 1 (0.6)
Highest educational degree, n (%) 19 (5.6) 0.925

Major school diploma 180 (56.1) 89 (56.3) 91 (55.8)
Secondary school diploma 60 (18.7) 30 (19.0) 30 (18.4)
Technical college diploma 16 (5.0) 8 (5.1) 8 (4.9)

High school diploma 21 (6.5) 9 (5.7) 12 (7.4)
College degree 43 (13.4) 22 (13.9) 21 (12.9)

No diploma 1 (0.3) 0 (0) 1 (0.6)
Number of antithrombotic drugs

used, median (IQR) - 1 (1; 1) 1 (1; 1) 1 (1; 1) 0.883

Antithrombotic drug use, n (%)
VKA - 209 (61.5) 103 (61.7) 106 (61.3) 0.997

DOAC 101 (29.7) 49 (29.3) 52 (30.1) 0.976
ASA 22 (6.5) 11 (6.6) 11 (6.5) 0.995

P2Y12-inhibitor 53 (15.6) 28 (16.8) 25 (14.5) 0.831
PPI use, n (%) - 168 (49.4) 78 (46.7) 90 (52.0) 0.327

Statin use, n (%) - 187 (55.0) 92 (55.1) 95 (54.9) 0.974
CYP2C19 phenotype, n (%) - 0.911

NM 241 (70.9) 120 (71.9) 121 (69.9)
IM 87 (25.6) 41 (24.6) 46 (26.6)
PM 12 (3.5) 6 (3.6) 6 (3.5)

CYP2C9 phenotype, n (%) - 0.488
NM 223 (65.6) 108 (64.7) 115 (66.5)
IM 110 (32.4) 54 (32.3) 56 (32.4)
PM 7 (2.1) 5 (3.0) 2 (1.2)

VKORC1 phenotype, n (%) - 0.724
Normal 295 (86.8) 146 (87.4) 149 (86.1)

Poor 45 (13.2) 21 (12.6) 24 (13.9)

IQR: interquartile range, GFR: glomerular filtration rate, VKA: vitamin-K-antagonist, DOAC: directly acting oral anticoagulants, ASA:
acetylsalicylic acid, CKD: chronic kidney disease. Significant findings in bold text.
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Patients in the standardized risk assessment group were of a median age of 77 years
(IQR 72; 81) and, therefore, were older than those in the individualized risk assessment
group (median 75 years (70; 78)) and accordingly scored with a median of 70 (50; 90) less
concerning physical function based on the results of the SF-36 questionnaire (compared
to 80 (60; 91)). All other parameters were equally distributed over both study groups. A
high use of drugs was seen in both study groups with a median intake of 13 drugs (8; 18
in the individualized and 8; 19 in the standardized risk assessment group, respectively).
Most patients in both groups received only one antithrombotic drug over the whole study
time (median 1 (1; 1)), but in some patients a drug was switched or a treatment modified
during follow-up. Therefore, results of antithrombotic drug use sums up to more than
100%. Characteristics of the PP cohort were comparable to the ITT cohort and can be found
in Table S2.

Unadjusted results of the composite endpoint (at least one bleeding, thromboembolic
event or death) and its single parameters are pictured in Table 2. The table gives the
unadjusted ORs and 95% CI calculated using the Mantel–Haenszel common odds ratio
estimate. For categorical parameters, in which the calculation of ORs was not possible due
to rare occurrence, a p-value calculated using Chi-squared test is given.

Table 2. Frequencies and unadjusted odds of study endpoints (N = 340).

Endpoints
Total

Population,
N = 340

Individualized
Risk Assessment

Group, n = 167

Standardized
Risk Assessment

Group, n = 173
OR [95% CI] p-Value

Composite endpoint, n (%) 195 (57.4) 102 (61.1) 93 (53.8) 1.35 [0.88–2.08]
Death, n (%) 10 (2.9) 4 (2.4) 6 (3.5) 0.68 [0.19–2.47]

Patients with bleeding event,
n (%) 182 (53.5) 91 (54.5) 91 (52.6) 1.08 [0.70–1.65]

Number of bleeding events, mean
(SD) 0.68 (0.74) 0.67 (0.72) 0.68 (0.75) 0.887

Skin or mucosal bleeding, n (%) 160 (47.1) 76 (45.5) 84 (48.6) 0.89 [0.58–1.36]
Hematochezia 15 (4.4) 10 (6.0) 5 (2.9) 2.14 [0.72–6.40]

Hematuria 28 (8.2) 12 (7.2) 16 (9.2) 0.76 [0.35–1.66]
Muscle or intra-articular bleeding,

n (%) 6 (1.8) 2 (1.2) 4 (2.3) 0.51 [0.09–2.83]

Intra-cranial bleeding, n (%) 1 (0.3) 1 (0.6) 0 (0) - 0.308
Intra-ocular bleeding, n (%) 8 (2.4) 4 (2.4) 4 (2.3) 1.04 [0.26–4.22]

Other bleeding, n (%) 12 (3.5) 7 (4.2) 5 (2.9) 1.47 [0.46–4.73]
Patients with thromboembolic

event, n (%) 25 (7.4) 16 (9.6) 9 (5.2) 1.93 [0.83–4.50]

Number of thromboembolic
events, mean (SD) 0.08 (0.30) 0.11 (0.37) 0.05 (0.22) 0.088

Superficial venous thrombosis,
n (%) 3 (0.9) 2 (1.2) 1 (0.6) 2.09

[0.19–23.21]
Deep venous thrombosis, n (%) 2 (0.6) 2 (1.2) 0 (0) - 0.149

Pulmonary embolism, n (%) 1 (0.3) 0 (0) 1 (0.6) - 0.325
Stroke/ TIA, n (%) 4 (1.2) 4 (2.4) 0 (0) - 0.041

Myocardial infarction, n (%) 2 (0.6) 1 (0.6) 1 (0.6) 1.04
[0.06–16.70]

Other thromboembolic event,
n (%) 13 (3.8) 7 (4.2) 6 (3.5)

Composite endpoint: any of the following death, bleeding event, or thromboembolic event. SD: standard deviation, TIA: transient ischemic
attack. Significant findings in bold text.

In the unadjusted analysis, there was no significant difference between study groups
concerning the composite endpoint, death, bleeding and thromboembolic events in general
and most specific events. However, differences in frequencies can be seen. A stroke/
transient ischemic attack was more common in the individualized risk assessment group
(p = 0.041), but only in the ITT, not in the PP cohort (Table S3) and with a very small sample
size (number of events: n = 4).
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Table 3 shows the adjusted odds for the composite endpoint and separately for a
bleeding event, a thromboembolic event, and death for the ITT cohort. Results for the PP
cohort can be found in Table S4.

Table 3. Adjusted odds ratios for the individualized risk assessment group compared with the
standardized risk assessment group for study endpoints (N = 340).

Endpoints
OR [95% CI]

Model 1
OR [95% CI]

Model 2
OR [95% CI]

Model 3

Composite endpoint 1.63 [1.03–2.60] 1.61 [1.00–2.58] 1.63 [1.02–2.63]
Death 1.16 [0.22–6.08] 1.12 [0.20–6.27] * 1.06 [0.19–6.09] *

Bleeding event 1.33 [0.84–2.10] 1.30 [0.81–2.07] 1.31 [0.82–2.11]
Thromboembolic event 2.08 [0.84–5.11] 2.20 [0.87–5.57] 2.13 [0.83–5.44]

Composite endpoint: any of the following death, bleeding event, or thromboembolic event. Model 1: adjusted for
age and sex. Model 2: adjusted for age, sex, educational degree, GFR, number of antithrombotic drugs taken,
HAS BLED Score, CHA2DS2 VASc Score, number of patients enrolled per study center, and time in study. Model
3: adjusted for age, sex, educational degree, GFR, number of antithrombotic drugs taken, HAS BLED Score,
CHA2DS2 VASc Score, number of patients enrolled per study center, time in study, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and
VKORC1 reduced activity phenotypes. * Time in study was not used as a parameter for the outcome death.
Significant findings in bold text.

Patients that received an individualized risk assessment had higher odds for the
composite endpoint (any of the following: bleeding, thromboembolic event, or death)
than patients that received a standardized risk assessment (OR 1.63 [95% CI 1.02–2.63])
with multiple adjusting (Model 3). Being female was significantly associated with higher
odds (2.17 [1.27–3.71]). None of the reduced activity phenotypes were associated with
the composite endpoint (CYP2C9 OR 0.92 [0.56–1.51], CYP2C19 OR 1.11 [0.65–1.87], and
VKORC1 OR 1.33 [0.67–2.65]). The single outcome parameters of the composite endpoint
(bleeding event, thromboembolic event, or death) were not significantly more common in
the individualized risk assessment group, but all ORs point towards an association with
this group ranging from OR 1.06 [95% CI 0.19–6.09] for death to OR 2.13 [95% CI 0.83–5.44]
for thromboembolic events.

There was no significant effect in the PP cohort, but ORs for the composite endpoint,
bleeding, and thromboembolic event were all > 1 and CIs were large.

Secondary Analyses

Table 4 shows the adjusted models for the composite endpoint comparing patients in
the individualized versus the standardized treatment group including only those pa-
tients taking VKA medication in the ITT cohort. Table S5 shows models for the PP
cohort respectively.

The OR for the composite endpoint was even more pronounced in the models when
including only patients on VKA treatment with an increase in the individualized treatment
group (OR 1.99 [1.05–3.76]). Again, neither reduced CYP2C9, CYP2C19 nor VKORC1
activity were associated with the composite endpoint. Effect sizes of parameters were
overall comparable in the PP cohort, even though not significant due to the small sample
size. Including only patients with DOAC use revealed an OR of 1.52 [0.63–3.69] pointing
to the same direction, but not reaching significance neither in the ITT nor the PP cohort
(Table S6).

Figure 1 summarizes the adjusted ORs and 95% CI for patients in the individualized
risk assessment group presenting with a certain outcome in the ITT cohort and in secondary
analyses including only VKA and only DOAC users (Model 3).
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Table 4. Secondary analyses for the composite endpoint comparing the individualized with the
standardized risk assessment group including only patients with the intake of vitamin-K-antagonists
(n = 209).

Parameters Included in Models
OR [95% CI]

Model 1
OR [95% CI]

Model 2
OR [95% CI]

Model 3

Individualized risk assessment 1.88 [1.02–3.44] 1.99 [1.06–3.74] 1.99 [1.05–3.76]
Age (years) 1.07 [1.02–1.12] 1.05 [0.99–1.11] 1.05 [0.99–1.11]
Sex (female) 1.90 [1.03–3.53] 2.02 [0.99–4.13] 2.04 [0.98–4.26]

Educational degree - 1.07 [0.87–1.32] 1.07 [0.86–1.32]
GFR (mL/min/1.73m2) - 0.99 [0.97–1.01] 0.99 [0.97–1.01]

Antithrombotic drugs taken
(number) - 1.20 [0.71–2.04] 1.25 [0.73–2.14]

HAS BLED (score) - 0.97 [0.68–1.38] 0.94 [0.65–1.35]
CHA2DS2 VASc (score) - 1.15 [0.87–1.52] 1.15 [0.86–1.52]

Amount of patients enrolled in
study center - 0.90 [0.75–1.07] 0.89 [0.75–1.07]

Time in study (days) - 1.01 [1.00–1.01] 1.01 [1.00–1.01]
CYP2C9 phenotype (IM/ PM) - - 0.77 [0.39–1.52]
CYP2C19 phenotype (IM/ PM) - - 0.80 [0.39–1.66]
VKORC1 phenotype (reduced) - - 1.32 [0.51–3.41]

Composite endpoint: any of the following death, bleeding event, or thromboembolic event. Model 1: adjusted
for age, and sex. Model 2: adjusted for age, sex, educational degree, GFR (glomerular filtration rate), number of
antithrombotic drugs taken (excluding vitamin-K-antagonists), HAS BLED score, CHA2DS2 VASc score, number
of patients enrolled per study center, and time in study. Model 3: adjusted for age, sex, educational degree, GFR
(glomerular filtration rate), number of antithrombotic drugs taken (excluding vitamin-K-antagonists), HAS BLED
score, CHA2DS2 VASc score, number of patients enrolled per study center, time in study, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and
VKORC1 phenotypes. Significant findings in bold text.

 

Figure 1. Adjusted ORs and corresponding 95% CI for the composite endpoint and the single items death, bleeding
and thromboembolic events in the ITT cohort and for the composite endpoint including only VKA and DOAC users (all
Model 3).

For around 40–45% of all patients, events were reported via the trigger list, but
information was missing in the patient record. Using only the information documented
in the patient record, no significant differences between the study groups were detected.
A total of 35.3% (n = 61) of patients in the standardized risk assessment group and 34.1%
(n = 57) of the patients in the individualized risk assessment group met the composite
endpoint. This resulted in an unadjusted OR of 0.96 [0.61–1.50].
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3. Discussion

In this analysis of the IDrug study, a pragmatic prospective multicenter randomized
controlled trial, we compared effects of an individualized with a standardized risk assess-
ment for preventing ADRs. As a main result of this analysis, patients in the individualized
risk assessment group had poorer outcome and higher risk for the composite endpoint
meaning experiencing a bleeding and/ or thromboembolic event or death than those in
the standardized risk assessment group in adjusted analysis. This effect was even more
pronounced in a subgroup analysis of patients on phenprocoumon treatment. However,
this effect could not be seen when including only events documented in the patient record
or in the unadjusted analysis. The PGx profile seemed to have no impact on the occurrence
of ADRs.

An unadjusted increase in the event frequency of 7.3% and an adjusted OR of 1.63 for
the composite endpoint in the group with individualized risk assessment are contrary to
the study hypothesis that individualized risk information may help to adjust therapy and
improve safety in situations with high risk for ADRs. Notably, we saw an association with
the composite endpoint, while none of the single items reached statistical significance due
to small sample sizes as pictured by large 95% CIs. The unadjusted analysis did not reveal
significant differences between the two groups. The participating general practitioners
(GP) and their staff reported different experiences with the trigger lists. It might be that
women may have a tendency to be more communicative which may have led to a higher
reporting rate of (possibly less severe) events [17].

Both the individualized and the standardized risk assessment leaflets contained gen-
eral information on HAS-BLED and CHA2DS2-VASc scores, drug–drug interactions (DDIs),
ageing, renal function, and pharmacogenetic factors, but the individualized risk assessment
added extra individualized information per item [18]. In general, patients and GPs were
blinded for the study group. However, most GP offices enrolled more than five patients
in the study and therefore were confronted with both risk assessments. Therefore, we
assume, that blinding became less effective for study group association when enrolling
a higher number of patients, which could potentially have been prevented by cluster
randomization. Ineffective blinding could have influenced alertness for outcome events in
both study groups which may explain why the unadjusted analysis and the analysis using
only the patient record data did not detect significant differences between the two groups.
In addition, the individualized risk assessment may have led to an increase in doubts about
the safety of the current pharmacological treatment both in GPs and patients, which may
have resulted in changes in dosing, pharmacologic agent or medication compliance even
though the current medication plan was maybe already well balanced.

In clinical practice, alerts integrated into electronic health records are frequently
ignored [19,20]. In contrast, our study was a successful collaboration between GPs and
clinical pharmacologist and most likely led to a high acceptance rate of recommendations.
However, patients were not newly initiated with the drug and therefore, the timing of the
risk assessment may have been inappropriate. Retrospectively, using an individualized risk
assessment may have been more effective when used upon initiation of an antithrombotic
therapy, when serious ADRs might even occur more often [21]. GPs have a high degree
of experience with the indication and handling of antithrombotic agents and the benefit
of an individualized risk assessment might be highest in patients initiating a new drug
treatment such as that performed in the PREPARE trial within the U-PGx project and other
PGx implementation projects [22,23].

With more than 50% of all patients meeting the composite endpoint the rate is quite
high in our population. Based on other studies one might expect a rate of around 10–
15% [21,24]. In general, with a median CHA2DS2-VASc score of four and a median
HAS-BLED score of two, one would expect the benefit of the antithrombotic treatment
outweighing its risk [25]. The high event rate in our population might be connected to
a quite sensitive detection method. Over an observation period of nine months, patients
were followed-up three times and a trigger list was used. However, in routine care patients
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would not have been visited that often, which might explain partly the high observed event
rate. Furthermore, using a trigger list we were assessing all kinds of events including, i.e.,
minor nose bleeding. Bleeding ADRs were most commonly reported in our cohort, but
most of the bleeding events were superficial skin or mucosal bleedings. Notably, including
only events documented in the patient record, resulted in lower event rates. Meanwhile,
the general rate of thromboembolic events seems in line with other studies [26], but was
4.4% higher in the individualized risk assessment group as compared to the standardized
risk assessment group.

Associations were even more pronounced in patients taking phenprocoumon. This
might be seen in line with a study showing adults aged 75 years and older spending more
time out of the therapeutic range (time in therapeutic range, TTR) when genotype-based
dosing was used [27]. TTR usually correlates negatively with hemorrhages and throm-
boembolic rates [26]. This might explain the higher risk for meeting the composite endpoint
of bleeding and/ or thromboembolic events or death in our cohort. In another analysis
performed with this cohort, we concluded that the genotype had already been empirically
respected with INR measurements [14]. Therefore, an added risk assessment might have
irritated GPs’ routine care and led to an increase in the composite endpoint. Nevertheless,
the risk for adverse events might be even higher in patients without any anticoagulation
where an anticoagulation is indicated [28]. Thus, an improved risk assessment might have
the potential to initiate a better anticoagulation in older adults.

We did not find an association of a genotype-predicted phenotype with the composite
endpoint. This might be seen in contrast to a recent analysis of emergency department
admissions that showed a trend towards a combined PGx risk profile of low activity
CYP2C9 and VKORC1 genotypes being associated with phenprocoumon-induced bleeding
ADRs [29]. However, we included any type of bleeding and thromboembolic events, and a
different result might be expected with only including serious ADRs. In addition, compared
to the VKA warfarin, CYP3A4 next to CYP2C9 plays a major role in phenprocoumon
metabolism. While frequencies of low activity metabolizer phenotypes were in general in
line with reported frequencies in European populations [30,31], due to the small sample
size absolute numbers of those phenotypes were low. Drug–drug interactions (DDI)
might be even more relevant than the PGx profile per se [32]. This cohort was highly
multi-medicated with a median intake of 13 drugs per person, although all medications
including over the counter and dermatological products were counted. As this population
was a cohort of multi-morbid, older adults, the prevalence of potential DDIs with more
than 80% of patients was quite high and mostly involving antithrombotic drugs and
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs increasing the risk for bleeding [33]. Likewise,
pharmacodynamic DDI, e.g., taking several antithrombotic drugs would obviously increase
the risk for bleedings [34]. However, the median intake of antithrombotic drugs over the
full study period was one and we adjusted the regression analyses for the number of
antithrombotic drugs taken.

A strength of this study is the pragmatic design delivering real world data on drug
safety in multi-morbid older adults on antithrombotic treatment and good characterization
of individual risk factors such as PGx. However, the importance of PGx in age, in par-
ticular in the context of DDIs potentially leading to phenoconversion needs to be further
studied [35,36]. While most studies enroll patients as older adults basing on the calendrical
age (e.g., aged 65 years and older), we used a clinical estimate using multi-morbidity as
inclusion criterion that correlated with multi-medication. Therefore, this cohort is formed
by a group of clinically relevant older adults [37]. Even though the targeted sample size
was not met, this is one of the bigger cohort studies in GP offices implemented in routine
care, where the study setting is challenging [38,39] and therefore, delivers precious insight
in clinical reality.

Still, the major limitations of this analysis accompany the use of trigger lists and that
the calculated sample size of the study was not met [18]. The results need to be interpreted
in this light. While the study design was oriented at clinical trial designs, the effort for
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enrollment and follow-up of the single patients and the single GP offices was high, in
particular considering the multi-morbidity of the patients. Another limitation derives
from the study design providing risk assessments in patients already on drug treatment.
Thereby, the risk assessment especially in the individualized risk assessment group might
have led to medication changes that would not have occurred without the risk assessment.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Study Design

Data of the individualized versus standardized risk assessment in patients at high
risk for adverse drug reactions (IDrug; trial registration: German Clinical Trials Register:
DRKS00006256) was analyzed. The IDrug study is a pragmatic prospective multicenter
randomized controlled trial comparing the effect of an individualized versus a standardized
risk assessment for reducing ADRs. Study design and information on enrollment is
published elsewhere [18]. In brief, patients that were taking an antithrombotic drug
together with at least one other regular medication were enrolled in general practitioner
(GP) offices and randomized to receive either an individualized or a standardized risk
assessment concerning their individual risk for an ADR respecting age, renal function,
pharmacogenetics, drug–drug interactions, and bleeding- and thromboembolic risk factors.
All patients were followed-up for nine months. The IDrug-study initially attempted to
enroll N = 960 patients [18] with an assumed event rate of 10% and a potential reduction
by 5%.

4.2. Study Population

Inclusion criteria of the IDrug study were patients aged 60 years and older, that
had more than two concomitant diseases concerning at least two organ systems (multi-
morbidity), took at least one antithrombotic drug and at least one additional drug continu-
ously. While usually adults starting by the age of 65 years are considered as older, frailty of
patients might differ largely in this age group. We chose a more clinically-relevant cohort
with adding multi-morbidity as inclusion criterion. For study inclusion, the intake of a
VKA (phenprocoumon or warfarin), of a DOAC (rivaroxaban, apixaban, or dabigatran),
and of a P2Y12 inhibitor (clopidogrel or ticagrelor), was counted as antithrombotic drug.
Patients were followed-up for nine months summing up to four visits in total.

All patients agreed to participate in the study and provided written informed consent.
Patients were enrolled between September 2014 and March 2017 in GP offices in the area of
Bonn, Cologne, and Rhine-Sieg-district, in Germany.

The IDrug study was approved by the Ethics Committees of the University of Bonn,
of the Medical Association of North Rhine and of the Medical Association of Rhineland-
Palatinate.

4.3. Study Centers

In total, n = 43 GP practices (here termed study centers) enrolled patients into the
IDrug study. The number of patients enrolled per study center ranged between 1 and 50.
Study centers were grouped according to the number of patients enrolled in the following
way: overall, 17.4% of patients (n = 59) were enrolled in a study center enrolling between 1
and 5 patients, 20.0% of patients (n = 68) were enrolled in a study center enrolling between
6 and 10 patients, 17.6% of patients (n = 60) were enrolled in a study center enrolling
between 11 and 15 patients, 14.7% of patients (n = 50) were enrolled in a study center
enrolling between 16 and 20 patients, 6.5% of patients (n = 22) were enrolled in a study
center enrolling between 21 and 25 patients, and 23.8% of patients (n = 81) were enrolled in
a study center enrolling 26 patients and more.

4.4. Intervention

After enrollment patients were randomized to either receive an individualized or a
standardized risk assessment. Age, renal function (creatinine-based glomerular filtration
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rate (GFR)), genotyping results for CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and VKORC1, potential drug–drug
interactions (DDI), and results of the HAS-BLED and the CHA2DS-VASc-scores were used
to create an individualized risk assessment by a medical doctor in clinical pharmacology
training and supervised by a specialist in clinical pharmacology [18,33], therefore, offering
a quality controlled and standardized assessment.

Leaflets were printed and sent to the GP offices. At the initial visit, patients gave
their informed consent and all data (lab results, INR value, etc.) were documented. On
the next visit, the GP handed out the leaflet with the risk assessment and gave a thorough
explanation to the patient. The group with the standardized risk assessment received a look-
a-like leaflet, in which single points were mentioned, but in a general and non-personalized
way. This leaflet was also explained by the GP [18]. Therefore, the standardized risk
assessment group received treatment with standard of care. This might also include DDI
assessment or clinical scorings but may depend on clinical routine of the single GPs who
tend to use their thorough knowledge of the patients history and habit as a basis of clinical
decision making as much as scoring tools.

4.5. Data Collection

On study enrollment, age, renal function (GFR), genotyping results for CYP2C9,
CYP2C19, and VKORC1, potential drug–drug interactions (DDI), and results of the HAS-
BLED and the CHA2DS-VASc-scores were collected for all patients. The patient’s medical
history and current drug intake, including over-the-counter medication was documented.
Further—sex, weight, height, blood test results, alcohol consumption, smoking status,
highest educational degree, and antithrombotic treatment regimen were collected. All
patients answered the SF-36 and a questionnaire about drug adherence. In addition, GPs
usually had an overview over prescription frequency of single drugs in clinical routine.

4.6. Laboratory Methods

An EDTA-blood sample was drawn on enrollment visit from each patient and trans-
ferred to the central study laboratory for genotyping. DNA was extracted manually by the
High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit and amplified and detected using real-time-PCR
with a LightCycler® 480 instrument (both Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Ger-
many). Genotyping was performed for rs1799853 (CYP2C9*2), rs1057910 (CYP2C9*3) [31],
rs4244285 (CYP2C19*2), rs12248560 (CYP2C19*3) [30], rs9934438 (VKORC1 1173C > T) [40]
and rs9923231 (VKORC1 1639G > A) [41] using LightMix Kit human reagents (Cat-No
40-0298-32, 40-0304-32, 40-0302-64) from TIB Molbiol GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Melting
curve analyses of fluorescent real-time-PCR amplification products were used for allelic
identification. If no mutation for CYP2C9 and CYP2C19 was detected, wild type carrier
status and extensive metabolism phenotype was assumed. Mutation in one allele was
associated with intermediate, mutations in both alleles with slow (poor) metabolism pheno-
types. Similarly, double mutations in VKORC1 were considered as slow (poor) metabolism
phenotypes. DNA extraction and genotyping was performed by the Institute of Clinical
Chemistry and Clinical Pharmacology of the University Bonn.

4.7. Phenotype Assessments

For all patients, phenotypes were extrapolated from genotypes. For CYP2C9 and
CYP2C19 all patients carrying at least one reduced function allele (*2 or *3) were sum-
marized as having a reduced activity phenotype (*2/*2, *3/*3, *2/*3, *1/*2, *1/*3) in
this analysis. The absence of any *2 and the *3 allele was considered a wild-type leading
to normal enzyme function. In case of VKORC1, patients carrying at least one C allele
(VKORC1 1173C > T) were respected as having reduced clotting activity. The absence of a
C allele was interpreted as wild-type carrier status and normal clotting activity.
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4.8. Antithrombotic Treatment

Data on antithrombotic and drug treatment, and diagnoses were updated on each
study visit. A patient was considered to take a specific drug in these analyses, if its
use was reported in at least one study visit. To control the analyses for the summative
risk of antithrombotic drug intake, a median number of antithrombotic drugs taken over
the whole time of the study was calculated per patient. Therefore, the intake of a VKA
(phenprocoumon or warfarin), of a DOAC (rivaroxaban, apixaban, or dabigatran), of ASA,
of a P2Y12 inhibitor (clopidogrel or ticagrelor), and the administration of a heparin (heparin
or low-molecular-weight heparin) was counted.

4.9. Study Outcome

On each study visit, patients were asked together with their GP about specific bleeding
and thromboembolic events (yes, no) using a trigger list. Within this list, there was an
option to report any other bleeding or thromboembolic event not specified in the list. If
at least one point of the list was answered with yes, this was considered an event during
follow-up. In a next analysis, only reported events documented in the patient record were
included in the analysis in order to improve documentation quality. A composite endpoint
was used, defined as the occurrence of at least one bleeding, or at least one thromboembolic
event, or death during follow-up.

4.10. Randomization, Allocation to Study Arm, and Blinding

Randomization was conducted by the Biostatistics Unit of the Federal Institute for
Drugs and Medical Devices in Germany. Participating GP offices sent lists of eligible
patients. From these lists, patients were randomly selected for participation. Patients were
enrolled by GP offices. Then, patients were randomized to receive an individualized or
a standardized risk assessment. Randomization was stratified by GP office and sex [18].
According to the allocated study arm, the risk assessment was conducted in the Research
Department of the Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices in Germany. Risk
assessments were sent out to the GP offices. GPs did not become informed about the
study arm allocation of the patients. After finishing data plausibility checks and query
management and closing the database, the allocation to study groups was implemented in
the study database.

4.11. Statistical Analysis

The intention to treat (ITT) cohort was used for all analyses and, where applicable
sensitivity analyses were conducted in the per protocol (PP) cohort (Supplement 1).

Descriptive analyses were conducted for the whole study sample and compared
between the intervention and the control group. Continuous parameters were checked
for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Non-normally distributed continuous pa-
rameters are presented as median and interquartile ranges (IQR; Q1, Q3), while normally
distributed variables are presented as means with standard deviation (SD). Categorical pa-
rameters are presented in absolute numbers and percentages. Continuous parameters were
compared using a Mann-Whitney test and categorical parameters using a Chi-squared test.

According to the study plan, a composite endpoint was used. Subgroup analyses
were performed for the single items of the composite endpoint (at least one bleeding event
and specific bleeding events (yes, no), at least one thromboembolic event and specific
thromboembolic events (yes, no), and death (yes, no)). The results of the individualized
and the standardized risk assessment group for the composite endpoint were compared
using Chi-squared test. The Mantel-Haenszel common odds ratio estimate was used to
describe unadjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). The distribution of
number of events between groups was checked for normality using Kolmogorov–Smirnov.
As these were normally distributed, groups were compared using a t-Test.

Logistic regression analyses were used for adjusting effects of the type of risk assess-
ment (individualized vs. standardized) using different models. Model 1 included age
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(continuous) and sex (female: yes, no). Model 2 included age, sex, educational degree
(categorical), GFR (continuous), number of antithrombotic drugs taken (continuous), HAS
BLED score (continuous), CHA2DS2 VASc score (continuous), number of patients enrolled
per study center (categorical), and time in study (continuous). Finally, Model 3 included
age, sex, educational degree (categorical), GFR (continuous), number of antithrombotic
drugs taken (continuous), HAS BLED score (continuous), CHA2DS2 VASc score (continu-
ous), number of patients enrolled per study center (categorical), time in study (continuous),
CYP2C9 phenotype (categorical reduced activity), CYP2C19 phenotype (categorical re-
duced activity), and VKORC1 phenotype (categorical reduced activity). The composite
endpoint was used and sensitivity analyses were conducted on bleeding and thromboem-
bolic events and deaths, separately. The time in study was not used as a parameter for
analyzing the outcome death in Models 2 and 3 as death reduced the time in study.

Secondary analyses were conducted for the composite endpoint including first, only
patients with reported VKA use and second reported DOAC use over study time. For
adjustment, the number of antithrombotic drug intake in Models 2 and 3 was calculated
without the respective drug class (e.g., number of antithrombotic drugs used excluding
VKAs).

Another additional analysis compared the individualized vs. the standardized group
using the Mantel–Haenszel common odds ratio estimate including only events from the
patient record.

A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant. Statistical analyses were conducted with
IBM® SPSS® Statistics (Version 25, IBM Inc., Armonk, NY, USA).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study underlines the importance of risk assessments for altering
safety of drug treatment. While GPs are open to risk assessments and modifying drug
treatment in older adults in collaboration with clinical pharmacologists the effectiveness
of this intervention and the appropriate time point for its implementation needs further
investigations.
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(N = 273). Table S4: adjusted odds ratios for the individualized risk assessment group compared
with the standardized risk assessment group for study endpoints in the per protocol cohort (N = 273).
Table S5: sensitivity analyses for the composite endpoint comparing individualized risk assessment
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Abstract: Diagnosis of acute kidney injury (AKI) based on plasma creatinine often lags behind
actual changes in renal function. Here, we investigated early detection of AKI using the plasma
soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) and neutrophil gelatinase-sssociated
lipocalin (NGAL) and observed the impact of early detection on prescribing recommendations for
renally-eliminated medications. This study is a secondary analysis of data from the DISABLMENT
cohort on acutely admitted older (≥65 years) medical patients (n = 339). Presence of AKI according
to kidney disease: improving global outcomes (KDIGO) criteria was identified from inclusion to
48 h after inclusion. Discriminatory power of suPAR and NGAL was determined by receiver-
operating characteristic (ROC). Selected medications that are contraindicated in AKI were identified
in Renbase®. A total of 33 (9.7%) patients developed AKI. Discriminatory power for suPAR and
NGAL was 0.69 and 0.78, respectively, at a cutoff of 4.26 ng/mL and 139.5 ng/mL, respectively. The
interaction of suPAR and NGAL yielded a discriminatory power of 0.80, which was significantly
higher than for suPAR alone (p = 0.0059). Among patients with AKI, 22 (60.6%) used at least one
medication that should be avoided in AKI. Overall, suPAR and NGAL levels were independently
associated with incident AKI and their combination yielded excellent discriminatory power for risk
determination of AKI.

Keywords: acute kidney injury; early biomarker; plasma neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin;
soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor; medication optimization; older patients; emer-
gency department

1. Introduction

Older people (≥65 years) represent a large and growing demographic worldwide [1,2].
In 2018 alone, approximately 465,000 older people in Denmark were admitted to an emer-
gency department (ED) [3,4]. Acute kidney injury (AKI) occurs in 3–12% of hospitalized
patients and is associated with an increased risk of medication-related toxicity, prolonged
hospitalization and mortality [5–8]. The incidence of AKI is particularly high among older
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patients [9], who are characterized by multiple comorbid conditions that contribute to AKI
development [10,11]. Increasing age is also associated with lower baseline glomerular filtra-
tion rate (GFR), which predisposes older patients to develop clinically relevant AKI [9,12].
Polypharmacy is common among older patients [13,14] and creates an additional risk in
patients at risk for AKI because approximately 40% of all medications are nephrotoxic
or require dose adjustment according to estimates of renal function [15]. Epidemiologic
studies have identified medication toxicity as a contributing factor in 15–25% of patients
with AKI [16,17]. Examples of common nephrotoxic medications that may contribute
to AKI include non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and renin–angiotensin–
aldosterone system (RAAS) inhibitors [18,19]. The combination of age-related changes in
kidney function, multiple comorbidities and exposure to polypharmacy with potential
nephrotoxic medications is likely responsible for the high rate of AKI among older patients.

AKI involves complex pathophysiology and treatment is largely supportive [20]. AKI
may develop prior to hospitalization and go undetected until routine blood samples in-
cluding creatinine have been performed as a part of standard care [21]. However, increases
in plasma creatinine due to AKI often lag 48–72 h behind the onset of injury, resulting
in a delayed diagnosis [22,23]. Early detection of AKI at hospital admission may lead to
earlier interventions to minimize risk factors or restrict medications that are contributing
to AKI [24].

Previous studies have suggested the systemic inflammatory biomarker soluble uroki-
nase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) as an early biomarker for detection of
AKI [25–29]. suPAR is a signaling glycoprotein thought to be involved in kidney dis-
ease pathogenesis [27]. Hayek et al. recently showed that elevated suPAR is associated
with increased risk of developing AKI in patients undergoing coronary angiography or
cardiac surgery and in patients admitted to the intensive care unit [27]. Some have pro-
posed that suPAR itself may cause kidney disease by damaging renal podocytes [30,31].
However, the applicability of suPAR in predicting AKI among older patients in the ED re-
mains unclear. Another novel biomarker suggested for early detection of AKI is neutrophil
gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) [32–34]. NGAL is a member of the lipocalin family
of proteins, which is expressed and secreted from renal tubular cells at low concentrations.
NGAL is produced in the kidney after ischemic or nephrotoxic injury [35–37], and various
studies have demonstrated a rise in NGAL 24–36 h before an increase of creatinine is
observed [24,38]. Although AKI is common among older patients, there is still a lack of
knowledge of the predictive value of using suPAR, NGAL or the combination of suPAR
and NGAL for early identification of AKI in older acutely hospitalized patients. The aims
of this study are to assess the clinical utility of suPAR and NGAL as early markers of
AKI and to quantify the number of renal risk medications that should be dose adjusted or
paused in patients presenting with AKI.

2. Results

2.1. Patient Characteristics and Incidence of AKI

The original study included 369 patients. Due to the absence of pNGAL value at
inclusion, 29 patients were excluded. Further, one patient was excluded due to chronic
liver injury, resulting in a total of 339 patients for this study. Patient characteristics for
the final study population (n = 339) are shown in Table 1. Among included patients, 63%
were females, and the median age was 78 years. In median, patients used three renal
risk medications. According to KDIGO criteria, 33 (9.7%) patients developing AKI were
identified with AKI between inclusion and 48 h after, including 23 with creatinine increased
to >1.5 times baseline and 10 patients with creatinine increased by >26.5 μmol/L. Of the
33 patients who developed AKI, 21 patients developed AKI stage 1, while 12 patients
developed AKI stage ≥ 2. Compared to patients without AKI, patients who developed
AKI had significantly higher Fi-OutRef, creatinine, cystatin C, CRP, IL6 and length of stay,
as well as higher change in creatinine and eGFR from admission to discharge (all p ≤ 0.01)
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Patient characteristics for all included patients, patients with and without AKI.

Variable All Patients Patients with AKI Patients without AKI

N Value N Value N Value

Demographics
Age years, median (IQR) 339 77.6 (70.6; 84.4) 33 75.9 (72.3; 83.0) 306 77.9 (70.5; 84.5)

Female, n (%) - 212 (62.5) - 25 (75.8) - 187 (61.1)
Body-mass index, median (IQR) 304 25.1 (22.3; 28.8) 26 24.8 (20.7; 28.9) 278 25.1 (22.5; 28.8)

Hospitalization-days, median (IQR) 339 2 (1; 6) 33 7 (4; 13) 306 2 (1; 5)
30-day morality, n (%) 339 12 (3.5) 33 3 (9.1) 306 9 (2.9)

Comorbidities
Cardiovascular disease (%) - 113 (33.3) - 12 (36.4) - 101 (33.0)

Diabetes (%) - 57 (16.8) - 5 (15.2) - 52 (17.0)
Medication

Total number of medications, median (IQR) 339 6 (3; 9) 33 8 (4; 12) 306 6 (3; 9)
Biomarkers *

Creatinine μmol/L, median (IQR) 339 84.3 (66.2; 105.4) 33 120.8 (91.1; 169.5) 306 83.0 (65.4; 100.2)
Cystatin C mg/L, median (IQR) 339 1.21 (0.95; 1.60) 1.69 (1.26–2.56) 306 1.17 (0.94; 1.56)

eGFR mL/min/1.73 m2, median (IQR) 339 65.6 (48.2; 81.9) 33 39.1 (26.7; 59.2) 306 67.4 (50.7; 82.3)
CRP-μg/mL, median (IQR) 314 15.5 (3.0; 63.7) 33 67.0 (22.3; 120.3) 281 14.0 (3.0; 53.4)
IL6-pg/mL, median (IQR) 336 4.6 (1.9; 13.3) 33 9.8 (3.6; 30.4) 303 4.3 (1.8; 11.1)

TNF-α–pg/mL, median (IQR) 336 7.4 (5.1; 107) 33 10.1 (6.7; 14.9) 303 7.3 (4.9; 10.5)
FI-OutRef, median (IQR) 314 5 (3; 7) 33 7 (6; 8) 282 5 (3; 7)

Change in creatinine and eGFR **

Δcreatinine inclusion to discharge 339 −1.0 (−9.0:7.0) 33 −33.0
(−57.0:−13.0) 306 0.0 (−7.0:7.0)

ΔeGFR inclusion to discharge 339 1.0 (−4.1:7.1) 33 20.4 (4.4:32.2) 306 0.0 (−4.7:4.9)

AKI, acute kidney injury; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate calculated with chronic kidney disease epidemiology collaboration
(CKD-EPI) equation based on creatinine; CRP, C-reactive protein; IL-6, interleukin 6; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor alpha. * p-values
multiplied by seven. ** p-values multiplied by two.

2.2. Correlations of suPAR, NGAL and eGFR

There was significant correlation between eGFR and levels of suPAR and NGAL
(r = −0.35 and −0.53, respectively, both p < 0.001) (Appendix A Figure A1a,b). There was
also significant correlation between suPAR and NGAL (r = 0.36, p < 0.001) (Appendix A
Figure A1c).

2.3. SuPAR and NGAL Levels in Patients Developing AKI

Compared to patients without AKI, those patients who developed AKI had a signifi-
cantly higher median suPAR (5.8 ng/mL vs. 4.8 ng/mL, p < 0.001 (Figure 1a)) and higher
median NGAL (229 ng/mL vs. 105 ng/mL, p < 0.001 (Figure 1b). Median suPAR was 5.8
(IQR 4.8–9.0) for patients with AKI stage 1 and 5.9 (IQR 4.5–8.7) for patients with AKI stage
2 (p = 0.68). Median NGAL was 157 (IQR 123–267) ng/mL for patients with AKI stage 1
and 389 (IQR 280–493) ng/mL for patients with AKI stage 2 (p = 0.007).
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(A) (B) 

Figure 1. Plasma concentration of suPAR and NGAL at inclusion. (A) suPAR values in patients: without AKI (brown),
developed AKI (red) within 48 h after inclusion, developed AKI stage 1 (orange), developed AKI stage ≥2 (yellow). (B)
NGAL values in patients: without AKI (dark green), developed AKI (light green) within 48 h after inclusion, developed
AKI stage 1 (dark blue), developed AKI stage ≥2 (light blue). The horizontal lines show minimum and maximum values of
calculated non-outlier values; open circles indicate outlier values (* p < 0.05).

2.4. Risk Prediction for AKI by suPAR and NGAL

The discriminatory power of suPAR, NGAL or their combination for determining
AKI are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. As individual biomarkers for the detection of AKI,
suPAR yielded an AUC of 0.69 with an optimal cut-off of 4.26 ng/mL, and NGAL yielded
an AUC of 0.78 with an optimal cut-off of 139.5 ng/mL. No significant difference was
found between AUC for suPAR and AUC for NGAL (p = 0.117). The interaction of suPAR
and NGAL yielded an AUC of 0.80, which was significantly higher than AUC for suPAR
alone (p = 0.0059) but not for NGAL alone (p = 0.689) (Figure 2). The addition of CRP or
CRP + IL6 did not significantly improve AUC for any models (p ≥ 0.108) (Appendix A
Figure A2). However, the addition of CRP to suPAR improved the AUC to 0.76, which is
considered to be acceptable discriminatory power.

Table 2. Diagnostic accuracy of suPAR, NGAL and the combination of both biomarkers, using optimal cut-off values, for
predicting AKI.

Cutoff Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV AUC (CI 95%)

suPAR (ng/mL) 4.26 0.94 0.40 0.15 0.98 0.69 (0.60–0.77)
NGAL (ng/mL) 139.5 0.76 0.67 0.20 0.96 0.78 (0.70–0.87)

Two-variable interaction - 0.82 0.73 0.25 0.97 0.82 (0.73–0.90)

Two-variable interaction, includes interaction between suPAR and NGAL.

Cut-off values for combinations of suPAR and NGAL from the 2-variable interaction
model show a dependency between the variables with lower values of NGAL requiring
larger suPAR values (9.6 ng/mL suPAR at NGAL 2.6 ng/mL) and larger values of NGAL
requiring smaller suPAR values (0.5 ng/mL suPAR at 205 ng/mL NGAL) (Figure 3).
Further, the 3-variable interaction model show the dependency between suPAR and NGAL
values at the cut-off was notably larger with eGFR < 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 (Appendix A
Figure A3).
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curve for predicting AKI. Model 1 includes suPAR; model 2
includes NGAL; and model 3 includes interaction between suPAR and NGAL (2-variable interaction).

 
Figure 3. Two-biomarker cut-off approach with suPAR and NGAL (two-variable interaction). The dotted lines represent the
cut-off values for NGAL and suPAR set to 139.5 ng/L and 4.26 ng/L, respectively. The red curve illustrates cut-off values
for the combinations of suPAR and NGAL.
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2.5. Renal Risk Medications in Patients Developing AKI

Among those with AKI, 20 (60.6%) patients used at least one medication that should
be avoided in AKI, and 7 (21.2%) patients used two or more of these medications (Table 3).

Table 3. The table shows the frequency of patients with AKI using selected renal risk drugs that
should be avoided.

AKI (n = 33) (%)

Opioids 13 (39.4)
NSAIDs 4 (12.1)

Metformin 4 (12.1)
ACEIs/ARBs 10 (30.3)

AKI, acute kidney injury; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. ACEIs, angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors. ARBs, angiotensin II receptor blockers.

3. Discussion

3.1. Main Findings

In this study, we assess the applicability of suPAR and NGAL as early biomarkers of
AKI in older acutely hospitalized patients. In total, 9.7% of the study group developed AKI
within 48 h after study inclusion. Concentrations of suPAR and NGAL were correlated with
AKI severity and reduced eGFR. ROC analysis for suPAR and NGAL yielded AUCs of 0.69
and 0.78 and cutoff values at 4.26 ng/mL and 139.5 ng/mL, respectively. The combination
of suPAR and NGAL yielded an AUC of 0.80, which was significantly higher than for
suPAR alone (p = 0.032). Among patients with AKI, 22 (60.6%) used at least one medication
that should be avoided in patients with AKI.

3.2. AKI in Older Acutely Hospitalized Patients

Older patients are more susceptible to developing AKI due to multimorbidity [10,11],
physiological reduction in GFR [9,12] and polypharmacy [13,14]. The prevalence of AKI
in our study is 9.7%, which is slightly higher than what has been reported in similar
studies [5,7,12]. This difference likely reflects the demographic composition of older med-
ical patients predisposed to developing AKI [12]. Patients with AKI were hospitalized
longer than those without AKI, which is in accordance with previous studies [7,8]. We
also observed that the inflammatory biomarkers CRP, IL6 and TNF-α were higher among
patients who developed AKI compared to those who did not, which highlights the role of
severe infection in the pathogenesis of AKI [8,39]. Patients with AKI exhibited significantly
higher median plasma levels of suPAR and NGAL compared to patients without AKI
(Figure 1). Plasma suPAR and NGAL levels were also inversely correlated with baseline
eGFR (Figure A1), which supports previous literature demonstrating the connection be-
tween these biomarkers and kidney function [25,27,29]. The associations with suPAR may
indicate the role of suPAR in systemic inflammation, which is expected to be elevated in our
study group. They may also indicate a value for suPAR in predicting AKI, which has previ-
ously been demonstrated in a variety of patient populations including those undergoing
cardiac surgery, admitted to an intensive care unit or infected with COVID-19 [25–29,40].
However, suPAR appears to be unrelated to AKI severity, while plasma NGAL increased
significantly with AKI severity, similar to findings by Soto et al. [32]. In future studies,
more sophisticated prediction models may be developed using NGAL cutoff values for
different degrees of AKI severity.

3.3. Plasma suPAR and NGAL

Several studies have suggested plasma suPAR as a biomarker for early detection
of AKI. Our findings demonstrate that suPAR has a sensitivity of 94%, specificity of
40% and discriminative ability (AUC) of 0.69 for the development of AKI at a cutoff of
4.26 ng/mL. These findings are compatible with a similar study in patients undergoing
cardiac surgery, which reported an AUC of 0.65 for the development of AKI at a suPAR
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cutoff value of 2.45 ng/mL [29]. Rasmussen et al. also investigated the discriminatory
power of suPAR for AKI in patients undergoing cardiac surgery and reported an AUC of
0.60 [40]. The difference in cutoff values between these studies and our own may indicate
a higher overall inflammatory state among patients in our study. In contrast, a study
conducted in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 found an AUC of 0.75 at a cutoff value
of 4.60 ng/mL [28], likely reflecting the high inflammatory burden of COVID-19.

Several previous studies also support the use of plasma NGAL for early AKI detec-
tion [34]. We found that NGAL has a sensitivity of 76%, specificity of 67% and discrimina-
tive ability of 0.78 for the development of AKI at a cutoff of 139.5 ng/mL. A multicenter
study in the USA by Shapiro et al. assessed the predictive value of pNGAL in 1015 pa-
tients (average age 59) in the ED with suspected sepsis and found that pNGAL was 96%
sensitive and 51% specific with an AUC of 0.78 for the development of AKI at a cutoff
of 150 ng/mL [23]. Using the same pNGAL cutoff value, a study in Portugal by Soto
et al. among 616 patients (average age 59) admitted to the ED reported an AUC between
0.77 and 0.82 for the development of AKI depending on when NGAL was measured [32].
Finally, a multicenter study in Italy by Di Somma et al. among 665 patients (average age
74) admitted to the ED reported an optimal pNGAL cutoff of 137 ng/mL, resulting in an
AUC between 0.79 and 0.84, depending on AKI definition [41]. Overall, our reported AUC
of 0.78 at a cutoff of 139.5 ng/mL is highly comparable to these other studies in similar
patient populations. A recent meta-analysis reviewing NGAL as predictor for AKI reported
an overall AUC of 0.74 at a cutoff of 165 ng/mL for all available studies [34], which is
largely compatible with our findings. Results from the same meta-analysis highlighted
that urinary NGAL measured in urine is also a robust biomarker for detecting AKI [34].
Measurement of urinary NGAL is non-invasive and should be considered in settings where
measurement of plasma NGAL requires additional blood draws.

Since November 2013, suPAR but not NGAL has been routinely measured in all
patients admitted to the ED at our hospital. We have previously shown that suPAR can
be used for overall risk stratification and safe early discharge [25]. During weekdays,
suPAR is measured once or twice per day, and results are available on average 16 h
(range 2–74 h) after admission. Therefore, suPAR values are often not reported before
clinical decisions are made for acute admissions. Quicker turnaround times are required if
suPAR or NGAL should be used for early AKI risk stratification in the ED. One solution
is to analyze both biomarkers using point-of-care or turbidimetric assays. It may also
be useful for patients with elevated suPAR or NGAL during a previous admission to be
flagged in the electronic patient record for future clinical encounters. A recent study by
Mossanen et al. suggested that the combination of suPAR and NGAL may strengthen the
prediction of AKI [29]. We found that plasma NGAL alone yielded an AUC of 0.78 for
the development of AKI, while the addition of suPAR improved the AUC to 0.82. Such a
change in discriminatory ability may not be clinically relevant, but results from Iversen et al.
suggest that elevated suPAR at hospital admission reflects increased long-term risk of AKI
after hospital discharge [25], maybe because suPAR in itself is involved in the pathogenesis
of AKI [27]. Therefore, perhaps NGAL is more useful for predicting impending AKI in an
acute setting whereas suPAR is more useful for predicting future AKI after discharge. In
clinical settings where suPAR is already implemented as a standard biomarker, we suggest
that suPAR in combination with CRP should be utilized for AKI risk stratification.

3.4. Optimization of Medication Prescribing

In total, 33 patients in our study developed AKI within 48 h of ED admission. These
patients used a median of eight medications, approximately 40% of which are considered
renal risk medications [15]. Among patients who developed AKI, 20 (60.6%) used ≥1 renal
risk medication that should be avoided in patients with AKI, with opioids being the most
common example. Given the known interactions between AKI and renal risk medications,
early detection of AKI is essential for limiting the effects of nephrotoxic medications as
well as reducing the dose of medications excreted by the kidneys. Results from this study
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indicate that plasma suPAR and NGAL can be used to screen patients for risk of developing
AKI. A positive screen for high risk of AKI can prompt healthcare practitioners to perform
a comprehensive medication review to identify renal risk medications that should be
discontinued, dose-adjusted or monitored during hospitalization. We believe the use of
routine biomarkers in combination with automated screening precautions would result in
faster interventions to optimize medication prescribing among acutely hospitalized older
patients at high risk for developing AKI.

3.5. Strengths and Limitations

The primary strength of this study is its applicability to a daily clinical challenge in
the ED. Acutely hospitalized patients, and particularly those who are older with multimor-
bidity, are at elevated risk for developing AKI, yet there are currently no reliable tools for
quickly identifying which patients are at the highest risk. Our study identifies screening
tools that are both efficient and easily implemented given the time constraints of the ED.
This study also has some limitations. First, we did not have access to creatinine values prior
to admission. Second, our definition of AKI is limited to plasma creatinine and does not
account for urine output. Third, both suPAR and NGAL can be affected by other clinical
factors which may confound their association with thendevelopment of AKI. We attempted
to account for these factors by excluding patients with chronic liver disease, but we could
not account for subclinical conditions such as low-grade inflammation or asymptomatic
infection. Fourth, we used Renbase® to determine prescribing recommendations for renal
risk medications, but there may be discrepancies between Renbase® and other medication
databases. Finally, the study is a single center study, and results should be confirmed in
larger multicenter studies.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Setting

This study is a secondary analysis of data from the Disability in Older Medical Patients
(DISABLMENT) cohort, which aimed to investigate the ability of physical performance
measures and biomarkers to predict adverse health events in older patients after acute
medical hospitalization and one year after discharge [42,43]. The study was performed
in the Emergency Department (ED) at Hvidovre Hospital, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark between July 2012 and September 2013.

4.2. Design and Participants

The original DISABLMENT [42,43] study included 369 older medical patients acutely
admitted to the ED. The inclusion criteria were age ≥65 years and acutely admitted for a
medical illness to the ED. The exclusion criteria were inability to cooperate, an inability to
communicate in Danish, a cancer diagnosis or terminal disease, patient isolation, admission
to an intensive care unit or imminent discharge hindering interview and physical testing.
Using a computer-generated list, eligible patients were included using random sampling
based on their social security number, as it was not possible to include all eligible patients
due to assessment resources [42,43]. For the current study, patients were also excluded if
the NGAL value was not measured or if they had a chronic liver injury (if prescribed in
electronic patient record).

4.3. Ethical Statement

The original DISABLMENT cohort was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki. Signed informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the study was
approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (0159 HVH-2012-005) and the Research
Ethics Committees for the Capital Region (H-1-2011-167).
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4.4. Patient Demographic, Length of Stay and Mortality

Patients’ age and gender were recorded at admission. Patients were included in the
study within 24 h after admission. Patient demographic information as physical parameters
including weight and height were measured during this time. Data of cardiovascular
disease and diabetes were identified by ICD-10 diagnosis codes or ATC medication codes
in each patient’s medical record within 10 years before inclusion in the study as described
in Juul-Larsen et al. 2019 [44] Data regarding length of stay and 30-days mortality were
obtained from the patient’s electronic health records. Patients’ frailty index (FI-OutRef)
representing cumulative organ dysfunction, calculated as number of laboratory results
outside of reference interval for 17 standard biomarkers, collected at admission: C-reactive
protein (CRP), leucocytes, neutrophils, haemoglobin, mean corpuscular haemoglobin
concentration (MCHC), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), thrombocytes, creatinine, blood
urea nitrogen (BUN), sodium, potassium, albumin, alanine aminotransferase (ALAT),
alkaline phosphatase, lactate dehydrogenase, (LDH), bilirubin and factors II, VII and
X [45,46].

4.5. Timepoints for Measuring Biomarkers and Calculation of Baseline Plasma Creatinine

Patients’ plasma creatinine, NGAL and suPAR value at inclusion (day 0) was obtained
from the samples stored in a biobank. Creatinine values were measured repeatedly during
hospitalization. Creatinine values at 24 h (day 1) and 48 h (day 2) after inclusion were
obtained from the electronic patient record. The lowest measured creatinine value from
admission to discharge, obtained from the electronic patient record or biobank, was de-
fined as baseline (Appendix A Figure A4). Discharge creatinine was defined as the last
measurement during admission.

4.6. Determination of Biomarkers

Blood samples were obtained at inclusion and stored at −80 ◦C in a Biobank at
Copenhagen University Hospital in Hvidovre. Creatinine was measured by absorption
photometry on a Roche Cobas® c 8000 701/702 with a module instrument using the Roche
Creatinine Plus version 2 IDMS-traceable assay (coefficient of variation 1.5%). NGAL
was measured on a Roche Cobas® c 8000 501/502 with the NGAL Test™ using particle-
enhanced turbidimetric immunoassay (PETIA) (Bioporto®, Hellerup, Denmark) (coefficient
of variation 3.7%). suPAR was measured using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(suPARnostic® Auto Flex ELISA) (ViroGates A/S, Birkerød, Denmark) (coefficient of varia-
tion 3%) [43]. C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured by turbidimetric immunoassay on a
Roche Cobas® 6000 platform in (Roche Diagnostic, Mannheim, Germany) [45]. Cystatin C
was also measured on a Roche Cobas® c 8000 701/702 with a module instrument using
the Roche Cystatin C Tina-quant generation 2 particle-enhanced immunonephelometric
assay [45]. IL-6 and TNFα concentrations were measured on a Luminex® 200 platform
(Luminex, Austin, TX, USA) using the Milliplex Human Cytokine/Chemokine Magnetic
Bead Panel (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) as described in Klausen et al. 2017 [43].

4.7. Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate

The chronic kidney disease epidemiology collaboration (CKD-EPI) equation based
on creatinine (CKD-EPICr) was used to estimate eGFR without adjustment for race [47].
Estimated GFR was calculated using the creatinine level at which suPAR and NGAL was
measured at inclusion.

4.8. Medication

Patients’ medication data were obtained from the Shared Medication Card Online,
which records all prescriptions obtained by patients at a primary pharmacy [45]. This
study only included medications for systemic use. Medication retrieved from a pharmacy
within 4 months of hospital admission were included [45]. Prescriptions with end dates
prior to admission or start dates after admission were excluded. Prescribed daily dose was
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calculated from dosing strength and frequency. The maximum daily dose was used if the
medication was prescribed “as needed” [45].

According to Renbase®, renal risk drugs are defined as drugs that should either be
avoided or dose-adjusted according to GFR [48]. Apart from the median value of renal
risk drugs being used, this study is limited to a list of selected renal risk medications;
metformin (A10BA02), NSAIDs (M01A (except of M01AX)), opioids which are further
limited to tramadol (N02AX02), codeine (R05DA04) and morphine (N02AA01), whereas
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) (C09AA) and angiotensin II receptor
blockers (ARBs) (C09CA) were included for all drugs within the groups. These drugs
should be avoided in the presence of AKI [49].

4.9. Outcomes

In this study, we have three outcomes to address the applicability of suPAR and NGAL
as a prognostic kidney biomarker for AKI: (1) the accuracy of suPAR in predicting AKI
between inclusion and 48 h after, (2) the accuracy of NGAL in predicting AKI between
inclusion and 48 h after and (3) the accuracy of suPAR in combination with NGAL in
predicting AKI between inclusion and 48 h after.

AKI is defined by the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) Work
Group criteria as an increase in creatinine to ≥1.5 times baseline or increase in creatinine
by ≥0.3 mg/dL (≥26.5 μmol/L) within 48 h. The lowest measured creatinine value during
hospitalization was defined as baseline creatinine. We identified patients with AKI from
inclusion and within 48 h. Severity of AKI is classified according to the KDIGO criteria.
Stage 1 is defined by an increase of 1.5–1.9 times baseline or an increase in creatinine by
≥26.5 μmol/L. An increase of 2.0–2.9 times baseline is defined as stage 2, and stage 3
is defined by an increase of 3.0 times baseline or more, or an increase in creatinine by
(≥353.6 μmol/L) [50].

4.10. Statistical Analysis

Data were processed using Microsoft Excel XLSTAT. Continuous variables are given
as median with interquartile range (IQR), and discrete variables are given as number with
percent of patients. Continuous variables were compared by Mann–Whitney U test; tests
for biomarkers, creatinine change and eGFR change were adjusted for multiple testing by
Bonferroni correction by upscaling p-values with number of tests. Correlation between
continues variables were estimated by Pearson correlation coefficient, and tested against
a correlation of 0. The discriminatory value of NGAL and suPAR in relation to AKI was
analyzed by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Single-term models for
suPAR (model 1) and NGAL (model 2), an interaction model with NGAL and suPAR
included (2-variable interaction) (model 3) and an interaction model with NGAL, suPAR
and eGFR (>60/<60 mL/min/1.73 m2 at inclusion) included (3-variable interaction) were
analyzed. Additionally, versions of model 1–3 with the addition of CRP and IL6 were also
analyzed. Cut-off values from the ROC analysis were based on maximizing the Youden
index. Models were fitted as logistic regression models and the linear predictor used as
the continues predictor in the ROC analysis, cut-off values were calculated for the linear
predictor and afterwards transformed back to specific suPAR and NGAL values. For
interaction models, multiple cut-off values for suPAR are given dependent on the NGAL
value and vice versa; because of this, the cut-off values are presented graphically. Area
under the curve (AUC) is presented with 95% confidence interval (CI) and compared
between the models. All analyses were performed using R 3.6.0 [30] with ROC analysis
using the pROC r-package [51]. An AUC value of 0.7–0.8 is considered acceptable; 0.8–0.9
is considered excellent and a value more than 0.9 is considered outstanding [52]. A p-value
of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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5. Conclusions

AKI and use of renal risk medications are common among older patients in the ED.
We found that suPAR and NGAL levels were independently associated with incident AKI,
and the combination of suPAR and NGAL yielded excellent discriminatory power for risk
of developing AKI. However, discriminatory power of suPAR and NGAL in combination
was not statistically different from NGAL alone. The discriminatory power of suPAR and
NGAL in older medical patients was similar to findings in the existing literature with other
groups of patients.
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Appendix A

 

a b c 

Figure A1. Correlation SuPAR vs. eGFR (a), correlation of NGAL vs. eGFR (b), correlation of NGAL vs. suPAR (c).

Figure A2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for AKI prediction. Model 1.1 includes
suPAR+CRP; model 1.2 includes model 1.1+IL6; model 2.1 includes NGAL+CRP; model 2.2 includes
model 2.1+IL6; model 3.1 includes interaction between suPAR and NGAL (2-variable interaction) +
CRP; and model 3.2 includes model 3.1+IL6.
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Figure A3. Three-biomarker cut-off approach with suPAR, NGAL and eGFR (3-variable interaction). The solid line
represents cut-off values for the combinations of suPAR and NGAL when eGFR ≤ 60 and the dotted line represent cut-off
values for the combinations of suPAR and NGAL when eGFR > 60.

Figure A4. Flow diagram illustrating biomarker measurements during hospitalization. Creatinine
was measured repeatedly during hospitalization, including admission, inclusion day (day 0), 24 h
(day 1) and 48 h (day 2) after inclusion. Plasma neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) and
soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) were measured at inclusion, in addition
to creatinine measured at inclusion, these markers were obtained from the samples stored in the
Biobank. Patients were included within 24 h after admission. ED, emergency department.
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Abstract: Few studies have been conducted on multimorbidity (two or more chronic diseases) and
rational geriatric prescribing in Africa. This study examined the prevalence and determinants of
multimorbidity, polypharmacy (five or more long-term medications), and potentially inappropriate
medication (PIM) use according to the 2019 Beers criteria among the older adults attending chronic
care clinics from a single institution in Ethiopia. A hospital-based cross-sectional study was conducted
among 320 randomly selected older adults from 12 March 2020 to 30 August 2020. A multivariable
logistic regression analysis was performed to identify the predictor variables. The prevalence
of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM exposure was 59.1%, 24.1%, and 47.2%, respectively.
Diuretics (10%), insulin sliding scale (8.8%), amitriptyline (7.8%), and aspirin (6.9%) were among the
most frequently prescribed PIMs. Older patients experiencing pain flare-ups were more likely to have
multimorbidity (adjusted odds ratio (AOR): 1.64, 95% confidence intervals: 1.13–2.39). Persistent
anger (AOR: 3.33; 1.71–6.47) and use of mobility aids (AOR: 2.41, 1.35–4.28) were associated with
polypharmacy. Moreover, cognitive impairment (AOR: 1.65, 1.15–2.34) and health deterioration
(AOR: 1.61, 1.11–2.32) increased the likelihood of PIM exposure. High prevalence of multimorbidity
and PIM use was observed in Ethiopia. Several important determinants that can be modified by
applying PIM criteria in routine practice were also identified.

Keywords: multimorbidity; polypharmacy; potentially inappropriate medication use; older adults;
prevalence; determinants; chronic; outpatient; 2019 Beers criteria; Ethiopia

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) defined multimorbidity as the coexistence
of two or more chronic conditions in the same individual [1]. With a growing propor-
tion of the older population, the health burden of multimorbidity is expected to increase
more rapidly [2]. In general, multimorbidity among older people often leads to the use
of multiple medications (also known as polypharmacy) and increases the risk of poten-
tially inappropriate medication (PIM) use. Although there is no universal definition for
polypharmacy, the most commonly used WHO definition is the concurrent use of five
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or more different medications [3]. In contrast, PIM use is defined as the use of “medica-
tion/medication class that should generally be avoided in people aged 65 years or older
because they are either ineffective or pose unnecessary high-risk for such age group where
a safer alternative is available” [4]. Moreover, multimorbidity simultaneously increases
the use of multiple medications, and inappropriate use of multiple medications can lead
to adverse drug events and increase morbidity and mortality in older patients [2,4]. Thus,
optimizing pharmacotherapy and assessing the appropriateness of prescriptions in the
older population have become global public health concerns.

Several studies have shown the effectiveness of comprehensive medication reviews in
older people in reducing the number of medication-related problems and PIM use [5–9].
Over the past two decades, several evidence-based screening tools have been developed
to avoid PIM use in older patients and prevent medication-related harms [10–12]. Mark
Beers and associates developed the Beers Criteria in 1991, with several revisions made in
1997, 2003, 2012, 2015, and 2019 [13]. The American Geriatrics Society (AGS) approved and
updated the Beers criteria in 2019 with several new modifications, clarifications of criteria,
definitions, and explanations to ensure appropriate medication use among older adults
and avoid adverse events associated with polypharmacy and PIM use [14]. However, the
clinical use of AGS Beers criteria 2019 in improving medication appropriateness in older
patients in African countries has not yet been determined.

Ethiopia is a sub-Saharan African (SSA) developing country located at the horn of
Africa. The United Nations (UN) estimated that individuals aged 65 years and older
accounted for 3.6% of the Ethiopian population in 2020 and is expected to reach 5.2% by
2050 [15]. Previous studies have investigated the extent of polypharmacy and PIM use
using START/STOPP criteria and Beers criteria [16–21] and found poor medication-related
quality of life among Ethiopian older patients [22]. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis from
Ethiopia reported a high prevalence of PIM use (37%) among the older population [23].
However, the prevalence and determinants of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM
use in the older population have not been previously evaluated. Thus, the objective of this
study was to evaluate the prevalence and determinants of multimorbidity, polypharmacy,
and PIM use, using the updated AGS Beers criteria 2019, in older patients attending chronic
care outpatient clinics in Ethiopia.

2. Results

2.1. Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants

In this study, 320 older patients (aged 65 and above) participated with a response rate
of 100%. The mean age of the study population was 71.9 (SD: 6.07) years. The majority of
the subjects were men (59%), illiterate (65%), and married (70.3%). Table 1 shows the main
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of patients and the comprehensive geriatric
assessment (CGA) variables. Among chronic conditions, the majority of patients had
hypertension (66.6%), diabetes mellitus (36.8%), and other diseases (22.5%). The average
CCI score was 2.53 (SD: 1.38), and the mean (SD) number of medications per patient was
3.4 (SD: 1.69). Around 40% of the participants had a history of hospitalization. Serum
creatinine data were available for 188 patients (58.7%), and 13.1% of them had creatinine
clearance (CrCl) levels of <30 mL/min.

The CGA results revealed that most participants were able to perform independently
activities of daily living (85%) and understood verbal and non-verbal communications
(72.8%). However, some had repeated health complaints (21.9%), experienced a fall in the
past year (13.8%) and had cognitive deficiencies (17.5%) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of ambulatory older patients with multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM use according to 2019
AGS Beers criteria (N = 320).

Variables Overall
Multimorbidity
(n = 189, 59.1%)

Polypharmacy
(n = 77, 24.1%)

PIM † Use
(n = 151, 47.2%)

Age (years) 71.9 (SD: 6.07) 71.6 (SD: 5.98) 71.5 (SD: 6.24) 72.8 (SD: 6.14)
65–74 209 (65.3) 124 (38.8) 49 (15.3) 93 (29.1)
≥75 111 (34.7) 65 (20.3) 28 (8.8) 58 (18.1)
Men 189 (59) 106 (33.1) 48 (15) 93 (29)

Women 131 (41) 83 (25.9) 29 (9) 58 (18.1)
Married 225 (70.3) 128 (40) 58 (18.1) 104 (32.5)
Illiterate 208 (65) 112 (35) 25 (7.8) 51 (15.9)

Overweight/Obese 14 (4.4) 9 (2.8) 5 (1.6) 6 (1.9)
Hospitalization
previous year 126 (39.4) 80 (25) 35 (10.9) 64 (20)

Serum creatinine
(micromol/L) (n = 188,

58.7%)
69.6 (SD: 27.6) 68.1 (SD: 28.2) 66.0 (SD: 27.4) 70.8 (SD: 28.8)

Creatine clearance
< 30 mL/min 42 (13.1) 30 (9.4) 13 (4.1) 21 (6.6)

Charlson’s
comorbidity index

(score)
2.53 (SD: 1.38) 3.1 (SD: 1.36) 2.54 (SD: 1.61) 2.25 (SD: 1.40)

Mild (1–2 points) 170 (53.1) 57 (17.8) 41 (12.8) 85 (26.6)
Moderate (3–4 points) 136 (42.5) 120 (37.5) 31 (9.7) 59 (18.4)

Severe (≥ 5 points) 14 (4.4) 12 (0.6) 5 (1.6) 7 (2.2)
Comorbidities
Hypertension 213 (66.6) 157 (49.1) 54 (16.9) 100 (31.3)

Diabetes 118 (36.9) 103 (32.2) 27 (8.4) 52 (16.3)
Dyslipidemia 40 (12.5) 38 (11.9) 16 (5.0) 23 (7.2)

Coronary heart disease 31 (9.7) 28 (8.8) 5 (1.6) 16 (5.0)
Peptic ulcer disease 30 (9.4) 28 (8.8) 4 (1.3) 10 (3.1)

Congestive heart
failure 11 (3.4) 9 (2.8) 2 (0.6) 5 (1.6)

Pneumonia 10 (3.1) 9 (2.8) 3 (0.9) 6 (1.9)
HIV 6 (1.9) 5 (1.6) 3 (0.9) 3 (0.9)

Other diseases 72 (22.5) 58 (18.1) 18 (5.6) 31 (9.7)
Number of medications 3.4 (SD: 1.69) 3.5 (SD: 1.66) 5.8 (SD: 1.24) 3.4 (SD: 1.72)

Comprehensive geriatric assessment *
Understand verbal and

non-verbal
communication

233 (72.8) 145 (45.3) 63 (19.7) 92 (28.8)

Physical fitness 272 (85) 159 (49.7) 64 (20) 120 (37.5)
Using walking

assistance devices 118 (36.9) 72 (22.5) 41 (12.8) 72 (22.5)

Lack of interest in
activities 42 (13.1) 22 (6.9) 14 (4.4) 25 (7.8)

Persistent anger with
self/others 51 (15.9) 30 (9.4) 22 (6.9) 24 (7.5)

Cognitive impairment 56 (17.5) 31 (9.7) 14 (4.4) 35 (10.9)
Had repeated health

complaints 70 (21.9) 43 (13.4) 21 (6.6) 34 (10.6)

Experienced fall in the
past year 44 (13.8) 21 (6.6) 11 (3.4) 21 (6.6)

Flare-ups of pain 56 (17.5) 36 (11.3) 20 (6.3) 26 (8.1)
Health fluctua-

tion/deterioration 50 (15.6) 26 (8.1) 6 (1.9) 30 (9.4)

SD: standard deviation, † AGS Beers criteria 2019; HIV: human immunodeficiency virus. * selected area.
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2.2. Prevalence of Multimorbidity, Polypharmacy, and PIM Use

The overall prevalence of multimorbidity was 59.1% (95% CI: 53.5–64.5), polyphar-
macy was 24.1% (95% CI: 19.4–29.3), and PIM exposure based on the AGS Beers criteria
2019 list was 47.2% (95% CI: 41.6–52.8). The majority of the patients, aged 65–70 years, had
higher prevalence of multimorbidity (33.1%, 95% CI: 28–38.6), polypharmacy (10.3%, 95%
CI: 7.2–14.2), and PIM use (22.8%, 95% CI: 18.3–27.8). The prevalence of multimorbidity,
polypharmacy, and PIM use across different age groups is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Distribution of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM use in older population.

A total of 203 PIMs were identified in 151 participants according to the AGS Beers
Criteria 2019, and 34.1% of participants were prescribed at least one PIM, while 10.4%
were prescribed two PIMs. However, prescribing three (2.6%) or four (0.3%) PIMs was
uncommon. Figure 2 illustrates the proportion of individuals per age group who were
prescribed a PIM.

Figure 2. Proportion of older adults receiving potentially inappropriate medications according to
2019 AGS Beers criteria in an outpatient setting in Ethiopia.

The most commonly prescribed PIMs in the older patients were antidiabetic medi-
cations (13.5%), cardiovascular medications (9.7%), and antidepressants (7.8%). Potential
drug–drug interactions were found in 2.8% of the cases. Moreover, most of the PIMs
prescribed (24%) were medication classes to be used with caution among older adults
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aged ≥70 years (19.7%), particularly diuretics and aspirin for the primary prevention
of cardiovascular events. Furthermore, 11.4% of the participants with reduced CrCl of
<30 mL/min were exposed to PIMs (Table 2).

Table 2. Potentially inappropriate medication use among older outpatients according to 2019 AGS Beers criteria (total
PIMs = 200).

Therapeutic
Category

Drugs
Number of
Patients (%)

Recommendation
Quality of
Evidence

Strength of Rec-
ommendation

Antiparkinsonian
agents Trihexyphenidyl 1 (0.3) Avoid Moderate Strong

Central
alpha-agonists Methyldopa 5 (1.6) Avoid Low Strong

Antidepressants Amitriptyline 25 (7.8) Avoid High Strong

Cardiovascular
agents

Diuretics 32 (10) Use with caution Moderate Strong

Aspirin 22 (6.9) Use with caution in adults ≥
70 years Moderate Strong

RAS inhibitors
or potassium-

sparing
diuretics

17 (5.3) Avoid use in those with CrCl <
30 mL/min Moderate Strong

Nifedipine 9 (2.8) Avoid High Strong
Chlorthalidone 9 (2.8) Use with caution Moderate Strong

Digoxin 5 (1.6) Avoid dosages > 0.125 mg/day Moderate Strong

Endocrine agents
Insulin, sliding

scale 28 (8.8) Avoid Moderate Strong

Glimepiride 15 (4.7) Avoid Moderate Strong

Anti-infective
agents Ciprofloxacin 3 (0.9) Avoid using when CrCl < 30

mL/min Moderate Strong

Gastrointestinal
agents

Omeprazole 6 (1.9) Avoid scheduled use for >8 weeks
unless for high-risk patients

High Strong
Pantoprazole 3 (0.9)

Drug–drug
interactions

Trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole

+ ACE
inhibitors

11 (3.4) Use with caution in patients on
ACEI or ARB and decreasedCrCl Low Strong

Prazosin +
Furosemide 9 (2.8) Avoid in older women Moderate Strong

RAS: renin–angiotensin system; ACE: angiotensin-convertase enzyme; ARB: angiotensin-receptor blockers; CrCl: creatinine-clearance.

2.3. Determinants of Multimorbidity, Polypharmacy, and PIM Use

Bivariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the
factors that exhibit significant association with multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM
prescription. Although we found several significant factors associated with outcome
variables in the crude analysis, these results slightly changed after adjusting for baseline
variables (age, gender, education, marital status, and CCI score) (Table 3).
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Table 3. Univariate and multivariable logistic regression analysis of determinants of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and
PIM exposure in older adults in Ethiopia.

Multimorbidity Polypharmacy PIM Use

Ageing
Characteristics

Crude OR Adjusted OR Crude OR Adjusted OR Crude OR Adjusted OR

Understand
verbal and
non-verbal

communication

1.32
(1.02–1.71) *

1.37
(0.97–1.94)

2.04
(1.04–4.02) *

2.06
(1.02–4.17) *

0.47
(0.34–0.65) **

0.46
(0.33–0.65) **

Physical fitness † 0.87
(0.65–1.17)

0.95
(0.65–1.39)

0.85
(0.42–1.72)

0.82
(0.39–1.70)

0.68
(0.47–0.97) *

0.69
(0.47–1.00)

Using walking
assistance devices

1.01
(0.80–1.27)

1.15
(0.84–1.58)

2.52
(1.47–4.32) **

2.41
(1.35–4.28) **

1.85
(1.36–2.51) **

1.83
(1.32–2.53) **

Lack of interest in
activities

0.93
(0.67–1.28)

0.90
(0.60–1.34)

1.71
(0.84–3.47)

1.68
(0.81–3.47)

1.48
(1.02–2.15) *

1.46
(1.00–2.14) *

Persistent anger
with self/others

1.08
(0.81–1.45)

1.03
(0.70–1.50)

2.91
(1.55–5.47) **

3.33
(1.71–6.47) **

1.18
(0.81–1.70)

1.21
(0.83–1.78)

Cognitive
impairment

0.83
(0.46–1.48)

0.98
(0.67–1.43)

1.05
(0.53–2.09)

1.00
(0.49–2.05)

1.69
(1.21–2.37) **

1.65
(1.15–2.34) **

Had repeated
health complaints

1.11
(0.86–1.44)

1.07
(0.76–1.50)

1.45
(0.80–2.63)

1.45
(0.78–2.69)

1.31
(0.95–1.80)

1.32
(0.95–1.84)

Experienced fall
in the past year

0.71
(0.51–0.99) *

0.71
(0.46–1.08)

1.10
(0.52–2.31)

1.10
(0.51–2.35)

1.01
(0.67–1.51)

0.98
(0.65–1.48)

Flare-ups of pain 1.54
(1.16–2.04) **

1.64
(1.13–2.39) **

1.94
(1.03–3.67) *

2.00
(1.03–3.89) *

0.97
(0.66–1.42)

0.96
(0.65–1.43)

Health fluctua-
tion/deterioration

0.89
(0.66–1.21)

0.79
(0.53–1.17)

0.37
(0.15–0.92) *

0.40
(0.16–1.01)

1.58
(1.11–2.24) *

1.61
(1.11–2.32) **

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; OR: odds ratio, adjusted for: age, male gender, marital status—married, illiterate, and Charlson comorbidity index;
† ability to perform daily activities normally; blue color: protective factor.

2.3.1. Multimorbidity

Older patients suffering from pain flare-ups were associated with multimorbidity
(AOR: 1.64, 95% CI: 1.13–2.39).

2.3.2. Polypharmacy

Older patients who could understand verbal and non-verbal cues (AOR: 2.06, 95%
CI: 1.02–4.17), used walking assistance devices (AOR: 2.41, 95% CI: 1.35–4.28), presented
higher levels of anger (AOR: 3.33, 95% CI: 1.71–6.47), and experienced flare-up in pain
(AOR: 2.00, 95% CI: 1.03–3.89) were more likely to have polypharmacy prescriptions.

2.3.3. PIM Use

PIM use was significantly associated with several factors, such as the use of walking
assistance devices (AOR: 1.83, 95% CI: 1.32–2.53), cognitive impairments (AOR: 1.65, 95%
CI: 1.15–2.34), poor health (AOR: 1.61, 95% CI: 1.11–2.32), and lack of interest in activities
(AOR: 1.46, 95% CI: 1.00–2.14). Interestingly, older patients’ abilities to understand verbal
and non-verbal communications were associated with lower odds for PIM exposure (AOR:
0.17, 95% CI: 0.03–0.80). More details are given in Table 3.

3. Discussion

This study sought to assess the prevalence and determinants of multimorbidity,
polypharmacy, and PIM use among older patients attending chronic care clinics in Ethiopia.
Overall, the prevalence of multimorbidity and PIM use is becoming increasingly common
in Ethiopia, and our findings are in concordance with other studies [18–20,23,24]. It was
found that around 60% of the older adults had multimorbidity, a quarter of them experi-
enced polypharmacy, and nearly half (47.1%) of them were being treated with at least one
PIM during the study period. This highlights the need for multidisciplinary care in older
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patients and rational geriatric prescribing practices to minimize drug-related problems
(DRPs).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that applied the complete version
of the 2019 Beers criteria to an SSA older population. None of the recent studies that have
reported PIM use in the older population in West Africa [25], Nigeria [26,27], and South
Africa [28] have used the 2019 AGS Beers criteria [10]. Furthermore, recently published
studies from Ethiopia have used 2015 and 2019 criteria but have not reported the medi-
cations that are needed to avoid or to be used cautiously in the older population [29,30].
However, the current estimates of the prevalence of PIM use using the 2019 AGS Beers
criteria were generally higher than those reported by previously published studies in
Ethiopia using 2015 STOPP/START criteria and 2012 Beers criteria, reporting inappropriate
medication use in 23% to 45% of the participants [20,31]. In addition, international studies
using the 2019 AGS Beers criteria reported a high prevalence of PIM use in patients with
heart failure in Lebanon (80%) [32], outpatients in Qatar (76%) [33], and patients with
diabetes in India (74%) [34].

The most common classes of PIMs in our study were cardiovascular medications
(27.8%), followed by endocrine agents (13.5%). In contrast, 84.2% of the PIMs were gastroin-
testinal medications in a Qatar study [33], and 44.6% were endocrine agents in India [34].
Other studies have reported different classes of PIMs, such as benzodiazepines [35], an-
tidepressants and antipsychotics [36], and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [37]. The
differences in PIM medication classes may be related to different study populations, study
settings, availability of medications, and the criteria applied to identify PIMs. Based on
our findings and in line with findings of other studies [33–37], it is crucial to reduce the
overuse of unnecessary medications in older patients with multiple morbidities. Further-
more, our study revealed a considerable difference in the prevalence of multimorbidity
and PIM use in different age groups and lower prevalence of polypharmacy across all age
groups. This paradox in our study reflects the important differences between developed
and developing countries, as most physicians in developing countries do not apply the
principles of geriatric prescribing due to low awareness of explicit criteria.

Consistent with other studies, the multivariate logistic regression identified several
age-specific factors associated with multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM use [38–43].
As a rule of thumb, many body functions decline in old age, which is a frequent cause of
multimorbidity [1,10,14,44,45]. The flare-up of nonspecific pain in older adults appears
to be a principal component of multimorbidity and has higher odds of co-occurring with
polypharmacy [37], this suggesting that pain flare-up predisposes one to polypharmacy. For
example, 17.5% of participants in our study reportedly experienced pain most of the days,
associated with higher odds of multimorbidity and polypharmacy. In addition, the study
finds that an increase in the number of medications used in older patients was associated
with persistent anger. A study documented that the increase in the number of depressive
symptoms over time in older patients resulted from polypharmacy, social impairment, and
behavioral agitation [46]. The study also found that medication review at baseline showed
a moderated positive impact on social functioning and polypharmacy on depression was
subsided over time [46]. However, the mechanism showing that polypharmacy causes
anger was not clearly explored in the literature. The possible explanation could be that
older people on polypharmacy may develop a sense of helplessness about their health
status and stimulate more negative feelings, leading to behavioral agitation.

Furthermore, several factors related to geriatric syndrome, such as the use of mobility
aids, functional limitations, distress, deterioration of health, and lack of interest in activi-
ties of daily living, are significant predictors of polypharmacy and PIM exposure in our
study. Understanding oral and written communication was associated with > 50% lower
odds of being prescribed PIMs. The reason for this may be that older patients can elicit
and understand medication-related information and communicate information to their
physicians. Thus, it has an advantage of perceived self-efficacy in obtaining information
and attention to their medical concerns from physicians.
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Polypharmacy is considered to be an important marker of multimorbidity and PIMs;
it is like a double-edged sword. In our study, older patients experiencing flare-ups in
pain in older population was associated with multimorbidity and polypharmacy. While it
may be difficult to establish a causal relationship, our study’s findings clearly show that
polypharmacy is linked with chronic pain and inflammation that can result in morbidity
and subsequently reduce the quality of life in older adults. However, developing a vali-
dated instrument or checklist to understand the cascade of multimorbidity, polypharmacy,
and PIM use can subsequently help optimize medication use and improve rational drug
prescribing in the older population.

Although RAS inhibitors and diuretics are deemed safe in the older population, the
2019 AGS Beers criteria recommended to avoid using them in older patients with reduced
renal function [14]. In our study, around 16% of the PIMs are due to these medications. A
Spanish study found an association of RAS inhibitors—with or without other drugs—with
increased nephrotoxicity risk (17%) [47].

The present study also showed that 28 patients (8.8%) reported the insulin sliding
scale as a PIM according to 2019 AGS explicit criteria. The insulin sliding scale is an agent
approved for use in diabetic patients; however, in older patients, it may have a higher
risk of hypoglycemia without an improvement in hyperglycemia management, and it is
now recommended to avoid using it in older adults as per the 2019 AGS Beers criteria. In
addition, a study from Oman using the 2015 Beers criteria identified amitriptyline (11%)
among the top PIMs in the older patients [48], and a systematic review of Guaraldo et al.
found that six out of seven studies (85.7%) mentioned amitriptyline among the most used
PIMs in the older population [49]. The inappropriate medication use in Ethiopia could be
due to low awareness of physicians about the risk of PIMs in older patients (disregarding
the level of multimorbidity and polypharmacy) and lack of applicability of explicit criteria
in their prescribing practice.

Limitations

This study has some limitations. First, this is a hospital-based cross-sectional study
conducted in a single institution that did not show cause–effect relationships and cannot
be generalized to other populations in Ethiopia. Second, some independent variables,
such as patient characteristics, were self-reported and collected using a standardized tool.
However, the accuracy of the information depends on subjects’ abilities to recall events,
and bias related to patients’ forgetfulness or possible unwillingness to share information
could not be ruled out. Low income and education levels limit the ability of self-report
on certain health conditions and effort in clinical investigations, such as serum creatinine
tests. Due to some missing data of some of the variables such as serum creatinine (n =188)
and history of hospitalization, we could include them in the logistic regression. Since
the study was cross-sectional, a causal relationship could not be established. Moreover,
inpatient facilities may have higher rates of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM use
than outpatient settings [50]. Last, the appropriateness of the medication use was evaluated
using the 2019 AGS Beers criteria, and the prevalence of certain PIMs, which were not
included in the criteria list previously, might have been overestimated.

4. Materials and Methods

A cross-sectional study was conducted among older patients (≥65 years) attending the
ambulatory care clinics from 12 March 2020, to 30 August 2020, in the University of Gondar
(UOG) Teaching Hospital, Gondar, Northwest Ethiopia. The UOG Teaching Hospital,
founded in 1954, is providing services to five million people living in and around Gondar.
It is one of the biggest comprehensive specialized hospitals in the Amhara region and a
major referral hospital for eight government healthcare centers. The UOG chronic care
clinics provide services to patients with diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, hypertension,
psychiatric issues, and other chronic diseases. It is estimated that around 10,000 patients
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with cardiovascular diseases and 8000 patients with diabetes have chronic illnesses follow-
up every month.

This research was conducted as part of the EuroAgeism H2020 ESR7 project entitled
“Inappropriate prescribing and availability of medication safety and medication manage-
ment services in older patients in Europe and developing countries”. The EuroAgeism
ESR7 project, a multinational cross-sectional study, aimed to evaluate the rationality of
drug prescribing in older patients in eight countries: the Czech Republic, Serbia, Estonia,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Spain, Turkey, and Ethiopia.

4.1. Sample Size and Sampling Technique

The required sample size was calculated via Open Epi software using a single pop-
ulation proportion formula with the following assumptions of 27.7% prevalence of PIM
use in older people in Gondar, Ethiopia [16], 95% confidence level, and 5% margin of error.
Therefore, the total calculated sample size was 308. Older patients attending chronic care
clinics who agreed to participate in a CGA during the study period and provided written
informed consent were included in the study.

4.2. Data Collection

Research assistants conducted data collection and received intensive training on study
tools, data collection methods, and ethical concerns. The data collection tools were pilot
tested on 15 randomly selected patients before starting the actual data collection process.
The data collection tools were translated to the local language (Amharic) with modifications
and back-translated to English to conform to its original meanings. The research process
was checked weekly, and data collection was performed under the supervision of the
principal investigator and co-investigators. Eligible patients were approached for informed
consent by research assistants during patients’ visits to chronic care clinics. All patients who
consented to participate completed a ESR7 study protocol (including CGA) administered
by the research assistants, unaware of the study’s aim and hypothesis. The data collection
included (1) sociodemographic variables (age, gender, education, marital status, and living
arrangements); (2) body mass index (BMI), history of medical problems, medications used,
and information on recent hospitalizations were recorded and cross-checked with the
patient medical records; (3) geriatric health assessment including diseases, symptoms, and
other relevant information about health status, medication use, recent results of laboratory
tests, adherence to medications, and questions related to the quality of life and satisfaction
with provided care were also part of the study protocol. All assessments were completed
in a separate room, and the collected data were de-identified by giving a unique code in
database and paper forms.

Although a large number of data variables were collected following the EuroAgeism
ESR7 study protocol, a set of other CGA variables related to i.e., the understanding of verbal
and non-verbal communication, physical fitness, health and functional status, cognitive
performance, barriers to physical and social activities, and dealing with pain flare-ups were
considered also for this study. Several operational definitions were followed during the
data collection and interpretation of the study findings.

• Multimorbidity is defined as the presence of two or more long-term conditions that
cannot be cured but can be controlled through medications or other treatments [1].

• Polypharmacy is considered if the patient is taking at least five medications regu-
larly [3].

• PIM use is defined as drug therapy whose potential risks outweigh potential benefits,
and identified PIMs were classified according to the 2019 AGS Beers criteria [14].

• Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) score is used to measure the severity of the comor-
bidity for each patient quantitatively [43]. Patients were divided into three groups:
mild, with a CCI score of 1–2; moderate, with a CCI score of 3–4; and severe, with a
CCI score of ≥5.
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4.3. Statistical Analysis

The collected data were visually checked for completeness and were coded and
entered into MS Excel for Windows and exported to SPSS for analysis. Descriptive statistics,
such as frequency, percentages, means, and standard deviations (SD), were conducted
to describe the study population in relation to different variables. The prevalence rates
of multimorbidity, polypharmacy, and PIM use in the older population were calculated
for each age group. The number of PIMs identified in each age group was documented
using the 2019 AGS Beers criteria. Univariate and multivariate regression analyses were
conducted separately to identify the determinants (CGA variables) of multimorbidity,
polypharmacy, and PIM exposure. Independent variables, such as age, gender, marital
status, education, and CCI scores, were included in the adjusted multivariable regression
model. An adjusted odds ratio (AOR) with a 95% confidence interval (CI) was used
to measure the associations. A two-sided p-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

5. Conclusions

The study found that the prevalence of multimorbidity and PIM use among Ethiopian
older adults was substantially high in an outpatient setting. The research identified sev-
eral important determinants that could increase the risk of DRPs in the Ethiopian older
population. These findings stress the need for multifaceted, interdisciplinary interventions
to multiple chronic disease conditions; awareness of PIMs; and improvement of rational
geriatric prescribing in Ethiopia.
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Abstract: Background: The clinical impact of the functional CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 gene variants
on antidepressant treatment in people with depression is not well studied. Here, we evaluate the
utility of pharmacogenetic (PGx) testing in psychiatry by investigating the association between
the phenotype status of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2C19/2D6 enzymes and the one-year risks of
clinical outcomes in patients with depression with incident new-use of (es)citalopram, sertraline,
or fluoxetine. Methods: This study is a population-based cohort study of 17,297 individuals who
were born between 1981 and 2005 with a depression diagnosis between 1996 and 2012. Using array-
based single-nucleotide-polymorphism genotype data, the individuals were categorized according to
their metabolizing status of CYP2C19/CYP2D6 as normal (NM, reference group), ultra-rapid- (UM),
rapid- (RM), intermediate- (IM), or poor-metabolizer (PM). The outcomes were treatment switching
or discontinuation, psychiatric emergency department contacts, and suicide attempt/self-harm.
By using Poisson regression analyses, we have estimated the incidence rate ratios (IRR) with 95%
confidence intervals (95% CI) that were adjusted for covariates and potential confounders, by age
groups (<18 (children and adolescents), 19–25 (young adults), and 26+ years (adults)), comparing
the outcomes in individuals with NM status (reference) versus the mutant metabolizer status. For
statistically significant outcomes, we have calculated the number needed to treat (NNT) and the
number needed to genotype (NNG) in order to prevent one outcome. Results: The children and
adolescents who were using (es)citalopram with CYP2C19 PM status had increased risks of switching
(IRR = 1.64 [95% CI: 1.10–2.43]) and suicide attempt/self-harm (IRR = 2.67 [95% CI; 1.57–4.52]).
The young adults with CYP2C19 PM status who were using sertraline had an increased risk of
switching (IRR = 2.06 [95% CI; 1.03–4.11]). The young adults with CYP2D6 PM status who were
using fluoxetine had an increased risk of emergency department contacts (IRR = 3.28 [95% CI;
1.11–9.63]). No significant associations were detected in the adults. The NNG for preventing one
suicide attempt/suicide in the children who were using (es)citalopram was 463, and the NNT was 11.
Conclusion: The CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 PM phenotype statuses were associated with outcomes in
children, adolescents, and young adults with depression with incident new-use of (es)citalopram,
sertraline, or fluoxetine, therefore indicating the utility of PGx testing, particularly in younger people,
for PGx-guided antidepressant treatment.
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1. Introduction

Antidepressants are essential of the pharmacological treatment of depression in youths
and adults [1]. However, treatment with antidepressants is often not optimal, with about
30% of patients not recovering, even after several attempts of treatment with different
antidepressants [2]. The insufficient treatment response and the adverse events may partly
be attributed to the individual’s capacity to metabolize the antidepressant (pharmacoki-
netics), which is affected by genetic variations of drug-metabolizing enzymes, e.g., the
hepatic cytochrome P450 (CYP) system [3]. In particular, the highly polymorphic enzymes
CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 play a central role in the metabolism of many antidepressants,
including the selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (es)citalopram, sertraline, and
fluoxetine [3]. There is an increasing body of clinical evidence linking pharmacogenetic
(PGx) variability of CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 to drug blood concentrations [4,5], the treatment
response [4,6], and the remission rates [6] in patients with depression. Thus, by PGx testing
of the genotypes of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 metabolizer phenotypes according to the vari-
able genotypes’ activity can be classified into poor (PM), intermediate (IM), normal (NM),
rapid (RM), or ultra-rapid metabolizer (UM) for the given enzyme. These phenotypes can
guide the choice of drug and the dose adjustment in order to maximize the likelihood for
treatment effectiveness and minimize the adverse events [7].

As a first-line treatment for depression, SSRIs are commonly used in the population
worldwide, with more than 4% of the total Danish population using SSRIs in 2021 [8], 8% in
UK in 2011 [9], and approximately 11% in the USA in 2021 [10]. The recommendations for
PGx-guided dosing for PM and IM CYP2C19 phenotypes of the SSRIs (es)citalopram and
sertraline have been published by the Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG)
and the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) [11,12]. In addition,
the drug labels of (es)citalopram and sertraline, by the national drug authorities in the USA,
Switzerland, Canada, and Japan, consider PGx testing actionable, while the labelling for
these drugs in the EU does not include any annotations for PGx testing [11]. Fluoxetine
is the only approved SSRI for the treatment of depression in children in Denmark [13].
Fluoxetine is mainly metabolized by CYP2D6, but neither drug labels nor the DPWG or the
CPIC offer dosing guidelines, due to insufficient relevant clinical evidence in children [11].

Despite the existing clinical evidence, drug labelling, actionable PGx recommendations
for (es)citalopram and sertraline, and the frequent use of these first-line drugs in the
population, the clinical utility of PGx testing is still broadly discussed nationally and
internationally, particularly in youths [14], and the implementation of PGx testing remains
low in psychiatry in Denmark [7,15], though it is increasing internationally [3]. The clinical
utility of PGx can be defined as the ability of PGx-guided treatment and dosing to prevent
the adverse effects expressed by the number needed to genotype (NNG) and number
needed to treat (NNT) in order to avoid one adverse event [16]. Published PGx studies
rarely report the clinical utility measures [17], which could support the communication of
the evidence of PGx drugs with strong associations and/or frequent use in the population
for the clinical implementation of PGx testing [16].

Here, we have examined the association of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 gene variants
translated into PGx phenotypes with treatment outcomes of switching or discontinuation,
psychiatric emergency department contacts, and suicide attempt/self-harm in patients with
depression with incident new-use of (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine in children
and adolescents (≤18 years), young adults (19–25), and adults (≥26 years).
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2. Results

2.1. Characteristics of the Study Population

Of the 24,110 individuals with a hospital depression diagnosis given at any time
between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2012, 20,343 (84%) had redeemed at least one
prescription for (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine. Of the latter, 17,297 (85%) had
valid genetic data and, therefore, formed the study population, of which 70% were females,
90% were younger than 26 years, and 90% were of Danish/European origin. Compared to
the excluded individuals, the individuals of the study population were slightly younger,
had filled their first prescription for the respective antidepressants in the more recent
years in the study period, had their first prescription issued from the hospital, and had a
diagnosis of autism more often, and a diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar disorder less
often (Table S4).

Of the study population, the majority (62%) had redeemed at least one prescription
for (es)citalopram during the study period (Table 1). According to the indicated use of
fluoxetine in children, the mean age of the fluoxetine users was lower than in individuals
initiating the other antidepressants. The differences in the baseline characteristics stratified
by children and adolescents, young adults, and adults existed, but not regarding the
frequency of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 phenotypes (Tables S5 and 2).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics at the index date of the first-time prescription of sertraline, escitalo-
pram, citalopram, and fluoxetine of the total study population (n = 17,297) of all individuals born
between 1981 and 2005 with a depression diagnosis any time between 1996 and 2012.

Antidepressants

Citalopram,
n = 8281

Escitalopram,
n = 2632

Sertraline,
n = 4583

Fluoxetine,
n = 1801

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Sex

Female 5896 (71.2) 1783 (67.7) 3164 (69.0) 1377 (76.5)

Male 2385 (28.8) 849 (32.3) 1419 (31.0) 424 (23.5)

Age in groups

Children/adolescents (≤18 years) 3111 (37.6) 928 (35.3) 2513 (54.8) 1338 (74.3)

Young adults (19–25 years) 4263 (51.5) 1428 (54.3) 1567 (34.2) 403 (22.4)

Adults (26+ years) 907 (11.0) 276 (10.5) 503 (11.0) 60 (3.3)

Mean age in years, (SD)
20.3
(3.6)

20.5
(3.4)

19.2
(4.3)

17.5
(3.3)

Region at index prescription

Capital Region 2296 (27.7) 787 (29.9) 1068 (23.3) 514 (28.5)

Middle Jutland 2029 (24.5) 676 (25.7) 1161 (25.3) 323 (17.9)

North Jutland 887 (10.7) 227 (8.6) 574 (12.5) 148 (8.2)

Southern Denmark 1592 (19.2) 595 (22.6) 1073 (23.4) 374 (20.8)

Zealand 1477 (17.8) 347 (13.2) 707 (15.4) 442 (24.5)

Parents/adults SES *

Missing 152 (1.8) 23 (0.9) 126 (2.7) 25 (1.4)

Employed 3670 (44.3) 1256 (47.7) 2292 (50.0) 1094 (60.7)

On social benefits 1839 (22.2) 465 (17.7) 1064 (23.2) 309 (17.2)

On study 1947 (23.5) 673 (25.6) 782 (17.1) 273 (15.2)

Others 673 (8.1) 215 (8.2) 319 (7.0) 100 (5.6)
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Table 1. Cont.

Antidepressants

Citalopram,
n = 8281

Escitalopram,
n = 2632

Sertraline,
n = 4583

Fluoxetine,
n = 1801

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Within last year: No. of
psychiatric hospital contacts

0 4965 (60.0) 1450 (55.1) 2078 (45.3) 590 (32.8)

1 1220 (14.7) 408 (15.5) 844 (18.4) 371 (20.6)

2 445 (5.4) 143 (5.4) 311 (6.8) 193 (10.7)

3 213 (2.6) 80 (3.0) 143 (3.1) 68 (3.8)

4 107 (1.3) 36 (1.4) 100 (2.2) 42 (2.3)

>4 1331 (16.1) 515 (19.6) 1107 (24.2) 537 (29.8)

Past: No. of past mental
diagnoses

0 2757 (33.3) 798 (30.3) 952 (20.8) 241 (13.4)

1 2511 (30.3) 880 (33.4) 1217 (26.6) 566 (31.4)

2 1648 (19.9) 550 (20.9) 1169 (25.5) 603 (33.5)

3 845 (10.2) 268 (10.2) 779 (17.0) 253 (14.0)

4 361 (4.4) 105 (4.0) 296 (6.5) 96 (5.3)

>4 159 (1.9) 31 (1.2) 170 (3.7) 42 (2.3)

Past ever: history of
self-harm/suicide attempt

Yes 1312 (15.8) 431 (16.4) 651 (14.2) 321 (17.8)

Within last year: history of
self-harm/suicide attempt

Yes 586 (7.1) 206 (7.8) 346 (7.5) 197 (10.9)

Within last 90ds: strong
CYP2D6 inhibitor use

Yes 67 (0.8) 32 (1.2) 66 (1.4) 10 (0.6)

Within last 90ds: moderate
CYP2D6 inhibitor use

Yes 142 (1.7) 42 (1.6) 77 (1.7) 14 (0.8)

Within last 90ds: weak CYP2D6
inhibitor use

Yes One of the categories had <5 observations

Within last 90ds: strong
CYP2C19 inhibitor use

Yes 216 (2.6) 73 (2.8) 109 (2.4) 39 (2.2)

Within last 90ds: moderate
CYP2C19 inhibitor use

No 8281 (100.0) 2632 (100.0) 4583 (100.0) 1801 (100.0)

Within last 90ds: weak
CYP2C19 inhibitor use

Yes 189 (2.3) 59 (2.2) 122 (2.7) 41 (2.3)
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Table 1. Cont.

Antidepressants

Citalopram,
n = 8281

Escitalopram,
n = 2632

Sertraline,
n = 4583

Fluoxetine,
n = 1801

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Within last 90ds: CYP2C19
inducer use

Yes All categories had <5

Within last 90ds: Antiepileptic
drug use

Yes 80 (1.0) 35 (1.3) 69 (1.5) 13 (0.7)

Year as category of first
prescription

1995–2001 237 (2.9) 0 0 185 (4.0) 44 (2.4)

2001–2005 2201 (26.6) 524 (19.9) 988 (21.6) 264 (14.7)

2006–2010 4447 (53.7) 1890 (71.8) 1931 (42.1) 828 (46.0)

2011–2016 1396 (16.9) 218 (8.3) 1479 (32.3) 665 (36.9)

* For those who had missing information on their own socioeconomic status (SES) we extracted SES from their
parents. For a detailed description of all the variables see Supplement Table S3. Ds = days.

Table 2. Prevalence of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 phenotypes of individuals born between 1981 and
2005, with a depression diagnosis any time between 1996 and 2012, with at least one prescription for
escitalopram, citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine.

Antidepressants

Total,
n = 17,297

Escitalopram,
n = 2632

Citalopram,
n = 8281

Sertraline,
n = 4583

Fluoxetine,
n = 1801

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

CYP2D6 phenotype

CYP2D6_NM 10,770 (62.3) 1629 (61.9) 5159 (62.3) 2855 (62.3) 1127 (62.6)

CYP2D6_IM 5781 (33.4) 873 (33.2) 2778 (33.5) 1533 (33.4) 597 (33.1)

CYP2D6_PM 746 (4.3) 130 (4.9) 344 (4.2) 195 (4.3) 77 (4.3)

CYP2C19 phenotype

CYP2C19_UM 678 (3.9) 118 (4.5) 304 (3.7) 194 (4.2) 62 (3.4)

CYP2C19_RM 4483 (25.9) 687 (26.1) 2168 (26.2) 1143 (24.9) 485 (26.9)

CYP2C19_NM 7553 (43.7) 1122 (42.6) 3600 (43.5) 2042 (44.6) 789 (43.8)

CYP2C19_IM 4215 (24.4) 652 (24.8) 2024 (24.4) 1111 (24.2) 428 (23.8)

CYP2C19_PM 368 (2.1) 53 (2) 185 (2.2) 93 (2) 37 (2.1)

Abbreviations: NM: normal metabolizer, IM: intermediate metabolizer, PM: poor metabolizer, RM: rapid metabo-
lizer, UM: ultrarapid metabolizer.

2.2. Associations between the CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 Phenotypes and Clinical Outcomes

Overall, irrespective of the outcomes, the study population of 17,297 individuals
contributed to a total follow-up time of 17,237 person-years (PYs) since the treatment
initiation with the respective drugs, with a mean follow-up period of 364 days. During the
study period, 793 individuals emigrated and 124 died.

The incidence rates (IR) per 100 person-years with 95% CI of outcomes, according to
the index drug use, are reported in Table S6. Figure 1 and Table S7 describe the association
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between the CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 phenotypes and the clinical outcomes in the individuals
with depression who were using (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine by the age groups.

(a) Children and adolescents

(b) Young adults

(c) Adults

Figure 1. Adjusted incidence rate ratios (IRR) and 95% confidence intervals of the associations
between the CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 phenotypes and clinical outcomes in people with a hospital
depression diagnosis between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2012 and a first-time prescription
for (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2016, stratified
by age groups (≤18, 19–25, 26+ years). Abbreviations: UM: ultra-rapid metabolizer, RM: rapid
metabolizer, NM: normal metabolizer, IM: intermediate metabolizer, PM: poor metabolizer. NM
was the reference group. IRR were adjusted for: age, gender, region of index prescription, socio-
economic status (SES), number of previous psychiatric diagnosis, CYP2C19/CYP2D6 inhibitor and
inducer use within the last three months of index date, and calendar year of index prescription. For
emergency department contact, we further adjusted for any hospital contacts within the previous
year of index date. For the outcome of suicide attempt/self-harm, we also adjusted for previous
suicide attempt/self-harm and for antiepileptic drug use within the last three months of index date.
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The children and adolescents who were using (es)citalopram with a CYP2C19 PM
status had an incident rate of switching of 41 per 100 PYs and a statistically significant
increased risk of switching (IRRPM = 1.64 [95% CI: 1.10–2.43]) compared to those with
CYP2C19 NM status. The children and adolescents who were using (es)citalopram with a
CYP2C19 PM status had an incident rate of 23 per 100 PYs of attempted suicide/self-harm
and had a statistically significant increased risk of suicide attempt/self-harm (IRRPM = 2.67
[95% CI; 1.57–4.52]), compared to those with CYP2C19 NM status (Figure 1a).

Among the young adults who were using sertraline with CYP2C19 PM status, 51 per
100 PYs switched to another drug, with a statistically significant increased risk of switching
(IRRPM = 2.06 [95% CI; 1.03–4.11]) (Figure 1b) compared with CYP2C19 NMs. The young
adults who were using fluoxetine with a CYP2D6 PM status had an IR of 55 psychiatric
emergency department contacts per 100 PYs, with a more than three-fold increased risk of
psychiatric emergency department contacts compared with CYP2D6 NMs (IRRPM = 3.28
[95% CI; 1.11–9.63]) (Figure 1b).

Among the adults, no statistically significant findings were detected, but associations
indicating a U-shaped relationship across the phenotypes with higher risks in users of
(es)citalopram with CYP2C19 PM and UM status were found (Figure 1c).

2.3. Potential Clinical Validity and Population Impact of PGx Testing

Overall, the clinical utility and population impact of PGx testing for all of the statisti-
cally significant associations of switching, suicide attempt, and self-harm among children
and adolescents, and young adults were 1–2.5% for PAF, the NNG was between 460 and
503, according to their metabolizer phenotypes, and the NNT was between 10 and 11 in
order to prevent one outcome, (Table 3).

Table 3. Measures of population impact of pharmacogenetic testing.

Age Group
Children and
Adolescents

Children and
Adolescents

Young Adults Young Adults

Drug (Es)citalopram (Es)citalopram Sertraline Fluoxetine

Phenotype CYP2C19 PM CYP2C19 PM CYP2C19 PM CYP2D6 PM

Risk geno-/phenotype
freq. 2.18% 2.18% 2.00% 4.30%

Outcome Switching
Suicide

Attempt/Self-Harm
Switching ER Contact

IRR * 1.64 2.67 2.06 3.28

RR 1.46 2.15 1.57 **

RD 0.09 0.1 0.11 **

Population
impact of PGx

PAF 1.00% 2.4% 1.12% **

NNT 11 11 10 **

NNG 503 464 460 **

Abbreviations: PM: poor metabolizer, IRR: incidence rate ratio, RR: relative risk, RD: risk difference, PAF:
population attributable fraction, NNT: number needed to treat, NNG: number needed to genotype. * Adjusted for:
age, gender, region of index prescription, socio-economic status (SES), number of previous psychiatric diagnosis,
CYP2C19/CYP2D6 inhibitor and inducer use within the last three months of index date, and calendar year
of index prescription. For emergency room contact, we further adjusted for any hospital contacts within the
previous year of index date. For the outcome of suicide attempt/self-harm, we also adjusted for previous suicide
attempt/self-harm and for antiepileptic drug use within the last three months of index date. ** Numbers cannot
be calculated because there were <5 cases for at least one of the needed numbers. See Supplementary Table S8 for
the underlying numbers for the calculation.

3. Discussion

We have studied the association between CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 gene variants and
the treatment outcomes in children and adolescents, young adults, and adults with de-
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pression who were using (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine. The associations were
most pronounced in the children and adolescents with statistically significant results in
PM of CYP2C19 who were using (es)citalopram, with regard to switching and suicide
attempts/self-harm. We found U-shaped associations from UM to PM of CYP2C19 in both
the children and adolescents, and the adults who were using (es)citalopram, related to
suicide attempt/self-harm. The association measures that were translated into measures of
clinical utility were nominally modest, which may be partly because CYP2C19 and CYP2D6
PM are rare phenotypes in a multifactorial setting of drug response.

Compared with the previous findings of CYP2C19 genetic variability and switching, a
study among adults [4] found a more than 3-fold increased frequency of switching within
one year in CYP2C19 PM and RM/UM status who were using escitalopram compared with
the none finding among PM in adults who were using (es)citalopram and the borderline
non-significant association in the RM and UM adults in our study. In addition, we found a
64% significantly increased risk in the children and adolescents with CYP2C19 PM status
who were using (es)citalopram. According to the authors, the increased risk of switching
in CYP2C19 PMs and UM was explained by the increased (PM) and decreased (UM)
drug-plasma concentrations [4], potentially leading to adverse events and an insufficient
treatment response. Though pointing towards similar conclusions, our study differed
from Jukic et al. in identifying the proxies for switching. The study by Jukic et al. was
limited to data that was based on the therapeutic drug measurements, while our study was
limited to prescription data. However, we were able to adjust for potential confounders
and pheno-conversion, which may partly explain the differences in the sizes of the detected
associations.

Regarding sertraline, we found that the young adults with PM status who were using
sertraline were also more likely to switch. A systematic review and meta-analysis [5]
showed that CYP2C19 PMs had higher sertraline plasma concentrations, while Poweleit
et al. [18] showed that CYP2C19 status from PM to UM was inversely associated with
sertraline doses at the beginning of treatment but not with doses in association with
response. Overall, Jessel et al. [19] found that 10% of individuals tended to switch if they
were using antidepressants that were not in line with their CYP2C19 and/or CYP2D6 status,
compared with 6% of patients who were using antidepressants that were aligned with their
metabolizer phenotype.

Regarding discontinuation, Aldrich et al. [20] found a significant association be-
tween the discontinuation of (es)citalopram in youth with anxiety and/or depression
and CYP2C19 PM and IM status, which is partly in line with our study, where the chil-
dren and adolescents who were using (es)citalopram with a CYP2C19 IM phenotype had
a slightly increased, but statistically insignificant, risk for discontinuation. By contrast,
meta-analyses of clinical trials have reported that those with CYP2C19 PM status who were
using escitalopram had an improved treatment response, higher rates of side effects, but
had less drop out from the clinical trials [6,21].

Suicidal behavior is a feared and severe outcome in young patients using SSRIs [22].
We have detected a more than a 2-fold increased risk of suicide attempt/self-harm in
the children and adolescents who were using (es)citalopram with poor metabolizing ca-
pacity. In the young adults and the adults of our study, CYP2C19 PMs who were using
(es)citalopram also showed a nominal increased risk of suicide attempt/self-harm, as well
as CYP2C19 UMs, but this was not statistically significant. It should be noted that our
definition included self-harm of both known and unknown suicidal intent [23]. By contrast,
an international study of 243 patients found no differences between the phenotypes and
suicidal behavior, as measured by clinical rating scales [24], while a post-mortem study
showed an enrichment of CYP2C19 PMs and UMs among adult suicide victims who had
tested positively for citalopram, compared with the population controls [25]. It should
be noted that the use of (es)citalopram dropped to nearly 0 by 2021 [26] in children and
adolescents since the warnings of the increased risk of suicidal behavior were issued in
2010 [22]. In 2021, fluoxetine and sertraline were the most frequently used antidepressants
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among children in Denmark [26]. The numbers were too small to assess the suicidality in
the users of fluoxetine, while a nominally increased risk was seen among the children and
adolescents with PM status who were using sertraline.

Regarding fluoxetine, according to previous reports, CYP2D6 metabolizer status
showed no influence on 8- or 12-week fluoxetine treatment response, which was assessed
with multiple disease severity scales in children and adolescents [27]. Here, we have found
nominally decreased risks for all of the outcomes in the children and adolescents with
CYP2D6 PM status, which may indicate a superior response to fluoxetine in CYP2D6 PMs,
possibly due to higher drug-plasma concentrations in these patients [4], without the off-set
of higher risks of adverse events leading to discontinuation or switching. In contrast to the
children and adolescents, the young adults and the adults who were using fluoxetine with
PM status in our study had an increased risk of switching and emergency room contacts,
which is in line with a smaller study reporting that 33% of people with a CYP2D6 PM status
discontinued the fluoxetine treatments compared with 14% of adults with a CYP2D6 NM
status [28].

The metabolism of fluoxetine is complicated by the self-inhibition/pheno-conversion
of CYP2D6 by fluoxetine enantiomers during chronic treatment, which increases the im-
portance of alternative metabolic pathways, including CYP2C19 [13]. Thus, the CYP2C19
metabolism, and other alternative pathways, may compensate the limited CYP2D6
metabolism [29]. Due to the described complexity of the metabolic pathway, and the
power issues regarding treatment outcomes, it would have been beyond the scope of
the current study to evaluate the combinatorial effect of both the CYP2D6 and CYP2C19
variants, which should be addressed in future studies.

3.1. Potential Clinical Validity and Population Impact of PGx Testing

Despite the significant associations, translated to the clinical utility measures, these
appear to be quite modest. This is partly because CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 PM are rare pheno-
types in a multifactorial setting of drug response. Yet, regarding the suicide attempts/self-
harm in association with (es)citalopram, the NNG was 464 and the NNT was 10, indicating
the utility of pre-emptive PGx testing in those patients for whom fluoxetine is not an option.
Overall, the limitation of the application of a simplified and mono-factorial approach of
estimating the clinical utility highlights that the assessment/testing of PGx variability
should be regarded as a clinical factor contributing to the full clinical assessment.

3.2. Strengths and Limitations

The population-based approach using the national health registries of a tax-financed
health care system providing a free and equal health care service for everyone in Denmark,
the relatively large sample size, the consistent and unambiguous data linkage of multiple
registers, and the limited risk of selection bias are strengths of this study. The genotyping
data with uniform quality control for the complete sample provides a solid foundation
for unbiased phenotyping. Due to the data linkage, we were able to account for other
independent factors and confounders that are related to drug response, including age,
sex, co-medication, some somatic diseases, and pheno-conversion. We have accounted
for the age differences in depression treatment and have included only the first-time use
of the antidepressants of interest, which was possible due to the longitudinal design and
prescription data availability going back to 1995.

Our study also has some limitations. First, we only had information on prescriptions
that were redeemed at community pharmacies in order to identify antidepressant drug
users, thus, any individuals who were solely treated with antidepressants at psychiatric
hospitals were not included. Moreover, we do not know if the patients actually adhered
to the treatment regimen as prescribed or if they discontinued the treatment during the
prescription supply. Second, we focused on people with a life-time hospital diagnosis of
depression from a psychiatric hospital based on the iPSYCH study design, therefore, people
using antidepressants who were solely seen by their general practitioners or by private
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psychiatrists were not included. However, because antidepressants can also be used for
other indications than depression, e.g., anxiety or other mental or neurological disorders,
the focus on people with a depression diagnosis from a psychiatric hospital makes it more
likely that antidepressants were actually used for the indication of depression of similar
severity. Due to the case design of the iPSYCH sample, the index drug could have been
prescribed before, during, or after the registered hospital-based depression diagnosis, with
50% of the study population having had a hospital contact due to depression at the time
of their first antidepressant prescription redemption. Third, the data on dosage and drug-
plasma-concentrations was not available in order to evaluate the clinical significance of the
genetic variations in the drug-metabolizing enzymes on the drug metabolism and the drug-
plasma-concentrations as intermediates for the investigated outcomes [4]. Fourth, only four
out of the eight PGx relevant SNPs for the CYP2D6 gene were available in the genotyped
iPSYCH sample, with the missing variants only accounting for a summed MAFs of 0.04 [23].
Fifth, due to the missing information on the functional duplications (CYP2D6*1xN and
CYP2D6*2xN), the CYP2D6 UM phenotypes could not be determined, but the prevalence of
these duplications is only 0.8% in the Danish population [30]. Sixth, we did not account for
combinatorial pharmacogenetics between the CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 genetic variants [31].
Lastly, we analyzed escitalopram and citalopram in one group, although pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamics differences exist [32].

4. Methods

4.1. Study Design and Setting

In this population- and register-based cohort study in Denmark, we investigated
the one-year risks of developing clinical outcomes according to CYP2C19 or CYP2D6
genotypes/phenotypes in individuals with depression who had redeemed prescriptions
for (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine for the first time between 1 January 1996 and 31
December 2016.

4.2. Data Sources

We used data of the Integrative Psychiatric Research (iPSYCH) consortium, which
has established a large Danish population-based case-cohort sample (iPSYCH2012) [33].
Details of iPSYCH2012 have been previously described [18]. In brief, the iPSYCH sample
was selected from all individuals born as singletons between 1 May 1981 and 31 December
2005 who were alive and living in Denmark at their first birthday. iPSYCH2012 included
(1) a randomly selected population-based cohort of 30,000 individuals, representative of
the entire Danish population born between 1981 and 2005, and (2) all individuals (cases,
n = 57,377) who had one or more hospital-based diagnoses of five selected severe mental
disorders by 31 December 2012, including schizophrenia, affective disorders, bipolar disor-
der, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and autism spectrum disorder [18].

iPSYCH2012 is linked via the anonymized personal identification number assigned
to the residents of Denmark at birth or immigration to longitudinal data of the following:
(i) The Danish Civil Registration System [34]; (ii) The Danish Psychiatric Central Research
Register (PCRR) [35]; (iii) The Danish National Prescription Registry [36] holding infor-
mation on prescriptions redeemed at community pharmacies since 1995; (iv) the Danish
National Patient Register [37]; (v) the Danish Register of Causes of Death [38]; (vi) the
socio-demographic and labor market-related data hosted at Statistics Denmark (DST) [39];
and (vii) the Danish Neonatal Screening Biobank [40], which stores dried blood spots from
practically all neonates in Denmark.

4.3. Genotyping and Phenotyping

Genetic information of the individuals in iPSYCH2012 was collected from the dried
blood spots retrieved from the Danish Neonatal Screening Biobank [40]. A total of
80,422 samples were genotyped using the Infinium PsychChip v1.0 array (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA). The array-based genotyped SNPs were imputed using 1000 Genomes
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Project phase 3, with GRCh37 as a reference. [41]. After sample and genotype QC using
the Ricopilli bioinformatics pipeline [42], 6,361,597 high-quality best guess-genotypes were
available. See Schorck et al. 2019 for a detailed description of the imputation and QC
procedures [43].

4.4. Study Population and Study Period

From iPSYCH2012, we identified all individuals with a hospital-based depression
diagnosis of F32–33 according to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th edition
(ICD-10) as psychiatric inpatient, outpatient, or emergency department admissions at
any time between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2012 [44]. Of those. we included
all individuals redeeming a first-time (i.e., incident new-use since 1995) prescription for
(es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2016
(study period, Figure 2) [45]. Thus, we did not include individuals diagnosed with a mental
disorder before the start of the study period (1 January 1996) or a prescription redemption
for an SSRI of interest in 1995. We defined the date of the first prescription redemption of
the respective drug as the index date.

Figure 2. The selection of the study population, study design, and follow-up.

4.5. CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 Genotyping and Phenotyping

The exposure was defined as expression of any mutant CYP2C19 (UM, RM, IM, or
PM) or CYP2D6 genotype/phenotype (IM or PM) based on the array-based SNP informa-
tion [46,47]. Non-exposed individuals who did not carry a mutant CYP2C19 or CYP2D6
genetic variant and were classified as NM. The PGx phenotype translation procedure has
been described in detail [46]. In short, the translation based on the 2019 Ubiquitous-PGx
(U-PGx) panel [23] included 9 variants for CYP2C19 and 8 variants for CYP2D6, including
CYP2D6 duplication and deletion. The SNPs were linked to star (*) allele nomenclature,
which standardizes genetic polymorphism annotations for cytochrome P450 genes to sim-
plify the translations of a patient’s genotype into a predicted clinical phenotype [48–50].
For CYPC19, the star-alleles *2, *8, and *17 variants and the CYPCD6 the star-alleles *4,
*10, *17, and *41 were available. Based on the individuals’ genotypes, the diplotypes were
translated into the PGx phenotypes (Tables S1 and S2).
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4.6. Outcomes

Outcomes were assessed within one year of the index date (Figure 1) as follows:
(1) Switching from the index prescription to any other antidepressant (ATC: N06A); (2) Dis-
continuation, defined as less than three prescriptions of the index antidepressant; (3) Emer-
gency department contact at a psychiatric hospital; (4) Suicide attempt/self-harm, which
was identified according to the algorithm as described by Gasse et al. [51].

4.7. Covariates

Detailed definitions of all the covariates and confounders are shown in Table S3. Co-
variates included the following: age, gender, region of index prescription, socio-economic
status (SES, assessed for the adults of the study population and for the parents of the
children of the study population), number of previous psychiatric diagnoses, prescription
drug use acting as CYP2C19/CYP2D6 inhibitor/inducer within the last three months of the
index date, calendar year of index prescription, any hospital contacts within the previous
year of index date, previous suicide attempt/self-harm, and antiepileptic drug use within
the last three months prior to the index date.

4.8. Statistical Analyses

The analysis was performed separately for the three age groups (children and adoles-
cents, young adults, adults) because of the differences in disease states, enzyme activity,
experience of adverse events, and choice of antidepressant treatment in children and adults.
Children and adolescents with depression must be referred to a pediatric psychiatrist
before treatment initiation, irrespective of the severity of depression, according to Danish
guidelines [13]. Young adults with depression should be referred to a psychiatrist within
one week after the start of antidepressant treatment. Adults are often treated solely by
general practitioners and are only recommended to be referred to a psychiatric department
if treatment with two different antidepressants has failed or suicidality is suspected, in
diagnostic doubts, and/or the presence of psychotic symptoms or somatic disorders that
complicate treatment with antidepressants [52].

We described the characteristics of the study population at the index date as propor-
tions (%). We followed all individuals from the index date for one year. Individuals were
censored at end of follow-up, outcome events, emigration, or death, whichever came first.
We calculated incidence rates (IR) using SAS %Lexis macro [53]. The IRs were modeled
in a Poisson regression analysis (using follow-up as offset) to investigate the association
between CYP2C19/CYP2D6 phenotype status and clinical outcomes, which was presented
as incidence rate ratios (IRR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI). We considered a 95% CI
that did not overlap 1.00 to be statistically significant.

All analyses were adjusted for the following potential covariates and confounders:
age, gender, region of index prescription, socio-economic status (SES, assessed for the
adults of the study population and for the parents of the children of the study population
(Table S3), number of previous psychiatric diagnoses, CYP2C19/CYP2D6 inhibitor/inducer
use within the last three months of the index date, and calendar year of index prescription.
For emergency department contact, we further adjusted for any hospital contacts within
the previous year of the index date. For the outcome of suicide attempt/self-harm, we
additionally adjusted for previous suicide attempt/self-harm and for antiepileptic drug
use within the last three months of index date.

We have reported the potential clinical utility of PGx testing for CYP2C19 and CYP2D6
genetic variability by calculating the population attributable fraction (PAF), number needed
to treat (NNT), and number needed to genotype (NNG) for all significant associations,
based on Tonk et al. [16].

All data processing and analyses were carried out using SAS statistical software
version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
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4.9. Data Protection

Data permissions have been granted to iPSYCH2012 by The Danish Scientific Ethics
Committee (EC: 1-10-72-287-12), the Danish Health Data Authority, the Danish data pro-
tection agency, and the Danish Neonatal Screening Biobank Steering Committee. Danish
Data Protection Agency: Journal number 2015-57-0002 /Journal number: 62908 (Um-
brella permission Aarhus University) and National Board of Health: FSEID 00000098.
Researchers can access anonymous individual-level data only through secure servers where
the download of individual-level information is prohibited, which protects the privacy of
the individuals included in the study. Due to data protection, we do not report numbers
below five, but state ‘<5’, or combine categories to achieve larger counts than five.

5. Conclusions

Our study adds new knowledge of the associations between CYP2C19 and CYP2D6
phenotypes and antidepressant switching, discontinuation, emergency department contacts,
and suicide attempt/self-harm in children, adolescents, and adults with depression with
incident new-use of (es)citalopram, sertraline, or fluoxetine, which indicates the clinical
utility of PGx in patients with depression. Even though the associations were strong and
pronounced from a population perspective, the nominal clinical utility remains low, due to
the multifactorial contribution of many factors to the outcomes. Children and adolescents
seem to be a relevant target group benefitting from PGx testing where clinical data is still
rare and urgently needed, because a large part of the existing evidence is deduced from
adult data.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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Abstract: Background: This study measures the use of drugs within the therapeutic areas of an-
tithrombotic agents (B01), the cardiovascular system (C), analgesics (N02), psycholeptics (N05), and
psychoanaleptics (N06) among the general population (GP) in comparison to persons with diabetes in
Denmark. The study focuses on drugs having pharmacogenomics (PGx) based dosing guidelines for
CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and SLCO1B1 to explore the potential of applying PGx-based decision-making
into clinical practice taking drug–drug interactions (DDI) and drug–gene interactions (DGI) into
account. Methods: This study is cross-sectional, using The Danish Register of Medicinal Product
Statistics as the source to retrieve drug consumption data. Results: The prevalence of use in particular
for antithrombotic agents (B01) and cardiovascular drugs (C) increases significantly by 4 to 6 times
for diabetic users compared to the GP, whereas the increase for analgesics (N02), psycoleptics, and
psychoanaleptics (N06) was somewhat less (2–3 times). The five most used PGx drugs, both in the
GP and among persons with diabetes, were pantoprazole, simvastatin, atorvastatin, metoprolol, and
tramadol. The prevalence of use for persons with diabetes compared to the GP (prevalence ratio)
increased by an average factor of 2.9 for all PGx drugs measured. In addition, the prevalence of use
of combinations of PGx drugs was 4.6 times higher for persons with diabetes compared to GP. In
conclusion, the findings of this study clearly show that a large fraction of persons with diabetes are
exposed to drugs or drug combinations for which there exist PGx-based dosing guidelines related to
CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and SLCO1B1. This further supports the notion of accessing and accounting for
not only DDI but also DGI and phenoconversion in clinical decision-making, with a particular focus
on persons with diabetes.

Keywords: pharmacogenomics; polypharmacy; persons with diabetes; drug–drug interactions;
drug–gene interactions; cytochrome P450; SLCO1B1; drug interaction checkers

1. Introduction

Personalized medicine denotes a paradigm shift within medicine that addresses the
patient’s individual situation and, most notably, the genetic predispositions of patients in
terms of metabolic differences in, e.g., the cytochrome P450 (CYP450) drug-metabolizing
enzymes [1,2], leading to variability in drug response [1–3]. Diabetes is a complex, chronic
illness requiring continuous medical care with multifactorial risk-reduction strategies
beyond glycemic control [4]. The prevalence of diabetes continues to increase in virtually
all regions of the world, with more than 415 million people worldwide now living with
diabetes [5,6]. In Denmark, it is estimated to be 280.000 people [7]. Elderly people, in
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particular, are more prone to develop diabetes concomitantly leading to associated multiple
chronic conditions such as hypertension, dyslipidaemia, coronary heart disease, depression
and chronic kidney disease [6,8,9]. In order to prevent, treat and relieve these conditions
the introduction of polypharmacy, including prescription cascades and inappropriate
medication [8–10], is inevitable and so is the occurrence of adverse drug reactions (ADR)
and drug–drug interactions (DDI) [8,9,11,12].

Not surprisingly, polypharmacy has been shown to be a significant precipitating factor
in frequent hospital admissions [13] and increased risk of mortality [14]. Initiatives both
internationally and in Denmark have been taken to incite the best clinical management of
patients with multimorbidity and polypharmacy [15–17]. These initiatives are, however,
often complicated by requiring multiple specialists to be involved in care planning and
execution [18]. Therefore, any action that can improve the medical treatment of polypharmacy
patients should be carefully considered as a valuable tool to obtain appropriate drug treatment.

CYP450 drug metabolising enzymes are responsible for catalysing the oxidative bio-
transformation of a large fraction of drugs in daily clinical use to either inactive metabolites
or active substances from pro-drugs [19]. In particular, CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 have at-
tracted considerable attention as the major targets for pharmacogenomics (PGx)-based
testing because they are highly polymorphic and have been shown to affect both drug
response and ADR [2,3,20]. The pharmacogenetic impact on the interaction between drug
and CYP450 isozymes, referred to as drug–gene interaction (DGI), has been incorporated
into clinical actionable dosing guidelines (AG) and non-actionable dosing guidelines (N-
AG) for specific DGIs (see PharmGKB) [21]. Accordingly, a person can be scored as “poor
metaboliser” (PM), “intermediate metaboliser” (IM), “extensive metaboliser” (EM; normal
activity) and “rapid or ultra-rapid metaboliser” (RM and UM) with UM having faster
metabolic activity than RM [22–24]. In addition, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)
in the solute carrier organic anion transporter 1B1 (SLCO1B1) correlate with an increase in
the plasma exposure to statins which can lead to muscle toxicity, a common statin-related
ADR occurring in 1–5% of exposed users [25] in a dose-dependent fashion. Since statins are
some of the most commonly prescribed drugs [25], many people are potentially affected
by muscle-related ADR. PGx-based AGs are available for the phenotypes having an inter-
mediate or low function of SLCO1B1 [25]. Daily exposure of patients to drugs having AG
is not at all negligible as shown previously [26–30] and additionally makes a significant
contribution to the occurrence of side effects [28,29]. In particular, the elderly part of the
population is exposed to drugs or drug combinations for which there exist AGs related
to PGx of CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 and SLCO1B1 [29,30]. Recently, we have demonstrated
that the use of clopidogrel and proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), both having PGx-based
AG and FDA annotations, either given alone or in combination is quite widespread, in
particular among persons with diabetes and the elderly in Denmark [31]. The aim of this
study is to further measure and scrutinize the use of drugs within the therapeutic areas of
antithrombotic agents (B01), the cardiovascular system (C), analgesics (N02), psycholeptics
(N05) and psycoanaleptics (N06) among the general population in comparison to persons
with diabetes in Denmark and with a particular focus on of drugs having PGx-based dosing
guidelines to further explore the potential of applying PGx-based decision-making into
clinical practice.

2. Results

According to the ATC nomenclature, A10 denotes “drugs used in diabetes” which
can be subdivided into A10A “insulins and analogues” and A10B “blood glucose lower-
ing drugs excl. insulins”. In this study, persons with diabetes are identified by looking
at individuals who redeemed drug prescriptions of A10 during 2018 at a Danish phar-
macy. Altogether, 258,494 persons were identified out of a total Danish population of
5,781,190 inhabitants. This corresponds to 4.5% of the Danish population. Table 1 shows
the age distribution, as well as the total consumption of A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B
(persons who have redeemed both A10A and A10B), expressed as the number of users
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and prevalence of use (diabetic users/1000 inhabitants). The number of users is additive
horizontally, so the total number of users of A10 is the sum of users of A10A, A10B, and
A10A/B. The table illustrates how the number of users and the prevalence of use increase
with age—in particular, for users of A10B. This group, as well as A10A/B, have a significant
onset in drug use in the age group of 45–64 years. Relative to A10, 16.2% of the users with
diabetes redeemed drug prescriptions of A10A, 67.5% of A10B and 16.3% the combination
of A10A/B.

Table 1. Consumption of drugs used in diabetes.

Age Group A10 A10A A10B A10A/B

0–17 3107
(2.7)

2987
(2.6)

105
(0.1)

15
(<0.1)

18–24 3695
(6.9)

2646
(5.0)

952
(1.8)

97
(0.2)

25–44 23,685
(16.4)

8311
(5.8)

13,153
(9.1)

2221
(1.5)

45–64 94,880
(62.2)

13,194
(8.7)

65,928
(43.2)

15,758
(10.3)

65–79 103,926
(120.9)

10,327
(12.0)

74,102
(86.2)

19,497
(22.7)

80+ 29,201
(113.8)

4447
(17.3)

20,262
(78.9)

4492
(17.5)

All 258,494
(44.7)

41,912
(7.3)

174,502
(30.2)

42,080
(7.3)

Note: Data are presented as the total number of users who redeemed prescriptions of the ATC codes A10 (level 2)
denoted as “drugs used in diabetes”, A10A (insulins and analogues), A10B (blood glucose-lowering drugs excl.
insulins) or the combination thereof 10A/B during 2018. The numbers in brackets show prevalence of use (number
of users/1000 inhabitants).

Tables 2 and 3 show the use and prevalence of use of different pharmacological drug
classes measured at different levels of ATC codes covering antithrombotic agent’s (B01),
the cardiovascular system (C), analgesics (N02), psycholeptics (N05) and psychoanaleptics
(N06) both in the general population and among persons with diabetes. It is especially
within these ATC groups that PGx-based AGs and N-AGs occur for CYP2D6, CYP2C19 and
SLCO1B1. Examples of specific drugs (ATC level 5) having AGs representing each drug
class are also given. The prevalence of use shown in Tables 2 and 3 is expressed relative to
the total number of users of A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B, respectively, as displayed at the
bottom of Table 1. The prevalence of use in particular for antithrombotic agents (B01) and
cardiovascular drugs (C) increases significantly by 4 to 6 times for users of A10 compared
to the general population (Table 2), whereas the increase for analgesics (N02), psycholeptics
and psychoanaleptics (N06) was somewhat less: 2–3 times, but still significant (Table 3).
Comparison of users of A10A with users of A10B showed that the prevalence of use of the
combinations of the different drug classes was mostly higher for users of A10B as shown
in Tables 2 and 3, except for clopidogrel (same) and lower for antihypertensives, opioids,
oxycodone, gabapentin, and amitriptyline. A similar comparison of users of A10B with
users of A10A/B showed that the prevalence of use was higher and more pronounced
for all drug combinations for users of A10A/B both when compared to users of A10A
and A10B.
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Table 2. Number of users and prevalence of platelet aggregation inhibitors and cardiovascular drugs.

Denmark A10 A10A A10B A10A/B

B01 (antithrombotic
agents)

556,095
(96.2)

109,300
(422.8)

13,832 *
(330.0)

71,648 ˆ
(410.6)

23,820
(566.0)

B01AC (platelet
aggregation inhibitors)

395,373
(68.4)

84,862
(328.3)

10,994 *
(261.1)

54,813 ˆ
(314.1)

19,105
(454.0)

B01AC04
Clopidogrel

127,480
(22.05)

21,746
(84.1)

3363
(80.2)

13,912 ˆ
(79.7)

4471
(106.3)

C (cardiovascular system) 1,413,160
(244.4)

221,472
(856.8)

26,665 *
(636.1)

154,999 ˆ
(888.3)

39,808
(946.0)

C01 (cardiac therapy) 109,730
(19.0)

22,091
(85.5)

2760 *
(65.9)

14,220 ˆ
(81.5)

5111
(121.5)

C02 (antihypertensives) 17,305
(3.0)

5151
(20.0)

1031 *
(24.6)

2785 ˆ
(16.0)

1385
(31.7)

C03 (diuretics) 424,584
(73.4)

80,925
(313.1)

11,316 *
(270.0)

52,129 ˆ
(298.7)

17,480
(415.4)

C07 (beta blocking agents) 385.920
(66.8)

71.406
(276.3)

7981 *
(190.4)

48,563 ˆ
(278.3)

14,862
(353.2)

C07AB02
(Metoprolol)

279,767
(48.4)

52,559
(203.3)

5783 *
(138.0)

35,906 ˆ
(205.8)

10,870
(258.3)

C08 (calcium channel
blockers)

427,655
(74.0)

78,955
(305.4)

9551 *
(227.8)

53,536 ˆ
(306.8)

15,868
(377.1)

C09 (agents acting on the
renin-angiotensin system)

747,141
(129.2)

157,696
(610.1)

17,751 *
(423.5)

108,958 ˆ
(624.4)

30,987
(736.4)

C10 (lipid modifying
agents)

663,711
(114.8)

174,753
(676.0)

18,752 *
(447.4)

122,359 ˆ
(701.2)

33,642
(799.5)

C10AA (statins) 649,020
(112.3)

171,188
(662.3)

18,039 *
(430.4)

120,341 ˆ
(689.7)

32,808
(779.7)

C10AA01
(Simvastatin)

309,936
(53.6)

86,531
(334.8)

9106 *
(217.3)

60,696 ˆ
(347.8)

16,729
(397.6)

C10AA05
(Atorvastatin)

304,764
(52.7)

76,599
(296.39)

7791 *
(185.9)

54,606 ˆ
(312.9)

14,202
(337.5)

Note: Data are presented as the total number of users who redeemed drug prescriptions of the ATC codes A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B in
combination with antithrombotic agents (B01) and cardiovascular drugs (C). Numbers in brackets are prevalence (number of users/1000).
* p < 0.05; A10A different from A10B; ˆ p < 0.05 A10B different from A10A/B when compared horizontally (chi-square test).

Table 3. Number of users and prevalence of analgesics, psycholeptics, and psychoanaleptics.

Denmark A10 A10A A10B A10A/B

N02 (analgesics) 1,236,170
(213.8)

124,260
(480.7)

16,453 *
(392,6)

83,676 ˆ
(479.5)

24,131
(573.5)

N02A (opiods) 390,614
(67.6)

47,006
(181.9)

7666 *
(182.9)

29,130 ˆ
(166.9)

10,210
(242.6)

N02AA05
(Oxycodone)

79,328
(13.7)

9536
(36.9)

1856 *
(44.3)

5469 ˆ
(31.3)

2211
(52.5)

N02AX02
(Tramadol)

211,591
(36.6)

26,302
(101.8)

3809 *
(90.9)

16,697 ˆ
(95.7)

5796
(137.7)

R05DA05
(Codeine)

84,210
(14.6)

8987
(34.8)

1156 *
(27.6)

6091 ˆ
(34.9)

1740
(41.4)

N02B (other analgesics
and antipyretics)

1,089,807
(188.5)

113,995
(441.0)

14,711 *
(351.0)

76,963 ˆ
(441.0)

22,321
(530.4)
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Table 3. Cont.

Denmark A10 A10A A10B A10A/B

N03AX12
(Gabapentin)

78.048
(13.5)

11.559
(44.9)

1.958 *
(46.7)

6.640 ˆ
(38.1)

3.001
(71.3)

N05 (psycoleptics) 407,387
(70.5)

37,461
(144.9)

5550 *
(132.4)

25,042 ˆ
(143.5)

6869
(163.2)

N05A (antipsychotics) 131,836
(22.8)

13,355
(51.7)

1877 *
(44.8)

8903 ˆ
(51.0)

2575
(61.2)

N05B (anxiolytics) 124,731
(21.6)

11,906
(46.1)

1802 *
(42.9)

8079
(46.3)

2025
(48.2)

N05C (hypnotics and
sedatives)

232,933
(40.3)

21,058
(81.5)

3407 *
(81.3)

13,618 ˆ
(78,0)

4033 ˆ
(95.8)

N06 (psychoanaleptics) 471,341
(81.5)

44,440
(171.9)

6699 *
(159.8)

28,961 ˆ
(166.0)

8780
(208.7)

N06A (antidepressants) 416,064
(72.0)

41,942
(162.3)

6188 *
(147.6)

27,388 ˆ
(157.0)

8366
(198.8)

N06AA09
(Amitriptyline)

34,598
(6.0)

4334
(16.8)

693 *
(16.5)

2555 ˆ
(14.6)

1086
(25.8)

N06AX21
(Duloxetin)

34,277
(5.9)

3852
(14.9)

533 *
(12.7)

2514 ˆ
(14.4)

805
(19.1)

Note: Data are presented as the total number of users who redeemed drug prescriptions of the ATC codes A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B
in combination with analgesics (N02); gabapentin, psycholeptics (N05) and psychoanaleptics (N06). Numbers in brackets are prevalence
(number of users/1000). * p < 0.05; A10A different from A10B; ˆ p < 0.05 A10B different from A10A/B when compared horizontally
(chi-square test).

Table 4 shows the use and prevalence of use of the most frequently prescribed PGx
drugs having AGs or N-AGs for CYP2D6, CYP2C19 and SLCO1B1 in the general population
and among persons with diabetes (A10) sorted by ATC codes. The five most used drugs
both in the general population and among persons with diabetes were pantoprazole,
simvastatin, atorvastatin, metoprolol, and tramadol, however, the order was different
between the two groups. The prevalence of use for persons with diabetes compared to the
general population (prevalence ratio) increased by an average factor of 2.9 for all drugs
ranging from 1.7 for sertraline to as high as 6.2 for simvastatin except for methylphenidate
and atomoxetine. Note that the number of users for the different drugs shown in the table is
not additive (vertically) since dispensing to the same users can occur for the different drugs.

Table 4. Consumption of PGx drugs in the general population (GP) and among persons with diabetes (A10).

Drug Name PGx-G ATC
Users
(GP)

Prevalence
(GP)

Users (A10)
Prevalence

(A10)
Prevalence

Ratio

Pantoprazol AG A02BC02 329,222 56.95 39,287 151.98 2.7

Lansoprazol AG A02BC03 135,980 23.52 17,246 66.72 2.8

Omeprazol AG A02BC01 119,274 20.63 14,286 55.27 2.7

Esomeprazol N-AG A02BC05 32,295 5.59 3054 11.81 2.1

Ondansetron AG A04AA01 13,979 2.42 1341 5.19 2.2

Clopidogrel AG B01AC04 127,480 22.05 21,746 84.13 3.8

Amiodaron N-AG C01BD01 8582 1.48 1420 5.49 3.7

Metoprolol AG C07AB02 279,767 48.39 52,559 203.33 4.2

Carvedilol N-AG C07AG02 33,506 5.80 8004 30.96 5.3

Bisoprolol N-AG C07AB07 24,953 4.32 4860 18.80 4.4

Atenolol N-AG C07AB03 15,517 2.68 2859 11.06 4.1

Simvastatin AG C10AA01 309,936 53.61 86,531 334.75 6.2

Atorvastatin AG C10AA05 304,764 52.72 76,599 296.33 5.6
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Table 4. Cont.

Drug Name PGx-G ATC
Users
(GP)

Prevalence
(GP)

Users (A10)
Prevalence

(A10)
Prevalence

Ratio

Tramadol AG N02AX02 211,591 36.60 26,302 101.75 2.8
Codein AG R05DA04 84,210 14.57 8987 34.77 2.4
Oxycodon N-AG N02AA05 79,328 13.72 9536 36.89 2.7
Quetiapine N-AG N05AH04 65,208 11.28 5540 21.43 1.9
Olanzapine N-AG N05AH03 17,584 3.04 1819 7.04 2.3
Risperidon N-AG N05AX08 16,066 2.78 1881 7.28 2.6
Aripiprazol AG N05AX12 12,381 2.14 1347 5.21 2.4
Sertraline AG N06AB06 110,671 19.14 8521 32.96 1.7
Citalopram AG N06AB04 90,460 15.65 9824 38.00 2.4
Mirtazapin N-AG N06AX11 83,603 14.46 9035 34.95 2.4
Venlafaxin AG N06AX16 48,398 8.37 5307 20.53 2. 5
Methylphenidate N-AG N06BA04 38,620 6.68 984 3.81 0.6
Amitriptyline AG N06AA09 34,598 5.98 4334 16.77 2.8
Duloxetine N-AG N06AX21 34,277 5.93 3852 14.90 2.5
Escitalopram AG N06AB10 23,607 4.08 2153 8.33 2.0
Nortriptyline AG N06AA10 14,339 2.48 1718 6.65 2.7
Paroxetine AG N06AB05 12,410 2.15 1332 5.15 2.4
Fluoxetine N-AG N06AB03 10,535 1.82 831 3.21 1.8
Atomoxetine AG N06BA09 9778 1.69 212 0.82 0.5

Note: Only drugs redeemed by more than 8000 users in the general population are shown and compared to persons with diabetes. Drugs
are sorted by ATC categories. AG; actionable dosing guideline, N-AG; non-actionable dosing guideline, GP; general population.

Figure 1 shows the use of sertraline, having PGx-based AG for CYP2C19, and tramadol,
having AG for CYP2D6, respectively, redeemed either alone or in combination, expressed as
the total number of users and prevalence (numbers in brackets) in the general population
and among persons with diabetes (A10). As can be seen, the prevalence of use of the
combination of sertraline and tramadol was three times higher for persons with diabetes
compared to the general population. When the prevalence of use of the combination of
sertraline and tramadol was expressed relative to sertraline, 8.8% of the users of sertraline
also obtain tramadol, whereas, when expressed relative to tramadol, it was less (4.6%). The
same numbers for persons with diabetes were 15.4% and 5.0%, respectively. By calculating
the relative risk (RR), it can be seen that persons with diabetes using sertraline have
a 1.74 times higher risk of obtaining it in combination with tramadol compared to the
general population whereas the same number for diabetic tramadol users is lower but
still significant.

Figure 1. Prevalences of use and relative risks. Note: This figure illustrates the use of sertraline and tramadol either alone or
in combination in the general population and among persons with diabetes. Numbers in brackets are prevalence (number
of users/1000). Numbers in square brackets are relative risks (RR).
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Table 5 is based on principles outlined in Figure 1, showing the prevalence of use of
drug combinations of the most frequently redeemed drugs in each ATC category except
for ondansetron and amiodarone (see Table 4) among the general population and among
persons with diabetes. From the table, it can be calculated, based on the principles outlined
above, that the prevalence of use of all combinations shown are on average 4.6 times
higher for persons with diabetes compared to the general population, whereas the same
number, when drugs are given alone (left column), is on average 3.3 higher. The lowest
value was 1.6 for the combination of sertraline and quetiapine and the highest was 7.1
for the combination of simvastatin and quetiapine. Importantly, the RR of obtaining a
combination of drugs was significantly higher for the majority of the combinations shown
in the table for persons with diabetes compared to the general population. For, e.g., diabetic
users of sertraline, the RR of obtaining it in combination with clopidogrel, metoprolol,
or simvastatin was 2.35, 2.56, and 3.65, whereas for users of clopidogrel, metoprolol or
simvastatin the RRs of obtaining these drugs in combination with sertraline were 1.06, 1.05,
and 1.01. In addition, by using the drug interaction tracker by Medscape® [32], several of
the combinations shown (in bold) are scored as “monitor close”.
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3. Discussion

In previous studies, it has been shown that the Danish Register of Medicinal Product
Statistics constitutes a valuable tool to obtain detailed information, not only about the
use of prescription drugs but also about the use of combinations, including drugs having
PGx based AGs and N-AGs [28,31]. This offers a unique opportunity to measure drug use
in specific disease areas such as diabetes. Based on nationwide registers, the number of
persons with diabetes in Denmark in 2017 was estimated to be about 280.000, corresponding
to 5% of the population, where type 1 diabetes (T1D) constituted about 28.000 (0.5%) and
type 2 diabetes (T2D) about 252.000 (4.5%) [7]. In this study, we identified the total
number of individual users of A10 drugs during 2018, which is assumed due to the
length of the measured period, to represent a surrogate number for the total diabetes
population in Denmark who are in medical antidiabetic treatment. With this assumption,
and based on the pharmacological approaches and guidelines for the glycemic treatment
of diabetes [33,34], users of solely A10A are T1D and users of solely A10B and both
A10A/B are T2D. This assumption seems to be in good alignment with the numbers
found by Carstensen et al. [7] both in terms of users, prevalence of use and age-specific
prevalence [7]. However, our data on A10 users are slightly lower, somewhat higher
for T1D and lower for T2D, which is mainly explained by the different approaches and
epidemiological considerations used in this study and by Carstensen et al. [7]. Based on
the above, we find it suitable throughout the discussion of the findings of this study to
subdivide persons with diabetes into T1D (A10A users), T2D taking no insulin (A10B users)
and T2D taking insulin (A10A/B.).

Persons with diabetes have increased platelet reactivity [35,36] and are more prone
to cardiovascular disease (CVD) [37–39], although there are differences in the underlying
pathophysiology between T1D and T2D [38]. This is reflected by the finding of 4–6 times
higher prevalence of use of drugs within the drug classes of antithrombotic agents (B01)
and the cardiovascular system (C) in persons with diabetes as shown in Table 2 compared
to the general population. This clearly underscores the importance of these types of drugs
in the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases in persons with diabetes [35–40].
Interestingly, when looking at the prevalence’s of use between T1D, T2D taking no insulin
and T2D taking insulin it seems to be evident that across most of the ATC categories/drug
classes shown, the prevalence of use of antithrombotic agents and CVD drugs was in the
order of T2D taking insulin > T2D taking no insulin > T1D. In addition, depression, anxiety
and neuropathy are common complications of both T1D and T2D. They affect a large frac-
tion of persons with diabetes and are often associated with poor outcomes [40–43]. As seen
for CVD the underlying pathophysiology for these comorbidities is not well understood,
however, the pharmacotherapy for these complications have common features such as
the use antidepressants (N06A), i.e., tricyclic antidepressants and serotonin-noradrenaline
reuptake inhibitors in addition to gabapentin (and pregabalin)—anticonvulsants normally
used to treat epilepsy, and opioids [41,43]. Note that in this study, we cannot discriminate
between antidepressants used for neuropathy and depression. Although efficacious in the
treatment of neuropathic pain, opioids are not considered to be the first choice because
of concerns about abuse and addiction. As was the case with the CVD drugs, persons
with diabetes have a 2–3 (for gabapentin 4 times) higher prevalence of use of analgesics
including opioids, psycholeptics and psychoanaleptics compared to the general population
and essentially follow the same order of prevalence of use as seen for CVD; T2D taking
insulin > T2D taking no insulin > T1D. Depression and anxiety seem to be unrecognized
and untreated in about two-thirds of persons with diabetes [40,41]. This may reflect the per-
ception among clinicians that psychological matters are less important than physiological
matters in persons with diabetes [44], which can explain the higher prevalence of use seen
in the CVD area compared to the use of analgesics, psycholeptics and psychoanaleptics.
Note that the number of users is not additive (vertical reading) for the different drugs
shown in the tables since dispensing to the same users can occur for the different drugs.
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However, the clinical relevance and justification of preventing and treating cardiovas-
cular diseases, depression, anxiety and neuropathy by the use of multiple drug regimens
also introduce the risk of inappropriate medication that may place persons with diabetes
at an increased risk of ADR and poor outcomes [5,11]. Diabetes is inevitably associated
with polypharmacy, in particular, among the elderly, and thereby increased risk of frequent
hospital admissions [13] and increased risk of mortality [14]. Implementing PGx testing
into daily clinical practice can provide a valuable tool to offer “appropriate polyphar-
macy” as previously suggested among others [3,20,45] and which is in alignment with
the recent consensus report on precision medicine in diabetes [46]. In spite of supporting
evidence and advances in PGx implementation in clinical practice, evidence on the cost-
effectiveness of applying PGx-guided antiplatelet in cardiovascular diseases [47] and in
polypharmacy have emerged [48] significant barriers still exist. Mainly concerning physi-
cians’ and pharmacists’ awareness and education, but also evidence level, significance and
cost-effectiveness are questioned [49].

The use of drugs in Denmark having PGx-based AGs and N-AGs are quite widespread,
especially among the elderly, who often are exposed to several drug combinations hav-
ing AGs, including combinations having warnings, according to drug–drug interaction
checkers such as “monitor closely” or “serious use alternate” [28,29]. Stratifying the use
of PGx drugs to persons with diabetes (A10 level) further substantiates the common and
by on average 2.9 times more prevalent use of PGx drugs in persons with diabetes com-
pared to the general population. In this study, we do not have data on the prevalence of
use of PGx drugs as a function of age intervals. However, since we provide data on the
age distribution of users of A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B (Table 1) we assume that it is
the elderly who are the most exposed to PGx drugs, further substantiating age as a key
driver of polypharmacy [20,50]. Only in two instances, in the case of methylphenidate and
atomoxetine, the prevalence of use was lower for persons with diabetes compared to the
general population.

We further scrutinized the consumption of the most used PGx drugs in each drug class
(see Figure 1 and Table 5) when drugs were redeemed either alone or in combination from
a Danish pharmacy. The prevalence’s of the use of PGx drugs in persons with diabetes
were on average 3.3 times higher for diabetic users when given alone. Interestingly, when
the PGx drugs were given in combinations, the prevalence ratios increased to an average
of 4.6 further suggesting that persons with diabetes are much more exposed to PGx drugs
than the general population and in particular, for PGx drug combinations, including drug
combinations, for which there exist DDI warnings. Similar findings were also seen for
the use of clopidogrel and proton pump inhibitors in persons with diabetes [31]. The
frequency of DGI as recently reported for CYP2D6, CYP2C19 and SLCO1B1 [45] further
implies that a significant proportion of persons with diabetes will have phenotypes for
which actions in principle should be taken regarding dose adjustment or avoidance of the
given drugs. Taking phenoconversion into consideration as well, i.e., the combination of
DDI and DGI could potentially lead to additional changes in pharmacological responses
as has been suggested elsewhere [3]. The differences in RR seen for diabetic users of,
e.g., to obtain sertraline in combination with clopidogrel is twice as high as compared to
users of obtaining clopidogrel in combination with sertraline, a pattern seen for several
of the combinations shown in Table 5 and Figure 1. This suggests that users of certain
drugs have a higher probability of obtaining it in combinations with certain other drugs
and not necessarily vice versa. The fact that persons with diabetes are more exposed to
PGx drugs, both when given alone and in combination, further substantiates that both
DGI and DDI, so-called drug–drug-gene interactions (DDGI), are important measures to
consider as previously suggested [28,29,31]. This calls for the need for the alignment of
drug interaction trackers with regards to the incorporation of DGI and DDGI and thereby
considering potential phenoconversion.

A limitation of this register study is a lack of information about dose, compliance,
clinical effects as well as the duration of treatments and detailed demographics all of which
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should be taken into consideration in future research. For data on drug combinations, it
cannot be assumed that all users are taking the drugs concomitantly, however, we have
supporting data showing that around 50% of drug combinations were redeemed on the
same day (unpublished results and [28,31]).

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Register Data

This study is a cross-sectional study using The Danish Register of Medicinal Product
Statistics [51], which comprises records of all prescriptions redeemed since 1st of January
1996, as the source. Drug consumption data was retrieved with the support of Statistics
Denmark [52] for 2018. It is mandatory to report the sale of medicines, and therefore,
the data cover all sales in Denmark. The personal identification number [53] (the CPR
number) is a unique identifier to all Danish inhabitants which makes it possible to measure
a person’s drug consumption. Consumption is expressed as the number of users who
redeemed prescriptions of drugs investigated by applying their ATC codes [54]. The drug
use among persons with diabetes was identified by measuring inhabitants who redeemed
prescriptions of the ATC code A10 (level 2) which solely includes “drugs used in diabetes”
including users of A10A (level 3; insulins and analogues) and A10B (level 3; blood glucose-
lowering drugs excl. insulins). In addition, the number of users of A10A, A10B and users
of both A10A and A10B, referred to as A10A/B, were also measured. By combining the
use of A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B to ATC codes for the drug/drug classes investigated
within the therapeutic areas of antithrombotic agents (B01), the cardiovascular system (C),
analgesics (N02), psycholeptics (N05) and psychoanaleptics (N06) the number of persons
using A10, A10A, A10B and A10A/B alone or in combination with the above-mentioned
drug classes were identified and compared to the use in the general population. To convert
the number of users to prevalence (users/1000 inhabitants), the total Danish population
in 2018 was 5.781.190 and the age group distribution was as follow: 0–17 years 1,165,000;
18–24 years 532,622; 25–44 years 1,441,697; 45–64 years 1,525,308; 65–79 years 859,369 and
80+ years 256,694. The total number of persons who redeemed prescriptions of ATC-code
A10 (persons with diabetes) was 258,494 (see Table 1).

Drug–drug interactions were scored in severity by using Medscape® drug interaction
checker [32]. Warnings are displayed as “monitor closely” or “serious use alternate”.

The dosing information, length of treatment and indication for prescribing were not
recorded, and ethics approval was not applicable according to Danish law since the use
of anonymized healthcare data for pharmacoepidemiological research does not require
subject consent or approval from Ethics Committee.

4.2. Statistics

The relative risk (RR) was calculated by using the MedCalc Software Ltd. relative risk
calculator. https://www.medcalc.org/calc/relative_risk.php (Version 20.0.5; accessed on
2 June 2021). The Chi-squared test was performed by using the CHI2.TEST function in
Microsoft Excel version 2016.

4.3. Clinical Dosing Guidelines

The Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) and the Dutch
Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) clinical dosing guidelines for specific gene-
drug pairs were used as the source. The guidelines are available through the publicly
available PharmGKB homepage (https://www.pharmgkb.org/ accessed on 15 August
2021). Drugs with guidelines were divided into drugs having an actionable guideline (AG)
defined as at least one clinical recommendation (i.e., dose adjustment, dose monitoring or
avoidance of the given drug) different from “extensive metaboliser” EM (normal situation)
of any of the phenotypes PM, IM or RM. Drugs having a non-actionable guideline (N-AG)
were defined as drugs with no clinical recommendation different from EM of any of the
phenotypes based on current clinical knowledge.
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5. Conclusions

The findings of this exploratory cross-sectional register study clearly show that a large
fraction of the Danish population and in particular persons with diabetes, especially the
elderly, are exposed to drugs or drug combinations for which there exists dosing guidelines
as well as FDA annotation related to PGx of CYP2D6, CYP2C19 and SLCO1B1. In addition,
it should be emphasized that T2D taking insulin seems to have a higher rate of use of
drugs including PGx drugs compared to T2D taking no insulin and T1D. This further
supports the notion of the emerging results of accessing and accounting for not only DDI
but also DGI, DDGI and phenoconversion as supportive tools in clinical decision-making
and appropriate polypharmacy. The focus should be on the elderly, nursing home residents
and persons with diabetes due to their high exposure to PGx drugs. In spite of supporting
evidence and advances in PGx implementation in clinical practice, including evidence on
cost-effectiveness, significant barriers in the Danish healthcare system in implementing
the use of PGx, mainly concerning awareness and education, but also at the evidence level
which suggests initiatives should be taken focusing on these key barriers.
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Abstract: Children and youth treated with antipsychotic drugs (APs) are particularly vulnerable to
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) and prone to poor treatment response. In particular, interindividual
variations in drug exposure can result from differential metabolism of APs by cytochromes, subject to
genetic polymorphism. CYP1A2 is pivotal in the metabolism of the APs olanzapine, clozapine, and
loxapine, whose safety profile warrants caution. We aimed to shed some light on the pharmacogenetic
profiles possibly associated with these drugs’ ADRs and loss of efficacy in children and youth. We
conducted a systematic review relying on four databases, following the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2020 recommendations and checklist, with a
quality assessment. Our research yielded 32 publications. The most frequent ADRs were weight gain
and metabolic syndrome (18; 56.3%), followed by lack of therapeutic effect (8; 25%) and neurological
ADRs (7; 21.8%). The overall mean quality score was 11.3/24 (±2.7). In 11 studies (34.3%), genotyping
focused on the study of cytochromes. Findings regarding possible associations were sometimes
conflicting. Nonetheless, cases of major clinical improvement were fostered by genotyping. Yet,
CYP1A2 remains poorly investigated. Further studies are required to improve the assessment of
the risk–benefit balance of prescription for children and youth treated with olanzapine, clozapine,
and/or loxapine.

Keywords: cytochromes; CYP1A2; adverse drug reaction; antipsychotics; olanzapine; clozapine;
loxapine; pharmacogenetics; children; youth

1. Introduction

In child psychiatry, antipsychotic drugs (APs) are used to treat psychotic or mood
disorders, as well as behavioral symptoms, despite limited evidence. Although APs are
usually efficacious, the risk of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) associated with this class
should be considered when initiating APs in this vulnerable population [1,2]. Treatment
resistance is also a major concern [3]. Many intrinsic and extrinsic factors may influence the
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of APs, such as sex, ancestry, puberty, dietary,
and smoking habits [4–7], potentially leading to ADRs or lack of therapeutic effects.
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Furthermore, the cytochrome P450 (CYP) proteins, a superfamily of liver enzymes,
are instrumental to drug metabolism. At least 57 human CYPs have been described [8],
even if most reactions are undertaken by CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, and CYP3A4 [9].
Major interindividual differences in their expression arise from genetic polymorphisms,
leading to various metabolizing phenotypes [10] that determine the CYPs’ level of activity.
Furthermore, alterations in their activity by extrinsic inducers or inhibitors, can imbalance
a previously well-tolerated treatment; conversely, it can potentiate a given medication [11].
As CYP metabolize most APs [12], some studies addressed the potential consequences of
CYP2D6 polymorphisms in children and youth treated with antipsychotics [13]. While
CYP1A2 represents approximately 15% of hepatic CYP content [14], it is nonetheless pivotal
in the metabolism of the two atypical APs, olanzapine [15] and clozapine [16], as well as
loxapine [17] (whose properties are closely related to those of atypical APs [18,19]).

Olanzapine, clozapine, and loxapine share a common tricyclic structure and belong
to the thienobenzodiazepine, dibenzodiazepine, and dibenzoxazepine families, respec-
tively [20]. Olanzapine [21] and clozapine [22] are currently used as second- to third-line
therapy, while loxapine may allow symptomatic relief of acute agitation [23,24]. In child
psychiatry, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has granted marketing authoriza-
tion for olanzapine in acute mixed or manic episodes of bipolar I disorder and treatment
of schizophrenia for adolescents aged from 13 to 17 years old [25]. Similarly, the FDA
authorized use of olanzapine in cases of depressed bipolar I disorder, in combination
with fluoxetine, in children and adolescents aged between 10 and 17 years old [25]. By
contrast, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) did not recommend olanzapine for use
in children and adolescents below 18 years of age, mainly because of a lack of data on
safety and efficacy. Furthermore, the EMA highlighted a greater magnitude of weight gain,
lipid, and prolactin alterations in short-term studies of adolescent patients, in comparison
with studies of adult patients [26]. Regarding clozapine, its therapeutic indications are
mainly represented by treatment-resistant schizophrenia and recurrent suicidal behaviors
in schizophrenic disorders [27], without prejudice to the age, reflecting the lack of guide-
lines for use of clozapine in pediatric population [28]. The EMA stated that safety and
efficacy of clozapine in children under the age of 16 have not been established yet, and
therefore that it should not be used in this group until further data become available [29].
Likewise, regarding loxapine, both FDA and EMA mentioned that safety and effectiveness
in pediatric patients have not been established [30,31]. However, in France, the National
Drug Agency (Agence Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament et des produits de santé
(ANSM)) granted authorization for loxapine in the treatment of acute and chronic psychotic
disorders as from the age of 15 years [32].

Atypical APs tend to induce less extrapyramidal effects (compared to typical antipsy-
chotics) [33] and may therefore be the preferred option when treating children and youth,
despite these grey areas. However, their profile comes at the price of other prominent
ADRs, such as metabolic changes (weight gain, hyperglycemia, and dyslipidemia) [34]. As
they begin in childhood, they are likely to persist over lifetime. Off-label use being frequent
in this population [35], children are also exposed to a plethora of ADRs, such as neuroleptic
malignant syndrome, seizures, agranulocytosis, or hyperprolactinemia. The safety profile
of olanzapine [36] and clozapine [1] shows major issues of concern, and the tolerability of
loxapine scarcely has been investigated [37], especially in children and youth.

Increased knowledge of the intrinsic determinants of each patient’s exposure to APs
could pave the way to tailored therapy. Pharmacogenetics has been defined as the study
of how genetic differences influence the variability in patient’s responses to drugs [38].
On a large scale, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) allow to genotype all known
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human genome. When a smaller set of
SNPs are likely to affect treatment response, candidate gene studies can be conducted to
detect a potential association [39]. Further, whole-genome sequencing approaches (WGS)
may allow to identify rare gene variants, and therefore raises interesting prospects in
psychiatric disorders [40,41]. The in vivo assessment of a cytochrome’s phenotype relies on
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the administration of a selective enzyme substrate. These approaches brought us closer
to personalized medicine, whereby the understanding of each patient’s genetic profile
may predict the occurrence of ADRs or lack of effect. This may be especially useful
in specific populations [42], often excluded of clinical trials and of the classical field of
evidence-based medicine.

Therefore, we aimed to review the pharmacogenetic variants underlying olanzapine,
clozapine, and loxapine ADRs and/or efficacy in children and youth having undergone
genotyping. Then, we assessed the most frequently investigated ADRs and genetic poly-
morphisms in this population. Finally, we assessed the specific effect of CYP1A2 variants
in the occurrence of ADRs and/or lack of therapeutic effect.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research

The PROSPERO International prospective register of systematic reviews was checked
for similar systematic reviews. Due to our issue of concern never having been addressed, we
have submitted the research protocol to the INPLASY International platform of registered
systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (INPLASY202250025).

We have, therefore, conducted this systematic review following the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2020 recommendations
and checklist [43]. We further followed special methodological considerations regarding
pediatric systematic reviews [44]. The following query was used: ((((adolescent* OR youth
OR child* OR pedia* OR paedia*) AND (clozapine OR olanzapine OR loxapine) AND
(pharmacogen* OR allele OR genotype* OR cytochrome* OR CYP1* OR CYP2* OR CYP3*
OR CYP4*) AND (adverse drug reaction* OR adverse event* OR adverse reaction* OR side
effect* OR secondary effect* OR after effect* OR tolerability OR safety)))). Two authors
(D.M. and A.O.G.) separately conducted the research in PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO, and
PsycArticles. Our query retrieved publications registered in the four selected databases up
to 21 March 2022.

Relying on four electronic bibliographic databases, our extraction retrieved for each
publication the source database, publication year, language, full list of authors’ names,
article title, DOI (Digital Object Information), journal title, abstract, and Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) terms associated. Two authors independently performed the preliminary
two steps of proper article screening, with the results shown in the PRISMA flowchart
(Figure 1).

Before screening, duplicates were removed. First, the eligibility of the titles and
abstracts of the articles identified by the initial query were checked. Next, full-text copies
of the articles whose titles and abstracts met the inclusion criteria were retrieved. Then, to
ensure compliance with the inclusion criteria, the yielded full-text articles were assessed
for eligibility.

When the two reviewing authors could not obtain a consensus regarding an article,
the disagreement was resolved through discussion. Lastly, data extraction was performed
for all publications that met the inclusion criteria, including the study site(s), study type,
characteristics of the subjects (age, sample size, sex distribution, ancestry, diagnosis),
antipsychotic(s) of interest and its (their) dosing, other drugs administered, outcome(s)
measured, gene variants assessed, their potential association(s) with the ADR(s), the patho-
physiology involved, and the pharmacogenetic approach. For quality assessment needs, we
also extracted data addressing the reasons for choosing the genes/SNPs to genotype (sum-
maries of previous findings, reasons given for choosing the genes and SNPs genotyped, the
adjustment methods for multiple testing, and the p-values provided for the associations),
the sample size (details on calculation of sample size and on a priori power to detect effect
sizes of varying degrees), the reliability of genotypes (description of the genotyping pro-
cedure, of the primers and of any quality control methods, previously reported genotype
frequencies, blind of genotyping personnel to outcome status), missing genotype data (the
extent and reasons for missing data, any checks for missingness at random performed, any
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imputation of missing genotype data, number of patients contributing to each analysis
and consistence with sample size), population stratification (tests undertaken for cryptic
population stratification and adjustment for in the analyses), Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium
testing (was it performed, and were deviating (or not) SNPs highlighted and excluded from
further analysis where appropriate), and choice and definition of outcomes (clear definition
of all outcomes investigated, justification, results shown).

Figure 1. PRISMA 2020 flow diagram for identification of studies. N/A: Not applicable. From:
Page MJ, McKenzie JE, Bossuyt PM, Boutron I, Hoffmann TC, Mulrow CD, et al. The PRISMA
2020 statement: an updated guideline for reporting systematic reviews. BMJ 2021; 372: n71.
doi:10.1136/bmj.n71.

2.2. Selection Criteria

Data extraction relied on the following inclusion criteria:

1. Studies including at least one child and/or adolescent and/or youth, therefore aged
under 25, following the United Nations definition [45].

2. Receiving at least one atypical antipsychotic that is metabolized by CYP1A2 (clozapine,
olanzapine, loxapine).

3. Having experienced an adverse drug reaction/a lack of therapeutic effect linked to at
least one of these treatments.

4. Having undergone pharmacogenomic analysis/genotyping, the results of which
are mentioned.

5. Record issued from an English-language and peer-reviewed journal, for which full-
text was available

We therefore excluded books (and chapters), commentaries, but also any published
material that did not meet the original research criteria (e.g., systematic reviews, meta-
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analyses) [46]. However, considering the foreseeable paucity of evidence informing the
review, we decided to include conference abstracts and editorial pieces [47].

To serve the same purpose, we have chosen to include studies including ‘mixed’
(both adult and pediatric) populations [44], with due regard to the age criterion: ‘Studies
including at least one child and/or adolescent, therefore aged under 25′.

Then, identical or overlapping patient cohorts were detected by the analysis of study
site(s) and characteristics of the subjects, among others. The objectives and genetic variants
investigated tended to differ across the reports, based on overlapping or identical cohorts,
so we have chosen to include publications presenting redundant cohorts [39].

When the ancestry of patients (whose consideration is pivotal in genetics concerns)
was not provided in a study, we hypothesized that it could be consistent with the study
site, and reported it as such.

Studies were classified according to their methodology: case reports or case series,
cohort studies [48], and case–control (or cross-sectional) studies [49]. We distinguished
‘pediatric’ studies, exclusively relying on pediatric samples, and ‘mixed-population’ stud-
ies, to present their respective characteristics (Tables 1 and 2) and quality assessments
(Tables S1 and S2). Then, the whole studies were grouped according to the main classes of
ADRs investigated (Tables 3–5).

2.3. Quality Assessment

The quality of the included pharmacogenetic studies was independently assessed by
D.M. and A.O.G, relying on a tool adapted from Maruf et al. [13] and the checklist developed
by Jorgensen and Williamson [50]. As stated above, we considered each article (irrespective
of the potential redundancy of its (their) cohort(s)) for quality assessment. Indeed, methods
may vary from an article to another, relying on identical or overlapping patient cohorts.
Any case of discrepancy between their assessments was resolved through discussion.

The used tool addressed different issues of methodological quality:

1. Choosing the genes/SNPs to genotype (4 binary questions).
2. Sample size (3 questions: 2 binary and 1 open).
3. Study design (1 open question).
4. Reliability of genotypes (5 binary questions).
5. Missing genotype data (6 binary questions).
6. Population stratification (2 binary questions).
7. Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium (2 binary questions).
8. Choice and definition of outcomes (3 binary questions).

The purpose of open questions (sample size; study design) was to allow a quality
visual check as a complement to the global score of each publication.

For each binary question, we answered:

• ‘Yes’ if the study provided an adequate response.
• ‘No’ if the response was not mentioned in the manuscript nor a method publication

referenced by the authors.
• ‘N/A’ (not applicable) if the response to the main (first) question of the issue of concern

addressed is ‘No’.

Consequently, each study received a quality score between 0 and 24, based on the
summation of the ‘Yes’ answers. According to this approach, the higher the score, the
higher the quality of a given study.

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection

Selection and progressive elimination of the identified articles are summarized in the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart
provided in Figure 1. Our database query retrieved 406 records. Before screening, we
removed 55 duplicates (see Methods). Then, 352 records were screened on the basis of
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their title and abstract. Among them, 72 publications were assessed for eligibility via
the analysis of their full-text version. Finally, 32 records met the inclusion criteria of this
systematic review.

3.2. Characteristics of Studies
3.2.1. General Characteristics

The most represented study type was cohort studies (20 reports; 62.5%). Sample
sizes ranged from single cases (case reports) to 1445 patients (case–control study). Among
articles for which the ancestry was provided, 90.9% involved Caucasian/European/White
populations. It was not reported in 10 records (31.3%). Diagnosis of the included patients
was provided in 32 records (96.9%), mainly represented by psychotic disorders (29 re-
ports; 93.5%). In 11 studies (34.3%), genetic assessment relied on studying cytochromes.
Olanzapine was the most commonly used AP (24 reports; 75.0%). The most frequent
ADR was weight gain and metabolic syndrome (MetS), investigated in more than half
of the studies (18 reports; 56.3%). Lack of therapeutic effect accounted for 8 reports
(25.0%) and neurological ADRs for 7 reports (21.8%). Comparing study sites and char-
acteristics of the populations, we noticed several overlaps between the included articles.
Indeed, Nussbaum et al. in both studies ([51,52]), as well as Le Hellard et al. [53] and
Jassim et al. [54] relied on identical cohorts, respectively. To a lesser extent, Le Hellard et al.
included the Theisen et al. [55] cohort; the Gagliano et al. [56] cohort overlapped with the
Tiwari et al. [57] cohort; and the Quteineh et al. [58] and Saigi et al. [59] cohorts were both
overlapping the Choong et al. [60] cohort.

The mean quality assessment score (see Methods) of the 32 included studies was
11.3/24 (±2.7). The scores ranged from 6 (a case series) to 18 (a cohort study). In all studies,
a literature review was undertaken, whose findings were summarized, as well as the reasons
for choosing the genes and SNPs genotyped. The method of adjustment for multiple testing
was described in 13 records (40.6%). Precise p-values were provided for all associations
in 25 records (78.1%). Regarding sample size, details on its calculation were given in one
(3.1%) study (a cohort study). Details were given regarding the a priori power to detect
effect sizes of varying degrees in 5 publications (15.6%). Almost all records described the
genotyping procedure (31; 96.9%). Primers and quality control methods were described in 8
(25.0%) and 6 (18.8%) studies, respectively. Previously reported genotype frequencies were
quoted in 9 publications (28.1%). Genotyping personnel was blinded to outcome status in
one study (a cohort study) (3.1%). The extent of missing data was summarized in 9 studies
(28.1%), among which 6 gave the reasons for missing data (66.7%). No study reported
checks for missingness at random, nor imputed missing genotype data. All studies quoted
the number of patients contributing to each analysis (32; 100%), which agreed to samples
sizes in 24 studies (75.0%). No study presented tests for cryptic population stratification.
Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) was tested in 18 reports (56.3%). Among them, the
presence (or the absence) of deviating SNPs was highlighted and excluded from further
analysis in 17 studies (94.4%). Finally, all studies provided definitions, justifications for
their choices, and results for all outcomes investigated (32; 100%).

3.2.2. Pediatric Studies

Cohort studies accounted for 41.6% of pediatric studies (n = 5), followed by case
reports and case series (4 studies; 33.3%). Sample sizes ranged from single cases (2 case
reports) to 279 patients (a cohort study). The population was aged 3 to 20 years old. Ances-
try was not reported in most publications (7 studies; 58.3%). All studies in which ethnicity
was reported included Caucasian/European/White populations and African/Black pop-
ulations (5; 100%). Patients’ diagnosis was mentioned in 11 studies (91.6%); psychotic
disorders in 8 of them (72.7%) and mood disorders in 5 of them (45.5%). Cytochromes were
genotyped in a great majority of reports (9; 75.0%). Olanzapine was mentioned in nearly all
the publications (11; 91.6%). Among the studied ADRs, 5 studies were related to inadequate
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efficacy (41.7%), 4 (33.3%) to weight gain or MetS, and 3 (25.0%) to neurological symptoms.
Detailed characteristics of the included pediatric studies are provided in Table 1.

For pediatric studies, the average quality assessment score was 9.1/24 (±1.7), ranging
from 6 (a case series) to 13 (a cohort study). The adjustment for multiple testing was
described in one-fourth of the studies (3; 25.0%), and precise p-values were provided for
all associations in one-half of the studies (6; 50.0%). No pediatric study provided details
on the calculation of the sample size nor on the a priori power to detect effect sizes of
varying degrees. The genotyping procedure was described in nearly all the publications
(11; 92.0%). However, no study described the primers nor the quality control methods
used. Previously reported genotype frequencies were quoted in 4 studies (33.3%). No
study reported blinding of the genotyping personnel to outcome status. One study (1;
8.3%) summarized the extent of missing data (a cohort study), but justifications were not
provided. The number of patients contributing to analyses agreed to the sample size in
10 studies (83.3%). HWE was tested in one study (a cohort study), where the absence of
deviation was highlighted (1; 8.3%). The comprehensive quality assessment for pediatric
studies is displayed in Table S1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the studies (pediatric population).

Study Design N Age (Years) Male (%) Ancestry Diagnosis Antipsychotic Gene Variant ADR Quality

Baumann et al. (2006) Case Report 1 14 0 Swiss? OCD Olanzapine

CYP2D6 XN; *4;
CYP3A5 *3;
CYP2B6 *6;
CYP2C9 *1;
CYP2C19 *1

Generalized
tonic–clonic seizure 8

Prows et al. (2009) Cohort study 279
(18 OLZ)

3 to 18;
mean

(12.7 ± 3.2)
50.9%

White 72.4%;
Black 22.6%;
Other 5.0%

Mood
disorders;
Disruptive
behavior;

Anxiety, ICD;
Psychotic

disorders; PDD;
ED; Adjustment

disorders;
Other

Olanzapine
CYP2D6 *1, *3,

*4, *5, Dup;
CYP2C19 *1, *2

Sleep disturbances;
gastro-intestinal

symptoms; headache,
difficulty concentrating;
mood change; dizziness;

extrapyramidal
symptoms; aggressive

behavior; rash;
shortness of breath; lack

of therapeutic effect

9

Devlin et al. (2012) Case–control
study

105
(4 OLZ)

mean
(12.58 ± 3.14) 66.7%

European 74%;
Asian 8.7%;
Aboriginal
2.9%; South
Asian 2.9%;

African/
Caribbean 10.7%;
Hispanic 4.8%

Non provided Olanzapine
MTHFR

(rs1801133)
C677T C;T

Metabolic syndrome 9

Nussbaum et al.
(2014) Cohort study 81

9 to 20;
median
(15.74)

46% Romanian? Schizophrenia;
BD Olanzapine CYP2D6 *4 Weight gain 9

Nussbaum et al.
(2014) Cohort study 81

9 to 20;
median
(15.74)

46% Romanian? Schizophrenia;
BD Olanzapine CYP2D6 *4 Lack of therapeutic

effect 8

Butwicka et al. (2014) Case Report 1 16 100% Polish? Schizophreniform
disorder Olanzapine CYP2D6 *4 Neuroleptic Malignant

Syndrome 8

Cote et al. (2015) Case–control
study

134
(5 OLZ)

mean
(12.5 ± 3.1) 68.7%

European
73.9%; African

7.5%; Asian
9.0%; Hispanic

5.2%; South
Asian 2.2%;

First Nations
2.2%

Anxiety,
Depression,

ADHD, Mood
disorder,
Psychotic
disorder,

Adjustment
disorder, PDD,

Other

Olanzapine
COMT

Val158Met
(rs4680) Met; Val

Cardiometabolic
risk factors 10

Ocete-Hita et al.
(2017)

Case–control
study

92:
30 cases
(1 OLZ);

62 controls

0 to 15;
mean

(8.3 ± 3)
36.7%

White 90%;
Black 3.3%;
Other 6.6%

ADHD Olanzapine

Class I HLA-A,
B, C* loci, class
II HLA-DRB1,
DQB1, DQA1,

DP loci, KIR: 14
KIR genes and 2

pseudo-KIR
genes; TNFα
(rs1800629);

TGFβ1 (-10T/A;
25C/G); IL-10
((rs1800896);

-819T/C;
-(rs1800872));

IL-6 (rs1800795);
IFNγ

(rs2430561)

DILI: Idiosyncratic
Drug-Induced Liver

Injury
10

Thümmler et al. (2018) Case series
9 (3 OLZ,

CLZ,
LOX)

11 to 16;
mean

(14.1 ± 1.8)
(13 to 16

OLZ, CLZ,
LOX)

55.5%
(33% OLZ, CLZ,

LOX)
French?

COS, ASD,
ODD (OLZ,
CLZ, LOX);
COS, PTSD,
behavioral

disorder, ASD,
ODD, ID

Olanzapine;
Clozapine;
Loxapine

CYP2D6 *3, *4,
*5, *6, *41, Dup

EPS, weight gain,
hepatic cytolysis,

akathisia, dystonia,
galactorrhea, binge
eating, weight gain,
constipation, lack of

therapeutic effect

9
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Table 1. Cont.

Study Design N Age (Years) Male (%) Ancestry Diagnosis Antipsychotic Gene Variant ADR Quality

Grădinaru et al. (2019) Cohort study 81
9 to 20;
median
(15.74)

54% Romanian? Schizophrenia;
BD Olanzapine CYP2D6 *3, *4,

*5, *41 Hyperprolactinemia 10

Ivashchenko et al.
(2020) Cohort study

53
(6 CLZ)
(5 OLZ)

mean
(15.08 ± 1.70) 52.8% Russian?

BPD;
schizophrenia;
schizoaffective

disorder;
schizotypal

disorder; MDD;
delusional
disorders

Clozapine;
Olanzapine

CYP2D6 *4, *9,
*10; CYP3A4

*22, CYP3A5 *3;
ABCB1

(rs1128503,
rs2032582,
rs1045642);

DRD2
(rs1800497);

DRD4
(rs1800955);

HTR2A (rs6313)

Lack of therapeutic
effect;

decreased/increased
salivation,

increased/reduced
duration of sleep,

tremor, constipation,
subjective akathisia;

polyuria/polydipsia;
increased dream

activity

13

Berel et al. (2021) Case series 4 9; 10; 11; 14; 75%

2 Caucasian, 1
Cau-

casian/Indian,
1 African

Tourette
syndrome and
ID; behavioral
disorders and
neurodevelop-
mental delay;

EOS; ASD with
catatonia

Clozapine

CYP1A2 *1F, *1;
CYP2D6 *1, *4,

*10, *41;
CYP2C19 *1, *2;
CYP3A5 *1, *3;

CYP3A4 *1;
CYP2C9 *1, *3

Lack of therapeutic
effect (low

concentrations)
6

OLZ: Olanzapine; CLZ: Clozapine; LOX: Loxapine; OCD: Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; ICD: Impulse Control
Disorder; PDD: Pervasive Development Disorder; ED: Eating Disorder; ADHD: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder; COS: Childhood Onset Schizophrenia; ASD: Autism Spectrum disorder; ODD: Oppositional Defiant
Disorder; ID: Intellectual Disability; PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; BDP: Brief Psychotic Disorder; MDD:
Major Depressive Disorder; EOS: Early Onset Schizophrenia; EPS: Extrapyramidal Syndrome ?: when the ancestry
of the patients was not provided in a study, we hypothesized that it could be consistent with the study site, and
reported it as such.

3.2.3. Mixed Population Studies

Among mixed-population studies, cohort studies were prevailing (15; 75.0%). The sam-
ple sizes ranged from 21 to 1445 (both case–control studies). Age ranged from 10 to 75 years
old. Ancestry was available in 17 reports (85.0%), among which Caucasian/European/White
populations accounted for 88.2% (15 reports). All studies included patients suffering from
schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (20 reports; 100%). Serotonin receptors or transporters,
genes coding for proteins involved in energy and lipid homeostasis, and COMT Val158Met
(rs4680) polymorphism were assessed in 3 studies each (15.0%). Regarding antipsychotics of
interest, 15 studies involved clozapine (75.0%), and 13 studies involved olanzapine (65.0%).
Weight gain and MetS were studied in 14 studies (70.0%), followed by lack of therapeutic
effect (3; 15.0%) and extrapyramidal syndrome (EPS) (2; 10.0%). Detailed characteristics of
the mixed population studies are provided in Table 2.

For mixed population studies, the mean quality assessment score was 12.6/24 (± 2.4),
lying between 8 (a case–control study) and 18 (a cohort study). The method used to adjust
for multiple testing was described in one-half of the studies (10; 50.0%). Precise p-values
were provided for all associations in almost all studies (19; 95.0%).The calculation of sample
size was detailed in one study (1; 5.0%) and the a priori power to detect effect sizes of
varying degrees was detailed in 5 studies (5; 20.0%). All studies described the genotyping
procedure (20; 100%). Primers were described in 8 studies (40.0%), and quality control
methods in 6 studies (30.0%). Previously reported genotype frequencies were quoted in
one-fourth of the studies (5; 25.0%). Genotyping personnel was blinded to outcome status in
one study (a cohort study) (5.0%). The extent of missing data was summarized in 8 reports
(40.0%), among which 6 justified it (75.0%). The number of patients contributing to the
analyses agreed to sample size in 14 studies (70.0%). HWE was tested in 17 reports (85.0%),
among which almost all (16; 94.1%) underlined the presence (or absence) of deviating SNPs
and excluded them from further analysis when appropriate. The comprehensive quality
assessment for mixed population studies is displayed in Table S2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the studies (mixed population).

Study Design N Age (Years) Male (%) Ancestry Diagnosis Antipsychotic Gene Variant ADR Quality

Vandel et al. (1999) Case–control
study

65: 22 cases
(1 OLZ); 43

controls

16 to 75; mean
(41.9 ± 1.9) 35% French?

MDD,
dysthymia,

OCD,
schizophrenia

Olanzapine
CYP2D6 *1A, *2,
*2B, *3, *4A, *4D
*5, *6B, *9, *10B

EPS: akathisia,
dystonia,

parkinsonism,
dyskinesia

8

Hong et al. (2002) Cohort study 88 18 to 66; mean
(37.1 ± 8.2) 66% Han Chinese schizophrenic

disorders Clozapine
H1 receptor

(rs2067467) Glu,
Asp

Weight gain 11

Mosyagin et al. (2004) Case–control
study

159: 81 cases (49
CLZ), (2 OLZ);

78 controls

Female: 22 to
85; mean (48);
Male: 18 to 77;

mean (47)

36% German Whites schizophrenia
paranoid type

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

MPO
(rs2333227) G,A;
CYBA (rs4673)

C,T; (rs1049255)
A,G

Agranulocytosis 13

Theisen et al. (2004) Cohort study 97 14 to 45; mean
(22.1 ± 7.7) 59% German

schizophrenia
spectrum
disorders

Clozapine

5-HT2CR
(rs3813929)-

759C/T
C,T

Weight gain 11

Kohlrausch et al.
(2008) Cohort study 121: (55 NR),

(27 NOGS)

16 to 64: mean
(34.02 ± 8.79)

total; mean
(34.13 ± 9.84)

NR; mean
(34.37 ± 9.41)

NOGS

total 83.5%;
NR 81.8%;

NOGS
70.4%

European schizophrenia Clozapine GNB3 (rs5443)
825C > T

Lack of
therapeutic

effect, NOGS:
new onset

generalized
seizures

12

Godlewska et al.
(2009) Cohort study 107 mean

(29.3 ± 10.0) 49% Caucasian,
Polish

schizophrenia
(mostly

paranoid)
Olanzapine

5-HT2CR
(rs3813929)
759C/T C,T;
5-HT2CR
(rs518147)

697G/C G,C

Weight gain 13

Le Hellard et al. (2009) Cohort study 160 10 to 64; mean
(21.9 ± 8.9) 61% German

schizophrenia
spectrum
disorders

Clozapine

44 SNPs: 3
SNPs in INSIG1;

21 SNPs in
INSIG2; 3 SNPs

in SCAP; 4
SNPs in

SREBF1; 13
SNPs in SREBF2

Weight gain 14

Tiwari et al. (2010) Cohort study 183 18 to 60; mean
(36.12 ± 10.17) 67.8%

European-
American

63.9%; African-
American

30.1%; Others
6.0%

schizophrenia
or

schizoaffective
disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

20 SNPs in
CNR1 Weight gain 17

Lencz et al. (2010) Cohort study 58 16 to 38; mean
(23.5 ± 4.9) 76.8%

African-
American 40%;

Caucasian
(European) 28%;

Hispanic 19%;
Asian 5%;
Other 8%

schizophrenia,
schizoaffective

or schizophreni-
form

disorder

Olanzapine
DRD2

(rs1799732)
141C Ins; Del

Weight gain 12

Kohlrausch et al.
(2010) Cohort study 116 (52 NR)

16 to 64; mean
(33.82 ± 8.51)/R:

mean
(33.89 ± 8.04)/NR:

mean
(33.73 ± 9.14)

85.3%/R
85.9%/NR

84.6%
European schizophrenia Clozapine

5-HTT HTTLPR
(rs25531) LA,
LG, S; VNTR
Stin2 9, 10, 12

repeats

Lack of
therapeutic

effect
11

Jassim et al. (2011) Cohort study 160 10 to 64; mean
(21.9 ± 8.9) 61% Central

European

schizophrenia
spectrum
disorders

Clozapine

96 SNPs: 13 for
ADIPOQ; 10 for

FABP3; 7 for
PRKAA1; 14 for
PRKAA2; 3 for
PRKAB1; 4 for

PRKAG1; 40 for
PRKAG2; 4 for
PRKAG3; 1 for

FTO

Weight gain 12

Choong et al. (2013) Cohort study 444; S1: 152; S2:
174; S3: 118

S1: 19 to 64,
median (42); S2:
12 to 69, median

(35); S3: 19 to
69, median (42)

S1: 52%; S2:
49%; S3:

67%
Swiss?

Psychotic
disorders,

mood disorders,
others

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

3 CRTC1 SNPs:
rs10402536 G >

A; rs8104411 C >
T; rs3746266 A

>G

Weight gain 13

Gagliano et al. (2014) Cohort study 99 18 to 65 median
(34) 44% Caucasian

schizophrenia
or

schizoaffective
disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

16 PRKAR2B
SNPs Weight gain 18

Dong et al. (2015) Cohort study 536: D: 328; R:
208

D: 18 to 45
mean

(29.1 ± 7.6); R:
18 to 60 mean

(21.3 ± 8.2)

D: 48.7%; R
57.2% Chinese Han schizophrenia Olanzapine

4 A2BP1 SNPs:
rs10500331,
rs4786847,
rs8048076,
rs1478697,
rs10500331

Weight gain 14

Pouget et al. (2015) Case–control
study

1445: 670 cases;
775 controls

18 to 60;
(38.54 ± 10.4) 71% European

schizophrenia
of

schizoaffective
disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

TSPO 8 SNPs:
rs739092,

rs5759197,
rs138911,
rs113515,

rs6971, rs6973,
rs80411,
rs138926

Weight gain;
lack of

therapeutic
effect

16
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Table 2. Cont.

Study Design N Age (Years) Male (%) Ancestry Diagnosis Antipsychotic Gene Variant ADR Quality

Quteineh et al. (2015) Cohort study 834:
478 + 168 + 188

main: 12 to 97
median 50; S1

19.5 to 64,
median (42.2);

S2: 19 to 69,
median (42.3)

main: 43.7%;
S1 52.9%; S2

62.2%
White

Psychotic
disorders,

mood disorders,
schizoaffective

disorders,
others

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

HSD11B1 7
variants:

rs12565406 G >
T, rs10863782 G
> A, rs846910 G
> A, rs375319 G
> A, rs12086634
T > G, rs4844488
A > G, rs84690

C > T

MetS 11

Saigi et al. (2016) Cohort study 750: S1: 425;
S2:148; S3: 177

combined 13 to
97 median 45;

S1 13 to 97
median 51; S2

19 to 64 median
42; S3 18 to 69

median 42

combined
50%; s1 43%

s2 55% s3
62%

White

psychotic
disorders,

schizoaffective
disorders, BD,

depression,
other

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

52 SNPs
previously

associated with
BMI/21

associated with
type 2

diabetes/9
associated with

psychiatric
disorders

Weight gain 14

Nelson et al. (2018) Case–control
study

71: cases 32
(1 OLZ);

controls 39

15 to 55 Met
FEP mean

25.15 ± 7.20,
Val FEP mean
22.92 ± 7.08

FEP Met
75%; FEP
Val 58%

Caucasian,
African

American,
Other

schizophrenia
spectrum, BD

with psychosis,
MDD with
psychosis,
psychotic

disorder NOS

Olanzapine
COMT

Val158Met
(rs4680) Met; Val

alteration of
cognitive
flexibility

11

Menus et al. (2020) Cohort study 96 18 to 74,
median (39) 40% Hungarian? schizophrenia Clozapine

CYP1A2 *1C,
*1F, *1; CYP3A5
*1, *3; CYP3A4

*1, *1B, *22

MetS, altered
concentration,

hypersalivation,
blurred vision,
constipation,

fatigue

11

Nicotera et al. (2021) Case–control
study

21: 4 cases;
17 controls 16 to 46 62% Caucasian

ID, psychotic
disorder,

schizophrenia
spectrum, gait

disorder,
specific
learning
disorder,

schizotypal
personality

disorder

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

COMT
Val158Met

(rs4680) Met; Val
COMT L136L
(rs4818) G,C

Dystonia 11

OLZ: Olanzapine; CLZ: Clozapine; NR: Non responders; FEP: First episode psychosis; OCD: Obsessive Com-
pulsive Disorder; ID: Intellectual Disability; MDD: Major Depressive Disorder; BD: Bipolar Disorders; SNP:
Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism; EPS: extrapyramidal syndrome; MetS: Metabolic Syndrome. Ancestry: ‘?’ when
the ancestry of the patients was not provided in a study, we then hypothesized that it could be consistent with the
study site, and reported it as such.

3.3. Main Adverse Drug Reactions
3.3.1. Weight Gain and Metabolic Syndrome

While 14 studies (43.8%) investigated solely weight gain, 4 studies (12.5%) addressed
the potential correlations of MetS with genetics, as shown in Table 3. Among studies
specifically assessing antipsychotic-induced weight gain (AIWG), 2 were pediatric studies
(14.3%) and 12 were mixed-population studies (85.7%). Both pediatric and mixed studies
accounted for half (2; 50.0%) of the reports addressing MetS.

In 2014, Nussbaum et al. [51] found that CYP2D6 wt/*4 (intermediate metabolizer–IM)
children had a significant increase in weight gain when compared to the patients with-
out *4 allele, after six months of administration of atypical APs (p < 0.001). Likewise,
Thümmler et al. [3] reported the case of a CYP2D6 *4/*41 (poor metabolizer–PM) 14-year-old
female who showed weight gain and binge-eating behaviors when treated with clozapine
and loxapine. According to the findings of Menus et al. [61], a moderate/high risk of
obesity in patients treated with clozapine was significantly more frequent in low CYP3A4
expressers (13.6% of CYP3A4 low expressers, 1.5% of CYP3A4 normal/high expressers, OR = 13.5
(95% CI 1.2–147.9), n = 87, p = 0.045). However, there was no association between CYP1A2
or CYP3A4 expression and blood glucose or lipid levels (p > 0.1). By contrast, in low CYP3A4
expressers, a significant correlation was found between the clozapine serum concentration
and blood glucose level (r = 0.52, n = 20, p = 0.02).

Few studies investigated the potential link between lipid homeostasis and polymor-
phisms of genes involved in energy. Indeed, Le Hellard et al. [53] found a strong association
(p = 0.0003–0.00007) between three genetic polymorphisms localized within or near the
INSIG2 gene (rs17587100, rs10490624, and rs17047764) and AIWG in patients treated with
clozapine. Choong et al. [60] found that carriers of the CRTC1 (rs3746266) G allele had a
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lower BMI than noncarriers (AA genotype) (p = 0.001, p = 0.05, and p = 0.0003, respectively,
in the three samples). When excluding patients taking other weight gain-inducing drugs,
G allele carriers (n = 98) had a 1.81 kg/m2 lower BMI than noncarriers (n = 226; p < 0.0001).
This association was more marked in women aged under 45 years, with a 3.87 kg/m2 lower
BMI in G allele carriers (n = 25) compared with noncarriers (n = 48; p < 0.0001). In patients
treated with clozapine, Jassim et al. [54] found a marked association between AIWG and
6 genetic polymorphisms in ADIPOQ, among which only 2 showed both allelic and geno-
typic association. Body Mass Index (BMI) changes were, to a lesser extent, associated with
one marker in PRKAA1 (rs10074991), by an allelic (p = 0.011) and genotypic (p = 0.004)
association, as well as three markers in PRKAA2 (rs4912411, p = 0.044; rs7519509, p = 0.043;
rs10489617, p = 0.036). In PRKAG2, one marker (rs17714947, p = 0.020) displayed allelic
association with AIWG, while another marker (rs7800069, p = 0.0008) showed genotypic
association. By contrast, Gagliano et al. [56] analyzed 16 tag SNPs across the PRKAR2B
gene in a sample of patients treated with clozapine or olanzapine. Patients displaying
the minor allele of the polymorphism PRKAR2B (rs9656135) had a mean weight increase
of 4.1%, whereas patients without this allele had an increase of 3.4%, but this associa-
tion did not remain significant after correcting for multiple testing. Quteineh et al. [58]
found that only male carriers of the HSD11β1 (rs846906) T allele had significantly higher
waist circumference and triglycerides (TG), and lower high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(HDL) (pcorrected = 0.028). This allele was also associated with a higher risk of antipsychotic-
induced MetS at 3 months of follow-up (OR = 3.31 (95% CI 1.53–7.17), pcorrected = 0.014).
When studying patients treated with APs, the impact of 52 SNPs previously associated with
BMI changes, Saigi et al. [59] found that CADM2 (rs13078807) showed a nominal association
with BMI over time (p = 0.01), with a 1.04 increase in BMI per additional risk allele after
12 months of treatment. The genetic polymorphisms HSD11β1 (rs3753519) (p = 0.00001)
and CRTC2 (rs8450) (p = 0.04) were also associated with a risk of an increase in BMI.

Regarding genotyping of 5-HT2C (serotonin) receptor, Theisen et al. [55] found no asso-
ciation between the 5-HT2C receptor (rs3813929)-759C allele and weight gain after 12 weeks
of clozapine treatment in 97 patients with schizophrenia. Notwithstanding, among patients
treated with olanzapine and genotyped for 5-HT2C receptor (rs518147), Godlewska et al. [62]
found that significantly less patients with -697C (3/51, p ≤ 0.0006) and no patient with
-759T (0/28, p ≤ 0.002) alleles experienced a BMI increase ≥10%. In an analysis of body
weight change after 4 months of clozapine treatment, Hong et al. [63] showed no relation-
ship with the histamine receptor H1 genotype (rs2067467). The analysis of DRD2 -141C
(rs1799732) by Lencz et al. [64] in patients treated with APs showed that deletion carriers
gained significantly more weight over time (time-by-genotype interaction, p = 0.024). Ti-
wari et al. [57] showed a nominal association of the CNR1 (rs806378) polymorphism with
weight gain in patients treated with clozapine or olanzapine. T allele (minor allele) carriers
gained more weight (5.96%) than the CC carriers (2.76%, p ≤ 0.008), which can be trans-
lated into approximately 2.2 kg more weight gain in patients carrying the T allele (CC vs.
CT + TT, 2.21 ± 4.51 vs. 4.33 ± 3.89 kg; p ≤ 0.022). When searching for an association of
COMT Val158Met (rs4680) variants with MetS, Cote et al. [65] found that atypical AP-treated
children with the Met allele had higher systolic (p = 0.014) and diastolic (p = 0.034) blood
pressure, and higher fasting glucose concentrations (p = 0.030) compared with children
with the Val/Val genotype.

In atypical AP-treated children, Devlin et al. [66] found an association between
the MTHFR (rs1801133) 677T allele with MetS (p ≤ 0.05) (OR 5.75 [95% CI 1.18–28.12]).
Dong et al. [67] found that the A2BP1 (rs1478697) polymorphism was significantly asso-
ciated with AIWG caused by olanzapine (p = 0.0012, Bonferroni corrected p = 0.0048).
This association was replicated in another sample, including 208 first-episode and drug-
naïve patients presenting with schizophrenia after a 4-week treatment with olanzapine
(p = 0.0092, Bonferroni corrected p = 0.0368). Pouget et al. [68] found no association be-
tween TSPO (rs739092, rs5759197, rs138911, rs113515, rs6971, rs6973, rs80411 and rs138926)
polymorphisms and weight change.
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Table 3. Synthesis of studies investigating metabolic adverse drug reactions.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Devlin et al. (2012) Not provided Olanzapine Not provided

MetS: weight; waist
circumference; BMI;

DBP and SBP;
plasma glucose,

insulin, TC; LDL;
HDL; TG;

ALAT; ASAT

MTHFR (rs1801133)
C677T C;T

Conversion of folate
to 5-

methyltetrahydrofolate
(active form)

SGA-treated
children with

T-allele:
↑ prevalence of MetS,
↑ diastolic blood

pressure Z-scores,
and fasting

plasma glucose

Changes in DNA
methylation + gene
expression profile

that favors
development of

MetS characteristics.

Nussbaum et al.
(2014) A Schizophrenia; BD Olanzapine Not provided Weight gain; BMI;

insulin variations CYP2D6 *4 Drug and steroid
metabolism

Patients with the
genotype wt/*4, IM
have significantly ↑
WG values than the

patients without
*4 allele.

Nonfunctional
CYP2D6 alleles

increase exposure
to antipsychotics.

Cote et al. (2015)

Anxiety, Depression,
ADHD, Mood

disorder, Psychotic
disorder,

Adjustment disorder,
PDD, Other

Olanzapine Not provided

Cardiometabolic risk
factors: Plasma

glucose, insulin, TC,
LDL, HDL, TG;
weight, waist

circumference, BMI,
DBP and SBP

COMT Val158Met
(rs4680) Met; Val

Degradation of
catecholamines

No significant
findings.

Interaction observed
for SBP z-score.

Children with Met
allele had ↑ fasting
plasma glucose and

↓ HDL

COMT Val158Met
genotype may

influence epigenetic
regulation and
↓ activity of

COMT = deleterious
effect on

cardiometabolic
dysfunction and
BP regulation.

Thümmler et al.
(2018)

COS, ASD, ODD
(OLZ, CLZ, LOX);

COS, PTSD,
behavior disorders,

ASD, ODD, ID

Olanzapine;
Clozapine; Loxapine Not provided

Lack of therapeutic
effect, various ADRs

(weight gain,
dystonia...)

CYP2D6 *3, *4, *5, *6,
*41, Dup

Drug and steroid
metabolism

Major adverse
events in

4/9 patients

Accumulation of
metabolites, CYP

expression variation
with age, drugs

which are
CYP inhibitors

Hong et al. (2002) schizophrenic
disorders Clozapine Not provided Body weight

change; BMI
H1 (rs2067467):

Glu, Asp
H1 (histamine)

receptor

No significant
correlation between

BWC and
H1 genotypes.

In animal studies,
blocking the H1

receptor =
stimulation of

feeding behaviors,
and ↑ weight gain.

Theisen et al. (2004) schizophrenia
spectrum disorders Clozapine

mean clozapine
dose:

302 ± 128 mg/day
(range

100–800 mg/day)

Weight gain;
BMI change

5-HT2CR
(rs3813929)-759C/T

C,T

5-HT2CR:
serotonin receptor

Higher proportion
of patients with the
CC genotypes with
weight gain when

compared with
those with a T allele,

this result was
not significant.

Serotonin has been
suggested to play an
important role in the

regulation of
feeding behavior.

Godlewska et al.
(2009)

schizophrenia
(mostly paranoid) Olanzapine

Olanzapine
monotherapy: range

20–25mg/day

Weight gain;
BMI change

5-HT2CR (rs3813929)
759C/T C,T;

5-HT2CR (rs518147)
697G/C G,C

5-HT2CR: serotonin
receptor

A protective effect of
-759T and -697C

alleles was found:
significantly less

patients with -697C
and no patient with

-759T alleles
experienced body

mass index increase
above 10%.

Serotonin could play
an important role in

the regulation of
feeding behavior,

especially
particular through
5-HT2C receptors.

Le Hellard et al.
(2009)

schizophrenia
spectrum disorders Clozapine range 20–25 mg/day Weight gain; BMI

44 SNPs: 3 SNPs in
INSIG1; 21 SNPs in
INSIG2; 3 SNPs in
SCAP; 4 SNPs in

SREBF1; 13 SNPs in
SREBF2

INSIG1; INSIG2;
SCAP; SREBF1 and
SREBF2: regulation
of biosynthesis and

uptake of lipids

Strong association
between 3 markers
localized within or

near the INSIG2
gene (rs17587100,
rs10490624 and
rs17047764) and

AIWG.

SREBP mediated
activation of lipid

biosynthesis in
cultured cells.

INSIG2 has recently
been implicated as a
susceptibility gene

in obesity

Tiwari et al. (2010)
schizophrenia or
schizoaffective

disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

mean clozapine
dose: 285 ± 121
mg/day (range
50–800 mg/day

Weight gain 20 SNPs in CNR1 CNR1: cannabinoid
receptor

No association of
any of the

polymorphisms with
weight change

In the European
subgroup, the
polymorphism

rs806378 was the
only significant SNP

in genotypic
comparison.

Carriers of the ‘T’
allele gained more

weight than the CC
genotype carriers.

In African-Americans
a significant

association was
observed only for

rs1049353 (increased
risk for CT vs. CC).

The T allele created a
binding site for

arylhydrocarbon
receptor translocator,

a member of the
basic helix–loop–

helix/Per–Arnt–Sim
protein family.

Genetic
polymorphisms in

the CNR1 gene have
been associated with

basal metabolic
index, obesity and
various metabolic

parameters.

Lencz et al. (2010)

schizophrenia,
schizoaffective or
schizophreniform

disorder

Olanzapine

Patients randomly
assigned to receive

either clozapine
(500 mg/day),

olanzapine
(20 mg/day)

Weight gain; BMI
change

DRD2 (rs1799732)
141C Ins;Del

DRD2: dopamine
receptor

Deletion carriers
gained significantly
more weight; they
began to separate

from Ins/Ins
homozygotes after

6 weeks of treatment
on either

medication.

Liability to
antipsychotic-

induced weight gain
may be related to

variation in density
of D2 receptors.
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Jassim et al. (2011) schizophrenia
spectrum disorders Clozapine Not provided

Weight gain; BMI
change as BMI-1_2

(from the start of the
AP until prior to the

clozapine
administration),

Δ BMI-2_3 (during
the clozapine

administration) and
Δ BMI-1_3 (the

whole AP treatment)
period

96 SNPs: 13 for
ADIPOQ; 10 for

FABP3; 7 for
PRKAA1; 14 for
PRKAA2; 3 for
PRKAB1; 4 for

PRKAG1; 40 for
PRKAG2; 4 for

PRKAG3; 1 for FTO

ADIPOQ; FABP3;
PRKAA1; PRKAA2;
PRKAB1; PRKAG1;
PRKAG2; PRKAG3;
FTO: regulation of
lipid and energy

homeostasis

Allelic and
genotypic

association between
rs17300539 in the

ADIPOQ gene and
Δ BMI-1_2 and

Δ BMI-1_3.
4 other ADIPOQ
markers showed
nominal allelic
association to

Δ BMI-1_2
(rs17373414) or

Δ BMI-2_3 (rs864265,
rs1501299 and

rs6773957).
rs6773957 also

displayed genotypic
association for

Δ BMI-2_3, together
with rs3821799.

1 marker in PRKAA1
(rs10074991)

displayed allelic and
genotypic

association to Δ
BMI-1_3. In

PRKAA2, 3 markers
demonstrated weak
association either to

Δ BMI-1_2
(rs4912411) or

Δ BMI-1_3
(rs7519509 and
rs10489617). In
PRKAG2, one

marker (rs17714947)
demonstrated allelic,
and another marker

(rs7800069)
genotypic

association with
Δ BMI-2_3.

Adiponectin has
recently been

suggested as a
biomarker for
AP-induced

metabolic
disturbances:

negative correlation
between circulating
levels of adiponectin

and BMI, TG and
insulin levels in

patients taking AP.
Variants of

AMPK-encoding
genes influence the
baseline BMI, with
limited if any direct
effects upon AIWG.

Choong et al. (2013)
Psychotic disorders,

mood disorders,
others

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided Weight gain;

BMI change

3 CRTC1 SNPs:
rs10402536 G > A;
rs8104411 C > T;
rs3746266 A >G

CREB co-activator
(mood, memory,

energy
metabolism...)

Significant
association between
CRTC1 rs3746266A >
G and BMI, with G
carriers having a

lower BMI.
After adjustment for

the severity of the
psychiatric disorder,

the association
between BMI and

CRTC1 rs3746266A >
G is even stronger.

Stronger association
in women, especially

< 45 years.
The T allele of

rs6510997C > T (a
proxy of the

rs3746266 G allele)
was associated with

lower BMI and
fat mass.

Role for the CRTC1
gene in the

regulation of human
bodyweight and fat

mass consistent with
animal models.

Psychiatric illness
and/or weight
gain–inducing

psychotropic drugs
might play a role in

genetically mediated
energy homeostasis

Gagliano et al.
(2014)

schizophrenia or
schizoaffective

disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided Weight gain 16 PRKAR2B SNPs

PRKAR2B:
regulation of

lipid homeostasis

One SNPs in
PRKAR2B

(rs9656135) was
significantly

associated with
AIWG before
correcting for

multiple testing, but
lost significance

when adjusting for
the 176 effective

tests.

Evidence was
provided by animal
studies suggesting a
role of the PRKAR2B

gene in energy
metabolism.

Dong et al. (2015) schizophrenia Olanzapine Not provided Weight gain; BMI

4 A2BP1 SNPs:
rs10500331,

rs4786847, rs8048076,
rs1478697,
rs10500331

A2BP1: regulates
tissue-specific

splicing, involved in
neurological

function

The SNP rs1478697
in the A2BP1 gene

was associated with
olanzapine-induced

WG.
The association of
rs8048076 did not
remain significant
after correction for

multiple
comparisons.

A2BP1 gene was
preferentially

expressed in the
human brain; it

might affect
adiposity via the

hypothalamic MC4R
pathway, explaining
the role of A2BP1 in

olanzapine
induced AIWG.
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Pouget et al. (2015)
schizophrenia of
schizoaffective

disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine

Olanzapine dose
(mg/d) D: 10.2 ± 2.3

R: 11.8 ± 3.1

Weight gain; lack of
therapeutic effect
through treatment
response (BPRS)

TSPO 8 SNPs:
rs739092, rs5759197,
rs138911, rs113515,

rs6971, rs6973,
rs80411, rs138926

TSPO: translocator
protein, peripheral

benzodiazepine
receptor

No association
between any of the

TSPO SNPs and
change in

overall BPRS.
Non significant

trend for association
between rs6971 and

WG, with an
increase in weight

for each Thr allele an
individual carried.

In the subset of
78 subjects treated
with clozapine or
olanzapine, rs6971

was nominally
associated with

weight gain, but did
not remain

significant after
multiple testing

correction.

Unknown
mechanism by
which TSPO

influences glucose
lowering and

activation of fasting
metabolism,

possibilities include
the altering of

steroid synthesis,
cytokine production

or ROS levels.

Quteineh et al.
(2015)

Psychotic disorders,
mood disorders,
schizoaffective

disorders, others

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided

Weight gain, blood
pressure and the

other components
of MetS

HSD11B1 7 variants:
rs12565406 G > T,
rs10863782 G > A,
rs846910 G > A,
rs375319 G > A,

rs12086634 T > G,
rs4844488 A > G,

rs84690 C > T

HSD11B1: cortisone
reductase, reduces

cortisone to the
active hormone

cortisol

Carriers of the
variant rs846910-A,

rs375319-A, and
rs4844488-G alleles
showed lower BMI
values and lower

WC, compared with
patients with the

wild-type genotypes.
Association was

exclusively detected
in women.

For the
rs846906C > T SNP,
only men carrying
the T-allele showed

higher WC
compared with

noncarriers.
Among women,
carriers of the

rs846910-A,
rs375319-A, and

rs4844488-G alleles
had lower DBP
compared with

noncarriers.
Among men,

carriers of the T-allele
had higher TG levels

compared with
noncarriers.

Men carrying the
T-allele of

rs846906C > T
showed lower
HDL-C levels

compared with
noncarriers.

A direct relationship
between aromatase
activity and body

weight was
proposed + estrogen

may increase
cortisone to cortisol

conversion mediated
by 11β-HSD1 and

cortisol may increase
aromatase

activity = more
estrogen in
the tissues.

Findings between
rs846906C > T and

lipid traits and BWC
in men are not

explained.

Saigi et al. (2016)

psychotic disorders,
schizoaffective
disorders, BD,

depression, other

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided

Weight gain, waist
circumference,
serum lipids,

glucose

52 SNPs previously
associated with BMI

Weight regulation;
glycemia regulation;
psychiatric disorders

w-GRS of 32
polymorphisms

significantly
associated with BMI

in men
1 SNP in CADM2

gene showed a
nominal association
with BMI over time.

At 12 months of
treatment, the

rs13078807
polymorphism

showed an increase
in BMI for each

additional risk allele.
HSD11β1 rs3753519

showed an
association with
lower BMI for

rs3753519 in patients
homozygous for the

variant allele
compared to
wild types.

The HSD11β1 gene
codes for a
microsomal

enzyme-catalyzing
tissue regeneration

of active cortisol
from the inactive

form cortisone. It is
highly expressed in

metabolic tissues
such as the liver and

adipose tissue.
↑ plasma cortisol
levels have been
associated with

visceral obesity and
metabolic syndrome.
An overexpression

of this gene has been
associated with

hyperphagia and
obesity in mice.

CADM2 plays an
important role in
systemic energy

homeostasis.
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Menus et al. (2020) schizophrenia Clozapine Clozapine daily dose
(mg): 194.3 ± 130.5

Structured
questionnaire + BMI,

bodyweight
(obesity), fasting

glucose
concentrations, TG,

TC, HDL, LDL

CYP1A2 *1C, *1F, *1;
CYP3A5 *1, *3;

CYP3A4 *1, *1B, *22

Drug and steroid
metabolism

No association
between CYP1A2 or
CYP3A4 expression
and blood glucose,
TG or cholesterol
levels in patients.

Moderate/high risk
obesity was

significantly more
frequent in low

CYP3A4 expressers.
In low CYP3A4

expressers, a
significant

correlation was
found between

clozapine serum
concentration (or
daily dose) and

blood glucose level

The relative activity
of CYP1A2 and

CYP3A4 is assumed
to determine which

enzyme has a greater
role in clozapine

metabolism. 5-HT2C
antagonism has been

reported to be a
mechanism

underlying atypical
AIWG + norclozapine

has a greater
antagonist effect on
5-HT2C receptors

than the parent
compound = positive
correlation between
BMI and norclozap-

ine/clozapine
ratios.

OLZ: Olanzapine; CLZ: Clozapine; LOX: Loxapine; PDD: Pervasive Development Disorder; ADHD: Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder; COS: Childhood Onset Schizophrenia. ASD: Autism Spectrum disorder; ODD:
Oppositional Defiant Disorder; ID: Intellectual Disability; PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; BD: Bipolar
Disorders; SNP: Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism; MetS: Metabolic syndrome; DBP: Diastolic Blood pressure;
SBP: Systolic Blood Pressure; SGA: Second-Generation Antipsychotic; IM: Intermediate Metabolizer; BWC: Body
Weight Change; AIWG: Antipsychotic-Induced Weight Gain.

3.3.2. Neurological Symptoms: Movement Abnormalities and Seizures

Our query retrieved two studies investigating seizures (28.6%) and five studies ad-
dressing movement abnormalities (71.4%), as shown in Table 4. One pediatric and one
mixed population study assessed antipsychotic-induced seizures (50%). In addition, two
pediatric (40%) and thee mixed studies (60%) investigated movement abnormalities.

Baumann et al. [69] reported an epileptiform seizure, which occurred in a 16-year-
old female treated with sertraline and olanzapine. She was found to be CYP3A5 *3/*3
(though, with a preserved CYP3A activity), CYP2B6 *6/*6, and CYP2D6 *4/*4 (PM). Indeed,
the resulting high sertraline plasma levels added to the olanzapine treatment could have
contributed to the onset of the seizure. Prows et al. [70] found that patients’ combined
phenotype (generated via CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 phenotypes) was associated with the
number of ADRs (p = 0.03). Combined PMs treated with psychotropics had the highest
number of ADRs (among which EPS was classified as a severe ADR), and combined ultrarapid
metabolizers (UMs) had the lowest number of ADRs. By contrast, Thümmler et al. [3]
reported the case of a CYP2D6 (>2N) UM 16-year-old male that presented EPS when treated
by olanzapine and clozapine. Their case series also mentioned the case of a 14-year-old
female, CYP2D6 *4/*41 (PM), who presented numerous ADRs, including EPS, akathisia, and
dystonia, when treated with clozapine and loxapine. In patients treated with psychotropic
drugs, Vandel et al. [71] observed a higher percentage of carriers of a genotype with CYP2D6
unfunctional alleles in the group of patients suffering from extrapyramidal ADRs than in
the symptom-free patient group (p < 0.00001).

Beyond cytochromes, Kohlrausch et al. (2008) [72] found that, in patients treated
with clozapine, carriers of the T825 allele of the GNB3 (rs5443) polymorphism had a higher
risk to present a convulsion episode (p = 0.007). Ivashchenko et al. [73] observed that
patients with HTR2A (rs6313) C allele (42.1 vs. 0%, p = 0.003), but also patients with DRD2
(rs1800497) T allele, more often complained of tremor (50 vs. 21.6%, p = 0.039). However,
these associations could not be confirmed because of coincidence with higher dosing of
antipsychotics. In patients treated with APs, Nicotera et al. [74] found that the COMT
Val158Met (rs4680) G/A (Val/Met) genotype was almost exclusively represented in patients
presenting with persistent dystonia.
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Table 4. Synthesis of studies investigating neurological adverse drug reactions.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Baumann et al.
(2006) OCD Olanzapine

Olanzapine at
2.5 mg/d (day 1)

and titrated until 10
mg/d on day 42

Epileptiform seizure

CYP2D6 *4; CYP3A5
*3; CYP2B6 *6;

CYP2C9 *1;
CYP2C19 *1

Drug and steroid
metabolism

CYP3A5: PM 100%
(but normal CYP3A
activity); CYP2B6:

PM 100% and
CYP2D6: PM 100%

(may explain
high sertraline
plasma levels)

Seizure favored by
high sertraline

concentrations +
olanzapine

Prows et al. (2009)

Mood disorders;
Disruptive behavior;

Anxiety, ICD;
Psychotic disorders;

PDD; ED;
Adjustment

disorders; Other

Olanzapine Not provided

Behavioral
Intervention Score
(BIS); number of
PRN doses; LOS;

change in GAF from
admission to

discharge; number
of ADRs (sleep

disturbances, EPS...)

CYP2D6 *1, *3, *4, *5,
Dup; CYP2C19 *1, *2

Drug and steroid
metabolism

Significant
relationship between
combined predicted
phenotype and the
number of ADRs.

Relationship
between

CYP2C19-predicted
metabolizing

phenotype and
number and severity

of ADRs.

Increased
metabolizing

capacity leads to a
decrease in drug

efficacy and number
of ADRs.

Regarding CYP2C19,
its decreased

metabolizing ability
led to an increase in
the number/severity

of ADRs

Thümmler et al.
(2018)

COS, ASD, ODD
(OLZ, CLZ, LOX);

COS, PTSD,
behavioral disorders,

ASD, ODD, ID

Olanzapine;
Clozapine; Loxapine Not provided

Lack of therapeutic
effect, various ADRs

(EPS, dystonia...)

CYP2D6 *3, *4, *5, *6,
*41, Dup

Drug and steroid
metabolism

Major adverse
events were
described in
4/9 patients

representing 1/2 of
PM and 2/3 of UM.

Accumulation of
metabolites + CYP
expression patterns

alter with
age + some drugs
are inhibitors of
CYP = might be

related to
pharmacoresistance.

Ivashchenko et al.
(2020)

BPD; schizophrenia;
schizoaffective

disorder;
schizotypal disorder;

MDD; delusional
disorders

Clozapine;
Olanzapine

mean (SGA) (50
[50; 180] mg/day)

Tolerability of psy-
chopharmacology:

UKU SERS
(salivation, duration

of sleep, tremor,
akathisia...), SAS,

BARS; effectiveness
of antipsychotics:

PANSS;

CYP2D6 *4, *9, *10;
CYP3A4 *22,

CYP3A5 *3; ABCB1
(rs1128503,
rs2032582,

rs1045642); DRD2
(rs1800497); DRD4

(rs1800955); HTR2A
(rs6313)

CYP2D6, CYP3A4,
CYP3A5: drug and
steroid metabolism;

ABCB1:
ATP-dependent

efflux pump; DRD2
and DRD4:

dopamine receptors;
HTR2A: serotonin

receptor

Patients with
HTR2A rs6313 more

often complained
of tremor.

DRD2 rs1800497 was
significantly

associated with
tremor.

Associations of
DRD2 rs1800497 and

HTR2A rs6313
with ADEs could not

be confirmed
because there was
coincidence with

higher daily doses of
antipsychotics.

Vandel et al. (1999) MDD, dysthymia,
OCD, schizophrenia Olanzapine Olanzapine 10 EPS (SAS, Leo’s

criteria)

CYP2D6 *1A, *2, *2B,
*3, *4A, *4D *5, *6B,

*9, *10B

Drug and steroid
metabolism

Higher % of
genotypes with no

(extensive)
functional alleles in

the group of patients
suffering from
extrapyramidal

side effects.

Increased exposure

Kohlrausch et al.
(2008) schizophrenia Clozapine

Mean daily dose of
clozapine:

540.91 mg/day, but
varied from 100 to

900 mg/day

Clozapine response
(BPRS ↓ 30% =

appropriate
response);

occurrence of
clozapine- induced

NOGS (clinical
interviews)

GNB3 (rs5443)
825C > T

GNB3: G-protein
(G-protein-coupled
receptors GPCRs)

Carriers of the T825
allele showed an

increased risk for a
convulsive episode.

Since dopamine and
serotonin receptor
subtypes activate

intracellular
pathways through

GPCRs, the effect of
the variability in the

GNB3 gene might
affect CNS toxicity

of clozapine.

Nicotera et al. (2021)

ID, psychotic
disorder,

schizophrenia
spectrum, gait

disorder, specific
learning disorder,

schizotypal
personality disorder

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided Dystonia (review of

medical records)

COMT Val158Met
(rs4680) Met; Val

COMT L136L
(rs4818) G,C

Degradation of
catecholamines

G/G and A/A
genotype

polymorphisms of
COMT gene are

associated with a
protective effect for

developing EPS. G/A
genotype, almost

exclusively present
in sensible patients,

could be a risk factor
for developing
dystonia after

administration of
APs.

The V158M
polymorphism of
the COMT = low

enzymatic activity
and ↑ dopamine

levels in the
CNS = this can cause
or aggravate EPS in

these patients
(including

parkinsonism,
akathisia, dystonia,

and dyskinesia).

OCD: Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; ICD: Impulse Control Disorder; PDD: Pervasive Developmental Disorder;
ED: Eating Disorder; COS: Childhood onset schizophrenia; ASD: Autism spectrum disorder; ODD: Oppositional
Defiant Disorder; PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; ID: Intellectual Disability; BPD: Brief Psychotic Disorder;
MDD: Major Depressive Disorder; OLZ: Olanzapine; CLZ: Clozapine; LOX: Loxapine; PRN: Pro re nata, “as
needed” basis; LOS: Length of Stay; GAF: Global Assessment of Functioning; UKU SERS: UKU Side Effect
Self-Rating Scale; SAS: Simpson-Angus Scale; BARS: Barnes Akathisia Rating Scale; PANSS: Positive And
Negative Syndrome Scale; BPRS: Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; NOGS: New Onset Generalized Seizures; EPS:
Extrapyramidal Syndrome; CNS: Central Nervous System.

3.3.3. Lack of Therapeutic Effect

Among studies addressing lack of therapeutic effect (Table 5), pediatric and mixed
studies each accounted for a half (4; 50%).

Berel et al. [11] reported four cases of children (1: CYP1A2 *1F/*1F (UM), 2: CYP2D6
*1/*41 (IM) CYP3A5 *1/*1, 3: CYP2C9 *1/*3 (IM), 4: CYP1A2 *1/*1F (UM)) presenting with
behavioral disorders of various causes. In all these cases, low clozapine plasma levels led
to a lack of therapeutic effect, corrected with fluvoxamine (CYP1A2 inhibitor) addition.
Among children treated with psychotropic drugs, Prows et al. [70] found that the com-
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bined phenotype of CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 was associated with behavior intervention score
(BIS), which is a measure of aggression severity (depending on the number of recorded
timeouts/seclusions, therapeutic holds, and physical restraints). In this context, combined
PMs had the lowest BIS (highest efficacy), and combined UMs had the highest BIS (lowest
efficacy). There was no difference among groups in change in GAF (Global Assessment of
Functioning) scores (p = 0.90). In children treated with atypical APs, Nussbaum et al. [52]
found a significant correlation between the CYP2D6 wt/*4 genotype and higher PANSS
(Positive And Negative Syndrome Scale, used in schizophrenia) scores, indicating a poor
clinical outcome and a bad response to the atypical antipsychotics (p = 0.001). In line with
these findings, Thümmler et al. [3] noted that in their case series, five patients out of nine
with pharmacoresistant mental health disease presented functional CYP2D6 abnormalities
(three patients > 2N (UM), one patient *4/*41 (PM), and one patient *3/*4 (PM)). Con-
versely, Ivashschenko et al. [73] observed that CYP2D6, CYP3A5*3, and ABCB1 (rs1128503,
rs2032582, rs1045642) genetic polymorphisms were not significantly associated with a
change in the mean score of PANSS between 1 and 14 days of treatment. Yet, the carriers
of DRD2 C2137T (rs1800497) had a higher degree of the PANSS “productive symptoms”
subscale score change (M = −7.5 (−9; −4.5) vs. M = −4 (−7; −2), p = 0.005). In addition,
for HTR2A T102C (rs6313) polymorphism, the improvement of C-allele carriers in PANSS
subscale “negative symptoms” was significantly lower than in TT homozygotes (M = −1
(−3.25; 0.25) vs. M = −3 (−6; −1), p = 0.037, respectively).

Regarding other genes, Kohlrausch et al. (2008) [72] found an increased frequency
of homozygosity for the GNB3 (rs5443) T825 allele among non-responders to clozapine
(p = 0.021). In 2010, Kohlrausch et al. [75] found significant differences between responders
and non-responders to clozapine involving the 5-HTT HTTLPR (rs25531) polymorphism.
Non-responders displayed a higher frequency of S’-allele (p = 0.01) and were more likely to
be S’/S’ homozygous or S’/L’ heterozygous than the responders (p = 0.04). In patients treated
with APs, Pouget et al. [68] found no association between investigated SNPs for TSPO
(rs739092, rs5759197, rs138911, rs113515, rs6971, rs6973, rs80411, and rs138926) and change
in Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (all puncor > 0.05).

Figure 2A,B summarizes the number of studies evaluating the drug–ADR association,
for pediatric and mixed population studies, respectively.

Figure 2. (A) Network diagram for pediatric pharmacogenetic studies regarding CYP1A2-
metabolized AP and their adverse drug reactions. (B) Network diagram for mixed population pharma-
cogenetic studies regarding CYP1A2-metabolized AP and their adverse drug reactions. The thickness
of the connecting lines corresponds to the number of studies evaluating the drug–ADR association.
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Table 5. Synthesis of studies investigating lack of therapeutic effect.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Prows et al. (2009)

Mood disorders;
Disruptive behavior;

Anxiety, ICD;
Psychotic disorders;

PDD; ED;
Adjustment

disorders; Other

Olanzapine Not provided

Behavioral
Intervention Score
(BIS); number of
PRN doses; LOS;

change in GAF from
admission to

discharge; number
of ADRs (including
sleep disturbances,

EPS...)

CYP2D6 *1, *3, *4, *5,
Dup; CYP2C19 *1, *2

Drug and steroid
metabolism

C-PM group had
lower BIS (higher
efficacy), C-UM

group had highest
BIS (lowest efficacy).

Significant
relationship between
combined predicted
phenotype and the
number of ADRs.

Relationship
between

CYP2C19-predicted
metabolizing

phenotype and
number and severity

of ADRs.

Increased
metabolizing –>
decrease in drug

efficacy and number
of ADRs.

CYP2C19′s
decreased

metabolizing ability
–> ↑ in the

number/severity
of ADRs

Nussbaum et al.
(2014) B Schizophrenia; BD Olanzapine Not provided

Lack of therapeutic
effect: change in

PANSS
CYP2D6 *4 Drug and steroid

metabolism

Significant
correlations between

wt/*4 genotype, ↑
PANSS scores, a

poor clinical
outcome and a bad

drug response

Drug response to
atypical APs

correlated with the
CYP2D6 genotype

Thümmler et al.
(2018)

COS, ASD, ODD
(OLZ, CLZ, LOX);

COS, PTSD,
behavioral disorders,

ASD, ODD, ID

Olanzapine;
Clozapine; Loxapine Not provided

Lack of therapeutic
effect, various ADRs

(weight gain,
dystonia...)

CYP2D6 *3, *4, *5, *6,
*41, Dup

Drug and steroid
metabolism

5/9 patients with
pharmacoresistant

mental health
disease presented

functional CYP2D6
abnormalities.

CYP expression
patterns varies with
age, in addition to

direct metabolism by
CYP2D6, some

drugs are inhibitors
of CYPs

Ivashchenko et al.
(2020)

BPD; schizophrenia;
schizoaffective

disorder;
schizotypal disorder;

MDD; delusional
disorders

Clozapine;
Olanzapine

mean (SGA) (50
[50; 180] mg/day)

Tolerability of psy-
chopharmacology:
UKU SERS, SAS,

BARS; effectiveness
of antipsychotics:

PANSS; salivation,
duration of sleep,

tremor, akathisia...

CYP2D6 *4, *9, *10;
CYP3A4 *22,

CYP3A5 *3; ABCB1
(rs1128503,
rs2032582,

rs1045642); DRD2
(rs1800497); DRD4

(rs1800955); HTR2A
(rs6313)

CYP2D6, CYP3A4,
CYP3A5: drug and
steroid metabolism;

ABCB1:
ATP-dependent

efflux pump; DRD2
and DRD4:

dopamine receptors;
HTR2A: serotonin

receptor

Carriers of DRD2
C2137T (rs1800497)

had higher degree of
productive

symptoms subscale
score change.

Significant
associations between

the HTR2A T102C
polymorphism
(rs6313) and the

subscale negative
symptoms: the

improvement in
C-allele carriers

significantly lower
than in TT

homozygotes.

DRD2 rs1800497
T-allele is associated
with ↓ activity of D2
receptors (↓ binding
to the ligand). ↓ in
HTR2A expression
in CNS may alter

antipsychotics’ effect
in terms of reducing
negative symptoms.

Berel et al. (2021)

Tourette syndrome
and ID; behavioral

disorders and
neurodevelopmental

delay; EOS; ASD
with catatonia

Clozapine

clozapine dosage
(500 mg/day);

clozapine dosage
(300 mg/day);

clozapine dosage
between 400 and

500 mg/day;
clozapine dosage

(200 mg/day)

Clozapine plasma
levels and clinical

improvement (SAPS,
ABC) with

adjunction of
fluvoxamine

CYP1A2 *1F, *1;
CYP2D6 *1, *4, *10,
*41; CYP2C19 *1, *2;

CYP3A5 *1, *3;
CYP3A4 *1; CYP2C9

*1, *3

Drug and steroid
metabolism

CYP1A2 UM: low
clozapine plasma

levels, ↑ with
fluvoxamine

addition (clinical
improvement)
CYP2D6 IM;

CYP3A5 UM: low
clozapine plasma

levels –>
fluvoxamine

addition clozapine
levels ↑ (clinical
improvement)

CYP2C9 IM: low
clozapine plasma

levels, ↑ with
fluvoxamine

addition (clinical
improvement)
CYP1A2 UM
CYP2D6 IM

CYP2C19 IM: low
clozapine plasma

levels, ↑ with
fluvoxamine

addition (clinical
improvement)

Genotypes
explaining low

clozapine plasma
level + lack of

improvement with
previous treatments

Kohlrausch et al.
(2008) schizophrenia Clozapine

Mean daily dose of
clozapine:

540.91 mg/day, but
varied from 100 to

900 mg/day

Clozapine response
(BPRS, reduction

30% = appropriate
response);

occurrence of
clozapine induced

new onset
generalized seizures
(clinical interviews)

GNB3 (rs5443)
825C > T

GNB3: G-protein
(G-protein-coupled
receptors GPCRs)

Homozygosis for the
T825 allele more

frequent among NR
Homozygosis for the

C825 allele more
frequent among

responders.

Dopamine and
serotonin receptor
subtypes activate

intracellular
pathways through

GPCRs, the
variability in GNB3
gene might affect

medication
response.
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Table 5. Cont.

Study Diagnosis Antipsychotic Dosing Outcome Measured Gene Variant Role of the Genes Association Pathophysiology

Kohlrausch et al.
(2010) schizophrenia Clozapine

Patients received
clozapine at doses

ranging from 100 to
900 mg daily; mean

daily dose of
clozapine:

540.91 mg/day.

Lack of therapeutic
effect: non respon-
ders/responders
(30% reduction

BPRS)

5-HTT HTTLPR
(rs25531) LA, LG, S;

VNTR Stin2 9, 10, 12
repeats

5-HTT: serotonin
transporter

The S’-allele of
HTTLPR/rs25531

was more frequent
in NR.

No significant
association between
the polymorphisms
of VNTR Stin2 and
clozapine response.

Carriers of the low
expression allele S’
would be under
increased risk for
poor response to

clozapine, through
the influence in
availability of
extracellular

serotonin
concentrations at all
synapses. Since the

action of clozapine is
by antagonism of

serotonin receptors,
the serotonin

transporter coded by
the L’L’ genotype

(higher expression
compared with the
S’ allele), mediates

more active
re-uptake of

serotonin –> less
serotonin would be

available to compete
with clozapine for

the serotonin
receptors,

facilitating its action.

Pouget et al. (2015)
schizophrenia of
schizoaffective

disorders

Clozapine,
Olanzapine Not provided

Weight gain; lack of
therapeutic effect
through treatment
response (BPRS)

TSPO 8 SNPs:
rs739092, rs5759197,
rs138911, rs113515,

rs6971, rs6973,
rs80411, rs138926

TSPO: translocator
protein, peripheral

benzodiazepine
receptor

We found no
association between

any of the TSPO
SNPs and change in

overall BPRS.
Nonsignificant trend

for association
between rs6971 and
weight gain, with an

increase in weight
for each Thr allele an
individual carried.
In the subset of 78

subjects treated with
clozapine or

olanzapine, rs6971
was nominally
associated with

weight gain, but did
not remain

significant after
multiple testing

correction.

TSPO may act as a
modifier gene,

affecting clinical
features of

schizophrenia not
investigated in the

study.
Although the
mechanism by
which TSPO

influences glucose
lowering and

activation of fasting
metabolism is

unknown,
possibilities include

the altering of
steroid synthesis,

cytokine production
or ROS levels.

ICD: Impulse Control Disorder; PDD: Pervasive Developmental Disorder; ED: Eating Disorder; COS: Child-
hood Onset Schizophrenia; ASD: Autism spectrum disorder; ODD: Oppositional Defiant Disorder; PTSD: Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder; ID: Intellectual Disability; BPD: Brief Psychotic Disorder; MDD: Major Depressive
Disorder; OLZ: Olanzapine; CLZ: Clozapine; LOX: Loxapine; PRN: Pro re nata, “as needed” basis; LOS: Length
of Stay; GAF: Global Assessment of Functioning; UKU SERS: UKU Side Effect Self-Rating Scale; SAS: Simpson-
Angus Scale; BARS: Barnes Akathisia Rating Scale; PANSS: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; BPRS: Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale; ABC: Aberrant Behavior Checklist; SAPS: Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms;
EPS: Extrapyramidal Syndrome.

3.3.4. Others

Studies investigating other ADRs were represented by a majority of pediatric studies
(5; 62.8%), the remaining 3 (37.5%) relying on mixed-population samples.

Butwicka et al. [76] reported the case of a patient who presented a neuroleptic malig-
nant syndrome when treated with olanzapine. His CYP2D6 genotype was CYP2D6*4/*4
(PM), indicating a lack of activity. Likewise, Thümmler et al. mentioned the case of a
CYP2D6 (>2N) (UM) adolescent presenting a clozapine-induced hepatic cytolysis. They
also reported a case of a CYP2D6 *4/*41 (PM) adolescent with, among other ADRs, galactor-
rhea and constipation, treated with clozapine and loxapine. In patients treated with atypical
APs, Grădinaru et al. [77] found that the mean level of prolactin was higher for IMs than for
extensive (normal) metabolizers (EMs) at each time point except baseline. Menus et al. [61]
noted a significant effect of CYP3A4 expression on constipation (47.1% in normal/high
CYP3A4 expressers, 71.4% in low CYP3A4 expressers, OR = 3.6 (95% CI = 0.9–14.1), p = 0.06).
Ivashschenko et al. [73] found a significantly more frequent increased dream activity in
CYP2D6 IMs compared to EMs (54 vs. 22%, p = 0.043). Increased duration of sleep was
more frequent among TT homozygotes of ABCB1 (rs2032582) polymorphism (50 vs. 15.8%,
p = 0.006) and TT of ABCB1 (rs1045642) polymorphism (41.7 vs. 8.2%, p = 0.007). DRD2
(rs1800497) T allele was significantly associated with constipation (25 vs. 5.4%, p = 0.039).
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Beyond cytochromes assessments, Mosyagin et al. [78] studied a population of schizophrenic
patients having presented a drug-induced agranulocytosis. They found that for MPO
(rs2333227) polymorphism, the AA carriers (low activity) were overrepresented among
cases (OR = 4.16 (95% CI 0.86–20.3), p = 0.056). This finding was even more marked
in clozapine-induced agranulocytosis (p = 0.04). Ocete-Hita et al. [79] investigated id-
iosyncratic Drug-Induced Liver Injury (DILI) in a pediatric sample, in which one case
has been imputed to olanzapine. The human leucocyte antigens HLA-DRB*12 (OR = 9.3
(95% CI 1–88.1), p = 0.05) and HLA-DQA*0102 (OR = 2.51 (95% CI 0.9–6.5), p = 0.058) were
more commonly found in children presenting DILI. Using the Penn Conditional Exclu-
sion Test (PCET), Nelson et al. [80] investigated the relationship of performance errors
(as a reflection of cognitive flexibility alteration) with COMT Val158Met (rs4680) genotype
in patients treated with atypical APs. Met carriers displayed significant changes for er-
ror type (F(1,62) = 14.874, p < 0.001) and time (F(1,62) = 14.068, p < 0.001), characterized
by a decrease in perseverative and regressive errors following AP treatment. Among
the Val homozygotes, the perseverative error rate was not modified after treatment, while
regressive errors rate increased (F(1,36) = 6.26, p = 0.017).

3.4. Main Implications of Cytochromes Genotyping

Among studies involving cytochrome genotyping, nine relied on exclusively pediatric
samples (81.8%), while two (18.2%) were based on mixed populations. Most of the studies
(10; 90.9%) investigating a potential cytochrome involvement were genotyping at least one
CYP2D6 genetic polymorphism. Then, CYP3A5 genetic polymorphisms were assessed in
four studies (36.3%), followed by CYP2C19 and CYP3A4 (3; 27.2%), CYP2C9 and CYP1A2
(2; 18.1%), and CYP2B6 (1; 9.1%).

Vandel et al. [71] showed a higher percentage of genotypes, including at least one allele
characterized by an extensive enzyme metabolic capacity for CYP2D6 in the symptom-free
group (86%) in comparison with 45.4% in the group suffering from EPS. The genotypes
deprived from extensive functional alleles were more frequent (54.4%) in the group of
patients suffering from EPS than in the other group (14%).

Butwicka et al. [76] reported the case of a 16-year-old male who experienced a neu-
roleptic malignant syndrome while being treated by olanzapine. This patient displayed a
CYP2D6 *4/*4 (PM) genotype, leading to a decreased CYP2D6 activity. Nussbaum et al. [51]
found that patients showing a CYP2D6 wt/*4 genotype presented a higher BMI than patients
showing a wt/wt genotype. A difference across these groups was also noted for insulin
values. Nussbaum et al. [52] further noted that the PANSS score in the CYP2D6 wt/*4 group
was higher than in the wt/wt group. Indeed, the first patients would have exhibited no
adequate drug response.

As stated above, Thümmler et al. [3] described five young patients with pharmacoresis-
tant mental health disease who displayed CYP2D6 abnormalities: three patients were >2N
UM and two patients were PM with *4/*41 and *3/*4 polymorphisms. Major psychotropic
ADRs were found in four patients (EPS, akathisia, dystonia, binge eating and weight gain,
hepatic cytolysis, galactorrhea, and constipation inter alia).

Grădinaru et al. [77] found that, in CYP2D6 poor and intermediate metabolizers,
the use of atypical APs led to a significant increase in prolactin levels from baseline to
18 months. In IMs, the mean level of prolactin was higher than in EMs at each time point
except baseline. After 6 months of AP treatment, IMs displayed a significant increase in
prolactin level, over EMs.

Ivashschenko et al. [73] noted an increased dream activity in CYP2D6 IMs compared
to NMs (54 vs. 22%; p = 0.043). CYP2D6 was not significantly associated with a change in
the mean score of the PANSS between 1 and 14 days of treatment.

Prows et al. [70] found a relationship between CYP2D6-predicted metabolizing pheno-
type and BIS (p = 0.01). Indeed, they noted a statistically significant relationship between
combined phenotype (CYP2D6 and CYP2C19) and BIS (p = 0.01).
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In the case series of Berel et al. [11], the second patient presented a CYP2D6 IM
phenotype and a CYP3A5 *1/*1 polymorphism, and these profiles could have contributed
to previous high aripiprazole and low haloperidol plasma levels.

In Ivashschenko et al.’s study [73], CYP3A5*3 polymorphism was not significantly
associated with changes in the mean score of the PANSS between 1 and 14 days of treatment.

In Prows et al.’s study [70], while a significant association between combined pheno-
type (CYP2D6 and CYP2C19) and BIS was found, no relationship was detected between
CYP2C19-predicted metabolizing phenotype and BIS (p = 0.57). Nonetheless, a relationship
between CYP2C19-predicted metabolizing phenotype and the number of ADRs was ob-
served (p = 0.01). CYP2C19-predicted metabolizing phenotype has also been linked to the
type of ADRs (severe vs. mild vs. none, p = 0.04).

In the study of Menus et al. [61], exaggerated clozapine concentrations (>600 ng/mL)
were more frequently noted in low CYP3A4 expressers (22%) than in normal/high ex-
pressers (2.7%) (low vs. normal/high expressers: OR = 9.8 (95% CI 1.8–55.0), p = 0.009).
They also noted an association between norclozapine formation and CYP3A4 expression
(0.56 ± 0.17 vs. 0.98 ± 0.62, p < 0.0001). However, no association was found between
CYP3A4 expression and blood glucose, TG, or cholesterol (total, HDL, and LDL) levels
in patients (p > 0.1). Still, moderate/high risk obesity was significantly more frequent in
low CYP3A4 expressers than in normal expressers (13.6% of CYP3A4 low expressers, 1.5%
of CYP3A4 normal/high expressers, OR = 13.5 (95% CI 1.2–147.9), p = 0.045). CYP3A4
low expressers more frequently reported constipation, as stated before. In low CYP3A4
expressers only, significant correlations were found between clozapine serum concentration
and blood glucose level (r = 0.52, p = 0.02), and between glucose concentrations and the
daily dose of clozapine (r = 0.49, p = 0.03). In normal/high CYP3A4 expressers, fasting
glucose (r = 0.27, p = 0.03) and TG levels (r = 0.26, p = 0.048) significantly correlated with
norclozapine/clozapine ratios.

In the study of Berel et al. [11], the third patient was found to display a CYP2C9*1/*3
heterozygous genotype. Leading to a CYP2C9 IM phenotype, it could partly explain the
low clozapine plasma levels.

Berel et al. [11] reported in their case series two 11-year-old patients with low clozapine
plasma levels, which were found to be CYP1A2 UM (CYP1A2*1F/*1F and CYP1A2*1/*1F,
respectively). Therefore, this issue has been corrected by the adjunction of fluvoxamine,
a potent CYP1A2 inhibitor. Menus et al. [61] demonstrated a contribution of CYP1A2 to
norclozapine production (0.86 ± 0.55 vs. 1.17 ± 0.70, p = 0.0007). Yet, no association was
found between CYP1A2 expression and blood glucose, TG, or cholesterol (total, HDL, and
LDL) levels in patients (p > 0.1). Similarly, CYP1A2 expression has not been linked with
obesity (p > 0.1). None of the ADRs reported by patients was influenced by their CYP1A2
expression (p > 0.1).

In the case report of Baumann et al. [69], CYP2B6 *6/*6 homozygosity added to a PM
CYP2D6 phenotype and to an olanzapine co-prescription, may have favored the occurrence
of the epileptiform seizure.

4. Discussion

Our review aimed to assess whether pharmacogenetic mechanisms underly the occur-
rence of olanzapine, clozapine, and loxapine ADRs in children and youth. Several included
publications investigated the genes involved in neurotransmission (COMT [65,74,80], sero-
tonin receptors/transporters [55,62,73], dopamine receptors [64,73]), and in energy and
lipid homeostasis (AMP-K related genes [54,56], HSD11β1 [58,59]), mostly regarding weight
gain (or MetS). However, findings regarding possible associations were sometimes con-
flicting. While COMT Val158Met (rs4680) genetic polymorphism may have influenced
epigenetic regulation and, therefore, decreased activity of COMT, contributing to a deleteri-
ous effect in adults [81], Cote et al. [65] found no significant association in children. Whereas
Theisen et al. [55] retrieved no association between the 5-HT2C receptor gene (rs3813929)
polymorphism and clozapine-induced weight gain, Godlewska et al. [62] found a protective
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effect of -759T and -697C alleles. In antipsychotic-naive patients, Houston et al. [82] did
not find similar associations. However, highlighting the possible association of DRD2
polymorphisms with increased weight gain, their findings supported Lencz et al.’s [64]
conclusions. Otherwise, while our query yielded one study addressing the role of HLA
gene variations in DILI (Ocete-Hita et al.) [79], we did not retrieve similar approaches
regarding clozapine-induced neutropenia and agranulocytosis that formerly have been
investigated [83].

Cytochromes genotyping (and phenotyping) was the preferred approach when in-
vestigating ADRs, especially in pediatric studies. Studies relying on large sample size
underlined increased weight gain [51], prolactin levels [77], risk of EPS [71], and impaired
treatment response [52] in patients deprived from at least one functional allele for CYP2D6,
resulting in increased drug exposure. While the findings regarding movement abnormal-
ities and lack of therapeutic effect concur with existing evidence [84,85], AIWG [86] and
hyperprolactinemia [87] were not consistently linked with CYP2D6 impairments. How-
ever, olanzapine is mostly metabolized by CYP1A2 (and to a lesser extent by CYP2D6 and
CYP3A4) [88,89], clozapine is mainly metabolized by CYP3A4 and CYP1A2 (with CYP2D6
playing a minor role) [16,90], and loxapine is primarily metabolized by CYP1A2 (then by
CYP3A4 and CYP2D6) [19]. Despite the fact that Menus et al. [61] found no association
between CYP1A2 expression and any ADR, some variants have been formerly linked to
tardive dyskinesia [91,92] and to an increased risk of insulin and lipid elevation [93].

Indeed, some of these discrepancies may originate from several limitations of the
evidence included in our review. First, we chose to focus on studies involving children
and youth, often characterized by smaller samples and thus lack of power to show an
existing difference, and lower-evidence study designs (case reports/series). Several large
cohorts were (at least partially) overlapping, therefore lowering the total size of the in-
vestigated population. Second, we aimed to assess the pharmacogenetic causes of ADRs
related to olanzapine, clozapine, and loxapine, whereas several of our largest sample size
studies investigated atypical APs indiscriminately. Furthermore, Thümmler et al. [3] only
reported a case of patients treated with loxapine, which may be due to French-specific
prescription behaviors [23,24]. Third, apart from metabolic changes, ADRs were subject
to heterogeneous outcome measurements (EPS, clinical improvement), which may have
prevented us from direct comparisons between different studies. Fourth, most studies
lacked consideration for potential interacting factors with AP-induced side effects, such as
co-treatments, inflammation, weight change, dietary habits, smoking, and/or consumption
of caffeine. These factors may be prevailing, especially in transitioning-age youths, and are
important to consider. Fifth, our quality assessment of the studies (see Methods), relying
on a tool adapted from the checklist by Jorgensen and Williamson [50], yielded an aver-
age score of 11.3/24. Overall, some issues of concern were the lack of information upon
quality control methods, handling of missing data, and population stratification. In studies
including children and youth only, lack of adjustments for multiple testing and of HWE
testing were frequent additional flaws, therefore lowering the mean quality score of these
studies (9.1/24). Furthermore, the quality assessment tool we relied on may be used as a
checklist for further pharmacogenetic studies, to improve the comprehensiveness of the
presented results.

In fact, in addition to proper pediatric studies, and considering the foreseeable scarce
body of evidence among this population, we accepted to include studies involving at least
one youth patient (see Methods) [44]. Thus, while broadening the study population, it
may have lowered the impact of the children’s metabolic characteristics. As stated above,
the features of the included studies did not permit a strict comparison, preventing any
meta-analysis. Nevertheless, our grouping strategy, relying on the main ADR classes
(see Methods), enabled qualitative assessments. As a flaw inherent to systematic reviews,
reporting bias limits the interpretation of our findings, even if several studies showed
negative results. Furthermore, as the overall quality of evidence could not be estimated
with reference methods such as GRADE [94], the methodological quality of our included
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pharmacogenetic studies was assessed via a tool adapted from the checklist of Jorgensen
and Williamson [50] (see Methods). Then, a quality assessment was conducted among
pediatric and mixed-population studies, allowing us to detect the main issues of concern
in each study category. For each database query, the two screening steps and the quality
scoring were subject to a dual assessment (D.M. and A.O.G.), which may have limited
sources of bias.

While findings in children and youth pharmacogenetics are conflicting regarding olan-
zapine, clozapine, and loxapine, the benefits of genotyping in clinical use may be limited
by lack of sufficient evidence, the barriers to routine use, and overall impact [95]. However,
the dose–effect relationship is significantly influenced by cytochromes, holding sway over
exposure to the medication [96]. Yet, in comparison with CYP2D6, CYP1A2 remains less
investigated, while olanzapine and clozapine’s ADRs are serious. Furthermore, cases of
major clinical improvement were fostered by CYP1A2 genotyping [11], although its benefit
is not collective yet. The use of advanced technologies, such as WGS, might provide an
interesting complement, broadening the research spectrum in psychiatric disorders [40,41].
From this perspective, further studies addressing the cytochromes’ and other genes’ (in-
volved in energy homeostasis, metabolism, neurotransmission inter alia) impact should
consider potential polypharmacy and intercurrent modifications in the metabolism of chil-
dren and youth. Further studies may provide insights into possible cross-talks between the
pathways associated with ADRs and GABA-A signaling, identifying new drug targets and
therefore paving the way for the development of new antipsychotic drugs with variable
receptor affinities. These drugs could constitute alternatives to thienobenzodiazepines,
dibenzodiazepines, and dibenzoxazepines, and improve the acceptability of treatments.
Phenotypical variations due to ancestry and/or infrequent cytochrome variants should
also be taken into account by studying larger pediatric samples that originate from differ-
ent countries. Determined by genetics, but influenced by the environment, CYP1A2 and
its interactions should be further investigated, to improve assessment of the risk–benefit
balance in children and youth treated with olanzapine, clozapine, and loxapine.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ph15060749/s1, Table S1 Quality assessment of included pediatric
studies; Table S2 Quality assessment of included mixed population studies.
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Abstract: Pharmacogenomics (PGx) entails the study of heritability of drug response. This may in-
clude both variability in genes related to pharmacokinetics (drug absorption, distribution, metabolism
and excretion) and pharmacodynamics (e.g., drug receptors or signaling pathways). Individualizing
drug therapy taking into account the genetic profile of the patient has the potential to make drug
therapy safer and more effective. Currently, this approach relies on the determination of genetic
variants in pharmacogenes by genotyping. However, it is widely acknowledged that large variability
in gene expression is attributed to non-structural genetic variants. Therefore, at least from a the-
oretical viewpoint individualizing drug therapy based upon expression of pharmacogenes rather
than on genotype may be advantageous but has been difficult to implement in the clinical setting.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are lipid encapsulated structures that contain cargo such as lipids, nucleic
acids and proteins. Since their cargo is tissue- and cell-specific they can be used to determine the
expression of pharmacogenes in the liver. In this review, we describe methods of EV isolation and the
potential of EVs isolated from liquid biopsies as a tool to determine the expression of pharmacogenes
for use in personalized medicine.

Keywords: extracellular vesicles; pharmacogenomics; personalized medicine; exosomes; microvesicles;
cytochrome P450; pharmacogene expression

1. Introduction

Pharmacogenomics (PGx) is the study of genetic variation underlying variability
in drug response [1]. Specifically, variation in genes that encode for drug metabolizing
enzymes, drug transporters, drug receptors or proteins involved in signaling pathways
contribute to interindividual variability of drug response. It is now widely acknowledged
that variability in pharmacogenes can explain why an individual may experience an adverse
drug reaction to a specific medication or could experience inefficient treatment [2]. PGx
therefore holds the promise that taking into account an individual’s genotype makes drug
therapy safer and more effective.

By genotyping, underlying genetic variation such as single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNP) and copy number variations (CNV) can be determined and the drug dose can
be adjusted accordingly [2,3]. Common PGx variants have been described with specific
therapeutic recommendations for carriers of certain genotypes and have been presented as
a PGx passport, representing close to 50 actionable drug-gene interactions [4]. Alternatively,
one may use the phenotype of a pharmacogene to apply personalized medicine. In this
approach the so called endophenotype [5], such as drug concentration in plasma or urine
following administration of a drug probe, is determined as an indirect measure of drug
metabolic enzyme activity. Obviously, determining the endophenotype is more invasive
and laborious compared to genotyping and it can only be assessed after administering a
(probe) drug.

Moreover, the genotype does not always match the phenotype when it comes to drug
response. There are several non-genetic factors and epigenetic factors contributing to
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the expression of pharmacogenes. Examples of non-genetic influences on pharmacogene
expression are gender, weight, age and environmental factors [2]. In addition, there are
epigenetic modifications known to alter the transcription of pharmacogenes for example
through DNA methylation, histone modifications or miRNAs which are known to be in-
volved in the regulation of the drug metabolism gene family cytochrome P450(CYP450) and
drug transporter genes [6]. Therefore, at least from a theoretical viewpoint individualizing
drug therapy based upon expression of pharmacogenes rather than on genotype may be
advantageous but has been difficult to implement in the clinical setting.

To this end, the use of extracellular vesicles (EVs) isolated from liquid biopsies are
of great interest. EVs are structures which are secreted by nearly every cell type and
are composed of proteins, lipids and nucleic acids that are representative for their cell of
origin. Thereby, the cargo of EVs is protected from degradation by their lipid bilayer [7].
Since EVs are involved in cell-cell interaction, they move through the whole body and
are able to influence distant cells and tissues [8]. Liquid biopsies, thus, contain EVs from
various cell types making them ideal for biomarker research and phenotyping [9]. In this
review, background of EVs and methods for isolation and characterization of EVs from
liquid biopsies and their application to determine the RNA and protein expression of
pharmacogenes in the liver will be discussed and presented as an innovative method for
future application in personalized medicine.

2. Extracellular Vesicles

EVs are lipid encapsulated structures that have been conserved through evolution and
are found in plants, bacteria and animals [10]. These vesicles were first visualized in the
1950s and were initially considered to be involved in the clearance of cellular debris [11,12].
However, more recent research has shown the involvement of EVs, also, in intercellular
communication and development. Through these functions they fulfill a role in determining
tissue organization, repair and homeostasis [10,13].

EVs can be categorized as exosomes (30–100 nm) or microvesicles (50–1000 nm), and
contain cargo such as proteins, lipids and nucleic acids. The cargo is specific to their donor
cell although there are various general EV protein markers that are often used as verification
of their presence in the sample. These markers are membrane organizers (tetraspanins: CD9,
CD81, CD63, TSPAN6, TSPAN8, CD151, CD37, CD53, Flotilin 1 and 2 for exosomes and CD9,
CD81 and CD82 for microvesicles), biogenesis factors (Alix, TSG101), adhesion molecules
such as integrins and intercellular adhesion molecules (ICAMs) and intracellular trafficking
molecules (RAB, GTPases and annexins) [9,13]. Lipids that are identified to be in the
EV layer are sphingomyelin, cholesterol, phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylethanolamine
and ceramide [9,14]. The nucleic acids that can be found are mRNA, microRNA, siRNA,
circRNA, long non-coding RNA and (mitochondrial) DNA [14–17]. Besides size and cargo,
exosomes and microvesicles also vary in the manner that they are formed. Exosomes are
formed by inward budding of the cell membrane forming a multi-vesicular body (MVB) in
which intra luminal vesicles are formed. After release of these intraluminal vesicles (ILV)
they are called exosomes. In contrast, microvesicles are formed by outward budding of
the cell membrane [18] (Figure 1). Recent research has revealed variation in morphology
between EVs. Electron microscopy has shown much previously unknown variation within
Evs showing that Evs can be single, double, double membrane, multilayered or be electron
dense [19]. Interestingly, Evs are able to alter the phenotype of their recipient cell by
releasing their cargo. In specific EV-cell interaction, vesicles attach to their recipient cells by
reciprocated binding to surface receptors. Subsequently, Evs can evoke signaling pathways
or be internalized (endocytosis) by the recipient cell. During non-specific interaction the cell
membrane simply takes up the Evs through micropinocytosis, phagocytosis or fusion with
the membrane [9,14]. Direct fusion of Evs with the membrane results in the release of the
cargo directly in the lumen of the recipient cell, while EVs that undergo micropinocytosis
or phagocytosis first will come together in the early endosome. The early endosome will
be taken up by multi-vesicular body after which the content of the EV will be released or
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degraded. The EV content can influence both local or distant cells and tissues by autocrine
or paracrine communication [20].

Figure 1. Formation of microvesicles and exosomes. The formation of exosomes by (1) inward bud-
ding of the cellular membrane results in the formation of a multivesicular body (MVB) (2) containing
intra-luminal vesicles (ILV). After the release of these intra-luminal vesicles the exosomes are formed
(3). Microvesicles are formed by outward budding of the cell membrane (4).

Furthermore, EVs are known to be involved in the progression of several pathologies,
e.g., the creation of a pre-metastatic niche for cancers and the transport of proteins that are
involved in aggregation in neurodegenerative diseases [21]. Moreover, EVs are known to
carry pharmacogenomic proteins such as transporters and metabolizing enzymes as well
as RNA from pharmacogenes.

2.1. Techniques for EV Isolation and Visualization

EVs can be isolated, visualized and characterized through several methods and from
various types of samples. EVs can be isolated from cell culture medium, blood, urine,
cerebral spinal fluid and breast milk. The isolation and characterization methods are often
chosen in line with the specific sample and goal. The most important factors in choosing
the method of isolation are yield and purity [22].

Isolation of EVs can be performed based on size, weight or their composition. Com-
mon methods for EV isolation are ultracentrifugation (UC), size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC), precipitation, immunoaffinity and filtration methods which can be used in combina-
tion (Figure 2) [22].
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Figure 2. Common EV isolation methods. (a). Differential ultracentrifugation is performed at speeds
of 100,000× g or higher and leads to heavier particles (extracellular vesicles) descending to the
bottom to form a pellet while lighter particles (protein) remain in the supernatant. (b). Precipitation
techniques employ a solution that makes EVs insoluble. (c). Ultrafiltration separated particles in a
solution based on size. Filters contain a molecular weight cut-off size specific for EV isolation. (d). Im-
munoaffinity methods require an antibody (for example for CD9, CD81 or CD63) conjugated with
beads which are upon binding with EVs separated magnetically. (e). Size-exclusion chromatography
is a technique in which the sample is separated by running through a gel containing porous beads.
The sample is separated in fractions with EVs being in earlier fractions and protein in later fractions.

Ultracentrifugation (UC) is an isolation method that revolves around the weight
of the EVs, and is the most commonly used. This method employs centrifugation at
high speeds (100,000× g) leading to an EV pellet which is subsequently resuspended
in a buffer (Figure 2a) [23]. Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) is a column-based
method which can be used manually by kit or by machine and separates EVs based on size
(Figure 2e). Precipitation methods aim to make EVs insoluble by using a substance that
initiates hydrophobic reactions (Figure 2b) [24]. Precipitation is significantly simpler and
requires less time than the UC or SEC methods. Immunoaffinity methods use antibodies
that bind to specific EV surface markers making this method highly specific (Figure 2d).
The antibodies used for these methods are directed to tetraspanins such as CD9, CD63
or CD81 which are common EV markers. Moreover, several studies have managed to
isolate tissue specific EVs by using tissue specific antibodies. Filtration methods employ
membrane filters with pores that have a molecular weight cut-off of 10–100 kDa, a size
appropriate for EVs [25] (Figure 2c). Prior to performing these methods of isolation, the
sample is often filtered or centrifugated at lower speed to remove excess cell debris [26].
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Various studies have been performed comparing several common isolation methods
based on various parameters. Alvarez et al. [27] compared the yield, purity and RNA levels
of several (modified) EV isolation methods such as UC, filtration and precipitation (Exo-
Quick) using urine samples. The modified ExoQuick method in which they centrifugated
at a higher speed showed the highest yield of urine EVs while filtration and UC combined
with filtration showed the lowest yield of EVs. The filtration method did show the highest
yield in EV protein although the highest yield in miRNA and mRNA levels were seen in de
modified precipitation method [27].

Another isolation method comparison was made on EV isolation from serum samples
by SEC, ExoQuick (plus), UC and various other methods. This comparison showed the
highest yield in the ExoQuick method in particle sizes 0–1000 nm and 0–60 nm which was
followed by SEC and UC respectively. Particles 61–150 nm were also most abundant in
the ExoQuick method, though UC showed a slightly higher yield than SEC. Furthermore,
serum EV protein levels were investigated in which again the ExoQuick came on top,
followed by UC and SEC. The particles per μg of protein was highest in SEC followed by
ExoQuick and UC [28].

Several EV isolation methods were also compared by Yang et al. [22] who isolated EVs
from plasma using SEC, UC, a filtration method (ExoEasy) and a precipitation (ExoQuick)
method. The EVs were isolated from plasma with added fluorescent liposomes to determine
fluorescent intensity. The study has shown the most fluorescent intensity in the SEC method
as well as the lowest protein contamination. The EV size varied between the methods
as the ExoQuick contained EVs larger than 100 nm, while in the other methods, the EVs
were smaller than 100 nm. Overall, the ExoQuick method showed the highest yield of EVs,
however the SEC method showed the highest purity with lowest free protein levels. RNA
isolation proved the ExoEasy to have the highest yield of total miRNA compared to the
other methods although SEC showed the highest yield of EV-specific miRNA. The highest
percentage of mRNA reads was found in SEC after RNA-seq while the ExoQuick presented
the highest percentage of long non-coding-RNA. After assessment of RNA-seq data for
long chain RNAs, it was revealed that the ExoQuick and SEC method contained mostly
exon reads while the other methods contained mostly intergenic reads [22]. Another study
compared several precipitation methods in clinical osteosarcoma plasma samples which
interestingly showed besides variation in yield, protein concentration and size distribution
between the precipitation kits also variation in group specific yield. This means that some
methods showed the highest yield in metastatic osteosarcoma condition while with other
methods this was similar to control plasma [24].

Overall, the ExoQuick showed to be the best choice if the goal is to have a high yield
of EVs in liquid biopsy samples. There were variations in the size and purity between the
methods that varied depending on the type of sample.

After isolation EVs are often subjected to a method for EV visualization such as
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and electron microscopy (EM). NTA is most commonly
used and utilizes lasers, microscopy and a camera to visualize the size distribution and
concentration of EVs [29]. For more specific visualization of EVs the most common method
is EM which can show morphological variation in EVs as well as size on a single EV
level [19]. Isolation and visualization of EVs is often followed by downstream applications
such as methods to research their composition e.g., biomarkers or EVs are modified to use
as carriers for biomolecules.

2.2. Pharmacogenomic Phenotyping Using EVs

The presence of mRNA and proteins/enzymes encoded by pharmacogenes in EVs
from liquid biopsies has been studied and proved in various studies. Initially, a study
researching expression in plasma derived EVs, found several CYP enzymes and mRNAs
coding for drug metabolizing enzymes such as CYP1B1, CYP2A6, CYP2E1 and CYP3A4. In
addition, the study revealed that CYP2E1 and CYP3A4 enzymes from EVs were indeed
metabolically active [30]. The presence of metabolic enzymes in EVs has also been proven
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in vitro. Proteomic analysis showed that rat hepatocyte derived EVs contain several CYP
enzymes (2A1,2B3,2C11,2D1,2D3,2D10, 2D18 and 2D26) and UDP-glucuronosyltransferases
(UGT) (2B2, 2B3 and 2B5) [31].

The fact that EVs contain pharmacogenomic cargo makes them ideal as a non-invasive
method for characterizing an individual’s PGx profile. EVs from liquid biopsies, specifically
their cargo, have been researched and utilized in the context of cancer for prognosis and di-
agnostics but also neurodegenerative diseases, immunological diseases and cardiovascular
disease [32]. For instance, in high-grade prostate cancer diagnostics the use of EVs from
liquid biopsy, specifically urine, has been validated and uses one cut point making this a
binary predictor [33]. In PGx a single cut point would not suffice since we strive to place
individuals in a metabolic category thus very specifically predict the appropriate dose of
a medication.

Several studies have found creative and innovative ways to solve challenges in de-
veloping a PGx expression assay using EVs from liquid biopsies. The first study on the
clinical applications of plasma derived EVs in PGx was performed by Rowland et al. [34]
who studied the expression of CYP450 and UGT in plasma EVs with the aim to characterize
CYP3A4, which is responsible for the metabolism of more than 30% of all drugs, and its
induction by rifampicin. They extracted human liver microsomes from tissue samples
by centrifugation as well as EVs from plasma samples. The study subjects were selected
based on the genotypes CYP3A4*1/*1 (normal activity) and CYP3A5*3/*3 (no activity) [35]
eliminating the possibility of drug clearance by CYP3A5. The participants were exposed
to an oral dose of midazolam on the first day and the inducer rifampicin daily (until day
8). qRT-PCR confirmed the presence of CYP1A2, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP2E1 and
CYP3A4 and UGT1A1 UGT1A9, UGT2B4, UGT2B7 and UGT2B10 mRNA in the plasma
derived EVs. Mass spectrometry revealed the presence of the enzymes CYP 1A2, 2B6, 2C8,
2C9, 2D6, 2E1, 2J2, 3A4 and 3A5 and UGT 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A6, 1A9, 2B4, 2B7, 2B10 and
2B15 in plasma EVs. Additionally, an ex vivo metabolism assay was performed with plasma
EVs involving 4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU) glucuronidation and midazolam hydroxy-
lation by UGT1A1 and CYP3A4, respectively. The study showed a great increase in drug
metabolism after activation of EVs by alamethicin on ice versus non-activated EVs which
was 150 ± 7.6 pmol/min/mg against 6.5 ± 0.4 pmol/min/mg for 4-MU glucuronidation
and 14.3 ± 0.7 pmol/min/mg and 0.35 ± 0.7 pmol/min/mg for midazolam hydroxylation.
The activity of CYP3A4 ex vivo highly correlated with EV CYP3A4 protein expression
(R2 = 0.928). Most importantly, a correlation was found between the midazolam clearance
and plasma EV CYP3A4 mRNA (R2 = 0.79) and protein (R2 = 0.90) expression in vivo [34].
Contrary to Rowland et al. [34], Achour et al. [36] used matching plasma EVs and liver
tissue to develop a phenotypic assay for use in PGx. They extracted blood plasma and
tissue biopsies from liver cancer patients that underwent surgical cancer removal. From
the tissue biopsy they isolated healthy tissue which was subjected to mass-spectrometry
to estimate the protein composition while mRNA was extracted from plasma EVs and
subsequently sequenced. To prove the representability of plasma EV pharmacogene expres-
sion, they compared the RNA expression of EVs to protein expression in liver biopsies and
found a correlation between EV expression and liver biopsy expression which improved
vastly after normalization for individual shedding using a novel shedding factor. The
shedding factor was implemented by dividing the EV expression of a gene of interest
by the average EV expression of 12 liver specific markers that are highly expressed and
consistently detectable in plasma EVs. The correlation prior to adjustment ranged between
R2 = 0.00–0.53 for CYP450 enzymes, R2 = 0.00–0.52 for glucuronosyltransferases (UGT) and
R2 = 0.04–0.21 for transporters which after adjustment were R2 = 0.50–0.75(p < 0.001) for
CYP450, R2 = 0.36–0.65 (p < 0.05) for glucuronosyltransferases and R2 = 0.43–0.54 (p < 0.01)
for transporters. A receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis, thereby, showed that
both the bottom and the top quartile of metabolizers can indeed be predicted with varying
accuracies (top quartile AUC ≥ 0.64; bottom quartile AUC ≥ 0.77). Furthermore, an in
silico drug trial was performed based on liquid biopsy EV expression using the CYP3A4
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metabolized drugs alprazolam, midazolam and ibrutinib. As prior, the categories that
were used were the bottom quartile (slow metabolizers), a middle group and top quartile
(fast metabolizers). The groups were subjected to three methods of oral administration
of medication in the model: a uniform dose, a stratified dose and an individualized dose.
After comparison to the uniform dose they showed a 1.7 reduction in variation of drug
concentration over time in the stratified condition for all three drugs and in the condition
with the individualized dose they showed a 2-fold decrease in variability for alprazolam
and midazolam, and a 2.5-fold decrease for ibrutinib. The in silico study confirmed that EV
expression based adjustment of drug dose decreases variation in drug plasma levels and
could therefore be utilized as a predictor for drug reaction [36].

A novel method for highly specific isolation of liver EVs from a heterogeneous serum
sample was introduced by Rodrigues et al. [37,38]. This technique was employed in
two of their studies where they studied inducibility of EV pharmacogene expression
and drug interactions. They isolated liver EVs from serum by SEC and subsequently
an immunoaffinity protocol involving an antibody for the liver enriched marker anti-
asiaglycoprotein receptor 1 (ASGR1). In their first research they derived EVs from subjects
exposed to oral doses of both midazolam and dextromethorphan (DEX) (day 1) and were
daily treated with 300 mg for 8 days or 600 mg for 14 days. The EV samples were assessed
prior (day 1) and after rifampicin (day 8 or 15). Midazolam metabolism was found induced
as shown by a 72% decrease in midazolam area under the plasma concentration time curve
(AUC) after one week of daily 300 mg of the CYP3A4 inducer rifampicin while a two week
600 mg rifampicin use showed a 83% decrease in AUC. Moreover, liver EV CYP3A4 protein
expression was significantly increased by rifampicin at both 300 mg (p = 0.0005) and 600 mg
(p = 0.0004). No significant increase was found of liver EV CYP2D6 protein expression as
a result of rifampicin treatment. Though, the metabolism of substrate DEX was slightly
visible at the 600 mg rifampicin dose, consistent with the fact that CYP2D6 is not or only
minimally influenced by rifampicin [39]. They managed to estimate the contribution of
CYP2D6 to DEX metabolism by using parameters from previous studies and found a strong
correlation between CYP2D6 activity and CYP2D6 liver EV protein expression (r = 0.917,
p = 0.0001). Lastly, proteomic analysis revealed besides CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 also the
presence of CYP3A5, OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 proteins in the liver EVs.

Non-hepatic PGx expression was also studied and compared to hepatic EV PGx
expression. They determined the CYP3A4 protein concentration in non-liver EVs which
showed an average 2- to 3-fold lower CYP3A4 protein expression than in liver EVs. Though,
it is important to note that a higher concentration of CYP3A4 in non-liver EVs than in
liver EVs was found in half of the samples. Like the protein CYP3A4 expression in liver
and non-liver EVs, there was also variation found in the expression at different doses over
time liver EVs showed a mean fold increase of 3.5 at 300 mg rifampicin and 3.7 at 600 mg
rifampicin. While in non-liver EVs this was shown to be 2.3 at 300 mg rifampicin and
4.4 at 600 mg rifampicin. These findings suggest that there is individual variability in the
dominance of the liver with regards to CYP3A4 expression. Moreover, that the level of
CYP3A4 inducibility by rifampicin varies per organ. Besides CYP3A4, a proteomic study
was performed revealing expression of both hepatic and non-hepatic CYP and transporters
in EVs [37].

Another study by the same researchers was performed on the effects of modafinil
as a CYP3A4 EV expression inducer. The participants were genotyped for CYP3A5 and
were either CYP3A5*1/*3 (expressers) or CYP3A5 *3/*3 (non-expressers). The plasma
samples were obtained from subjects that were exposed to a daily oral dose of modafinil
for 14 days. The (endo)phenotype was determined by the plasma concentration ratio
of 4β-hydroxycholesterol-to-cholesterol day 1 (pre-modafinil), at day 8 and at day 15.
The ratio was increased 1.5-fold and 2.1-fold at 8 days and 15 days after daily modafinil
administration, respectively. A proteomic analysis revealed that the liver EVs accounted for
78% of the total EV CYP3A4 expression. Moreover, there was a strong correlation between
baseline plasma 4βHC/C ratio and liver EV CYP3A4 with (r = 0.761, p = 0.011), and without
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inclusion of CYP3A5*1/*3 (r = 0.973, p = 0.001) carriers. Modafinil showed to significantly
increase the protein expression of CYP3A4 1.3 fold (1.1–1.5, p = 0.014) in liver EVs, 1.9-fold
(1.6–2.2, p = 0.04) in non-liver EVs and 1.4-fold (1.3–1.5, p = 0.014) globally [38].

The studies managed to find correlations between genotype, phenotype and endophe-
notype. They unfortunately lacked in the amount of study subjects which ranged between
n = 5–10 except for the paper by Achour et al. which included 29 participants. Though, in
contrary to the other studies Achour et al. did not subject the samples to any genotyping.
Overall, these studies demonstrated great potential of using EVs from liquid biopsies for
phenotyping the major drug metabolizing liver enzymes.

3. Discussion

The use of EVs isolated from liquid biopsies to determine drug metabolizing phe-
notypes is a novel, innovative and challenging though promising development. Several
techniques are being used to isolate these vesicles, with varying results, though UC is
regarded the most popular. Comparative studies have studied variation in yield and purity
and showed a difference between isolation methods likely also highly dependent on the
type of liquid biopsy (urine, serum or plasma). However, studies also showed disconcor-
dances, e.g., a study on isolation methods of EVs from serum found that the particles had
a size between 61 nm and 150 nm for several methods (UC, ExoQuick, SEC) but another
study on plasma revealed that the ExoQuick gave EVs of 100 nm or above while the other
methods (SEC, UC and ExoEasy) gave smaller vesicles (<100 nm). Therefore, it is important
to realize that results could vary if research is reproduced using a different EV isolation
methodology or kit and thus standardization of isolation methods is required. This is
particularly important in the context of PGx, and clinical research in general, as based on
the results a clinical decision in the treatment of a patient may be taken.

Currently, the use of PGx has started to be implemented in clinical practice to indi-
vidualize drug therapy with genotyping techniques being the main method to profile the
individual predicted metabolizer phenotype of patients. However, personalizing therapy
based upon metabolizer phenotypes as assessed by mRNA expression of pharmacogenes
may prove advantageous. Determining the metabolizer status by drug level measurements
after administering a drug or probe could be performed but is invasive, costly and laborious.
While a few recent studies have clearly shown that phenotyping of pharmacogenes in EVs
from liquid biopsies can performed reliably, there have been (besides standardization of
isolation methods) several challenges regarding individual normalization and generaliza-
tion. Achour et al. [36] approached this problem by introducing a shedding factor through
which they managed to normalize the pharmacogene expression in EVs by taking into
account expression of other common liver markers [36]. A different method was used by
Rodrigues et al. [37,38] who specifically isolated liver EVs from serum samples using an
antibody for the liver specific marker ASGR1. The advantage of the latter method is the
ability to distinguish hepatic and extrahepatic EV enzymes leading to the discovery of the
presence of 78% of CYP3A4 in liver EVs and 22% in non-liver EVs. Indeed, effects of both
liver and extrahepatic drug metabolism can be investigated in this setting [37,38].

Both the methods of Achour and Rodrigues include a validation procedure as to
determine if expression in EVs is a proxy for drug metabolic capacity. In the study of
Achour, expression was compared in EVs and matched liver tissue samples. Unfortunately,
the study did not provide the genotype of the patients and only a limited distribution
of phenotypes was included. Instead, Rodrigues chose to validate by measuring protein
concentration of metabolic enzymes in EVs which is obviously a good representation,
but does not represent the place in a human being where actual drug metabolism takes
place, and thus lacks correlation with liver activity of involved enzymes [40]. Interestingly,
they incorporated genotyping and drug concentration ratio measurements in vivo in their
studies. While these studies together clearly proved the potential of using EVs in PGx, a
more comprehensive validation is needed before clinical application can takes place.
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When validated, the method has great potential in PGx. A main characteristic is that
longitudinal measurements can easily be performed using liquid biopsies. This enables
to study environmental factors and day-to-day variation in drug metabolism. Indeed,
variation in drug response or mRNA expression within a specific genotype are often due
to phenoconversion, a mismatch between the genotype and predicted phenotype [40].
This mismatch is a result of non-genetic factors such as weight, gender, age and alcohol
consumption but could also be disease related for instance infections that lead to the release
of cytokines suppressing expression and/or activity of CYP enzymes [40,41].

In addition, the method makes it possible to assess the in vivo functionality of genetic
variants of unknown significance. These variants will be determined more frequently in
the near future as the result of using sequencing techniques in PGx. In this way, genotype-
phenotype translations can be explored more easily and reliably as compared to current
methods [42] mainly dependent on bioinformatics predictions. Moreover, the use of
EVs in PGx may open novel possibilities to study drug-drug interaction, especially in
pharmacokinetic interactions where drugs inhibit or induce metabolic enzymes.

In conclusion, EVs from liquid biopsy can be used to assess drug metabolizing pheno-
types, and has, after careful validation, great potential for use in personalized medicine.
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Abstract: Genotyping of the CYP2D6 gene is the most commonly applied pharmacogenetic test
globally. Significant economic interests have led to the development of a plurality of assays, available
for almost any genotyping platform or DNA detection chemistry. Of all the genetic variants, copy
number variations are particular difficult to detect by polymerase chain reaction. Here, we present
two simple novel approaches for the identification of samples carrying either deletions or duplications
of the CYP2D6 gene; by relative quantification using a singleplex 5′nuclease real-time PCR assay,
and by high-resolution melting of PCR products. These methods make use of universal primers,
targeting both the CYP2D6 and the reference gene CYP2D8P, which is necessary for the analysis.
The assays were validated against a reference method using a large set of samples. The singleplex
nature of the 5′nuclease real-time PCR ensures that the primers anneal with equal affinity to both the
sequence of the CYP2D6 and the reference gene. This facilitates robust identification of gene deletions
and duplications based on the cycle threshold value. In contrast, the high-resolution melting assay
is an end-point PCR, where the identification relies on variations between the amount of product
generated from each of the two genes.

Keywords: CYP2D6; CYP2D7P; CYP2D8P; copy number variation; CNV; genotyping; 5′nuclease
assay; HRM; high resolution melting; drug metabolization; pharmacogenetics

1. Introduction

The cytochrome p450 monooxidases are a superfamily of enzymes, primarily tran-
scribed in the liver. While many of these enzymes have an essential function in biosynthesis
and metabolization of endogenous compounds, others are part of the phase I modifica-
tion/defense system against xenobiotics [1,2]. This last group constitute pharmacological
important enzymes, capable of influencing the treatment of patients prescribed substrate
drugs [3]. Alterations in their activity can lead to changes in the metabolic pattern, dimin-
ishing the effect of the treatment and/or causing adverse drug reactions [4]. Evolutionary,
this group of cytochrome P450 enzymes are believed to have arisen to protect their host
against environmental and food produced toxins [5]. As a result, these genes are less stable,
allowing faster adaptation, and variants in the forms of deletions or duplications occur at a
higher frequency than for other members of the superfamily [4].

One cytochrome P450 gene where copy number variations (CNV) are of particular
interest is CYP2D6. In humans, the subfamily 2D consists of CYP2D6 and the two pseudo-
genes CYP2D7P and CYP2D8P, located together in a 45 kb region on chromosome 22 [6,7].
Although the evolutionary history of this subfamily dates back to before the divergence
between amniotes and amphibians, more than 340 million years ago, its present day or-
ganization in hominids is more recent [8,9]. Phylogenetic analysis dates the duplication
event and separation between CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P back to the divergence between the
new world monkeys and Catarrhini, some 18–5 million years ago [7,9]. In contrast, the
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CYP2D7P gene has been acquired more recently by a duplication of CYP2D6 in the lineage
of the great apes. CYP2D8P is pseudorized in humans, chimpanzee, and orangutan, by a
number of different mutations. In CYP2D7P, this is caused by a single frameshift mutation,
present in humans and orangutan, but not chimpanzee [7].

The polymorphic nature of the CYP2D6 gene and its impact on the metabolization
of certain drugs had been recognized even before the enzyme was isolated and its gene
sequenced [10,11]. Although the enzyme only makes up an estimated 2% of the total
content of cytochrome P450 mono-oxidase protein in the liver, it participates in the me-
tabolization of more than 20% of all prescribed drugs [12]. In Caucasians, an estimated
30% of the population has variations in the CYP2D6 gene, causing changes in metabolic
activity [13]. Genotyping of the CYP2D6 gene is, therefore, a useful tool for predicting the
metabolic phenotype and personalizing the treatment of prescribed drugs metabolized
by this enzyme. Based on test results, patients are divided into four different groups:
poor, intermediate, extensive, and ultrafast metabolizers [10,14]. Ultrafast metabolizers are
carriers of one or more fully functional duplication of the gene, while poor metabolizers
have two nonfunctional alleles. Abolishment of the enzyme function in an allele can be
caused either by single point mutations, or complete or partial deletions of the gene.

Most genotyping methods for copy number variation detection, rely partly or in whole
on amplification of the target by PCR [15–22]. Modern real-time PCR techniques are ex-
tremely versatile. However, while sensitivity is one of the biggest strengths of this method,
it also holds its greatest weakness. Bias can be introduced during amplification that is not
only caused by the specificity/annealing temperature of the primers or probes to the target,
but may arise due to variations in primer/probe concentrations, the amount of template
DNA, or its purity, as well as the concentration of salts or presence of contaminants [23].
This is especially true for assays relying on the multiplexing of primers and probes, or
assays that use standard curves or reference samples for relative quantification [24].

The most frequently applied method for routine testing for CNV in the CYP2D6 gene
is by relative quantification, using real-time PCR [15,17,19,25]. By this method, primers
amplifying a target sequence from the gene of interest are multiplexed with another primer
pair targeting a reference gene. The reference gene is commonly a household gene such as
ALB, GAPDH, or RNase P, known not to harbor CNV [16,17,19,26]. During amplification,
the products of each primer pair are detected in real-time by monitoring the fluorescence
generated from different fluorophores. The relative difference between the two cycle
thresholds is then compared to that of a reference wildtype reaction, allowing estimation of
copy numbers in the sample.

Although relative quantification by real-time PCR is fast and does not demand addi-
tional instrumentation, the use of multiplex PCR makes it less robust. Large fluctuations in
the amplification efficiency between identical reactions are common, and routine use neces-
sitates multiple duplicates of each sample, in order to obtain a robust result [23,24,27,28].
One way of optimizing these assays is to design multiplex primer pairs with equal am-
plification efficiency and with a low level of primer dimer formation. Here, we present a
novel approach to this problem, using a singleplex real-time PCR reaction for detection
of gene deletions and duplications by relative quantification. Furthermore, by using a
single universal primer targeting CYP2D6 and the reference gene 2D8P, we developed a
high-resolution melting (HRM) end-point PCR method that detects these genotypes based
on a melt curve analysis. Both methods allow simple and robust detection of deletions
and duplications in the CYP2D6 gene, and thus are of high clinical relevance in relation to
pharmacogenetic testing.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sequence Analysis

The sequences of CYP2D6, CYP2D7P, and CYP2D8P from the latest human genome
assembly GHCh38.p13 were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov accession date 11 November 2020) and aligned using
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Clustal Omega (www.ebi.ac.uk, 11 November 2020). The webtool boxshade (www.expasy.
org—discontinued, 11 November 2020) was used to identify similarities between the three
sequences in the alignment. Regions with homology between CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P, and
containing heterologous bases to CYP2D7P, were then identified by visual inspection of
the alignment (Table 1).

Table 1. Alignment of the primed region in exon 9 from CYP2D6 and the two pseudogenes, 2D7P
and 2D8P. The alignment is oriented 5′-3′ to the gene. Start and end position of the sequences
in the GRCh38.p13 assembly are shown. Letters with gray background mark the location of the
CYP2D6:2D8 universal primers, while the locations of the two gene specific probes/primers are
shown in black reversed letters. ‘*’ Indicates conserved bases in the alignment. (A) shows the location
of the primers and probes for the 5′nuclease singleplex assay. (B) shows the location of the primers
designed for high-resolution melting. Background color shows the location of primers and probes.

 
Alignment of Target Region from CYP2D6, 2D7P, and 2D8P 

(A) Relative Quantification 

Gene                                             Alignment Exon 9 

CYP2D6 42126676 CAGCTTCTCGGTGCCCACTGGACAGCCCCGGCCCAGCCACCATGGTGT 
CYP2D7P 42140380 .........C...G..G.C.....................TC.C.... 
CYP2D8P 42149988 ..................C.....................TC.C....TC.C.... 
Consensus          *********.***.**.*.*********************..*.**** 
  
CYP2D6          CTTTGCTTTCCTGGTGACCCCATCCCCCTATGAGCTTTGTGCTGTGC 42126582 
CYP2D7P          .G.CAGC..T....................C................ 42140286 
CYP2D8P          .G.C.GC..T........G............................ 42149894 
Consensus          *.*....**.********.***********.**************** 

  

(B) High Resolution Melting 

Gene                                            Alignment Exon 9 

CYP2D6 42126676 CAGCTTCTCGGTGCCCACTGGACAGCCCCGGCCCAGCCACCATGGTGT 
CYP2D7P 42140380 .........C...G..G.C.....................TC.C.... 
CYP2D8P 42149988 ..................C.....................TC.C.... 
Consensus          *********.***.**.*.*********************..*.**** 
  
CYP2D6          CTTTGCTTTCCTGGTGACCC 42126609 
CYP2D7P          .G.CAGC..T.......... 42140313 
CYP2D8P           .G.C.GC..T........G. 42149921 
Consensus          *.*....**.********.* 

2.2. Design of Primers and Probes for the 5′Nuclease Singleplex PCR

Based on the generated alignment, a universal primer set for CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P,
but not CYP2D7P, was designed targeting exon 9. A general set of rules for the primer
design was used, which included a theoretical annealing temperature of 57–63 ◦C, primer
size of 18–25 nt, and 3′ destabilization, by minimizing the number of C’ and G’ in the last
five bases. Bases heterologous to the sequence of CYP2D7P were placed in the 3′ end of the
primers, if possible, and the amplicon size was minimized.

Two gene specific 5′nuclease probes were designed; one targeting the amplified se-
quence of CYP2D6, and one the sequence of CYP2D8P. The probes were designed to have
an annealing temperature as close to each other as possible, and a theoretical annealing
temperature 6–10 ◦C higher than that of the primers. A guanine base immediately adjacent
to the 5′ labelling was avoided.

Before ordering, each primer and probe sequence was validated in silico using
the online software tool Netprimer (Premier Biosoft, http://www.premierbiosoft.com/
netprimer/, 11 November 2020), and their specificity to their intended targets was con-
firmed by performing a Primer-Blast search against the GHCh38.p13 assembly (National
Center of Biotechnology Information —www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/, 11
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November 2020). CYP2D6 probes were labelled 5′ with FAM, while that of CYP2D8P was
labelled with CalFluor 560. For quenching of the fluorochrome signal in the intact probe,
the 3′ end was labelled with black hole quencher-1 (BHQ-1). All primers and probes were
ordered from LGC-Biosearch (Aarhus, Denmark).

2.3. Design of Primers for Use in the High Resolution Melting PCR Assay

To facilitate detection of deletions and duplications using melt curve analysis, a single
universal primer was developed capable of amplifying from both the sequence of CYP2D6
and CYP2D8P. As complementary primers, a gene-specific primer was designed for each
of the two intended targets. These gene-specific primers generate amplicons variating in
size and melt temperature, thereby facilitating separation during analysis. To predict the
difference in melt temperatures during the design of the primers, the online tool ‘Oligo
Calc’ (http://biotools.nubic.northwestern.edu, 11 November 2020) was used. The design
followed the same rules as for the relative quantification, and the primers were validated
in silico accordingly.

2.4. Reference Samples and DNA Extraction

Material submitted to the Laboratory of the Danish Epilepsy Centre and tested using
a previously published method was used as reference for validation of the assays. Patient
samples were anonymized upon retrieval and DNA extraction was performed using a
MagNA Pure Compact Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit I (Roche Diagnostic, Basel, Switzerland)
applying 200 μL of full blood and a 100 μL elution volume. Following the extraction,
samples were quantified using a NanoDrop One spectrophotometer (Thermo Fischer,
Waltham, MA, USA), and the DNA concentration was normalized to 20 ng/μL.

2.5. Assay Validation

In total, 48 samples were selected for the validation, based on the genotyping results
obtained by the reference method. These samples consisted of 18 tested as wildtype,
20 identified as carriers of a CYP2D6 deletion variant (*5), and 10 containing one or more
duplications of the CYP2D6 gene.

The applied routine method for CNV genotyping of the reference samples (in the
following referred to as CYP2D6:RNase P) is accredited by the Danish Accreditation Fund
(DANAK) according to the ISO 15189:2013 standard. It relies on relative quantification
real-time PCR by amplification of a target sequence in exon 9 of the CYP2D6 gene. The
method is modified from Schaeffler et al. (2003), in that it is multiplexed with a commercial
CNV reference kit targeting the RNase P gene, instead of the albumin gene described in
the original publication [17]. For this study, the assay was performed on duplicates of
each sample, in a 20 μL reaction volume containing 10 μL Bio-Rad ITaq Universal Probes
Supermix (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA—cat# 1725131), 250 nM of each of
the primers of the CYP2D6 assay [17], 150 nM of the probe, 1× RNase P primer/probe mix
(Thermo Fischer, Waltham, MA, USA cat# 4403326), and 4 μL of template DNA (20 ng/μL).
Temperature cycling was performed in a Bio-Rad CFX Connect real-time PCR instrument,
running a program consisting of 3 min at 95 ◦C, followed by 35 cycles of sequential
denaturation for 15 s at 95 ◦C, and 1 min of elongation at 60 ◦C. Results were calculated
using the 2−ΔΔCt method in the CFX manger v3.1 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc.), by
averaging the values from a set of six wildtype samples, used as calibrators and included
in each run.

2.6. Detection of CYP2D6 Deletions and Duplications by the 5′Nuclease Singleplex PCR Assay

The singleplex assay CYP2D6:2D8P was performed in 20 μL reaction volumes, con-
taining 10 μL of 2× ITaq Universal Probes Supermix, 250 nM of each of the two primers,
200 nM of each of the probes, together with 4 μL of Template DNA (20 ng/μL). Temperature
cycling was performed, applying the same instrument, program, and software setup as
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for the reference multiplex PCR assay described above. The only exception was that four
calibrators instead of six were used per setup.

The PCR efficiency of the CYP2D6:2D8P, and the CYP2D6:RNase P assay used as
reference, was evaluated using standard curve regression. A ten-time dilution series of a
wildtype sample, going from 4 ng/μL to 0.004 ng/μL DNA, was generated, and PCR was
performed in duplicates using the same reaction concentrations and cycle conditions as
above. Using the software CFX Manager v3.1, the PCR efficiency of both probes in each
of the two assays was calculated by plotting the logarithmic concentration of the added
template DNA against the cycle threshold Cq.

2.7. Detection of CYP2D6 Deletions and Duplications by High-Resolution Melting

For detection of deletions and duplications using HRM, the concentration of the
universal forward primer was first optimized against a standard concentration of 250 nM
for each of the gene specific primers. The optimization established a concentration at
which both of the two amplicons, deferring in size, gave a comparable intensity during
melt curve analysis. The optimal concentration of the universal primer was 200 nM for
the assay. PCR was performed in 20 μL reaction volumes with 10 μL of Precision Melt
Supermix (Bio-Rad cat#1725110) and 2 μL of Template DNA (20 ng/μL), using a Bio-
Rad CFX Connect instrument. PCR amplification consisted of an initial denaturation at
95 ◦C for 3 min, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 ◦C for 15 s, annealing of the
primers at 60 ◦C for 30 s, and elongation for 30 s at 72 ◦C. A melt curve analysis was then
performed by first incubating the samples for 3 min at 60 ◦C, and measuring fluorescence at
0.2 ◦C/s steps from 70–95 ◦C. The software package Precision Melt Analysis v1.2 (Bio-Rad
Laboratories) was used for normalization of the fluorescence peaks between the samples,
and for grouping of the samples according to their melt curve pattern.

2.8. CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P Sequencing

The target region of the singleplex and the HRM assays, were selectively amplified
from the CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P gene, using the gene specific primers listed in Table 2, C.
PCR was performed in 25 μL reaction volumes with 12.5 μL of CloneAmp HiFi PCR premix
(TakaraBio, cat#639298), 250 nM of each primer, and 100 ng genomic DNA. PCR amplifi-
cation was performed with a Bio-Rad CFX96, using the following conditions: 35 cycles of
98 ◦C for 10 s, 60 ◦C for 10 s, and 72 ◦C for 30 s. The PCR products were gel purified using
a 1 % agarose gel. Bands, corresponding to 676 bp for the CYP2D6 fragment and 670 bp for
the CYP2D8P, were sequenced by Eurofins Genomics, using the same gene-specific primers
as for the PCR amplification.
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Table 2. Primers and probes designed and used in this study. ‘Size’ is the size of the amplicons pro-
duced by the primers. (A) Primers and probes designed for the 5′nuclease singleplex CYP2D6:2D8P
PCR assay for use with relative quantification. Probe labelling: FAM = Fluorescein, CF560 = Calfluor
560, BHQ-1 = Black Hole Quencher 1. (B) Primers designed for detection by high-resolution melting.
(C) Gene specific primers designed for sequencing of the CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P target regions of the
singleplex and high-resolution melting analysis.

Primers and Probes Designed for this Study

(A) Primers and probes for relative quantification

Name Sequence Size

CYP2D6:2D8 exon 9 Fwd 5′ CAGCTTCTCGGTGCCCAC 3′ 95 bp
CYP2D6:2D8 exon 9 Rev 5′ GCACAGCACAAAGCTCATAGG 3′
CYP2D6 exon 9 probe 5′ FAM-ACCAGGAAAGCAAAGACACCATGGT-BHQ1 3′
CYP2D8 exon 9 probe 5′ CF560-TCACCAGAAAGCCGACGACACGAGA-BHQ1 3′

(B) Primers for high-resolution melting

Name Sequence Size

CYP2D6:2D8 exon 9 Fwd 5′ CAGCTTCTCGGTGCCCAC 3′
CYP2D6 exon 9 Rev 5′ AGGAAAGCAAAGACACCATGGT 3′ 60 bp
CYP2D8 exon 9 Rev 5′ GCGTCACCAGAAAGCCGA 3′ 68 bp

(C) Primers for sequencing

Name Sequence Size

CYP2D6 Seq Fwd 5′ GTCTAGTGGGGAGACAAACCA 3′ 676 bp
CYP2D8 Seq Fwd 5′ CTAGTGGGGAAGGCAGACCA 3′ 670 bp
CYP2D6:2D8 Rev 5′ GCACAGCACAAAGCTCATAGG 3′

3. Results

3.1. Design and Validation of the 5′Nuclease Singleplex PCR Assay

Sequence alignment identified a common region suitable for designing universal
primers, facilitation specific amplification from the CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P genes, but
not from CYP2D7P. The targets of the primers are located in exon 9, starting at position
42126676 of the CYP2D6 sequence and position 42149988 of 2D8P (Table 1). This region
is the same as that covered by the assay designed by Schaeffler et al. (2003). The primer
pair flank a sequence with heterogeneity between the CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P, thereby
facilitating design of specific probes against each of the two genes (Table 2).

The equal affinity of the primers for both gene targets, and the efficiency of the PCR
assay, was investigated by comparing a standard curve to that from the reference assay
(Figure 1). The obtained slope values for the CYP2D6:2D8P assay where −3.39 for the
CYP2D6 probe and −3.37 for the CYP2D8P, resulting in a calculated PCR efficiency of
97.3% and 97.9% (Figure 1A). The same analysis for the reference CYP2D6:RNase P assay
gave a slope of −3.18 and −3.40, respectively, and a calculated efficiency of 105.4% and
96.9% (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1. Analysis of primer amplification efficiency by use of the standard curve method, performed
by dilution of a wildtype samples. (A) Standard curve generated by the 5′nuclease sing-leplex
CYP2D6:2D8P assay. Slope of the CYP2D6 probe −3.39 efficiency 97.3%, CYP2D8P probe slope −3.37
efficiency 97.9% (B) Standard curve generated using the CYP2D6:RNase P reference assay. CYP2D6
probe slope −3.18 and 105.4% efficiency, RNase P probe slope −3.40 calculated efficiency 96.9%.

The CYP2D6:2D8P assay was validated against a large set of reference samples (n = 48).
As a method for comparing the result from the CYP2D6:2D8P to that of the reference, the
relative quantification (RQ) values obtained by each of the assays were plotted against
each other (Figure 2A). This plot clearly separated the samples into the three genotypes
(deletion *5, wildtype, duplication xN) and showed 100% consistent results between the
two assays. The two assays where further compared by calculating the mean RQ for each
of the three genotype groups (Figure 2B). The RQ mean for the reference samples analyzed
by the CYP2D6:2D8P assay was 0.45 for the deletion *5 allele, 0.94 for the wildtype, and
1.90 for the duplication. In comparison, the values for the CYP2D6:RNase P were 0.41, 0.80,
and 1.43 for the same set of samples.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the CYP2D6:2D8P singleplex, and the CYP2D6:RNase P reference
assay. (A) Graphical representation of results obtained by parallel testing, where the calculated RQ
values obtained from the two assays are plotted against each other. The plot separated the samples
into three groups based on the copy number of the sample. (B) Calculated average RQ value for the
samples carrying deletion *5 (n = 20), wildtype (n = 18), and duplications (n = 10).

As both CYP2D6 and CYP2D8P are competing for the same set of primers in the assay,
the separation between the genotypes would be expected to increase throughout the PCR
reaction. This was verified at the end-point of the PCR for the CYP2D6:2D8P assay, by
plotting the relative fluorescence from the probes against each other (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Common end-point PCR allele discrimination plot of the reference samples obtained by the
singleplex CYP2D6:2D8P assay. The plot shows the differentiation into the three genotype groups,
deletions *5, wildtype, and samples with one or more duplicates of the CYP2D6 gene (xN).

3.2. Design and Validation of the High Resolution Melting Assay

The developed genotyping technique using high-resolution melting, relies on a single
primer targeting a sequence conserved between the target gene CYP2D6, and the reference
gene CYP2D8P. The single universal primer is multiplexed in the PCR reaction with two
gene specific primers, designed to generate amplicons differing in length/melt temperature
of the double stranded DNA. This allows separation of the peaks generated by the CYP2D6
and CYP2D8P gene on the melt curve plot (Figure 4). As the universal primer is added at
a lower concentration, making it the rate-limiting factor of the PCR, any difference in the
starting template amounts between the two gene targets is expected to increase throughout
the PCR amplification. Detection of deletions and duplications was thus performed by
comparing the melt curves to controls, and looking at the differences in fluorescence, caused
by the proportional shift between the amplicons of CYP2D6 and 2D8P (Figure 4A).

The proposed method was tested by designing an assay targeting the same region in
CYP2D6 exon 9 and applying the same universal forward primer as for the assay developed
for relative quantification in this study (Table 1). Gene specific primers were designed
located immediately downstream, resulting in a fragment size of 60 bp for the CYP2D6
gene, and 68 bp for CYP2D8P (Table 2). Optimization was performed on a wildtype
sample, to ensure comparable peak heights for both amplicons in the melt curve analysis
for this genotype (Figure 4A). This was done by lowering the concentration of the universal
primer alone. When tested on samples carrying a deletion or duplications, this resulted in a
change in the melt curve pattern, allowing easy discrimination between the three genotypes
(Figure 4).

The assay was further validated on the same set of reference samples as used for
the relative quantification. The reference samples carrying deletions *5, and homozygote
wildtypes, gave a result 100% consistent with the previous findings (Figure 4B). Four of
the duplicate samples showed a slightly deviating melt curve pattern. In order to identify
the reasons for these discrepancies, this region from both the CYP2D6 and the CYP2D8P
gene was sequenced. One of the samples carried a C > T transition within the assay region
(Table 1B—CYP2D8P—location 42150006), possibly explaining the different melt curve
pattern. The discrepancy for the three other samples could not be resolved.
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Figure 4. Detection of CYP2D6 deletions or duplications by high-resolution melting PCR. (A) Melt
curve showing the proportional change between the two amplicons generated from the CYP2D6
and the CYP2D8P gene, identified by the two arrows. (B) Temperature shifted view of the melt
curves from all of the reference samples (n = 48) used for the validation of the assay. Clustering
was done by automatic calling, using the Precision Melt software from Bio-Rad. Blue = deletions *5,
green = wildtype, orange = duplications, and black = unresolved duplicate samples.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to develop a simple and robust assay for routine
pharmacogenetic detection of copy number variations in the CYP2D6 gene. Previously, the
use of CYP2D8P as a reference gene for CNV detection of CYP2D6 was reported in two
other studies. While Söderbäck et al. first described a method for genotyping CYP2D6
by pyrosequencing, Nakamura et al. developed a method combining loop mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP-PCR) and electrochemical detection [21,29]. Both of these
studies applied proprietary techniques that require additional instrumentation as well as
reagents. In contrast, the methods reported in the current study rely on simple real-time
PCR technology. The novelty of this, therefore, relies on two factors:

1. The equal affinity and efficiency of the universal primers when amplifying the two
targets located in the CYP2D6 and 2D8P gene.

2. The competition of the two targets for the same pool of universal primers, in the later
phase of the PCR amplification.
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The first is important when performing relative quantification using real-time PCR, as
the method relies on cycle threshold values (Cq) obtained during the exponential phase of
the reaction. During this phase, the primers and other reagents are not the rate-limiting
factor, but rather the efficiency of the primers and the concentration of template DNA. By
reducing the number of primers and by having primers with a 100% similar annealing
temperature to the two targets, an equal amplification efficiency is obtained for CYP2D6
and CYP2D8P (Figure 1).

The second benefit is a prerequisite for developing an end-point PCR method for
identifying deletions and duplications. While a regular multiplex PCR has two (or more)
different pools of primers and the depletion of one pool will tend to have no direct effect
on the amplification performed by the other, this is not the case using universal primers.
Here, following the exponential phase, the two targets will begin to compete for the same
pool of free universal primers in the PCR reaction. As this pool becomes depleted, the most
abundant template will have a continually increased chance of a primer annealing and
initiating amplification. When applied to a sample carrying deletions or duplications in
the CYP2D6 gene, this results in a continuously greater difference between the signal of
the target and the reference gene. This principle is applied in the HRM assay, where the
identification is based on the difference in fluorescence obtained during melting of the two
amplicons (Figure 4). However, it may also be used to develop similar end-point PCR assays
based on other chemistries, such as 5′nuclease/Taqman (Figure 3). This has the potential
to reduce the overall cost of PCR-based genotyping of the CYP2D6 gene, by allowing
the same workflow and setup for identification of both gene deletions/duplications and
single nucleotide polymorphisme (SNP) [30,31]. However, in order for this to work in a
5′nuclease assay, an additional separation between the signal strength of the two probes is
required. This is particularly true in order to be able to differentiate between the wildtype
and samples harboring duplications of the CYP2D6 gene (Figure 3). One possible solution
could be to use double quenched probes.

Since the clinical relevance of exact copy number calls of duplications is very limited,
both assays in their present form are qualitative. This is especially true for the HRM assay,
as it is an end-point PCR. In contrast the 5′nuclease singleplex assay relies on the real-time
Cq values obtained during the exponential phase of the PCR. With further development, the
method, therefore, ought to be useful for exact quantification of duplicates in the CYP2D6
gene, should that be warranted. This would, however, necessitate a more stringent and
elaborate setup than is generally feasible for routine pharmacogenetic testing.

A complicating factor when genotyping the CYP2D6 gene is the possible presence
of partial deletions/duplications or hybrids between the CYP2D6 and the 2D7P gene.
The location of the two assays presented here allows the discrimination of one common
hybrid allele *36 found in tandem CNV. This is a non-functional hybrid allele containing
a conversion to CYP2D7P within or upstream of exon 9. Therefore, if the target sequence
of the assay is upstream from the conversion site, it will be genotyped as a wildtype. In
contrast, an assay targeting a region downstream would identify it as a deletion and thereby,
correctly, as a non-functional allele [16].

Although the design of an assay applying two universal primers adds restrictions,
by lowering the number of possible target sequences in the CYP2D6 gene, the initial
sequence analysis identified other possible locations. One is around the same area in exon
6 targeted by Söderbäck et al. [29]. Other regions of the CYP2D6 gene may, however, be
made accessible by incorporation of single degenerate or modified bases, such as inosine or
locked nucleic acids, into the primer sequence.

In contrast to the 5′nuclease singleplex assay, the HRM method only relies on a
single universal primer. This increases the potential targets for such assays in the CYP2D6
gene significantly. The method may, therefore, also be used for detecting deletions and
duplications in other genes i.e., SULT1A1 or UGT2B17 [28,32].

In conclusion, the novel methods presented in this study allow fast and robust iden-
tification of deletions and duplications in the CYP2D6 gene, applying standard real-time
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PCR detection techniques. The outlined approach may also be applicable to other PCR
chemistries used for genotyping. In addition, if suitable reference sequences can be identi-
fied, these methods could help simplify the routine identification of deletions or duplica-
tions in genes other than CYP2D6.
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Abstract: Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) variants can be a risk factor for developing potentially
fatal drug hypersensitivity reactions. Our aim was to estimate the potential impact of genotyping for
the HLA risk alleles incorporated in the Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) guidelines
in The Netherlands. We estimated the number of hypersensitivity reactions and associated deaths that
can be avoided annually by genotyping for these HLA risk alleles. Additionally, the cost-effectiveness
was estimated. Nationwide implementation of genotyping HLA risk alleles before initiating drugs
with an actionable drug–gene interaction can potentially save the life of seven allopurinol initiators
and two flucloxacillin initiators each year in The Netherlands. Besides these deaths, 28 cases of
abacavir hypersensitivity, 24 cases of allopurinol induced SCARs, 6 cases of carbamazepine induced
DRESS and 22 cases of flucloxacillin induced DILI can be prevented. Genotyping HLA-B*5701 in
abacavir initiators has a number needed to genotype of 31 to prevent one case of abacavir hypersensi-
tivity and is cost-saving. Genotyping HLA-B*5801 in allopurinol initiators has a number needed to
genotype of 1149 to prevent one case of SCAR but is still cost-effective. Genotyping before initiating
antiepileptic drugs or flucloxacillin is not cost-effective. Our results confirm the need for mandatory
testing of HLA-B*5701 in abacavir initiators, as indicated in the drug label, and show genotyping of
HLA-B*5801 in allopurinol initiators should be considered.

Keywords: HLA; drug hypersensitivity; pharmacogenomics; abacavir; allopurinol; flucloxacillin;
antiepileptic drugs; cost-effectiveness

1. Introduction

Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in
modern healthcare. An adverse drug reaction (ADR) is defined by the World Health
Organization as ”a response to a drug which is noxious and unintended, and which occurs
at doses normally used in humans for the prophylaxis, diagnosis, or therapy of disease, or
for the modifications of physiological function” [1]. Two types of ADRs are distinguished,
type A and type B reactions. Whereas type A reactions can be predicted from the drug’s
pharmacological mechanism of action, type B reactions, or idiosyncratic reactions, cannot
be predicted as such and are often much rarer than type A reactions.

Bouvy et al. performed a review of all epidemiological studies quantifying ADRs in
a European setting and found a median percentage of ADR related hospital admissions
of 3.5% of all admissions and a fatality rate of approximately 0.15% indicating that ADRs
represent a significant burden on European healthcare [2]. Incidence numbers of idiosyn-
cratic ADRs are scarcely available within Caucasian cohorts, but according to Asian studies
the incidence of drug hypersensitivity of hospitalized patients is estimated to be 1.8–4.2
per 1000 hospital admissions [3,4]. They are rare but, due to them being unpredictable and
often severe with high mortality rates, genetic biomarkers to identify patients at higher
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risk of drug hypersensitivity are of utmost importance in preventing these hypersensitivity
reactions, hospital admissions and potentially death.

In 2005, the Dutch Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) was established by the
Royal Dutch Pharmacist’s Association with the objective to develop pharmacogenetics-
based therapeutic (dose) recommendations [5]. Many of its guidelines concern pharma-
cokinetic and pharmacodynamic gene-drug interactions to prevent type A ADRs. But
also guidelines related to risk alleles in the HLA gene and associated idiosyncratic drug
reactions are available.

The guidelines include HLA-B*5701 and abacavir hypersensitivity reaction (ABC-
HSR), HLA-B*5801 and allopurinol associated severe cutaneous adverse drug reactions
(SCARs) including Stevens–Johnson syndrome (SJS), toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) and
drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) and HLA-B*5701 and
flucloxacillin induced liver injury (DILI). Additionally there are guidelines about HLA-
B*1502, HLA-B*1511 and HLA-A*3101 and carbamazepine induced SCARs and HLA-B*1502
and lamotrigine, oxcarbazepine and phenytoin associated SJS/TEN [6–13].

In many populations, these HLA tests have been proven to be effective in predicting
susceptibility for the specific drug hypersensitivity reactions and in a recent paper the diag-
nostic test criteria including sensitivity and specificity have been described [14]. However,
it is yet unclear what the impact of genotyping for these HLA risk alleles would be in a
European population.

Genotyping for HLA risk alleles potentially has a high impact for the individual
patient and nationwide. Therefore we aim to make a quantitative estimate of the potential
impact of genotyping for HLA risk alleles in The Netherlands by estimating the number
of drug hypersensitivity reactions that can be avoided annually by switching patients to
an alternative drug if they tested positive for the specific HLA risk allele. Additionally we
determined how many deaths could be prevented annually by this approach. In addition,
we performed a cost-effectiveness study to determine whether testing for HLA risk alleles
is cost-effective.

2. Results

2.1. Nationwide Dispensing Data

An overview of first dispensations obtained from the Dutch Foundation for Pharma-
ceutical Statistics or Stichting Farmaceutische Kerngetallen (SFK) of abacavir, allopurinol,
carbamazepine, flucloxacillin, lamotrigine, oxcarbazepine and phenytoin for the period
1 January–31 December 31, 2019 is shown in Table 1 [15]. First dispensations are defined as a
dispensation without a previous dispensation within the prior 12 months [16]. Flucloxacillin
is the most represented drug of the seven drugs with almost 19,000 first dispensations
per million patients followed by allopurinol with around 1700 first dispensations and
carbamazepine with nearly 600 dispensations per million patients.

Table 1. An overview of the first dispensations for drugs with an actionable HLA associated DPWG
recommendation dispensed in Dutch pharmacies [15].

Name Drug No. First Dispensations First Dispensations per Million Patients

FLUCLOXACILLIN 296,467 18,529

ALLOPURINOL 27,585 1724

CARBAMAZEPINE 9520 595

LAMOTRIGINE 6426 402

OXCARBAZEPINE 1219 76

ABACAVIR monotherapy or in combination with other
antiviral drugs 873 55

PHENYTOIN 678 42
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2.2. Frequencies of HLA Variants

The frequency of HLA variants is derived from Dutch populations from the Allele
Frequency Net Database and literature [17,18]. The most common HLA risk alleles in The
Netherlands are HLA-B*5701 and HLA-A*3101. HLA-B*1511 was not found in any of the
four Dutch populations while HLA-B*1502 was only found once. The weighted averages
of the allele frequencies and calculated carrier frequencies of the five HLA risk alleles
mentioned in the DPWG guidelines are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Allele frequencies and carrier frequencies of HLA risk alleles in the Dutch population [17,18].

HLA Risk Allele Allele Frequency Carrier Frequency

HLA-A*3101 0.0338 0.0665

HLA-B*1502 0.0007 0.0014

HLA-B*1511 0.0000 0.0000

HLA-B*5701 0.0336 0.0661

HLA-B*5801 0.0069 0.0138

2.3. Positive Predictive Values

The probability that following a positive HLA test result, the individual will develop
the specific drug hypersensitivity when exposed to the drug of interest, is the positive
predictive value (PPV). The positive predictive values of the HLA-drug hypersensitivity
reactions are shown in Table 3. The PPVs were retrieved from literature and existing
guidelines. The HLA-B*5701 test for abacavir hypersensitivity has by far the highest PPV
of approximately 48%. The PPV of HLA-B*5801 for allopurinol-induced SJS/TEN is also
relatively high with 5.5%. On the other hand, all other PPVs are below 1%.

Table 3. Positive predictive values of HLA-drug hypersensitivity interactions.

Drug HLA Variant Outcome PPV Source

Abacavir HLA-B*5701
Abacavir

hypersensitivity
reaction

48% DPWG guideline [12]

Allopurinol HLA-B*5801 SJS/TEN
DRESS

5.5%
0.72%

Lonjou et al. [19]
Gonçalo et al. [20]

Flucloxacillin HLA-B*5701 DILI 0.11% Daly et al. [21]

Carbamazepine HLA-B*1502 SJS/TEN 0.14% Amstutz et al. [22]

HLA-B*1511 SJS/TEN 0.5% DPWG guideline [7]

HLA-A*3101 DRESS
SJS/TEN

0.89%
0.02%

Genin et al. [23]
DPWG guideline [7]

Oxcarbazepine HLA-B*1502 SJS 0.73% Chen et al. [24]
DPWG guideline [10]

Lamotrigine HLA-B*1502 SJS/TEN 0.4% DPWG guideline [9]

Phenytoin HLA-B*1502 SJS/TEN 0.65% Chen et al. [25]
DPWG guideline [11]

2.4. Mortality

The mortality rates of abacavir hypersensitivity reaction (ABC-HSR), SJS/TEN, SJS,
DRESS and DILI used in our analysis are shown in Table 4. Abacavir hypersensitivity has a
mortality of about 0.07%, DRESS of 2%, DILI of 7.6% while SJS and SJS/TEN have a high
mortality of 24% and 34%.
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Table 4. Mortality rates of hypersensitivity reactions.

Type of Hypersensitivity Reaction Mortality (Reference)

ABC-HSR 0.07% [26]

DRESS 2% [27]

SJS 24% [28]

SJS/TEN 34% [28]

DILI 7.6% [29]

2.5. Hypersensitivity Reactions and Deaths Prevented by HLA Genotyping

Table 5 summarizes the estimated annual number of actionable genotypes, HLA
associated hypersensitivity reactions and deaths caused by these hypersensitivity reactions
in The Netherlands. As is shown in Table 5, HLA-B*5701 testing, which is already mandatory
for abacavir prior to start, is estimated to prevent 28 hypersensitivity reactions per year but
less than one death each year. This is due to a high allele carrier frequency and positive
predictive value but low mortality rate of 0.07%. This low mortality rate can probably
be explained by the fact that abacavir hypersensitivity reaction is more severe after a
rechallenge and the drug is usually withdrawn after a first reaction.

Table 5. An overview of actionable genotypes amongst drug initiators and the estimated number of
hypersensitivity reactions and deaths caused by hypersensitivity reactions that can be prevented by
HLA genotyping.

Drug
HLA

Allele
Outcome

First
Prescriptions

Carrier
Frequency

PPV Mortality
Actionable
Genotypes

Hypersensitivity
Reactions

Deaths

Abacavir B*5701 ABC-HSR 873 0.0661 0.48 0.0007 57.71 27.70 0.02

Allopurinol B*5801 SJS/TEN 27,585 0.0138 0.055 0.34 380.67 20.94 7.12

Allopurinol B*5801 DRESS 27,585 0.0138 0.007 0.02 380.67 2.74 0.05

Carbamazepine B*1502 SJS/TEN 9520 0.0014 0.0014 0.34 13.33 0.02 0.01

Carbamazepine B*1511 SJS/TEN 9520 0 0.005 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00

Carbamazepine A*3101 DRESS 9520 0.0665 0.0089 0.02 633.08 5.63 0.11

Carbamazepine A*3101 SJS/TEN 9520 0.0665 0.0002 0.34 633.08 0.13 0.04

Flucloxacillin B*5701 DILI 296,467 0.0661 0.0011 0.076 19,596.47 12.56 1.64

Lamotrigine B*1502 SJS/TEN 6426 0.0014 0.004 0.34 9.00 0.04 0.01

Oxcarbazepine B*1502 SJS 1219 0.0014 0.0073 0.24 1.71 0.01 0.00

Phenytoin B*1502 SJS/TEN 678 0.0014 0.0065 0.34 0.95 0.01 0.00

HLA-B*5801 testing of all allopurinol starters and switching to an alternative drug
when tested positive would prevent 21 cases of SJS/TEN and 3 cases of DRESS each year
and is estimated to prevent 7 deaths each year.

Our results show that for some drugs-gene interactions, genotyping for HLA in the
Dutch population would prevent less than one hypersensitivity reaction per year. This
includes HLA-B*1502 genotyping for lamotrigine, oxcarbazepine and phenytoin starters
and HLA-B*1511 testing for carbamazepine starters. HLA-A*3101 testing for carbamazepine
starters and switching to an alternative drug when tested positive would prevent 6 cases of
DRESS per year.

HLA-B*5701 testing for all flucloxacillin starters is estimated to prevent 22 hyper-
sensitivity reactions and 2 deaths per year, but almost 300,000 people would need to be
genotyped for HLA-B*5701 each year.
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2.6. Cost-Effectiveness Model

The net annual costs for the Dutch population for the genotyping strategy versus the
standard care was calculated per drug–gene interaction. We considered a cost of 2 million
euros per prevented death to be cost-effective [30]. Our results in Table 6 show that HLA-
B*5701 testing for abacavir starters is calculated to be cost saving. Annually, genotyping
all 873 abacavir initiators and switching 58 HLA-B*5701 positive patients to an alternative
drug saves €34,000 in net costs in the Netherlands. Although not cost saving like testing
for abacavir, genotyping HLA-B*5801 for allopurinol starters would still be cost-effective.
Annually, this would cost about 2 million euros and prevents 24 cases of allopurinol induced
SCARS and 7 deaths. Ignoring the prevented ADR, the corresponding cost-effectiveness
ratio is €282,000 to prevent one death. This is considered very cost-effective. Genotyping
for HLA risk alleles for starters of antiepileptic drugs and flucloxacillin is not cost-effective.
HLA-B*1502, HLA-B*1511 and HLA-A*3101 genotyping for carbamazepine initiators comes
closest to being cost-effective with costs of 5 million euros per prevented death.

Table 6. Cost-effectiveness model parameters and results (all in euros).

Drug
HLA

Allele
Outcome

Costs
HLA Test

Costs
Lab

Standard
Costs per

Day

Alternative
Medsper

Day

Costs per
ADR

Net Costs
NL

Net
Costs
per

Patient

Costs per
Prevented

ADR

Costs per
Prevented

Death

abacavir B*5701 ABC-HSR 79 29.62 29.54 3700 −34,000 −39 −1200 −1,770,000

allopurinol B*5801 SJS/TEN 79 0.20 0.60 9100 2,040,000 74 97,000 287,000

allopurinol B*5801 DRESS 79 0.20 0.60 6800 2,220,000 80 808,000 40,400,000

cllopurinol
total 79 0.20 0.60 2,020,000 73 85,000 282,000

carbamazepine B*1502 SJS/TEN 79 0.45 0.86 9100 754,000 79 41,400,000 119,000,000

carbamazepine B*1511 SJS/TEN 79 0.45 0.86 9100 752,000 79 - -

carbamazepine A*3101 DRESS 79 0.45 0.86 6800 808,000 83 143,000 7,170,000

carbamazepine A*3101 SJS/TEN 79 0.45 0.86 9100 846,000 89 6,680,000 19,600,000

carbamazepine
total 79 0.45 0.86 808,000 83 143,000 4,990,000

flucloxacillin B*5701 DILI 79 19 0.62 0.62 13,500 23,500,000 79 1,090,000 14,300,000

lamotrigine B*1502 SJS/TEN 79 0.36 0.86 9100 509,000 79 14,100,000 41,600,000

oxcarbazepine B*1502 SJS 79 0.87 0.86 9100 96,000 79 7,700,000 22,700,000

phenytoin B*1502 SJS/TEN 79 0.21 0.86 9100 54,000 79 8,700,000 25,600,000

3. Discussion

Nationwide implementation of genotyping for specific HLA risk alleles before initiat-
ing drugs with an actionable drug–gene interaction and switching when tested positive can
potentially save the life of 7 allopurinol initiators and 2 flucloxacillin initiators each year
in The Netherlands. Besides these deaths, 28 cases of abacavir hypersensitivity, 24 cases
of allopurinol induced SCARs, 6 cases of carbamazepine induced DRESS and 22 cases
of flucloxacillin induced DILI can be prevented. Our analysis confirms the importance
of mandatory testing of HLA-B*5701 for abacavir starters since the number needed to
genotype is only 31. Indeed, only 873 patients have to be genotyped and of these 58 HLA-
B*5701 positive patients have to switch to an alternative therapy to prevent 28 cases of
abacavir hypersensitivity. This approach saves The Netherlands the limited amount of
34,000 euros each year. Promising seems to be HLA-B*5801 testing for allopurinol starters
with a number needed to genotype of 1149 initiators to prevent one case of SJS/TEN or
DRESS. Testing of 27,585 allopurinol starters would prevent 21 cases of SJS/TEN, 3 cases of
DRESS and 7 deaths each year. Especially patients with chronic renal insufficiency have a
high chance of developing SJS/TEN when exposed to allopurinol. In this patient group,
the PPV is tenfold higher. Therefore, genotyping for HLA-B*5801 of this specific patient
group would be the most obvious step forward for HLA testing in the Dutch population.
HLA genotyping for AEDs and flucloxacillin is not cost-effective.
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To our knowledge, this study is the first nationwide impact analysis and cost-
effectiveness study of all, according to the CPIC and DPWG guidelines, actionable HLA-
drug interactions. The analysis includes abacavir, allopurinol, carbamazepine, oxcar-
bazepine, lamotrigine, phenytoin and flucloxacillin. Zhou et al. have developed a global
cost-effectiveness model to estimate country-specific cost-effectiveness thresholds for pre-
emptive genetic testing for abacavir, allopurinol and carbamazepine [31]. However, in
this study, The Netherlands was only included in the cost-effectiveness analysis of car-
bamazepine. Our study shows that testing for HLA-B*1502 and HLA-A*3101 is not cost-
effective in the Dutch population. This is in disagreement with Zhou at al who estimated
that HLA-A*3101 testing for carbamazepine is likely to be cost-effective, although the
carrier frequency used in both studies is comparable. However, they assumed the costs of
HLA testing would be only USD 40, which we currently consider too low.

Although our study focusses on the impact and cost-effectivity of genotyping for
HLA risk alleles in The Netherlands, the results may be generalizable to other Caucasian
European populations, if carrier frequencies and healthcare costs in those populations are
comparable to the Dutch values.

A limitation of our study is that we used mainly input data of Caucasian populations.
This leads to underestimating the usefulness of HLA-B*1502 and HLA-B*1511 for patients
with Asian ancestry in The Netherlands for which HLA-B*1502 and HLA-B*1511 genotyp-
ing may be more useful than for the average Dutch population. However, because only
5.5% of the Dutch population has migrated from Asia, and of this 5.5% the majority comes
from Indonesia where HLA studies are relatively scarce, this was considered to be the
best approach. In contrast, we may have overestimated the usefulness of HLA-B*1502 and
HLA-B*1511 for Caucasian lamotrigine, oxcarbazepine and phenytoin initiators. No data for
a PPV in Caucasian populations was found for these drug–gene interactions and therefore
we used PPVs originating from Asian studies which may have led to an overestimation of
the utility of the HLA tests.

For an estimation of the number of patients initiating abacavir, allopurinol, flu-
cloxacillin or one of the four AEDs we used data of first dispensations from the Dutch
Foundation for Pharmaceutical Statistics. Conventionally, first dispensations are defined as
a pharmacy dispensation without a previous dispensation of the same drug in the prior
12 months in the community pharmacy [16]. This probably leads to an overestimation of
actual first starters, especially for flucloxacillin. The other drugs are often used chronically
for many years while flucloxacillin can be used for a short duration multiple times in a
lifetime but with more than 12 months between consecutive uses.

For the costs of treating the drug hypersensitivity reactions, we used the average of
the prices charged by the Dutch academic hospitals. To check whether these are represen-
tative, we compared the used to costs found in the literature. The price used for abacavir
hypersensitivity reaction was comparable to the costs of treating abacavir hypersensitivity
reaction in a UK study and a German study [32,33]. The costs for treating DRESS used in
this study (6800 euros) was considerably lower than found in a US study (17,000 USD) [34].
This is consistent with the generally higher price level of US healthcare, as compared to
other high-income countries [35]. The average price for Dutch academic hospitals we
used for SJS/TEN (9100 euros) was considerably lower than in a Dutch study in a burn
center specialized in SJS/TEN [36]. We attribute this to the longer treatment duration and
especially ICU stay for the severe cases that are referred to this burn center, as compared
to the SJS/TEN in our study. Overall, we can conclude that the prices used in our cost-
effectiveness model are comparable to costs in other western countries and can therefore be
considered reliable estimates.

In this study we only focused on HLA associated hypersensitivity reactions and we
did not take into account any other ADR of the studied drugs or of the drugs that could
be used in case of a hypersensitivity reaction. Obviously, if a patient is tested positive
for an HLA risk allele and the physician prescribes an alternative drug, this drug may
also cause ADRs, or it might be less effective. Febuxostat, for instance, seems to have
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more cardiovascular adverse drug reactions than allopurinol but can also cause cutaneous
hypersensitivity reactions, though these are rarer than with allopurinol and not associated
with an HLA risk allele or other predictive biomarker [37–39].

We performed a cost-effectiveness analysis where we calculated genotyping for aba-
cavir to be cost-saving, and genotyping for allopurinol to be cost-saving while for the other
drugs genotyping is not cost-effective. We used a threshold of 2 million euros per prevented
death, although the literature is not very clear what the threshold should be [30]. In many
countries economic thresholds in terms of costs-per-QALY are used [40]. However, we felt
using QALYs for our calculations would require making many uncertain assumptions and
exploratory calculations suggested it would not change our conclusion.

Currently, the implementation of HLA testing in patients starting drugs with a known
gene-drug interaction in The Netherlands remains low, despite available guidelines and
actionability. Only for abacavir initiators, genotyping for HLA-B*5701 is mandatory and rou-
tinely done and our study confirms this approach is cost-saving. The other HLA alleles are
rarely tested before initiating drug therapy. Our study shows genotyping HLA-B*5801 for
allopurinol starters is cost-effective and can reduce morbidity and mortality and therefore
it should be considered in pharmacogenetic implementation programs. Also genotyping
carbamazepine starters with Asian ancestry should be considered, because of the high
prevalence of HLA-B*1502 in this population. However, genotyping all carbamazepine
starters, regardless of ethnicity, is not cost-effective. Also genotyping for flucloxacillin,
oxcarbazepine, lamotrigine and phenytoin is not cost-effective in the Dutch population.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Selection of Drug Gene Interactions

Gene-drug interactions with an actionable therapeutic recommendation for carriers of
HLA risk alleles were selected from the DPWG guidelines. These include abacavir-HLA-
B*5701, allopurinol-HLA-B*5801, carbamazepine-HLA-B*1502, A*3101 and B*1502, flucloxacillin-
HLA-B*5701, lamotrigine-HLA-B*1502, oxcarbazepine-HLA-B*1502 and phenytoin-HLA-B*1502.
The drug hypersensitivity reactions in this article are the drug hypersensitivity reactions as
described in the DPWG guidelines [7–13].

4.2. Source of Nationwide Dispensing Data

Dutch dispensing data from “first dispensations” of the 7 selected drugs were collected
for the period 1 January–31 December 2019 from the Dutch Foundation for Pharmaceutical
Statistics or Stichting Farmaceutische Kengetallen (SFK). SFK is the Dutch Foundation
for Pharmaceutical Statistics and collects exhaustive data about the use of dispensed
drugs in the Netherlands. It contains data from more than 98% of the approximately
2000 community pharmacies in the Netherlands. These pharmacies combined serve about
15.8 million people from the population in The Netherlands [15]. Conventionally, first
dispensations are defined as a dispensation without a previous dispensation within the
prior 12 months in the community pharmacy [16].

4.3. Frequencies of HLA Variants

The allele frequencies of the HLA variants in the Dutch population were collected from
the Allele Frequency Net Database and from a PubMed search. In the Allele Frequency
Net Database all populations concerning the country The Netherlands were included.
A PubMed search was performed using the search terms “(hla [ti]) AND (dutch [ti] OR
Netherlands [ti])” and relevant articles which include allele frequencies of the HLA variants
of interest were included.

Three Dutch cohorts were found in the Allele Frequency Net Database and one cohort
was retrieved using the PubMed search [17,18]. A weighted average of the allele frequencies
of the 4 populations was calculated by performing a meta-analysis in R. Because of low
heterogeneity, a fixed effects model was used.
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The carrier frequency was subsequently calculated as follows:

Carrier frequency = 1 − (1 − allele frequency)2.

4.4. Positive Predictive Values

The PPVs for the actionable drug–gene interactions were retrieved from studies per-
formed in Caucasian populations or from the DPWG guideline. If available, numbers
for Caucasian populations were used, otherwise PPVs derived from other populations
were used.

4.5. Morbidity and Mortality of Outcomes

The hypersensitivity reactions included in this article are abacavir hypersensitivity,
allopurinol induced SCARs including DRESS and SJS/TEN, carbamazepine induced SCAR,
lamotrigine and phenytoin induced SJS/TEN and oxcarbazepine induced SJS. Finally
flucloxacillin induced DILI was also included. Estimates of the mortality of the included
drug hypersensitivity reactions were collected from literature [26–29]. If possible, mortality
estimates from European or other mainly Caucasian countries were used.

4.6. Estimation of Hypersensitivity Reactions and Deaths Prevented by Pre-Emptively Genotyping

The number of actionable drug–gene interactions is calculated by multiplying the
number of first prescriptions by the allele carrier frequency of the associated HLA risk allele.
Subsequently the estimated annual number of drug hypersensitivity reactions is calculated
by multiplying the number of actionable drug–gene interactions by the positive predictive
value of the HLA test for the outcome. Thus the annual number of drug hypersensitivity
reactions is calculated by:

NADR = DISP × CF × PPV (1)

NADR = number HLA associated hypersensitivity reactions prevented, DISP = number
of first dispensations, CF = carrier frequency of HLA risk allele, PPV = positive predictive
value of HLA test.

The annual number of deaths caused by HLA associated hypersensitivity reactions is
calculated by multiplying the estimated number of drug hypersensitivity reactions by the
mortality of the outcome:

Ndeath = NADR × MORT (2)

Ndeath = number of HLA associated deaths prevented, NADR = number HLA associated
hypersensitivity reactions prevented, MORT = mortality.

4.7. Healthcare Costs

We compared the cost of two treatment strategies; no genetic test and initiation of
the HLA allele associated drug, and testing for the HLA risk allele and switching to an
alternative drug not associated with the same HLA risk allele when a patient tests positive
for the HLA risk allele.

Costs are calculated with a one-year time-horizon, and reported in Euros at price
level 2021. The costs of single-variant HLA tests were based on single-gene prices for
genotyping (DNA amplification, manually) and a fixed price per lab-order for handling
and administration set in the four hospitals who test for HLA-B*5701 separately. The cost of
drugs for the relevant reference drugs and the alternatives was based on the most common
indication for the drug. The costs of the reference and alternative drugs were collected from
the national drug price registry by selecting the most suitable dose and formulation [41].
The alternative drugs were chosen from existing guidelines for the most common indication
of the drugs of interest.

In the case of flucloxacillin, unlike the other drugs of interest, the DPWG guideline
does not recommend an alternative drug but instead recommends to monitor liver function.
Only with increasing liver values, an alternative drug is recommended [8]. For the costs
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of the monitoring, the average cost from the Dutch academic hospitals was used for
testing ALAT and ASAT and also includes a fixed price per lab-order for handling and
administration and blood withdrawal. According to previous research, 0.0097% of all
flucloxacillin initiators patients experience increasing liver values [42].

The costs used in the cost-effectiveness model are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Model inputs for the healthcare costs.

Input Costs in Euros Source

HLA-A*3101 test 79 Average of 4 Dutch hospitals

HLA-B*1502 test 79 Average of 4 Dutch hospitals

HLA-B*1511 test 79 Average of 4 Dutch hospitals

HLA-B*5701 test 79 Average of 4 Dutch hospitals

HLA-B*5801 test 79 Average of 4 Dutch hospitals

Liver monitoring for HLA-B*5701
positive flucloxacillin users 19 Average of price charged by the

Dutch academic hospitals

Triumeq
(dolutegravir/abacavir/lamivudine) 29.62 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Biktarvy (bicte-
gravir/emtricabine/tenofoviralafenamide) 29.54 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Allopurinol 0.20 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Febuxostat 0.62 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Lamotrigine 0.36 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Phenytoin 0.21 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Oxcarbazepine 0.87 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Carbamazepine 0.45 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Levetiracetam 0.86 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Flucloxacillin 0.62 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Clarithromycin 0.48 per day Medicijnkosten.nl [41]

Abacavir hypersensitivity reaction 3700 Average of price charged by the
Dutch academic hospitals

DRESS 6800 Average of price charged by the
Dutch academic hospitals

SJS/TEN 9100 Average of price charged by the
Dutch academic hospitals

SJS 9100 Average of price charged by the
Dutch academic hospitals

DILI 13,500 Average of price charged by the
Dutch academic hospitals

For the costs of treating drug hypersensitivity reactions the average of the prices
charged by the seven academic hospitals (Amsterdam University Medical Center, Univer-
sity Medical Center Groningen, Leiden University Medical Center, Maastricht University
Medical Center+, Radboud University Medical Center, Erasmus University Medical Center
and University Medical Center Utrecht in The Netherlands was used. However, as a check
to see whether these costs are representative a literature search was performed to compare
the prices from the academic hospitals to the costs in previous clinical studies.

For abacavir hypersensitivity the price for “intensive treatment for allergy” was used
(3700 euros). The European RegiSCAR study found a median stay of 17 days for DRESS
patients. Because of this, the price for “6 to 28 days of treatment for inflammation of the
skin” was used (6800 euros). For SJS, SJS/TEN and TEN the price for “6 to 28 days of
treatment for a skin condition with blisters” was used (9100 euros). The costs used for
DILI are an average of the prices for patient receiving a liver transplantation after suffering
from DILI and patients not needing a liver transplantation. In the DILIN prospective
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study 3.8% of the patients suffering from DILI needed a liver transplant [29]. The price for
“liver transplantation with a living donor with a maximum of 28 days due to severe liver
failure” was used for patients needing a liver transplantation while the price for “hospital
admission of 6–28 days for a disease of the liver” was used for the remaining 96.2% not
needing a liver transplant.

4.8. Cost-Effectiveness Model

The net annual costs for the Dutch population for the genotyping strategy versus the
standard care was calculated per drug–gene interaction as following:

DISP × Ctest + HLA+ × Cmon +
(
HLA+ − ADR

)× 365 × (Calt − Cref)− ADR × CADR (3)

With DISP as the number of first dispersions, Ctest as the costs of the HLA test,
HLA+ as the number of patients carrying the risk allele, Cmon as the costs for monitoring
liver values in the case of flucloxacillin, ADR as the number of patients developing drug
hypersensitivity, Calt and Cref as the daily drug costs of respectively the alternative and
reference drug and CADR as the estimated costs of an hypersensitivity reaction.

We calculated cost-effectiveness ratios by dividing this impact on costs by the impact
on the number of ADRs and deaths.

5. Conclusions

This study confirms the need for mandatory testing of HLA-B*5701 in abacavir initia-
tors, as indicated in the drug label, since it only has a number needed to genotype of 31 and
implementation of this test is calculated to be cost-saving. Genotyping all carbamazepine,
oxcarbazepine, lamotrigine, phenytoin and flucloxacillin initiators is not cost-effective in
the overall Dutch population. However, our study shows genotyping HLA-B*5801 for
allopurinol starters is cost-effective and can reduce morbidity and mortality and therefore
it should be considered in pharmacogenetic implementation programs.
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